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Millimeter-Scale, Micro-Electro-
Mechanical Systems Gas Turbine
Engines
The confluence of market demand for greatly improved compact power sources for por-
table electronics with the rapidly expanding capability of micromachining technology has
made feasible the development of gas turbines in the millimeter-size range. With airfoil
spans measured in 100’s of microns rather than meters, these ‘‘microengines’’ have about
1 millionth the air flow of large gas turbines and thus should produce about one millionth
the power, 10–100 W. Based on semiconductor industry-derived processing of materials
such as silicon and silicon carbide to submicron accuracy, such devices are known as
micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS). Current millimeter-scale designs use centrifu-
gal turbomachinery with pressure ratios in the range of 2:1 to 4:1 and turbine inlet
temperatures of 1200–1600 K. The projected performance of these engines are on a par
with gas turbines of the 1940s. The thermodynamics of MEMS gas turbines are the same
as those for large engines but the mechanics differ due to scaling considerations and
manufacturing constraints. The principal challenge is to arrive at a design which meets
the thermodynamic and component functional requirements while staying within the realm
of realizable micromachining technology. This paper reviews the state of the art of
millimeter-size gas turbine engines, including system design and integration, manufactur-
ing, materials, component design, accessories, applications, and economics. It discusses
the underlying technical issues, reviews current design approaches, and discusses future
development and applications.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1739245#

Introduction
For most of the 60-year-plus history of the gas turbine, eco-

nomic forces have directed the industry toward ever larger en-
gines, currently exceeding 100,000 lbs of thrust for aircraft pro-
pulsion and 400 MW for electric power production applications.
In the 1990s, interest in smaller-size engines increased, in the few
hundred pound thrust range for small aircraft and missiles and in
the 20–250 kW size for distributed power production~popularly
known as ‘‘microturbines’’!. More recently, interest has developed
in even smaller size machines, 1–10 kW, several of which are
marketed commercially,@1,2#. Gas turbines below a few hundred
kilowatts in size generally use centrifugal turbomachinery~often
derivative of automotive turbocharger technology in the smaller
sizes!, but are otherwise very similar to their larger brethren in
that they are fabricated in much the same way~cast, forged, ma-
chined, and assembled! from the same materials~steel, titanium,
nickel superalloys!. Recently, manufacturing technologies devel-
oped by the semiconductor industry have opened a new and very
different design space for gas turbine engines—one that enables
gas turbines with diameters of millimeters rather than meters, with
airfoil dimensions in microns rather than millimeters. These shirt-
button-sized gas turbine engines are the focus of this review.

Interest in millimeter-scale gas turbines is fueled by both a
technology push and a user pull. The technology push is the de-
velopment of micromachining capability based on semiconductor
manufacturing techniques. This enables the fabrication of com-
plex small parts and assemblies—devices with dimensions in the
1–10,000mm size range with submicron precision. Such parts are
produced with photolithographically defined features and many
can be made simultaneously, offering the promise of low produc-

tion cost in large-scale production. Such assemblies are known in
the U.S. as micro-electrical-mechanical systems~MEMS! and
have been the subject of thousands of publications over the last
two decades,@3#. In Japan and Europe, devices of this type are
known as ‘‘microsystems,’’ a term which may encompass a wider
variety of fabrication approaches. Early work in MEMS focused
on sensors and simple actuators, and many devices based on this
technology are in large-scale production, such as pressure trans-
ducers and airbag accelerometers for automobiles. More recently,
fluid handling is receiving attention. For example, MEMS valves
are commercially available, and there are many emerging bio-
medical diagnostic applications. Also, chemical engineers are pur-
suing MEMS chemical reactors~chemical plants! on a chip,@4#.

User pull is predominantly one of electric power. The prolifera-
tion of small, portable electronics—computers, digital assistants,
cell phones, GPS receivers, etc.—requires compact energy sup-
plies. Increasingly, these electronics demand energy supplies
whose energy and power density exceed that of the best batteries
available today. Also, the continuing advance in microelectronics
permits the shrinking of electronic subsystems of mobile devices
such as ground robots and air vehicles. These small, and in some
cases very small, mobile systems require increasingly compact
power and propulsion. Hydrocarbon fuels burned in air have
20–30 times the energy density of the best current lithium
chemistry-based batteries, so that fuelled systems need only be
modestly efficient to compete well with batteries.

Given the need for high power density energy conversion in
very small packages, a millimeter-scale gas turbine is an obvious
candidate. The air flow through gas turbines of this size is about
six orders of magnitude smaller than that of the largest engines
and thus they should produce about a million times less power,
10–100 watts with equivalent cycles. Work first started on MEMS
approaches in the mid 1990s,@5–7#. Researchers rapidly discov-
ered that gas turbines at these small sizes have no fewer engineer-
ing challenges than do conventional machines and that many of
the solutions evolved over six decades of technology development
do not apply in the new design space. This paper reviews work on

Contributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute~IGTI! of THE AMERICAN
SOCIETY OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERSfor publication in the ASME JOURNAL OF
ENGINEERING FOR GAS TURBINES AND POWER. Paper presented at the Interna-
tional Gas Turbine and Aeroengine Congress and Exhibition, Atlanta, GA, June
16–19; 2003, Paper No. 2003-GT-38866. Manuscript received by IGTI, October
2002, final revision, March 2003. Associate Editor: H. R. Simmons.
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MEMS gas turbine engines for propulsion and power production.
It begins with a short discussion of scaling and preliminary design
considerations, and then presents a concise overview of relevant
MEMS manufacturing techniques. In more depth, it examines the
microscale implications for cycle analysis, aerodynamic and struc-
tural design, materials, bearings and rotor dynamics, combustion,
and controls and accessories. The gas turbine engine as a system
is then considered. This review then discusses propulsion and
power applications and briefly looks at derivative technologies
such as combined cycles, cogeneration, turbopumps, and rocket
engines. The paper concludes with thoughts on future develop-
ments.

Thermodynamic and Scaling Considerations
Thermal power systems encompass a multitude of technical dis-

ciplines. The architecture of the overall system is determined by
thermodynamics while the design of the system’s components is
influenced by fluid and structural mechanics and by material, elec-
trical and fabrication concerns. The physical constraints on the
design of the mechanical and electrical components are often dif-
ferent at microscale than at more familiar sizes so that the optimal
component and system designs are different as well. Conceptually,
any of the thermodynamic systems in use today could be realized
at microscale. Brayton~air! cycle and the Rankine~vapor! cycle
machines are steady flow devices while the Otto,@8#, Diesel, and
Stirling cycles are unsteady engines. The Brayton power cycle
~gas turbine! is superior based on considerations of power density,
simplicity of fabrication, ease of initial demonstration, ultimate
efficiency, and thermal anisotropy.

A conventional, macroscopic gas turbine generator consists of a
compressor, a combustion chamber, and a turbine driven by the
combustion exhaust that powers the compressor. The residual en-
thalpy in the exhaust stream provides thrust or can power an elec-
tric generator. A macroscale gas turbine with a meter-diameter air
intake area generates power on the order of 100 MW. Thus, tens
of watts would be produced when such a device is scaled to mil-
limeter size if the power per unit of air flow is maintained. When
based on rotating machinery, such power density requires com-
bustor exit temperatures of 1200–1600 K; rotor peripheral speeds
of 300–600 m/s and thus rotating structures centrifugally stressed
to several hundred MPa since the power density of both turboma-
chinery and electrical machines scale with the square of the speed,
as does the rotor material centrifugal stress; low friction bearings;
tight geometric tolerances and clearances between rotating and
static parts to inhibit fluid leakage~the clearances in large engines
are maintained at about one part in 2000 of the diameter!; and
thermal isolation of the hot and cold sections.

These thermodynamic considerations are no different at micro
than at macroscale. But the physics and mechanics influencing the
design of the components do change with scale, so that the opti-
mal detailed designs can be quite different. Examples of these
differences include the viscous forces in the fluid~larger at mi-
croscale!, usable strength of materials~larger at microscale!, sur-
face area-to-volume ratios~larger at microscale!, chemical reac-
tion times ~invariant!, realizable electric field strength~higher at
microscale!, and manufacturing constraints~limited mainly to
two-dimensional, planar geometries given current microfabrica-
tion technology!.

There are many thermodynamic and architectural design
choices in a device as complex as a gas turbine engine. These
involve tradeoffs among fabrication difficulty, structural design,
heat transfer, and fluid mechanics. Given a primary goal of dem-
onstrating that a high power density MEMS heat engine is physi-
cally realizable, MIT’s research effort adopted the design philoso-
phy that the first engine should be as simple as possible, with
performance traded for simplicity. For example, a recuperated
cycle, which requires the addition of a heat exchanger transferring
heat from the turbine exhaust to the compressor discharge fluid,
offers many benefits including reduced fuel consumption and re-

laxed turbomachinery performance requirements, but it introduces
additional design and fabrication complexity. Thus, the first de-
signs are simple cycle gas turbines.

How big should a ‘‘micro’’ engine be? A micron, a millimeter, a
centimeter? Determination of the optimal size for such a device
involves considerations of application requirements, fluid me-
chanics and combustion, manufacturing constraints, and econom-
ics. The requirements for many power production applications fa-
vor a larger engine size, 50–100 W. Viscous effects in the fluid
and combustor residence time requirements also favor larger en-
gine size. Current semiconductor manufacturing technology
places both upper and lower limits on engine size. The upper size
limit is set mainly by etching depth capability, a few hundred
microns at this time. The lower limit is set by feature resolution
and aspect ratio. Economic concerns include manufacturing yield
and cost. A wafer of fixed size~say, 200 mm diameter! would
yield many more low power engines than high power engines at
essentially the same manufacturing cost per wafer.~Note that the
sum of the power produced by all of the engines on the wafer
would remain constant at 1–10 kW.! When commercialized, ap-
plications and market forces may establish a strong preference
here. For the first demonstrations of a concept, a minimum tech-
nical risk approach is attractive. Analysis suggested that fluid me-
chanics would be difficult at smaller scales, so the largest size
near the edge of current microfabrication technology, about a cen-
timeter in diameter, was chosen as a focus of MIT’s efforts.

Performance calculations indicate that the power per unit air
flow from the configuration discussed below is 50–150 W/~g/sec!
of air flow ~Fig. 1!. For a given rotor radius, the air flow rate is
limited primarily by airfoil span as set by stress in the turbine
blade roots. Calculations suggest that it might be possible to im-
prove the specific work, fuel consumption, and air flow rate in
later designs with recuperators to realize microengines with power
outputs of as much as 50–100 W, power specific fuel consumption
of 0.3–0.4 g/w-hr, and thrust-to-weight ratios of 100:1. This level
of specific fuel consumption approaches that of current small gas
turbine engines but the thrust-to-weight ratio is 5–10 times better
than that of the best aircraft engine. The extremely high thrust-to-
weight ratio is simply a result of the so-called ‘‘cube-square law.’’
All else being the same as the engine is scaled down linearly, the
air flow and thus the power decreases with the intake area~the
square of the linear size! while the weight decreases with the
volume of the engine~the cube of the linear size!, so that the
power-to-weight ratio increases linearly as the engine size is re-
duced. Detailed calculations show that the actual scaling is not
quite this dramatic since the specific power is lower at the very
small sizes,@5#. A principal point is that a micro-heat engine is a
different device than more familiar full-sized engines, with differ-
ent weaknesses and different strengths.

Mechanics Scaling. While the thermodynamics are invariant
down to this scale, the mechanics are not. The fluid mechanics, for

Fig. 1 Simple cycle gas turbine performance with H 2 fuel
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example, are scale-dependent,@9#. One aspect is that viscous
forces are more important at small scale. Pressure ratios of 2:1 to
4:1 per stage imply turbomachinery tip Mach numbers that are in
the high subsonic or supersonic range. Airfoil chords on the order
of a millimeter imply that a device with room temperature inflow,
such as a compressor, will operate at Reynolds numbers in the
tens of thousands. With higher gas temperatures, turbines of simi-
lar size will operate at a Reynolds number of a few thousand.
These are small values compared to the 105– 106 range of large-
scale turbomachinery and viscous losses will be concomitantly
larger. But viscous losses make up only about a third of the total
fluid loss in a high speed turbomachine~three-dimensional, tip
leakage, and shock wave losses account for most of the rest! so
that the decrease in machine efficiency with size is not so dra-
matic. The increased viscous forces also mean that fluid drag in
small gaps and on rotating disks will be relatively higher. Unless
gas flow passages are smaller than one micron, the fluid behavior
can be represented as continuum flow so that molecular kinetics,
Knudsen number considerations, are not important.

Heat transfer is another aspect of fluid mechanics in which
microdevices operate in a different design space than large-scale
machines. The fluid temperatures and velocities are the same but
the viscous forces are larger, so the fluid film heat transfer coef-
ficients are higher by a factor of about three. Not only is there
more heat transfer to or from the structure but thermal conduc-
tance within the structure is higher due to the short length scale.
Thus, temperature gradients within the structure are reduced. This
is helpful in reducing thermal stress but makes thermal isolation
challenging.

For structural mechanics, it is the change in material properties
with length scale that is most important. Very small length scale
influences both material properties and material selection. In en-
gines a few millimeters in diameter, design features such as blade
tips, fillets, orifices, seals, etc. may be only a few microns in size.
Here, differences between mechanical design and material prop-
erties begin to blur. The scale is not so small~atomic lattice or
dislocation core size! that continuum mechanics no longer applies.
Thus, elastic, plastic, heat conduction, creep, and oxidation behav-
iors do not change, but fracture strength can differ. Material se-
lection is influenced both by mechanical requirements and by fab-
rication constraints. For example, structure ceramics such as
silicon carbide~SiC! and silicon nitride (Si3N4) have long been
recognized as attractive candidates for gas turbine components
due to their high strength, low density, and good oxidation resis-
tance. Their use has been limited, however, by the lack of tech-
nology to manufacture flaw-free material in sizes large enough for
conventional engines. Shrinking engine size by three orders of
magnitude virtually eliminates this problem. Indeed, mass-
produced, single-crystal semiconductor materials are essentially
perfect down to the atomic level so that their usable strength is an
order of magnitude better than conventional metals. This higher
strength can be used to realize lighter structures, higher rotation
speeds~and thus higher power densities! at constant geometry, or
simplified geometry~and thus manufacturing! at constant periph-
eral speed. An additional material consideration is that thermal
shock susceptibility decreases as part size shrinks. Thus, materials
such as alumina (Al2O3) which have very high temperature capa-
bilities but are not considered high temperature structural ceram-
ics due to their susceptibility to thermal shock are viable at milli-
meter length scales~Fig. 2!. Since these have not been considered
as MEMS materials in the past, there is currently little suitable
manufacturing technology available,@10#.

Overview of a MEMS Gas Turbine Engine Design
Efforts at MIT were initially directed at showing that a MEMS-

based gas turbine is indeed possible, by demonstrating benchtop
operation of such a device. This implies that, for a first demon-
stration, it would be expedient to trade engine performance for
simplicity, especially fabrication simplicity. Most current, high

precision, microfabrication technology applies mainly to silicon.
Since Si rapidly loses strength above 950 K, this becomes an
upper limit to the turbine rotor temperature. But 950 K is too low
a combustor exit temperature to close the engine cycle~i.e., pro-
duce net power! with the component efficiencies available, so
cooling is required for Si turbines. The simplest way to cool the
turbine in a millimeter-sized machine is to eliminate the shaft, and
thus conduct the turbine heat to the compressor, rejecting the heat
to the compressor fluid. This has the great advantage of simplicity
and the great disadvantage of lowering the pressure ratio of the
now non-adiabatic compressor from about 4:1 to 2:1 with a con-
comitant decrease in cycle power output and efficiency. Hydrogen
was chosen as the first fuel to simplify the combustor develop-
ment. This expedient arrangement was referred to as the H2 demo
engine. It is a gas generator/turbojet designed with the objective
of demonstrating the concept of a MEMS gas turbine. It does not
contain electrical machinery or controls, all of which are external.

The MIT H2 demo engine design is shown in Fig. 3. The cen-
trifugal compressor and radial turbine rotor diameters are 8 mm
and 6 mm, respectively. The compressor discharge air wraps
around the outside of the combustor to cool the combustor walls,
capturing the waste heat and so increasing the combustor effi-
ciency while reducing the external package temperature. The rotor
radial loads are supported on a journal bearing on the periphery of
the compressor. Thrust bearings on the centerline and a thrust
balance piston behind the compressor disk support the axial loads.
The balance piston is the air source for the hydrostatic journal
bearing pressurization. The thrust bearings and balance piston are
supplied from external air sources. The design peripheral speed of
the compressor is 500 m/s so that the rotation rate is 1.2 Mrpm.
External air is used to start the machine. With 400mm span air-
foils, the unit is sized to pump about 0.36 grams/sec of air, pro-

Fig. 2 Critical temperature change to cause fracture via ther-
mal shock

Fig. 3 H2 demo engine with conduction-cooled turbine con-
structed from six silicon wafers
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ducing 0.1 Newtons of thrust or 17 watts of shaft power. A cut-
away engine chip is shown in Fig. 4. In this particular engine
build, the airfoil span is 225mm and the disks are 300mm thick.

The following sections elaborate on the component technolo-
gies of this engine design. It starts with a primer on microfabri-
cation and then goes on to turbomachinery aerodynamic design,
structures and materials, combustion, bearings and rotor dynam-
ics, and controls and accessories. A system integration discussion
then expands on the high-level tradeoffs which define the design
space of a MEMS gas turbine engine.

A Primer on Micromachining
Gas turbine engine design has always been constrained by the

practicality of manufacturing parts in the desired shape and size
and with the material properties needed. As with conventional
metal fabrication, the mechanical and electrical properties of
MEMS materials can be strongly influenced by the fabrication
process.

While an old-school designer may have admonished his team
‘‘Don’t let the manufacturing people tell you what you can’t do!’’,
design for manufacturing is now an important concern in industry.
Major decisions in engine architecture are often set by manufac-
turing constraints. Of course this was true in the design of Whit-
tle’s first jet engine, in which the prominent external, reverse flow
combustors reflected the need to keep the turbine very close to the
compressor to control rotor dynamics given that the forging tech-
nology of the day could only produce short, small diameter shafts
integral with a disk,@11#.

Compared to manufacturing technologies familiar at large
scale, current microfabrication technology is quite constrained in
the geometries that can be produced and this severely limits en-
gine design options. Indeed, the principal challenge is to arrive at
a design which meets the thermodynamic and component func-
tional requirements while staying within the realm of realizable
micromachining technology. The following paragraphs present a
simple overview of current micromachining technology important
to this application and then discuss how it influences the design of
very small rotating machinery. These technologies were derived
from the semiconductor industry 15–20 years ago, but the busi-
ness of micromachining has now progressed to the level that con-
siderable process equipment~known as ‘‘tools’’! is developed spe-
cifically for these purposes,@12#.

The primary fabrication processes important in this application
are etching of photolithographically defined planar geometries and
bonding of multiple wafers. The usual starting point is a flat wafer
of the base material, most often single-crystal silicon. These wa-
fers are typically 0.5 to 1.0 mm thick and 100 to 300 mm in
diameter, the larger size representing the most modern technology.
Since a single device of interest here is typically a centimeter or
two square, dozens to hundreds fit on a single wafer~Fig. 5!.
Ideally, the processing of all the devices on a wafer is carried out
in parallel, leading to one of the great advantages of this micro-
machining approach, low unit cost. To greatly simplify a complex
process with very many options, the devices of interest will serve
as illustrative examples.

First, the wafers are coated with a light-sensitive photoresist. A
high contrast black-and-white pattern defining the geometry is
then optically transferred to the resist either by means of a contact
exposure with a glass plate containing the pattern~a ‘‘mask’’!, or

by direct optical or e-beam writing. The photoresist is then chemi-
cally developed as though it were photographic film, baked, and
then the exposed areas are removed with a solvent. This leaves
bare silicon in the areas to be etched and photoresist-protected
silicon elsewhere. The etching process is based on the principle
that the bare silicon is etched at a much higher rate, typically
50–1003, than the mask material. Many different options for
making masks have been developed, including a wide variety of
photoresists and various oxide or metal films. By using several
layers of masking material, each sensitive to different solvents,
multi-depth structures can be defined. Photoresist on top of SiO2
is one example.

The exposed areas of the wafer can now be etched, either
chemically or with a plasma. The devices we are concerned with
here require structures which are 100’s of microns high with very
steep walls, thus a current technology of great interest is deep
reactive ion etching~DRIE!. In the DRIE machine, the wafer is
etched by plasma-assisted fluorine chemistry for several tens of
seconds, then the gas composition is changed and a micron or so
of a teflon-like polymer is deposited which preferentially protects
the vertical surfaces, and then the etch cycle is repeated,@13#. The
average depth of a feature is a function of the etch time and the
local geometry. The etch anisotropy~steepness of the walls! can
be changed by adjusting the plasma properties, gas composition,
and pressure. In addition, these adjustments may alter the unifor-
mity of the etch rate across the wafer by a few percent since no
machine is perfect. One feature of current tools is that the etch
rate is a function of local geometry such as the lateral extent of a
feature. This means that, for example, different width trenches
etch at different rates, presenting a challenge to the designer of a
complex planar structure. A DRIE tool typically etches silicon at
an average rate of 1–3mm per minute, the precise rate being
feature and depth-dependent. Thus, structures that are many hun-
dreds of microns deep require many hours of etching. Such a tool
currently costs $0.5–1.0 M and etches one wafer at a time, so the

Fig. 4 Cutaway H 2 demo gas turbine chip

Fig. 5 Si wafer of radial inflow turbine stages
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etching operation is a dominant factor in the cost of producing
such deep mechanical structures. Both sides of a wafer may be
etched sequentially.

Figure 6 is an image of a 4 mmrotor diameter, radial inflow air
turbine designed to produce 60 watts of mechanical power at a tip
speed of 500 m/s,@14,15#. The airfoil span is 200mm. The cylin-
drical structure in the center is a thrust pad for an axial thrust air
bearing. The circumferential gap between the rotor and stator
blades is a 15mm wide air journal bearing required to support the
radial loads. The trailing edge of the rotor blades is 25mm thick
~uniform to within 0.5mm! and the blade roots have 10mm radius
fillets for stress relief. While the airfoils appear planar in the fig-

ure, they are actually slightly tapered from hub to tip. Current
technology can yield a taper uniformity of about 30:1 to 50:1 with
either a positive or negative slope. At the current state of the art,
the airfoil length can be controlled to better than 1mm across the
disk, which is sufficient to achieve high-speed operation without
the need for dynamic balancing. Turbomachines of similar geom-
etry have been produced with blade spans of over 400mm.

The processing of a 4 mmdiameter turbine stage is illustrated
in Fig. 7 as a somewhat simplified example. Note that the vertical
scaling in the figure is vastly exaggerated for clarity since the
thickness of the layers varies so much~about 1mm of silicon
dioxide and 10mm of photoresist on 450mm of silicon!. It is a
16-step process for wafer 1, requiring two photo masks. It in-
cludes multiple steps of oxide growth~to protect the surface for
wafer bonding!, patterning, wet etching~with a buffered hydro-
fluoric acid solution known as BOE!, deep reactive ion etching
~DRIE!, and wafer bonding~of the rotor wafer, #1, to an adjoining
wafer, #2, to prevent the rotor from falling out during processing!.
Note that wafer 2 in the figure was previously processed since it
contains additional thrust bearing and plumbing features which
are not shown here for clarity, In fact, it is more complex to
fabricate than the rotor wafer illustrated.

The second basic fabrication technology of interest here is the
bonding together of processed wafers in precision alignment so as
to form multilayer structures. There are several classes of wafer
bonding technologies. One uses an intermediate bonding layer
such as a gold eutectic or SiO2 . These approaches, however, re-
sult in structures which have limited temperature capabilities, a
few hundred °C. It is also possible to directly bond silicon to
silicon and realize the material’s intrinsic strength through the
entire usable temperature range of the material,@16,17#. Direct
bonding requires very smooth~better than 10 nanometers! and
very clean surfaces~a single 1mm diameter particle can keep

Fig. 6 A 4:1 pressure ratio, 4 mm rotor dia radial inflow turbine
stage

Fig. 7 Simplified processing steps to produce the turbine in Fig. 6 in a wafer stack. „Figure courtesy of N. Miki. …
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several square centimeters of surface from bonding!. Thus, a very
high standard of cleanliness and wafer handling must be main-
tained throughout the fabrication process. The wafers to be
bonded are hydrated and then aligned using reference marks pre-
viously etched in the surface. The aligned wafers are brought into
contact and held there by Van der Waals forces. The stack of
wafers is then pressed and heated to a few hundred degrees for
tens of minutes. Finally, the stack is annealed for about one hour
at 1100°C in an inert gas furnace.~If a lower temperature is used,
a much longer time will be needed for annealing.! Such a stack,
well processed from clean wafers, will not have any discernable
bond lines, even under high magnification. Tests show the bonds
to be as strong as the base material. The current state of the art is
stacks of 5–6 wafers aligned across a wafer to 0.5–1.0mm. More
wafers can be bonded if alignment precision is less important.
Note that the annealing temperature is generally higher than de-
vices encounter in operation. This process step thus represents the
limiting temperature for the selection of materials to be included
within the device,@18#. Figure 8 shows the turbine layer of Fig. 6
bonded as the center of a stack of five wafers, the others contain
the thrust bearings and fluid plumbing.

A third fabrication technology of interest for microrotating ma-
chinery is that which realizes a freely spinning rotor within a
wafer-bonded structure. We require completed micromachines
which include freely rotating assemblies with clearances mea-
sured in microns. While it is possible to separately fabricate ro-
tors, insert them into a stationary structure, and then bond an
overlaying static structure, this implies pick-and-place hand op-
erations~rather than parallel processing of complete wafers! and
increases the difficulty in maintaining surfaces sufficiently clean

for bonding. A fundamentally different approach is to arrange a
sequence of fabrication steps with all processing done at the wafer
level so that a freely rotating captured rotor is the end product.
The process must be such that the rotor is not free at any time
during which it can fall out, i.e., it must be mechanically con-
strained at all times. There are several ways that this can be ac-
complished. For example, the layer containing the rotor can be
‘‘glued’’ to adjoining wafers with an oxide during fabrication.
This glue can then be dissolved away to free the rotor after the
device is completely fabricated. In one version of the 4 mm tur-
bine of Fig. 6, an SiO2 film bonds the rotor layer at the thrust
bearing pad to the adjoining wafer, before the journal bearing is
etched. Another approach employs ‘‘break-off tabs’’ or mechani-
cal fuses, flimsy structures which retain the rotor in place during
fabrication and are mechanically failed after fabrication is com-
plete to release the rotor,@19#. Both approaches have been proven
successful.

The last MEMS technology we will mention is that for elec-
tronic circuitry, mainly for embedded sensors and electric machin-
ery such as actuators, motors, and generators. The circuitry is
generally constructed by laying down alternating insulating and
conducting layers, typically by using vapor deposition or sputter-
ing approaches, and patterning them as they are applied using the
photoresist technology outlined above. While the microelectronics
industry has developed an extremely wide set of such technolo-
gies, only a small subset are compatible with the relatively harsh
environment of the processing needed to realize wafer-bonded
mechanical structures hundreds of microns deep. Specifically, the
high wafer annealing temperatures limit the conductor choices to
polysilicon or high temperature metals such as platinum or tung-
sten. The energetic etching processes require relatively thick
masking material which limits the smallest electrical feature size
to the order of a micron, rather than the tens of nanometers used in
state-of-the-art microelectronic devices.

Using the above technologies, shapes are restricted to mainly
prismatic or ‘‘extruded’’ geometries of constant height. Ongoing
research with greyscale lithography suggests that smoothly vari-
able etch depths~and thus airfoils of variable span! may be fea-
sible in the near term,@20#. Conceptually, more complex three-
dimensional shapes can be constructed of multiple precision-
aligned two-dimensional layers. But layering is expensive with
current technology and 5–6 is considered a large number of
precision-aligned layers for a microdevice. Since three-
dimensional rotating machine geometries are difficult to realize,
planar geometries are preferred. While three-dimensional shapes
are difficult, in-plane two-dimensional geometric complexity is
essentially free in manufacture since photolithography and etching
process an entire wafer at one time. These are much different
manufacturing constraints than are common in the large-scale
world so it is not surprising the optimal machine design may also
be different.

Turbomachinery Fluid Mechanics
The turbomachine designs considered to date for MEMS engine

applications have all been centrifugal since this geometry is
readily compatible with manufacturing techniques involving pla-
nar lithography.~It is also possible to manufacture single axial
flow stages by using intrinsic stresses generated in the manufac-
turing process to warp what otherwise would be planar paddles
into twisted blades, but such techniques have not been pursued for
high-speed turbomachinery.! In most ways, the fluid mechanics of
microturbomachinery are similar to that of large-scale machines.
For example, high tip speeds are needed to achieve high pressure
ratios per stage. Micromachines are different in two significant
ways: small Reynolds numbers~increased viscous forces in the

Fig. 8 Complete, five-layer turbine ‘‘stack’’ including bearings
and fluid plumbing; „a… conceptual cross-section, „b… electron
microscope image of cross-section
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fluid! and, currently, two-dimensional, prismatic geometry limita-
tions. The low Reynolds numbers, 103– 105, are simply a reflec-
tion of the small size, and place the designs in the laminar or
transitional range. These values are low enough that it is difficult
to diffuse the flow, either in a rotor or a stator, without separation.
This implies that either most of the stage work must come from
the centrifugal pressure change or that some separation must be
tolerated. The design challenges introduced by the low Reynolds
numbers are exacerbated by geometric restrictions imposed by
current microfabrication technology. In particular, the fabrication
constraint of constant passage height is a problem in these high-
speed designs. High work on the fluid means large fluid density
changes. In conventional centrifugal turbomachinery, density
change is accommodated in compressors by contracting or in tur-
bines by expanding the height of the flow path. However, conven-
tional microfabrication technology is not amenable to tapering
passage heights, so all devices built to date have a constant span.
How these design challenges manifest themselves are somewhat
different in compressors and turbines.

A common fluid design challenge is turning the flow to angles
orthogonal to the lithographically defined etch plane, such as at
the impeller eye or the outer periphery of the compressor diffuser.
At conventional scale, these geometries would be carefully con-
toured and perhaps turning vanes would be added. Such geometry
is currently difficult to produce with microfabrication, which most
naturally produces sharp right angles that are deleterious to the
fluid flow. For example, at the 2 mm diameter inlet to a compres-
sor impeller, three-dimensional computational fluid dynamics
~CFD! simulations show that a right-angle turn costs 5% in com-
pressor efficiency and 15% in mass flow compared to a smooth
turn, @21#. Engineering approaches to this problem include lower-
ing the Mach number at the turns~by increasing the flow area!,
smoothing the turns with steps or angles~which adds fabrication
complexity!, and adding externally produced contoured parts
when the turns are at the inlet or outlet to the chip.

Compressor Aerodynamic Design. The engine cycle de-
mands pressure ratios of 2–4, the higher the better. This implies
that transonic tip Mach numbers and therefore rotor tip peripheral
speeds in the 400–500 m/s range are needed. This yields Rey-
nolds numbers~Re! in the range of 104 for millimeter-chord
blades. The sensitivity of two-dimensional blade performance to
Re in this regime is illustrated in Fig. 9, which presents the varia-
tions of efficiency with size for a radial flow compressor and
turbine. While this analysis suggests that for low loss it is desir-
able to maximize chord, note that the span of the airfoils is less
than the chord, implying that aero designs should include endwall
considerations at this scale.

In conventional size machines the flow path contracts to control
diffusion. Since this was not possible with established microma-
chining technology, the first approach taken was to control diffu-
sion in blade and vane passages by tailoring the airfoil thickness
rather than the passage height,@21,22#. This approach results in
very thick blades, as can be seen in the 4:1 pressure ratio com-
pressor shown in Fig. 10. Compared to conventional blading, the
trailing edges are relatively thick and the exit angle is quite high.
The design trade is between thick trailing edges~which add loss to
the rotor! or high rotor exit angles~which result in reduced work
at constant wheel speed, increased diffuser loss, and reduced op-
erating range!.

Although the geometry is two-dimensional the fluid flow is not.
The relatively short blade spans, thick airfoil tips, and low Rey-
nolds numbers result in large hub-to-tip flow variations, especially
at the impeller exit. This imposes a spanwise variation on stator
inlet angle of 15–20 deg for the geometries examined. This can-
not be accommodated by twisting the airfoils, which is not per-
mitted in current microfabrication. The limited ability to diffuse
the flow without separation at these Reynolds numbers also pre-
cludes the use of vaneless diffusers if high efficiency is required,
since the flow rapidly separates off parallel endwalls.

While extensive two-dimensional and three-dimensional nu-
merical simulations have been used to help in the design and
analysis of the micromachines, as in all high-speed turbomachin-
ery development, test data are needed. Instrumentation suitable for
fluid flow measurements in turbomachinery with blade spans of a
few hundred microns and turning at over a million rpm is not
readily available. While it is theoretically possible to microfabri-
cate the required instrumentation into the turbomachine, this ap-
proach to instrumentation is at least as difficult as fabricating the
microturbomachine in the first place. Instead, the standard tech-
nique of using a scaled turbomachine test rig was adopted,@23#. In
this case the test rig was a 753 linear scaleup of a 4 mmdiameter
compressor~sufficiently large with a 300 mm rotor diameter for
conventional instrumentation! rather than the 2–43 scaledown
common in industry. The geometry tested was a model of a 2:1
pressure ratio, 4 mm diameter compressor with a design tip speed
of 400 m/sec for use in a micromotor-driven air compressor,@24#.
This design used the thick-blade-to-control-diffusion philosophy
discussed above. The rig was operated at reduced inlet pressure to
match the full-scale design Reynolds number of about 20,000. A
comparison of a steady three-dimensional viscous CFD~FLU-
ENT! simulation to data is shown in Fig. 11. The simulation do-
main included the blade tip gaps and right-angle turn at the inlet.
It predicts the pressure rise and mass flow rate to 5% and 10%,
respectively.

Tight clearances are considered highly desirable for compressor
aerodynamics in general but are a two-edged sword for the thick-
bladed designs discussed above. Small tip clearance reduces leak-

Fig. 9 Calculated sensitivity of two-dimensional airfoil loss
with Reynolds number, †9‡

Fig. 10 A 500 m Õs tip speed, 8 mm dia. centrifugal engine com-
pressor
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age flow and its associated losses, but increases drag for designs
in which the blade tip is at least as wide as the passage. The
full-scale blading dimensions of the microcompressor tested
scaled up was a blade chord of about 1000mm and a span of 225
mm. Thus the design minimum tip clearance of 2mm ~set to avoid
blade tip rubs! represents 0.2% of chord and 1% of span. Figure
11 includes measurements of the sensitivity of this design to tip
clearance.

Recent microfabrication advances using greyscale lithography
approaches suggest that variable span turbomachinery may indeed
be feasible,@20#. This would facilitate designs with attached flow
on thin blades. Compared to the thick blade approach, three-
dimensional CFD simulations of thin blade compressors with a tip
shroud show about twice the mass flow for the same maximum
span and wheel speed, an increase in pressure ratio from 2.5 to
3.5, and an increase in adiabatic efficiency from 50% to 70%,
@25#.

Isomura et al. have taken a different approach to centimeter-
scale centrifugal compressors,@26,27#. They have chosen to scale
a conventional three-dimensional aerodynamic machine with an
inducer down to a 12 mm diameter for a design 2 g/s mass flow
rate and 3:1 pressure ratio. The test article is machined from alu-
minum on a high-precision five-axis miller. No test results have
been reported to date.

Kang et al. @28# have built a 12 mm diameter conventional
geometry centrifugal compressor from silicon nitride using a rapid
prototype technology known as mold shape deposition manufac-
ture. It was designed to produce a pressure ratio of 3:1 at 500 m/s
tip speed with a mass flow of 2.5 g/s and an efficiency of 65–
70%. To date, they report testing up to 250 m/s and performance
consistent with CFD analysis.

A major aerodynamic design issue peculiar to these very small
machines is their sensitivity to heat addition. It is difficult to de-
sign a centimeter-scale gas turbine engine to be completely adia-
batic, thus there will be some degree of heat addition through
conduction. An isothermal compressor at fixed temperature exhib-
its behavior close to that of an adiabatic machine with the same
amount of heat added at the inlet,@29#. Thus, the influence of the
heat addition shows up as reductions in mass flow, pressure rise,
and adiabatic efficiency. The effect of heat addition on compressor
efficiency and pressure ratio are shown in Fig. 12. These effects
can be quite dramatic at high levels of heat flow. The influence of
this nonadiabatic behavior on the overall cycle performance will
be discussed later.

The ultimate efficiency potential for compressors in this size
range has yet to be determined. Figure 13 plots the polytropic
efficiency of a number of aeroengines and ground-based gas tur-

bine compressors using inlet-corrected mass flow as an indicator
of size. The efficiency decreases with size but how much of this is
intrinsic to the fluid physics and how much is due to the discrep-
ancy in development effort~little engines have little budgets! is
not clear.~Note that there is an inconsistency of about a percent in
this data due to different definitions of efficiency, i.e., whether
losses in the inlet guide vanes and the exit vanes or struts are
included.!

Turbine Aerodynamic and Heat Transfer Design. While
the aerodynamic design of a microfabricated, centimeter-diameter
radial inflow turbine shares many of the design challenges of a
similar scale compressor, such as a constant airfoil span manufac-
turing constraint, the emphasis is different. Diffusion within the
blade passages is not the dominant issue it is with the compressor,
so the thick blade shapes are not attractive. The Reynolds numbers
are lower, however, given increased viscosity of the high tempera-
ture combustor exit fluid. The nozzle guide vanes~NGVs! operate
at a Re of 1000–2000 for millimeter-chord airfoils.

One 6 mm diameter constant-span engine turbine is shown in
Fig. 14. With a 400mm span it is designed to produce 53 W of
shaft power at a pressure ratio~T-S! of 2.1, tip speed of 370 m/s,
and mass flow of 0.28 g/s. The reaction is 0.2 which means that
the flow is accelerating through the turbine. Three-dimensional
CFD simulations were used to explore the performance of this
design using FLUENT. The calculational domain included the
blade tip gap regions, the discharge of bearing air into the turbine,

Fig. 11 Sensitivity of compressor pressure rise to tip clear-
ance „% span …

Fig. 12 The influence of heat addition on compressor perfor-
mance „pressure ratio is p, the subscript ‘‘ad’’ refers to the
adiabatic condition …

Fig. 13 Variation of engine compressor polytropic efficiency
with size
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and the right-angle turn and duct downstream of the rotor. These
calculations predict that this design has an adiabatic efficiency of
about 60%. The remainder of the power goes to NGV losses~9%!,
rotor losses~11%!, and exit losses~20%!, @30#. These are very low
aspect ratio airfoils~;0.25! and this is reflected in the shear on
the endwalls being about twice that on the airfoil surfaces. The
exit losses, the largest source of inefficiency, consist of residual
swirl, losses in the right-angle turn, and lack of pressure recovery
in the downstream duct. This implies that~a! the rotor exit Mach
number should be reduced if possible, and~b! that the turbine
would benefit from an exit diffuser.

High engine-specific powers require turbine inlet temperatures
~TIT! above the 950 K capability of uncooled single-crystal Si.
The MIT demo engine was designed with a TIT of 1600 K and so
requires turbine cooling. In the demo design the turbine is con-
ductively cooled through the structure. The heat flow is on the
same order as the shaft power, and the resultant entropy reduction
is equivalent to 1–2% improvement in turbine efficiency. Ad-
vanced engine designs may use film cooling. A major issue in this
case is the stability of a cold boundary layer on a rotating disk
with radial inflow. While this is, in general, an unstable flow,
Philippon has shown through analysis and CFD simulation that
the region of interest for these millimeter-scale turbines lies in a

stable regime~e.g., the boundary layers should stay attached!,
@30#. He then designed film-cooled turbines and analyzed these
designs with CFD simulation.

Based upon the work to date, it should be possible to realize
microfabricated single-stage compressors with adiabatic pressure
ratios above 4:1 at 500 m/s tip speed with total-to-static efficien-
cies of 50–60%. Achievable turbine efficiencies may be 5–10%
higher.

Combustion
The primary design requirements for gas turbine combustors

include large temperature rise, high efficiency, low pressure drop,
structural integrity, ignition, stability, and low emissions. These
requirements are no different for a microcombustor which may
flow less than 1 g/s of air than for a 100 kg/sec large machine, but
the implementation required to achieve them can be. A compari-
son between a modern aircraft engine combustor and a mi-
croengine is shown in Table 1,@31#. Scaling considerations result
in the power density of a microcombustor exceeding that of a
large engine. However, the combustor volume relative to the rest
of the microengine is much larger, by a factor of 40, than that of
a large engine. The reasons for this scaling can be understood in
reference to the basics of combustion science,@32#.

Combustion requires the mixing of fuel and air followed by
chemical reaction. The time required to complete these processes
is generally referred to as the required combustion residence time
and effectively sets the minimum volume of the combustor for a
given mass flow. The mixing time can scale with device size but
the chemical reaction times do not. In a large engine, mixing may
account for more than 90% of combustor residence time. A useful
metric is the homogeneous Damkohler number, which is the ratio
of the actual fluid residence time in the combustor to the reaction
time. Obviously a Damkohler of one or greater is needed for
complete combustion and therefore high combustion efficiency.
One difference between large and microscale machines is the in-
creased surface area-to-volume ratio at small sizes. This offers
more area for catalysts; it also implies that microcombustors have
proportionately larger heat losses. While combustor heat loss is
negligible for large-scale engines, it is a dominant design factor at
microscale since it can reduce the combustor efficiency and lower
the reaction temperature. This narrows the flammability limits and
decreases the kinetic rates, which drops the effective Damkohler
number. As an example, Fig. 15,@31#, illustrates the viable design
space for an H2-fuelled, 0.07 cc microcombustor as a function of
the heat lost to the walls and as constrained by flame stability,
structure limits, and cycle requirement considerations. The design
space shown permits a trade between heat loss and stoichiometry,
which is especially important when burning hydrocarbons with
narrow stoichiometry bounds.

The design details are dependent on the fuel chosen. The design
approach first taken was to separate the fuel-air mixing from the
chemical reaction. This is accomplished by premixing the fuel

Fig. 14 Silicon engine radial inflow turbine inside annular
combustor; the flow passages in the NGV’s are for bearing and
balance air

Table 1 A comparison of a microengine combustor with a large aeroengine combustor

Conventional
Combustor

Micro-
Combustor

Length 0.2 m 0.001 m
Volume 0.073 m3

6.631028 m3

Cross-sectional area 0.36 m2
631025 m2

Inlet total pressure 37.5 atm 4 atm
Inlet total temperature 870 K 500 K
Mass flow rate 140 kg/s 1.831024 kg/s
Residence time ;7 ms ;0.5 ms
Efficiency .99% .90%
Pressure ratio .0.95 .0.95
Exit temperature 1800 K 1600 K
Power Density 1960 MW/m3 3000 MW/m3

~Note: residence times are calculated using inlet pressure and an average flow temperature of 1000 K!
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with the compressor discharge air upstream of the combustor
flame holders. This permits a reduction of the combustor resi-
dence time required by a factor of about 10 from the usual 5–10
msec. The disadvantage of this approach is a susceptibility to
flashback from the combustor into the premix zone, which must
be avoided. To expedite the demonstration of a micro-gas turbine
engine, hydrogen was chosen as the initial fuel because of its wide
flammability limits and fast reaction time. This is the same ap-
proach taken by von Ohain when developing the first jet engine in
Germany in the 1930s. Hydrogen is particularly attractive because
it will burn at equivalence ratios,f, as low as 0.3 which yields
adiabatic combustion temperatures below 1500 K, facilitating the
realization of simple premixed designs.

Microcombustor technology has been developed in several full-
sized ~i.e., micro! test rigs which duplicate the geometry of an
engine but with the rotating parts replaced with stationary swirl
vanes,@33#. In the Si micromachined geometry of Figs. 3 and 4, to
reduce heat losses through the walls and therefore to increase
combustor efficiency, the inlet air wraps around the outside of the
0.2 cc combustor before entering through flame holders in a re-
versed flow configuration. This configuration is similar to the tra-
ditional reverse-flow engine combustor but scaled down to 0.1–
0.3 g/sec air flow rate. The Si liner in this case is conduction
rather than film-cooled. In this premixed approach, fuel is injected
near the inlet of the upstream duct to allow time for fuel-air mix-
ing without requiring additional combustor volume. This design
takes advantage of microfabrication’s ability to produce similar
geometric features simultaneously, using 90 fuel injection ports,
each 120mm in diameter, to promote uniform fuel-air mixing. A
simple hot wire loop provides ignition,@34#.

The combustor was tested in several configurations including
variations of flame holder and dilution hole geometry. Combus-
tion efficiencies approaching 100% have been reported with pres-
sure ratios of about 0.95–0.98. The H2 data in Fig. 16 show the
variation of combustor efficiency versus mass flow rate for two
configurations, one purely premixed~no dilution holes! and one in
which dilution holes have been added to the liner creating a dual-
zone combustor,@31#. The missing data is due to instrumentation
burnout. The dual-zone configuration, in which the dilution jets
set up recirculation zones within the combustor, extends the oper-
ating range by about a factor of two at a cost of 10–20% in
combustor efficiency. These combustors have been operated at
exit temperatures above 1800 K.

Hydrocarbon fuels such as methane and propane have reaction
rates only about 20% of those of H2 , requiring larger combustor
volumes for the same heat release. They also must react closer to
stoichiometric and therefore at higher temperatures, above 2000
K. For gas phase~homogeneous! combustion designs this requires
a multizone burner~stoichiometric zone followed by a dilution
region! as used on most large gas turbines. Alternatively, hetero-

geneous reactions on the surface of a catalyst can widen the flam-
mability limits and so reduce the combustion temperature. Both
approaches have been demonstrated at microscale. Ethylene
~which has a high reaction rate! and propane have been burned in
the H2 combustors described above. The combustion efficiency
with ethylene approached 90% while that for propane was closer
to 60%. These fuels need larger combustor volumes compared to
hydrogen for the same heat release. Data for a variety of geom-
etries and fuels is reduced in terms of Damkohler number in Fig.
17, which shows that values of greater than 2 are needed for high
chemical efficiency,@31#.

Catalytic microcombustors have been produced by filling the
combustor volume of the above geometries with a platinum-
coated nickel foam. For propane, the catalyst increased the heat
release in the same volume by a factor of 4–5 compared to the
propane-air results discussed above. Pressure drops through the
foam are only 1–2%,@35#. Presumably catalytic combustor per-

Fig. 15 Design space for Si H 2 microcombustor

Fig. 16 Measured performance of 0.2 cc, Si microcombustors
using H 2 fuel

Fig. 17 Measured microcombustor performance as a function
of Damkohler number
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formance can be improved by a better choice of catalyst~platinum
was selected for H2) and a geometry optimized for catalytic rather
than gas-phase combustion.

Takahashi et al.@36# are developing combustors designed for
somewhat larger gas turbines, with flow rates of about 2 g/s. De-
signed for methane, these are a miniature version of can-type
industrial combustion chambers with a convection-cooled liner
and dilution holes. These are conventionally machined with vol-
umes of 2–4 cc. The combustion efficiencies of these units have
been demonstrated as above 99% at equivalence ratios of about
0.37 with a design combustor exit temperature of 1323 K. The
design residence time is about 6.5 ms. Matsuo et al.@37# con-
structed a still larger~20 cc volume, 16 g/s flow rate! convention-
ally machined combustor burning liquefied natural gas. They re-
port a combustor exit temperature of about 1200 K.

Overall, experiments and calculations to date indicate that high-
efficiency combustion systems can be engineered at microscale
and achieve the heat release rate and efficiency needed for very
small gas turbine engines.

Bearings and Rotor Dynamics
The mechanical design of gas turbine engines is dominated by

the bearings and rotor dynamics considerations of high-speed ro-
tating machinery. Micromachines are no different in this regard.
As in all high-speed rotating machinery, the basic mechanical ar-
chitecture of the device must be laid out so as to avoid rotor
dynamic problems. The high peripheral speeds required by the
fluid and electromechanics lead to designs which are supercritical
~operate above the natural resonant frequency of the rotor system!,
just as they often are in large gas turbines.

Key design requirements imposed by the rotor dynamics are
that mechanical critical~resonant! frequencies lie outside the
steady-state operating envelope, and that any critical frequencies
that must be traversed during acceleration are of sufficiently low
amplitude to avoid rubs or unacceptable vibrations. The bearings
play an important role in the rotor dynamics since their location
and dynamical properties~stiffness and damping! are a major de-
terminant of the rotor dynamics. The bearings in turn must support
the rotor against all radial and axial loads seen in service. In
addition to the rotor dynamic forces, the bearing loads under nor-
mal operation include all the net pressure and electrical forces
acting on the rotor as well as the weight of the rotor times the
external accelerations imposed on the device. For aircraft engines
this is usually chosen as 9 g’s, but a small device dropped on a
hard floor from two meters experiences considerably larger peak
accelerations. An additional requirement for portable equipment is
that the rotor support be independent of device orientation. The
bearing technology chosen must be compatible with the high tem-
peratures in a gas turbine engine~or be protected within cooled
compartments! and be compatible with the fabrication processes.

Early MEMS rotating machines have been mainly microelectric
motors or gear trains turning at significantly lower speeds and for
shorter times than are of interest here, so these made do with dry
friction bearings operating for limited periods. The higher speeds
and longer lives desired for micro-heat engines require low fric-
tion bearings. The very small size of these devices precludes the
incorporation of commercially available rolling contact bearings.
A microfabricated bearing solution is needed. Both electromag-
netic and air bearings have been considered for this application.

Electromagnetic bearings can be implemented with either mag-
netic or electric fields providing the rotor support force. Although
extensive work has been done on the application of magnetic
bearings to large rotating machinery, work is just beginning on
magnetic bearings for micromachines. In addition to their com-
plexity, magnetic bearings have two major challenges in this ap-
plication. First, magnetic materials are not compatible with most
microfabrication technologies, limiting device fabrication options.
Second, Curie point considerations limit the temperatures at
which magnetic designs can operate to below those encountered

in the micro-gas turbine, so considerable cooling may be needed.
For these reasons, the first efforts concentrated on designs em-
ploying electric fields. The designs examined did not appear
promising in that the forces produced were marginal compared to
the bearing loads expected,@38#. Also, since electromagnetic bear-
ings are unstable, feedback stabilization is needed, adding to sys-
tem complexity.

Gas bearings support their load on thin layers of pressurized
gas. For micromachines such as turbines they have intrinsic ad-
vantages over electromagnetic approaches, including no tempera-
ture limits, high load-bearing capability, and relative manufactur-
ing simplicity. At large scale, gas bearings are used in many high-
speed turbomachinery applications, including aircraft
environmental control units, auxiliary power units, 30–70 kW
‘‘microturbines,’’ and turbochargers,@39#. At smaller scale, gas
bearings have been used in gyroscopic instruments for many
years. All else being the same, the relative load-bearing capability
of a gas bearing improves as size decreases since the volume-to-
surface area ratio~and thus the inertial load! scales inversely with
size. Rotor and bearing dynamics scaling is more complex,@40#.
However, rotor dynamics in this application are somewhat simpli-
fied compared to large engines since the structure is very stiff, so
only rigid-body modes need be considered. In the following para-
graphs we will first discuss journal bearings which support radial
loads and then consider thrust bearings needed for axial loads.

The simplest journal bearing is a cylindrical rotor within a
close-fitting circular journal. Other more complex variations used
in large-size machines include foil bearings and wave bearings.
These can offer several advantages but are more difficult to manu-
facture at very small size. Thus, the plane cylindrical geometry
was the first approach adopted since it seemed the easiest to mi-
crofabricate. Gas bearings of this type can be categorized into two
general classes which have differing load capacities and dynami-
cal characteristics. When the gas pressure is supplied from an
external source and the bearing support forces are not a first order
function of speed, the bearing is termedhydrostatic. When the
bearing support forces are derived from the motion of the rotor,
then the design ishydrodynamic. Hybrid implementations com-
bining aspects of both are also possible. Since the MEMS gas
turbines include air compressors, both approaches are applicable.
Both can readily support the loads of machines in this size range
and can be used at very high temperatures. The two types of
bearings have differing load and dynamic characteristics. In hy-
drodynamic bearings, the load capacity increases with the speed
since the film pressure supporting the rotor is generated by the
rotor motion. This can be true for a hydrostatic bearing as well if
the film pressure is increased with increasing rotor speed, for ex-
ample if the pressure is derived from an engine compressor. How-
ever, when the supporting film pressure in a hydrostatic bearing is
kept constant, the load capacity decreases slightly with increasing
speed. The calculated unit load capacity~support force per unit
area of bearing! of plane journal microbearings is compared with
the measured capacity of conventional air foil bearings in Fig. 18.
The hydrostatic bearing is at a constant pressure. For hydrody-
namic bearings the load capacity is a function both of rotational
speed and of bearing length~L! to diameter~D! ratio. Microbear-
ings currently have lowL/D ’s due to manufacturing constraints,
so their load capacity is less.

The relevant physical parameters determining the bearing be-
havior are the length-to-diameter ratio (L/D); the journal gap-to-
length ratio (g/L); and nondimensional forms of the peripheral
Mach number of the rotor~a measure of compressibility!, the
Reynolds number, and the mass of the rotor. For a bearing sup-
ported on a hydrodynamic film, the load bearing capability scales
inversely with (g/D)5 which tends to dominate the design consid-
erations,@41#.

The design space available for the micro-journal bearing is
greatly constrained by manufacturing capability, especially if the
rotor and journal structure are fabricated at the same time~which
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avoids the need for assembly and so facilitates low-cost wafer-
level manufacturing!. The most important constraint is the etching
of vertical side walls. Recent advances of etching technology
yield taper ratios of about 30:1 to 50:1 on narrow~10–20mm!
etched vertical channels 300–500mm deep,@15#. This capability
defines the bearing length while the taper ratio delimits the bear-
ing gap,g. For hydrodynamic bearings we wish to maximize the
footprint and minimize gap/diameter to maximize load capacity,
so the bearing should be on the largest diameter available, the
periphery of the rotor. The penalty for the high diameter is rela-
tively high area and surface speed, thus high bearing drag, and
low L/D and therefore reduced stability. In the radial 4000mm
diameter turbine shown in Fig. 6, the journal bearing is 300mm
long and about 15mm wide, so it has anL/D of 0.075,g/D of
0.038, and peripheral Mach number of 1. This relatively short,
wide-gapped, high-speed bearing is well outside the range of ana-
lytical and experimental results reported in the gas bearing litera-
ture. It is much closer to an air seal in aspect ratio.

The dynamical behavior of the rotor is of first-order concern
because the high rotational speeds needed for high power density
by the turbo and electrical machinery require the rotor to operate
at rotational frequencies several times the lowest radial resonant
frequency of the bearing/rotor system. The dynamics of gas bear-
ings on a stiff rotor can be simply represented by the rotor
mounted on a set of springs and dampers, as illustrated in Fig. 19.
The fluid in the bearing acts as both the springs and the principal
source of damping. It also generates the destabilizing cross-
stiffness forces which cause instability at high speeds. As in many
conventional engines, the rotor must traverse the critical fre-
quency and avoid instabilities at higher speeds. For example, Fig.
20 illustrates the whirl radius versus speed for a 4 mm diameter
turbine with a 12mm wide bearing. Plotted on the figure are
experimental data and a fit of an analytical fluid mechanic spring-
mass-damper model of the system to that data. The resonant peak
amplitude is reached as the rotor crosses a ‘‘rotor critical’’~reso-
nant! frequency. If the peak excursion exceeds the bearing clear-
ance, then the rotor hits the wall, i.e., ‘‘crashes.’’ A well-known
characteristic of a spring-mounted rotor system~a so-called ‘‘Jeff-
cott rotor’’! is that at speeds below the critical frequency the rotor
revolves around its geometric center, while well above the critical
frequency the rotor revolves around its center of mass. Thus the
dotted line in the figure, the asymptote of the curve fit, is a mea-
surement of the rotor imbalance expressed in terms of radial dis-
placement of the rotor center of mass from the geometric center.

The measured imbalance shown in the figure is;2 mm, compared
to the 12mm bearing clearance~i.e., at 12mm imbalance the rotor
would strike the wall on every revolution!.

We thus have two rotor dynamic design considerations, travers-
ing the critical frequency and ensuring that the frequency for the
onset of instability is above the operating range. For a hydrostatic
bearing the critical frequency simply scales with the pressure in
the bearing. The damping ratio~mainly viscous damping! de-
creases with increasing speed. Thus, the maximum amplitude the
rotor experiences while crossing the critical frequency increases
with bearing pressure, i.e., the peak in Fig. 20 moves up and to the
right with increasing pressure,@42#. This suggests the strategy of
crossing the critical frequency at low pressure and low speed and
then increasing the pressure to stiffen the bearing as the rotor
accelerates to increase the speed at onset of instability,@43#.

The rotor imbalance is another factor which influences both the
peak amplitude crossing the critical frequency and the onset of
instability. Large rotating machines are usually dynamically bal-
anced by measuring the imbalance and then adding or subtracting
mass to reduce it. In many micromachines it is possible to avoid
the need for dynamic balancing because the base material used to
date~single-crystal silicon! is extremely uniform and, with suffi-
cient care, the etching uniformity is sufficient to produce ad-
equately balanced rotors. Typically, the center of mass is within
1–5 mm of the geometric center. For the turbine in Fig. 6, the
blades must be etched to about61 mm span uniformity across the
4000mm diameter disk. For rotors made up of several wafers, the
alignment between wafers must also be considered~also about 1
mm is needed!, @44#. Using the balance measurement capability
evident in Fig. 20 and laser etching, it is also possible to dynami-

Fig. 18 Gas bearing radial unit load capacity variation with
speed. „Figure courtesy of L. Liu. …

Fig. 19 Gas journal bearing model

Fig. 20 Transcritical response of the micro-journal gas bear-
ing in Fig. 6. „Figure courtesy of C. J. Teo. …
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cally balance a microrotor. It is unclear at this time whether
dynamic balancing or manufacturing uniformity is a superior
approach.

Hydrostatic bearings are stable from zero speed up to the sta-
bility boundary. However, centered hydrodynamic bearings are
unstable at low rotational speed but stable at high speeds. Com-
monly, such bearings are stabilized by the application of a unidi-
rectional force which pushes the rotor toward the journal wall, as
measured by the eccentricity, the minimum approach distance of
the rotor to the wall as a fraction of the average gap~05centered,
15wall strike!. At conventional scale, the rotor weight is often the
source of this side force. At microscale,~1! the rotor weight is
negligible, and~2! insensitivity to orientation is desirable, so a
scheme has been adopted which uses differential gas pressure to
force the rotor eccentric. Extensive numerical modeling of these
microbearing flows has shown that such a rotor will be stable at
eccentricities above 0.8–0.9,@45#. For the geometry of the turbine
in Fig. 6, the rotor must thus operate between 1–2mm from the
journal wall. This implies that deviations from circularity of the
journal and rotor must be small compared to 1mm, an additional
manufacturing requirement.

A rotor must be supported against axial as well as radial loads
and so requires thrust bearings in addition to the radial bearings
discussed above. Both hydrostatic and hydrodynamic approaches
have been demonstrated. In either approach, the bearing must sup-
port the axial loads and remain stable. The devices built to date
have been designed for subcritical thrust-bearing operation so that
bearing behavior traversing the critical frequency is not an issue.

Hydrostatic thrust bearings meter external air through supply
orifices onto the bearing surface. The 400mm diameter thrust pad
at the rotor center of the 4 mm diameter turbine in Fig. 6 rotates
relative to a stationary thrust bearing surface of similar diameter.
The stationary bearing surface is perforated with a circular array
of 12 mm diameter nozzle orifices fed from a plenum which sup-
plies the gas lubricating film between the bearing surfaces. A cross
section is shown in Fig. 21. At a rotor-stator gap of 1.2mm, a flow
of 10 sccm at 2–5 atm is needed to provide sufficient load capac-
ity ~0.5 N! and axial stiffness (23105 N/m). Stiffness is maxi-
mized when the pressure drop through the supply orifices equals
that of the radial outflow from the orifice discharge to the bearing
edge.

Hydrodynamic thrust bearings use viscous drag, often enhanced
with shallow spiral grooves, to generate a pressure gradient in the
bearing which increases toward the rotor center. The pressurized
gas film provides the bearing load capacity and stiffness. This
self-pumping eliminates the need for an external air supply and
simplifies the manufacture since bearing air supply plumbing is
not required, reducing the number of wafers needed. It also adds
an additional design consideration—rotor liftoff, i.e., the mini-

mum rotational speed needed to develop sufficient pressure to
eliminate rubbing between the stationary and rotating parts. Fig-
ure 22 is a 700mm diameter hydrodynamic thrust bearing with 1.5
mm deep spiral grooves that was tested on the microturbine of Fig.
6. It lifts off at about 80,000 rpm. Such a bearing at 106 rpm will
dissipate about 0.2 watts, about the same as that of a hydrostatic
bearing of equal load capacity,@46#.

Structures and Materials
Structural considerations for the design of a MEMS gas turbine

are in many ways similar to those of conventional engines. The
design space is defined by the requirements of the thermodynam-
ics ~which require high stress and high temperatures!, the proper-
ties of the materials, and the manufacturing capabilities. The ma-
terial properties, in turn, are very much dependent on their
processing. This section reviews materials selection, structural de-
sign features, high-temperature structures, analysis of such micro-
structures, and packaging~installation! technology.

Materials. Materials for gas turbine engines must exhibit
high specific strength~strength/density! at high temperatures.
High-temperature operation also requires creep and oxidation re-
sistance. Other properties of interest include fracture toughness,
modulus, and resistance to thermal shock~Table 2!. MEMS pro-
cessing technologies are much more mature for silicon than for
other materials so it is the first material a MEMS engineer con-
siders~not so for a gas turbine designer!. In terms of strength at
temperature, single-crystal Si is the equal of common nickel al-
loys and, because it has only 1/3 the density, its specific strength is
much higher, as illustrated in Fig. 23. It is quite oxidation-resistant
and has thermal conductivity approaching that of copper, so it is
resistant to thermal shock. On these grounds, it is not a bad ma-
terial for gas turbine engines. However, at temperatures below
about 900 K, Si is brittle, so usable strength is very much a func-
tion of the details of the processing. Structural life must be as-
sessed with statistical methods.

Chen et al.@47# have reported room temperature strengths up to
4 GPa for micromachined Si specimens. Moon et al.@48# have
measured the strength and creep rate of Si at temperatures up to
1000 K. From these measurements and a detailed model of the
creep behavior of the material, it appears that long-lived structures
can be designed for stress levels up to about 500 MPa at 850 K.
Oxidation is another concern for high temperature structures.
Conductively cooled Si combustor tests were run at exit tempera-
tures up to 1800 K,@33#. The thickness of the oxide layers grown
were in agreement with standard models of Si oxidation. These
imply that uncoated Si airfoils can have a life of a few hundred

Fig. 21 Geometry of „a… hydrodynamic and „b… hydrostatic
thrust bearings „not to scale …

Fig. 22 Hybrid hydrodynamic „spiral grooves … and hydrostatic
„orifices … 0.7 mm dia. thrust bearing
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hours. Longer lives may require coatings. Si nozzle guide vanes
run for 5 hrs at 1600 K in a microcombustor exhaust show little
degradation, Fig. 24.

Silicon carbide has about 600 K more temperature capability
than Si, but the SiC microfabrication technology is much less
mature. SiC is available in single-crystal wafers and can be pre-
cision etched but SiC wafers cost 1003 more than Si at the mo-
ment and etch rates are about 103 slower. An alternative to direct
SiC etching is to etch a female mold in Si and then fill the mold
~for example, by chemical vapor deposition, CVD!, and dissolve
away the Si, leaving an SiC precision structure. The challenges
here are realizing SiC with the needed mechanical properties and
dealing with the intrinsic stresses induced by the combination of
the high temperatures of the CVD process and the difference in
coefficient of thermal expansion between the two materials. A
variation on this approach is to use CVD to fill cavities in Si
wafers with SiC, bond another Si wafer over the filled cavity, and
then process the pair as though it were a standard Si wafer. This
yields SiC-reinforced silicon structures which have more tempera-
ture capability than Si but are easier to manufacture than SiC,

@49#. The increased temperature capability of a turbine like that in
Fig. 6 increases with the thickness of the SiC insert, Fig. 25.
Another approach being pursued is reaction sintering of powdered
SiC to form parts such as turbine rotors,@50#.

Additional structural materials of interest for MEMS gas tur-
bines include glasses for thermal and electrical isolation, and very
high temperature materials such as sapphire. There is considerable
microfabrication experience with glass but very little with the re-
fractory ceramics because these have not been considered as
MEMS materials in the past.

Structural Design Considerations. Structural design of a
MEMS gas turbine has many of the same considerations as the
design of large machines: basic engine layout is set by rotor dy-
namic considerations, centrifugal stress is the primary rotor load,
stress concentrations must be avoided, and hot section life is creep
and oxidation-limited. Some large engine concerns do not exist at
micron scale. For example, the microrotors are very stiff so that
backbone bending is not a concern; thermal stress from tempera-
ture gradients is not important at these sizes; maintenance is not a

Fig. 23 Material properties relevant to high speed, high temperature rotating machinery

Fig. 24 200 mm high, Si turbine blades new and after 5 hrs at 1600 K gas temperature in a
microcombustor exhaust

Table 2 Design considerations and material properties of interest for gas turbines

Ni-Based
Super
Alloys

Titanium
Alloys

Micro
SiC

Micro
Silicon

Centrifugal stress
@As f /r# (m/s)

330 420 670 1000

Thermal stress
@aE/s f /y#

2.731023 1.231023 1.131023 0.931023

Stiffness
@E/r# (MPa/Kgm23)

;26 ;25 ;95 ;70

Max temp.~°C!
~life limit !

;1000
~creep!

;300
~strength!

;1500
~oxidation!

;600
~creep!
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design issue; and fasteners do not exist here so the engineering
details involved with bolting, static sealing, etc., do not exist,@51#.

Although many of the design considerations are independent of
size, the engineering values are not, of course. Airfoils need fillets
at the roots to avoid stress concentrations with radii of 10–30mm.
Surface finish is important with roughness measured in nanom-
eters. Forced response excitation of blade rows must be avoided
with blade-bending frequencies on the order of megahertz rather
than kilohertz, the rotor once-per-rev frequency is 20 KHz rather
than 200 Hz. For the turbine of Fig. 6, the lowest blade mode is
2.5 MHz while the blade-passing frequency is 0.9 MHz.

Below 850–900 K, silicon is a brittle material so that probabi-
listic analysis is a preferred method for failure analysis. Such
techniques applied to the turbine rotor geometry of Fig. 6 at pe-
ripheral speeds of 500 m/s predict failure probabilities of 10210 to
1028, depending upon the flaw population assumed,@52#. In a
rotor constructed from single-crystal Si, all of the flaws are likely
to be surface flaws. In a rotor of CVD SiC, volumetric flaws may
also exist. In either case, the flaw population and thus the usable
strength of the material is a strong function of the manufacture, as
it is at any scale. A variation of a factor of four in strength has
been reported for deep-etched Si depending upon post-etch sur-
face treatment,@53#.

Large engines use standard tubing fittings and electrical con-
nectors to pass fluids and electrical signals to the outside world.
These do not exist at microscale. Most computer chips and
MEMS devices do not require fluid connections and those that do
operate not much above room temperature. For these applications,
there are a variety of adhesives and polymer systems. A micro-gas
turbine can have a surface temperature above 700 K and require
fluid connection at pressures of 10 atm or more, so that high-
strength high-temperature packaging approaches are needed. One
approach which has proven successful is an adaptation of the her-
metic package technology used for military electronics. This joins
Kovar ~a nickel alloy! tubing to silicon using glass as the bonding
agent. The joining is done in a furnace above 1100 K to melt the
glass. Such joints can withstand pressures above 200 atm,@54#.

Engine Controls and Accessories
All gas turbine engines require control systems to insure safe

operation. Typically, the control system adjusts the fuel flow to
deliver the requested power, and monitors engine operation to

avoid unsafe conditions such as over-speed, over-temperature, or
surge. Such a control system consists of sensors~speed, pressure,
temperature, etc.!, a feedback controller with a suitable set of
control laws~now implemented in a digital computer!, actuators
such as a fuel control valve~often called a fuel management unit
or FMU!, and compressor stability devices as needed~bleed
valves, fences, variable stators!. Engine accessories include an
ignition system, fuel pump, lubrication system, and starter. All of
this functionality is needed for a millimeter-scale MEMS gas tur-
bine and all must fit within a micro chip if the accessories are not
to dwarf the engine. Following in the tradition of large engine
development, the controls and accessories have received less at-
tention to date than the major engine subsystems such as the com-
pressor, turbine, and combustor but they are no less important to
the ultimate success of the concept.

Engine Controls. The simplest engine control would consist
of a single sensor feeding a digital controller which commands the
fuel flow rate valves. The functional requirements for the valving
and the sensors stem from the engine dynamics as represented in
the control laws and from the engine environment. There is a very
rich literature on MEMS sensors and valves, literally thousands of
papers, and some units are commercially available. As for large
engines, however, the combination of harsh environment, high-
frequency response, high accuracy, and high reliability means that
sensors and actuators for MEMS-scale gas turbines must be spe-
cifically engineered for that environment.

Engine control laws are generally based on reduced order mod-
els of the engine dynamics. The dynamics of millimeter-scale en-
gines are, of course, much faster than larger engines and can also
include phenomena not seen in large engines. The additional dy-
namics arise if there is significant heat transfer from the hot sec-
tion into the compressor,@55#. In this case the heat transfer de-
grades the compressor performance so that the pressure ratio and
mass flow are a function of hot section temperature as well as
shaft speed. Since the heat transfer has a time constant not much
faster than the rotor acceleration, it alters the dynamics of the gas
turbine from that of a first-order system~as large engines are! to a
second-order system, requiring additional sophistication in the
control law design. The best way of avoiding this complexity is to
thermally isolate the hot and cold sections of the engine, which is,
of course, desirable for improved thermodynamic performance.

Sensors. Large-scale gas turbines use compressor pressure ra-
tio and/or rpm as the primary input to the fuel control system.
Sensor selection for a MEMS engine is a trade among observabil-
ity of the state~dynamical information represented by the sensed
quantity!, response time, difficulty of fabrication, and environ-
mental compatibility. Liu@55# used a dynamic model of a MEMS
engine to evaluate the suitability of various sensor options includ-
ing rpm and compressor discharge pressure or temperature. Of
these, rpm is the most sensitive and temperature the least. Sensing
is complicated by the high rotational frequencies~1,000,000 rpm!
and high temperatures~600 K at the compressor discharge! in a
very small engine. In principle, sensors can be fabricated inte-
grally with an engine or located remotely, with each approach
presenting challenges. A sensor remote from the gas path suffers
reduced frequency response, which is already a challenge at the
MEMS scale. In addition, it is difficult to be very remote from the
gas path in an 0.5 mm long engine. Integral sensors must with-
stand the high temperature of the gas path. Even for sensors fab-
ricated in the cold sections, they must be capable of withstanding
a wafer-processing environment that exceeds 1000–1400 K. This
effectively precludes the use of low temperature materials such as
polymers and most metals in the device design. Integral sensors
have several advantages, however. They can be very small and
thus have high-frequency response, and many can be fabricated in
parallel for low-cost redundancy.

One integral solution was developed by Tang@56# who adapted
a hot-film-type sensor to this application~Fig. 26!. Designed for

Fig. 25 Usable strength of Si ÕSiCÕSi hybrid structure in ten-
sion. „Figure courtesy of H.-S. Moon. …
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placement on the wall above a rotor blade tip, this 50mm square
sensor is a heated, serpentine, polysilicon resistor positioned over
a trench for thermal isolation. The sensor and its leadouts are all
polysilicon which is selectively doped to adjust its resistivity
~high for the sensor, low for the leads!. Polysilicon has the advan-
tage that it is compatible with most semiconductor fabrication
techniques and can withstand high temperatures. Simulations con-
firmed by shock tube testing showed this approach to have suffi-
cient sensitivity and frequency response to respond to the flow
perturbations above a compressor blade tip as predicted by a
three-dimensional CFD simulation. With a total thickness of less
than 1mm, such sensors could be fabricated on the casing above
the compressor blade tips. This type of resistor has also been
shown to be usable as an igniter.

Fuel Control Valves. Very small engines are the topic of this
discussion so the fuel control valves should be equivalently small.
If integrated within the engine, the valve design must then be fully
compatible with the fabrication and operating conditions of the
gas turbine. This choice strongly constrains the valve design
space. For example, the high processing and operating tempera-
tures prohibit the use of polymers, so a hard valve seat must be
used. The principal design requirements are flow rate, pressure,
frequency response, very low power consumption and leakage,
and high temperature capability.

Yang et al.@57# developed MEMS fuel-metering valves for gas-
eous hydrocarbon fuels such as propane. The design is a simple
silicon spring-mounted plunger opened by electrostatic forces and
closed by a combination of the spring and fluid pressure forces.
The electrostatic approach has the advantages that very little
power is needed to open a valve~40 nW! and the electrical ma-
terials ~polysilicon! are compatible with high temperature semi-
conductor fabrication technology. Such a valve is shown in Fig.
27. The 2 mm square valve has a 1000mm diameter plunger
which rises 3mm off the seat when actuated. An 8-inch wafer of
valves would contain about 5000 individual units. The valve
opens against 10 atm pressure and, when open, flows 35 sccm of
N2 at a pressure drop of 0.5 atm. Frequency response is several
hundred hertz. Cyclic testing of the valve has demonstrated a
50,0001 cycle life for the units tested. This design is on-off. The
actuation-pressure scaling laws favor small valves so the intent is
to use a parallel array of 20 on-off valves, each with a capacity of
5% of the maximum fuel flow, to meter the fuel. All 20 valves
would consume less than 1 mW total power and operate at tem-
peratures approaching 1000 K so they can be embedded in an
engine chip. Many other arrangements are possible, such as loga-
rithmic spacing of the valve orifice sizes to give finer fuel flow
control.

Starter-Generator. Microelectrical machinery is required for
power generation and electric starting, if desired. There is an ex-
tensive literature on microelectric motors, which is not reviewed
here, but little work on generators. The requirements for the de-
vices of interest here differ from previous work in that the power
densities needed are at least two orders of magnitude greater than
that of conventional size and previous micromachines. Also, the
thermal environment is much harsher. Integrating the electric ma-
chine within the engine offers the advantage of mechanical sim-
plicity in that no additional bearings or structures are required
over that needed for the fluid machinery. There is also a supply of
cooling air available.

Both electric and magnetic machine designs can be considered
and, to first order, both approaches can yield about equivalent
power densities. Since the magnetic machines are material
property-limited at high temperature and because of the chal-
lenges of microfabricating magnetic materials~which are not
compatible with standard semiconductor manufacturing tech-
niques!, electric designs were first explored. Power density scales
with electric field strength squared, frequency, and rotational
speed. The micromachinery of interest here operates at peripheral
velocities 1–2 orders of magnitude higher than previously re-
ported micromotors, and so yields concomitantly more power.
Electric machines may be configured in many ways. Here an in-
duction design was chosen since it requires neither electrical con-
tact with the rotor nor knowledge of the rotor position.

The operation of an electric induction machine can be under-
stood with reference to Fig. 28,@58#. The machine consists of two
components, a rotor and a stator. The rotor is comprised of a 5–20
mm thick good insulator covered with a few microns of a poor
conductor~200 MV sheet resistivity!. The stator consists of a set
of conductive radial electrodes supported by an insulator. A trav-
eling electric potential is imposed on the stator electrodes with the
aid of external electronics. The resulting rotating electric field
then induces an image charge on the rotor. Depending on the
relative phase between the motion of rotor charges~set by the
rotor mechanical speed! and that of the stator field~set by the
external electronics!, the machine will operate as a motor, genera-
tor, or brake. Torque increases with the square of the electric field
strength and frequency. The maximum electric field strength that
an air gap can maintain without breakdown is a function of the
gap dimension. In air, the breakdown field is a maximum at a gap

Fig. 26 A 50 mm sq hot film RPM and temperature sensor

Fig. 27 A 1 mm dia. fuel control valve on Si beam springs
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of a few microns so that micromachines can potentially realize
higher power density than large machines of the same design.
Frequency is constrained by external electronics design and by
fabrication constraints on the stator electrode geometry. Current
technology is limited to about 300 volts and 1–2 MHz. This is
consistent with a 6 mmdiameter machine producing about 10
watts at a 3mm air gap. A 4 mm diameter, six-phase, 131-pole
~786 electrodes, each 4mm wide! stator for such a machine is
shown in Fig. 29,@59#. Note that such an electric motor generator
occupies less than 20mm thickness at the surface of the rotor and
stator~mainly the insulator thickness!. Thus the power density of
this machine~excluding the external electronics! is many times
that of a conventional magnetic motor generator, on the order of
100 MW/m3. Fréchette et al.@60# have reported a similar design
run as an electric motor. The torque produced by these devices has
agreed with theoretical predictions but high power operation has
yet to be reported.

To maximize power output, induction machines such as these
require the spacing between the rotor and stator to be on the order
of the stator pitch. The electrical torque produced scales with the
square of the rotor-stator spacing, a few microns in this case.
However, in these high-speed machines, the rotor periphery is at
sonic velocity so the viscous drag in a gap of only 2–3 microns is
extremely large. Indeed, this drag is the major loss mechanism for
such an electrical machine. Thus, there is a basic design tradeoff
for the electric motor generator between power density and effi-
ciency. While it may be possible to alter the local geometry to
reduce the drag somewhat,@24#, the drag still makes up about half
the total loss and limits the efficiency~shaft to net electrical! of
these designs to 40–50%.

A magnetic induction machine has many fewer poles so that the
optimum rotor-stator spacing is much larger~30–50mm! and the
drag concomitantly lower. Koser and Lang@61# designed such a
machine based on the microplating technology developed by Park

et al. @62#. A four-pole stator for a 4 mmdiameter, induction mo-
tor generator, designed to be functionally equivalent to the electric
machine in Fig. 29, is shown in Fig. 30. More recent versions of
this stator include a laminated magnetic return path to reduce eddy
current losses. The efficiency of this magnetic generator is calcu-
lated to approach 60%. It has the additional advantage that its
external low-frequency low-voltage electronics are easier to engi-
neer and more compact than the high-frequency high-voltage elec-
tronics of electric machines. Current stator materials are limited to
only 500 K, however. Advanced materials may increase the oper-
ating temperature to 800 K. The rotor requires several hundred
microns of iron for the magnetic path, which presents structural
design challenges at 1,000,000 rpm. Magnetic machines will re-
quire careful thermal management when embedded within a
MEMS gas turbine engine.

Engine Design Trades, Component Integration, and De-
sign Evolution

Gas turbine engines are more than a set of components bolted
together. Rather, a successful gas turbine is a highly integrated
system engineered to meet specific requirements, often with artful
compromises between conflicting demands of the fluid, thermo,
structural, and manufacturing engineering. A MEMS gas turbine is
no different in this respect. The two dominant design consider-
ations are the fabrication complexity and the thermodynamic
cycle requirements. The principal challenge is to arrive at a design
which meets the thermodynamic and component functional re-
quirements while staying within the realm of realizable microma-
chining technology.

For any gas turbine, maximizing net engine output power in-
cludes maximizing both power per unit mass flow~specific
power! and mass flow. Specific power is sensitive to component
efficiency and pressure ratio, especially at the low-pressure ratios
under consideration here, 2:1 to 4:1. High-pressure ratio in a
single-stage centrifugal machine implies high wheel speeds; 500
m/s peripheral speed was chosen as the maximum compatible
with geometrically simple Si construction. This also requires bear-
ings and rotor dynamics capable of such high-speed operation.
High efficiency implies optimal airfoil design and tight clear-
ances. Tight clearances, in turn, imply high manufacturing preci-
sion, careful design for centrifugal and thermal growth, and ro-
bustness to the occasional high-speed rub. The other key to high
specific power is high turbine inlet temperature~TIT!. This re-
quires high temperature materials for the turbine or cooling or
both. High mass flows require high through-flow Mach numbers
and large flow areas. With these requirements in mind, let’s ex-
amine how these trades influence the design of a MEMS gas tur-

Fig. 28 Fields and charges in a microscale electric induction
motor-generator

Fig. 29 A 131-pole, 6-phase, 4 mm dia. electric induction sta-
tor

Fig. 30 A 4-pole stator fo r a 4 mm dia. magnetic motor-
generator. „Figure courtesy of M. Allen. …
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bine. Specifically, the next section discusses why the demo engine
design in Figs. 3 and 4 is so configured. The principal geometric
constraint on the design is that imposed by the current state of the
art in precision~micron-level accuracy! etch-depth capability of
300–500mm. We will start with the turbomachinery.

The engine design of Fig. 3 requires six wafers: two form the
rotor ~and the annular combustor volume!, and two are needed on
each side of the rotor for the hydrostatic thrust bearings and their
associated plumbing. Replacing the hydrostatic bearings with hy-
drodynamic ones would eliminate one wafer. Adding a generator
mounted on a rotating compressor tip shroud would add one wa-
fer. Adding control valves would add an additional wafer above
the compressor. Such a complete, self-contained~other than elec-
tronics! gas turbine generator could thus be built with seven or
eight wafers, not including external electronics.

In a centrifugal compressor and turbine of geometry similar to
those in Figs. 10 and 14, turning at 400–500 m/s tip speed, tur-
bomachine design is constrained to a blade span of 400–500mm
by fabrication technology and bending stress at the blade roots.
Given the blade height, air flow increases with rotor diameter.
Rotor diameter is constrained by the number of engines required
per wafer and by etching uniformity~if a design goal is to avoid
the necessity of dynamically balancing the rotor!. Etch uniformity
scales inversely with rotor area and blade height~i.e., mass flow is
constrained by etch uniformity technology!. Another factor influ-
encing uniformity is rotor/stator airfoil count. Etch rate is a func-
tion of the local geometry, so for best circumferential uniformity
there should be an even multiple of rotor and stator airfoils. This,
of course, is deleterious to long-term vibrational life for the air-
foils. If the rotor is fabricated from more then one wafer and
etched with multiple masks, then mask and wafer alignment is an
issue which favors the fewest possible wafers and masks. Rotor
diameters up to 10 mm with 400–500mm blade spans, fabricated
from 1–3 wafers, are consistent with current capabilities.

Bearing placement is another first-order concern. The bearings
must support the load and remain in their stable operating regime.
The load capability of air bearings scales with the bearing area.
The bearing length is constrained by current etching technology to
300–500mm ~and widths of 10–25mm!, so load capacity scales
with bearing diameter. For hydrostatic journal bearings of con-
stant length, the optimum width of the bearing for maximum
stable operating speed scales inversely with diameter. So as the
bearing diameter is reduced, the air required to operate the bearing
goes up~since the flow per unit area grows faster than the area
shrinks! and the load capacity goes down. This implies that bear-
ing diameter should be maximized, i.e., on the rotor diameter.
Placing the bearing here also eliminates the need for a seal on the
rotor, since in this case the leakage air is the air bearing fluid, but
this approach increases bearing drag.

The cycle needs turbine inlet temperatures of at least 1400–
1600 K to meet the application goals. These relatively high tem-
peratures are needed due to the relatively high losses in the com-
ponents and the secondary systems such as bearings. For example,
the shaft mechanical losses are 4–8% of the shaft work for the
design in Figs. 3 and 4, ten times that of engines in the 5,000–
30,000 lb thrust range. These temperatures are above the 900–950
K maximum operating temperature of a single-crystal Si rotor. In
the engine design of Fig. 3, the turbine rotor is conductively
cooled through the compressor disk to the compressor air, which
has a quite deleterious effect on the cycle performance and thus on
the net engine output. Improving performance requires thermally
isolating the turbine from the compressor which can be accom-
plished by hollowing the shaft between them~100–200mm of the
turbine disk in Fig. 14!. When this is done, the temperature capa-
bility of the turbine rotor must be increased. As for large engines,
some combination of increased material capability and improved
cooling is needed. Improved material capability can be provided
by reinforcing the Si turbine disk with SiC, with the temperature
capability increasing with fraction of SiC. So-called ‘‘film cool-

ing’’ ~it is really a film insulation! is the most effective cooling
technique here since, in this case, the heat is prevented from en-
tering the solid.

As with large engines, improving performance at the MEMS
scale will require some combination of more complex designs,
better materials, and improved manufacturing technology. For ex-
ample, cycle pressure ratios much over 4:1–5:1 will require mul-
tiple spools~probably not concentric!. Higher turbine inlet tem-
peratures will require improved cooling and fabrication
technology for such materials as silicon carbide, silicon nitride,
and sapphire. Improved propulsive efficiency can be realized with
bypass engine designs. Better compression system performance
will require more attention to thermal isolation. These are all
physically possible but will require considerable investment in
both the disciplinary and microfabrication technologies.

Ongoing Technical Developments
As of this writing, no one has yet reported an operating gas

turbine engine at this scale. Many of the turbomachinery efforts
appear to be currently wrestling with rotor dynamics issues. At
MIT, the requisite component technologies for the H2 demo en-
gine of Figs. 3 and 4 have been demonstrated at the component
level—turbine, bearings, combustor, etc.—but a complete device
fabricated to the design specification has yet to be tested. The
challenge appears to be one mainly of stringent process control in
a long, complex fabrication sequence, which is different in detail
but in many ways as challenging as that for a microprocessor.
Meanwhile, work is ongoing on improving component aerody-
namic performance, hydrocarbon combustors, thermal isolation,
high temperature materials~SiC!, bearing system robustness, and
electric and magnetic generators.

MEMS gas turbines differ not only in design and manufacture
from conventional engines, they differ in development process as
well. Specifically, since the engines are monolithic blocks of sili-
con, they cannot be disassembled, reworked, and then reas-
sembled during development. Instead, a new engine must be built
from scratch. This is a process which takes about three months
since even a seemingly minor change, for example increasing
bearing clearance, may require some process development. Con-
ceptually, the parallelism inherent in the MEMS manufacture
could be an advantage in development. For example, if the opti-
mum clearance was unknown, a wafer could be built with engines
of various clearances. To date, this approach has not proven pro-
ductive at MIT since the majority of the problems encountered
have largely been unanticipated or attributable to inadequate pro-
cess control.

Future developments can be considered in three broad catego-
ries: evolution of MEMS gas turbines in both technology and
application, other approaches to gas turbine engines in the
centimeter-size range, and additional applications for millimeter-
to-centimeter-sized devices based on the technologies discussed
above.

The current MEMS engine design has a projected performance
level comparable with gas turbines of the 1940s~Fig. 31!. At these
low-cycle pressure ratios, small improvements in pressure ratio
and component efficiency have disproportionate returns of effi-
ciency and output power~Fig. 32!. So it is likely that the perfor-
mance of these devices can be increased, perhaps up to that of the
1950s. Some of the improvements will come from component
evolution, others from new configurations or more complex
cycles. The approaches of recuperated engines and combined
cycles have been explored.

Combined Cycles. Cycles with heat exchangers are attractive
at microscale because heat exchangers scale favorably as size is
reduced. MEMS heat exchangers have the advantage of high ef-
fectiveness and their repetitive structure is readily producible by
microfabrication techniques. A micrograph of a high-temperature
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heat exchanger is shown in Fig. 33,@63#. There is now a large
literature on MEMS heat exchangers, including both single and
multiple-phase devices, and their behavior,@64#.

Given the high temperatures and poor efficiencies of these very
small gas turbines, their exhaust contains relatively large amounts
of high quality heat. Thus, performance is greatly improved when
this waste heat is productively utilized. Calculations suggest that
both MEMS-combined cycles and cogeneration cycles are fea-
sible. One such steam-combined cycle system increases the net
system output by about 50% over that of the gas turbine alone,
@65#. Cogen systems providing cooling or condensing water are
obvious applications when the gas turbine is used for portable
power generation.

Alternate Approaches. Several teams are working to build
gas turbines in the few grams/sec mass flow range using a wider
set of manufacturing technologies than MEMS, including conven-
tional metal-forming techniques,@37,66,67# and mold shape depo-
sition manufacture,@28#. Such an approach has its own set of
advantages and disadvantages. One major advantage is the lack of
an upper size constraint imposed by microfabrication technology,
so that engines in the hundreds of watts may be feasible. Its prin-
cipal challenge compared to the MEMS approach may be one of

manufacturing cost. However, there are many low-cost precision
manufacturing technologies for small parts and a need such as this
may foster new ones.

Additional Devices. The technology needed for a MEMS gas
turbine is based on microscale high-speed rotating machinery in-
cluding disciplinary foundations in aerodynamics, combustion,
materials, electromechanics, controls, and bearings. The same
technologies can be applied to other microscale systems. One ex-
ample is a motor-driven air blower or compressor,@60#. Another
example is a micro-bipropellant liquid rocket motor which is un-
der development,@68#. This propulsion system includes a regen-
eratively cooled silicon thrust chamber and nozzle~Fig. 34!, tur-
bopumps ~Fig. 35!, and liquid control valves,@69,70#. The
propellant flow rate is about 5 g/s. The silicon thrust chamber is
designed to operate at chamber pressures of 125 atm and tempera-
tures of 3000 K. The pressure in the liquid cooling jacket around
the combustion chamber is above 200 atm. These devices operate
at much higher power densities than those of the current gas tur-
bine components and demonstrate that very high pressure, high
power density silicon structures and devices are feasible. Prelimi-
nary tests of the cooled thrust chamber and turbopump are prom-
ising. In support of the engineering design of these devices, fun-
damental studies have been conducted on cavitation in
micropumps,@71#, and the cooling behavior of a variety of rocket
propellants in microgeometries,@72#.

Fig. 31 Specific core power versus turbine rotor inlet tempera-
ture „after Koff …

Fig. 32 Simple cycle performance variation for low pressure
ratios, p „hÄadiabatic efficiency, Tt4Äturbine inlet temperature,
Tt2Äcompressor inlet temperature …. „Figure courtesy of M.
Monroe. …

Fig. 33 Micron-scale counterflow heat exchanger. „Figure
courtesy of J. Brisson. …

Fig. 34 A 15 N „3.3 lb … thrust bipropellant liquid rocket engine
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Pacing Technology. Microfabrication is the pacing technol-
ogy in the development of MEMS gas turbine engines. Fortu-
nately, the rate of progress and innovation in MEMS fabrication
dwarfs those of the more mature technologies familiar to gas tur-
bine developers. Much of this progress stems from the wide prom-
ise that MEMS offers for a variety of applications, justifying large
research investments across a broad set of approaches,@73#. In-
deed, several fabrication limitations that existed at the start of this
effort in the mid 1990s have since disappeared. Thus, many of the
engineering design constraints now attributable to the microfabri-
cation process limitations are likely be relaxed as new technology
is developed.

Economics and the Future of Millimeter-Scale Gas Tur-
bines

Whittle and Von Ohain were successful in their early jet engine
developments because they set engineering goals based on the
requirement of going fast, significantly faster than the piston-
powered aircraft of the day,@74#. In contrast, the gas turbine de-
velopers who based their requirements on competing on range
with piston-powered propeller aircraft were unsuccessful at that
time because their goal required much higher levels of perfor-
mance, performance that was many years away. In this sense, we
can ask what is required to make millimeter-scale gas turbines
real—real in that machines are in production and making a dis-
cernable impact on society. There are two answers, one technical,
the other economic. Many of the detailed technical issues were
discussed above, but some must be considered in concert with the
economics of power production. In the broadest sense, to be more
than a curiosity, these very small gas turbine engines must fulfill
societal needs. What are the possible applications and what levels
of performance are needed for each? The answers must consider
the alternative engineering solutions to each potential application.

The two major applications of these very small gas turbines
mirror those of large engines, power production and aeronautical
propulsion. Power production in the short term is aimed at por-
table applications where the very much larger energy density of a
hydrocarbon fuel compared to a lithium battery chemistry means
that even a very inefficient gas turbine can be attractive~Table 3!.
In the short term, a 5–10% overall system efficiency~chemical to
net electric power output! is sufficient to make a gas turbine en-
gine solution an attractive alternative to a battery. Figure 36 is a
concept of an engine packaged in the form factor of a high per-
formance 50 W military battery~which costs about $100!. Most of
the volume is fuel which implies that, in this application, specific
fuel consumption is more important than specific power~since
multiple engines could be packaged together!.

A somewhat different compact power application is auxiliary
power for flight vehicles, especially ones with high temperature

environments. Highly redundant, distributed power for actuation,
sensors, etc., may be attractive in many applications.

Competing with a 50–60% efficient central power plant re-
quires much higher performance. Even including cogen use of the
waste heat, a local gas turbine must have an efficiency of 20–
30%, a level which looks many years away at this time. Should
these levels be approached, then the redundancy and extreme qui-
etness and compactness may make an array of millimeter-scale
machines an attractive solution. Emergency power applications
would not require as high performance as base power and can be
an attractive application for these small machines if the capital
costs are sufficiently low.

In addition to compactness and redundancy, one advantage that
millimeter-scale gas turbines do offer for many applications is that
they are very, very quiet, even in large arrays. This stems from
their high frequencies~blade passing is several hundred kilohertz,
beyond the audible range! and short length scales~millimeter-
diameter exhaust jets, which mix rapidly!. The high frequency
sound that is produced is relatively easy to muffle and quick to
attenuate naturally.

Propulsion is an obvious application for very small engines
since cubed-square scaling means that they can have very high
thrust-to-weight ratios and be extremely compact. The U.S. De-
fense Department is investing in reconnaissance airplanes with
gross takeoff weights as low as 50–100 g. These aircraft have
lift-to-drag ratios on the order of 5 so that an 0.1 N class thrust
MEMS gas turbine such as that in Fig. 3 is an attractive power
plant. It is much better than a battery-powered electric solution,

Fig. 35 A 2.5 g Õsec turbopump rotor „the pump is the inner
blade row, the turbine the outer …

Fig. 36 Concept of a MEMS gas turbine engine packaged as a
standard military battery

Table 3 Harnessing available energy

Energy
Source

Potential*
Whr/kg

Practical Whr/kg**
Based on Conversion

Device Efficiency

Lithium battery 1400 175 (LiSO2)
300 (LiSOCl2)

TNT 1400 NA
Methanol 6200 1500–3100
Diesel fuel 13,200 1320–5000
Hydrogen 33,000 1150–23,000

*Based on enthalpy
** ~System conversion efficiency!3~Energy available in fuel!
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and IC engines in production are ten times too large, very noisy,
and have poor fuel consumption. For subsonic flight applications,
thrust and propulsive efficiency can be increased by adopting by-
pass engine configurations. High-speed flight may be another at-
tractive application. Here the intrinsic high temperature capability
~900 K! of even a silicon engine cold section means that the
propulsion system can operate at high ambient temperatures. Con-
figurations other than a gas turbine may also be realized, such as
a ramjet or pulse detonation engine. Independent of the speed
regime, clearly several engines can be used to realize increased
thrust levels for larger vehicles. How large a thrust level is a
function of how many engines can be practically assembled to-
gether~large phased array radars may use 105 modules! and the
performance of the millimeter-scale engines relative to that of
large engines. Since it is unlikely that engines of this size will
approach the fuel economy of large engines, their use may be
restricted to short duration applications use such as lift engines,
where very high thrust-to-weight ratio, compactness, and redun-
dancy may command a premium.

Both gas turbine engines and complex semiconductor devices
are very expensive to develop and there is no reason to believe
that a marriage of the two will prove substantially less so. Devel-
opment costs can be amortized over many units. Manufacturing
cost, however, is always a major issue for mass-produced devices.
There is vast experience on the production cost of semiconductor
wafers in large-scale production, much less on MEMS. For ex-
ample, a standard 200 mm diameter silicon CMOS wafer from a
foundry may cost $600–1000 in large-scale production quantities
~the industry is currently moving to 300 mm diameter wafers to
reduce costs!. A specialized wafer produced in small lots~such as
GaA’s used for radar and RF! may be ten times more expensive.
The cost per chip is also a function of the number of chips per
wafer~i.e., the size of the chip!. Thus, a geometrically large, state-
of-the-art microprocessor chip may cost $200 to manufacture,
while a small watch chip is only tens of cents. From this we infer
that a wafer of MEMS gas turbines might produce several kilo-
watts of power and cost several thousand dollar to manufacture,
putting the specific cost in the $0.5–5 per watt range. On the low
end this cost approaches that of large power plants.

If the more optimistic projections of their price and perfor-
mance are achieved, then it is possible that these millimeter-scale
machines and the technologies on which they are based may begin
to transform the mechanical infrastructure of society in a manner
similar to the changes in information handling wrought by the
microprocessor. They will augment and even displace large cen-
tral facilities. Distributed power, water treatment, and chemical
processing may be realized, providing a more robust society.
Many of the more significant changes this technology will engen-
der are likely unrecognized at this time.

Concluding Remarks
Over the past eight years, research has started on very small gas

turbine engines and related technologies. It is quite clear from the
work to date that millimeter-scale gas turbine engines and similar
high-speed rotating machinery, combustion, and energy conver-
sion systems are technically feasible. One approach to realizing
devices at these scales utilizes the semiconductor industry-derived
micromachining technology known as MEMS. The economic im-
pact of these devices will be dependent on the performance levels
and the manufacturing costs, both of which have yet to be proven.
It is certainly possible, however, that MEMS gas turbines may one
day be competitive with conventional machines in a cost per in-
stalled kilowatt. Even at much higher costs, they will be very
useful as compact power sources for portable electronics, equip-
ment, and small vehicles.
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Reducing Grid Dependency in
Droplet Collision Modeling
Droplet collision models have been criticized for creating large mesh dependency in spray
calculations. These numerical errors are very troublesome; they behave erratically and
interfere with the predictive ability of physical models. The collision method used in KIVA
can cause mesh dependent changes in average drop size of over 40 microns. In order to
reduce mesh dependency, a new method has been developed for calculating the incidence
of collision. The solution is to create a special collision mesh that is optimized for accu-
racy. The mesh is created automatically during the spray calculation. Additionally, a
different stochastic collision sampling technique is also used. The new method, called the
NTC algorithm, was incorporated into KIVA and found to be much faster than older
algorithms. Calculations with 60,000 parcels required only a few CPU minutes. With the
new NTC method and collision mesh, the mesh dependence of the drop size is only nine
microns. This remaining mesh dependency is found to be due to the drag calculations and
is not the fault of the collision algorithm.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1564066#

Introduction
Droplet collisions are an important, fundamental physical pro-

cess in diesel fuel injection. In the core of the diesel spray, the
droplet number density is very high. The effect of interphase drag
and a broad size distribution creates a wide spectrum of droplet
velocities. These large relative velocities between the drops then
cause numerous collisions. Turbulent dispersion further promotes
relative velocity between individual drops and subsequent colli-
sions. Thus, any complete spray model must consider droplet
collisions.

Collisions lead to several outcomes: bouncing, coalescence, and
shattering. All collisions are inelastic and result in an exchange of
momentum, which alters the distribution of droplet velocities in
the spray. Drop size is affected through coalescence, which op-
poses breakup by agglomerating smaller drops into larger ones.
According to early modeling work by O’Rourke, coalescence can
cause a sevenfold increase in average drop size,@1#. Gavaises
et al. reaffirmed the importance of collision, though they observed
a less dramatic size dependence@2#. Shattering is also possible at
the high collision Weber numbers that can occur in sprays,@3#.
Current uncertainties in predicting the outcomes of collisions do
not change the fact that collision must alter the velocity, if not the
size, of the two participating droplets. Collision will thus affect
both the velocity and size distribution of the spray. However, the
first critical step in understanding droplet collisions is calculating
the incidence of collision.

Droplet collision rates have proven very difficult to calculate. In
addition to the complex physics, droplet collision has presented
several numerical difficulties. These difficulties include high com-
putational cost and large numerical errors. The problems arise out
of three main causes. The first is that a real spray has millions of
droplets. In spray calculations only a sample of these drops are
tracked as computational ‘‘parcels.’’ Hence, the location of drop-
lets are not known exactly. One must use some statistical tech-
nique to infer the droplet collisions from the tracks of the parcels.
The second difficulty is the tendency of collision calculations to
consume large amounts of CPU time. The cost of collision calcu-
lations usually increases with the number of parcels squared, dis-
couraging the use of a large number of parcels. The third issue is

that sprays often evolve on length scales that are too small for the
gas phase mesh to capture. Since the cell location of droplets is
used to judge proximity, sprays are usually underresolved. In light
of the large role that droplet collisions can have in determining
drop size and velocity, this situation is unfortunate.

The most widely used approach currently is O’Rourke’s Monte
Carlo algorithm, as implemented in KIVA,@4#. O’Rourke’s algo-
rithm has had remarkable success and is based on sound reason-
ing. O’Rourke’s algorithm is consistent with the stochastic nature
of spray simulations, where only a sample of droplets is tracked.
The tracked parcels represent varying numbers of drops. The size,
number of drops, and velocities of parcels determine the probabil-
ity of colliding with other parcels. Only parcels within the same
gas phase cell are permitted to collide. This approach is second-
order accurate in space, but Schmidt and Rutland showed that it
can fail dramatically with typical mesh resolution,@5#. The prob-
lems of mesh dependency are particularly severe when using a
Cartesian mesh, as shown in Fig. 1. The grid dependency can
clearly be seen in the ‘‘clover leaf’’ pattern that forms from what
should be an axisymmetric calculation. The grid dependency also
causes large quantitative fluctuations in the predicted drop size.

There can be no doubt that collision is responsible for this
artifact. Turning collision off removes the artifact, as seen in Fig.
2. Other researchers have observed that collision is highly mesh-
dependent, which greatly alters predicted drop size. Aneja and
Abraham@6#, Hieber@7#, and Post and Abraham@8#, Nordin @9#,
among others, have reported that Sauter mean diameter and pen-
etration of diesel sprays can be severely mesh-dependent. All of
these sources confirm that droplet collision calculations are
largely to blame for mesh dependency.

The artifact shown in Fig. 1 is not always present. Its occur-
rence depends on the mesh resolution, the number of parcels used,
ambient gas density, and whether the mesh is polar or Cartesian.
The distinctive shape of Fig. 1 is only observed when the injector
is coincident with a Cartesian mesh node and the axis of injection
runs parallel to the mesh lines. Figure 3 helps illustrate why this
artifact occurs. Standard collision algorithms based on kinetic
theory allow parcels to collide only if the parcels are in the same
cell. The probability of a pair of parcels colliding is proportional
to their velocity relative to each other. The parcels most likely to
collide have trajectories nearly 90 degrees apart. These pairs of
parcels have the greatest velocity difference. Since the collisions
result in either coalescence or an inelastic bouncing, the trajecto-
ries near cell boundaries are preferentially eliminated.

Moving the injection off of the vertex does not improve the
situation. Though the easily reconizable clover leaf artifact disap-
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pears, the calculation is still grossly underresolved. Now, pairs of
parcels that are on the far opposite sides of the injection may
collide, so long as they have not crossed a cell boundary. Figure 4
illustrates how the most likely collision partners are actually the
furthest apart in the cell. These pairs are not appropriate, and
can cause the spray cone to artificially narrow. This narrowing
is not as easily recognizable as the clover leaf, but is still very
undesirable.

The mesh dependency demonstrated in Figs. 1 through 4 is not
entirely the fault of the collision algorithm. O’Rourke’s collision
method is soundly based on kinetic theory. The problem is that the
point of injection is essentially a singularity. The sampling used
for collision calculations should ideally take place on length
scales that are shorter than the length scales of the spray. Adding
to the difficulties, the natural polar symmetry of the singularity is
not consistent with the 90-deg resolution~at best! of the Cartesian
cells. The correlation between parcel location and velocity is not
resolvable on a Cartesian mesh.

A new algorithm, first reported in Schmidt and Rutland@5#, was
developed to help resolve the mesh dependency problems. The
method was based on the no time counter~NTC! method used in
gas dynamics for direct simulation Monte Carlo~DSMC! calcula-
tions. However, Schmidt and Rutland reconstructed the algorithm
from basic probability assumptions so that it could be applied to
sprays, where the number of droplets per parcel is variable. Like
O’Rourke’s algorithm, the NTC algorithm is first-order accurate
in time and second-order accurate in space. The algorithm was
tested against analytical solutions and found to converge to the
exact answer.

There are two significant improvements with the NTC algo-
rithm. The first improvement is speed. The NTC algorithm
achieves its results without consuming significant amounts of
CPU time. For example, the calculation of collision between
60,000 thousand parcels requires less than three minutes of CPU
time for 20 milliseconds of simulated injection duration. The sec-
ond improvement is the use of a fully automatically generated
collision mesh. It is possible to generate a collision mesh that is
optimized for accuracy without any user intervention. The colli-
sion mesh achieves very high spatial resolution without incurring
significant CPU cost. The mesh is cylindrical, oriented around the
injection axis, and sized just large enough to contain all of the
parcels. The mesh resolution is then set as fine as possible while

Fig. 1 Simulation of a hollow-cone spray using the standard
KIVA3V Release 2 code with collision „O’Rourke’s … turned on
and breakup and turbulence turned off. The simulation is done
with the injector on a vertex of a Cartesian mesh. The injection
is directed towards the viewer, and the drops are shaded by
diameter.

Fig. 2 Simulation of a hollow-cone spray using the standard
KIVA3V Release 2 code with collision, breakup and turbulence
turned off. The simulation is done with the injector on a vertex
of a Cartesian mesh. The injection is directed towards the
viewer, and the drops are shaded by diameter.

Fig. 3 A sketch of the parcel trajectories around an injection
located at a vertex. The trajectories that are nearly 90 deg apart
are the most likely collision partners.

Fig. 4 A sketch of the parcel trajectories around an injection
located at a cell center. The trajectories that are 180 deg apart
are the most likely collision partners.
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maintaining a significant sample size of drops in each collision
cell. This approach allows the code to achieve millimeter-level
resolution of the spray while only costing the user a few CPU
minutes. Because the NTC algorithm is numerically consistent,
the user can be assured of getting very accurate results.

The NTC method is very new. It is not clear how much grid
dependency is present in the old collision algorithm and what
reduction in grid dependency will occur with the NTC method.
The following text summarizes the function of the NTC algorithm
and then evaluates the grid dependency of the collision calcula-
tion. The physics of collision are not the central focus of this
investigation and are not changed from O’Rourke’s original colli-
sion outcomes. For modeling the physical outcomes, the reader
should consult Post and Abraham@10#.

Methodology
The NTC method involves stochastic subsampling of the par-

cels within each drop. This results in much faster collision calcu-
lations. Unlike O’Rourke’s method, which incurs a cost that in-
creases with the square of the number of parcels, the NTC method
has a linear cost. Also, O’Rourke’s method assumes that multiple
collisions can occur between parcels and that this process is gov-
erned by a Poisson distribution. The Poisson distribution is not
correct unless collision has no consequences for the parcels. Since
collision changes parcels’ velocities, drop size, and drop number,
the method of repeated sampling used by the NTC method gener-
ates more accurate answers.

The NTC method is derived from the basic probability model
for stochastic collision. The basic probability model requires that
the cell size is sufficiently small that spatial variations in spray
quantities can be neglected. These assumptions are a subset of
those required for deriving the O’Rourke collision model. For a
detailed derivation, see Schmidt and Rutland@5#.

Given N parcels, there areN2 possible collision partners.
O’Rourke’s scheme scans through all the possibilities and elimi-
nates parcels that are not in the same cell. For parcels in the same
cell, there is a probability of collision based on size, relative ve-
locity, and the number of drops in the parcel. An example of 21
probabilities is shown in Fig. 5. The cost of this method is pro-
portional toN2. To run with 10,000 parcels, for example, requires
an effort proportional to one hundred million possible collision
partners.

The NTC method first sorts the parcels into groups that reside
in the same cell. This grouping only requires orderN operations.
Next, the NTC method picks a stochastic subsample from all the
possible pairs in a cell. The number of picked pairs does not affect
the final average answer, so long as the number meets constraints
derived in Schmidt and Rutland@5#. The number of pairs in the
subsample would be a fraction of the 21 pairs shown in Fig. 5.
The probabilities for the subsample pairs are multiplied by the
reciprocal of this fraction, increasing the probability of collision.
An example of subsampled pairs is shown in Fig. 6. Sampling is

done with replacement so that multiple collisions for a pair can be
correctly calculated. The resulting method incurs a cost that is
linearly proportional to the number of parcels, as opposed to the
N-squared cost of many existing methods. The accuracy of the
NTC method has been validated with analytical solutions. Surpris-
ingly, the NTC method has less random fluctuation around the
exact answer than O’Rourke’s method.

The other critical part of the NTC collision algorithm is the use
of a collision mesh. O’Rourke’s collision model is grid-dependent
because of a lack of spatial resolution. O’Rourke calculated the
incidence of collision using the gas-phase mesh, which is not
sufficiently refined for collision calculations. However, there is no
requirement to use the gas-phase mesh for collision calculations.
The NTC implementation automatically creates a cylindrical mesh
around the axis of injection. This mesh is independent of the gas
phase and is used only for collision. The mesh resolution is set as
fine as possible, while keeping a sufficient sample size in the cells
near the spray center. The more parcels that are used in the cal-
culation, the finer the collision mesh. Thus the collision mesh is
optimized for accuracy by controlling both spatial and statistical
resolution.

The special mesh is essential, because it provides flexible yet
high resolution of the spray with little CPU cost. The mesh is
automatically recreated every time step. The mesh is randomly
rotated around the axis of the spray, so that the cell boundaries are
stochastic. Since the parcels move, the extent of the mesh will
always change. This stochastic mesh generation helps to suppress
artifacts. Parcels get more of a chance to collide based on prox-
imity, because two parcels that are near each other are likely to
end up in the same cell. With a fixed collision mesh, two nearby
parcels could be perpetually in different cells if their trajectories
are aligned with cell boundaries.

A cylindrical collision mesh is ideal for sprays. The natural
grouping avoids the problems shown in Figs. 3 and 4. Only par-
cels with a similar angular trajectory will be in the same cell. An
example of a collision mesh is shown in Fig. 7. In practice, the
resolution is usually on the order of a few millimeters. The extent
of the meshed domain is always just sufficient to include the en-
tire spray. The collision mesh implementation has been general-
ized, so that it will automatically wrap around an injection with
any orientation in any sort of engine mesh. The only limitation is
that the current implementation is for a single spray.

The basic steps in assembling the collision mesh are as follows:

1. Establish a local coordinate system, with an axial unit vector
that is aligned with the direction of injection. Establish the direc-
tion of the radial unit vector so that it is orthogonal to the axial
vector. The orientation of the radial vector around the axial vector
is chosen stochastically. The third unit vector is then determined
with a cross product of the other two.

2. Using the local polar coordinates, determine the maximum

Fig. 5 A plot of the chance of collision for all possible colli-
sion pairs in a given cell

Fig. 6 A subsample of possible collision partners drawn from
the example in Fig. 5. The probabilities have been multiplied by
the number of possible pairs divided by the subsample size.
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radial and axial extent of the spray. The angular extent of the
spray is usually 360 deg, unless one is performing a sector or
two-dimensional calculation.

3. Estimate a reasonable resolution in the axial and radial di-
rections so that a predetermined average number of parcels per
cell will be maintained. This average number can be as low as five
parcels per cell, since nonuniformity of the sprays tends to pro-
vide large numbers of parcels per cell where collision rates are
significant. In the current implementation, the ratio of the axial
extent of the spray to the radial extent is used to establish cell
aspect ratio. For the azimuthal direction, 20 cells are adequate to
resolve a full 360 deg. For sector calculations, fewer azimuthal
cells are needed.

4. Calculate the location of all parcels in the collision mesh.
This step requires a transformation from the absolute coordinate
system to the local polar coordinate system. Because the collision
mesh is regular, the cell location is easily determined from the
parcel location in the local coordinate system.

Though this implementation requires significant programming
effort, the execution time is minimal. The cost of collision, includ-
ing the generation of the collision mesh, is typically less than 1%
of the simulation.

Results
The NTC method has been tested against several analytical so-

lutions for particle collision. The scheme was shown to be first-
order accurate in time and second-order accurate in space. For
example, the code was tested using the spatially varying problem
of a planar spray oriented along thex-axis. The particles were
distributed using an exponential probability density function for
y-position. The parcels were scattered with a uniform probability
in the x andz direction, and given random velocity, number, and
diameter with a uniform probability distribution. A view of this
test case is shown in Fig. 8. The spatial accuracy of the algorithm
was measured by forcing the collision mesh to be increasingly

fine. The error was defined as the difference between the analyti-
cal solution and the prediction of the NTC algorithm. Figure 9
shows that with a very fine mesh, the error is less than 1%. With
too coarse of a mesh, the error approaches 100%. This is also true
of O’Rourke’s method. These huge errors reinforce the impor-
tance of having adequate mesh resolution. Fortunately, with the
NTC method and the collision mesh, the fine resolution required
for good accuracy is easy to attain with no significant CPU pen-
alty.

Next, the NTC algorithm was installed in KIVA. First, a diesel-
type spray was simulated in KIVA with three different meshes.
The domain was a cylinder with a diameter of 5 cm and a height
of 20 cm and the injection duration was 3 ms. The cylinder was
divided into three Cartesian meshes, with the resolutions shown in
Table 1. A test calculation was performed to show the typical
behavior of the collision mesh. This calculation used 40,000 par-

Fig. 7 A collision mesh enveloping a diesel spray. The gas
phase mesh is in the background.

Fig. 8 A test case used to determine the accuracy of the NTC
method. Parcels are distributed according to prescribed prob-
abilities so that an analytical solution for the incidence of col-
lision is possible. Note the strong spatial variation in the parcel
density.

Fig. 9 The spatial accuracy of the NTC method is second or-
der. With 25 cells in the collision mesh in the y-direction, the
error is less than 1%.
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cels and the medium gas phase mesh. The NTC collision algo-
rithm was used with the TAB breakup model. Turbulence and
turbulent drop dispersion were simulated with the standard
k-epsilon model, as normally implemented in KIVA. This test was
intended to show the resolution of the collision mesh in practical
use. A plot of the axial and radial resolution is shown in Fig. 10.
For the azimuthal direction twenty collision cells were used,
which provides an angular resolution of 18 deg. The figure shows
that the mesh starts out very fine because the spray occupies a
very small volume. As the spray elongates axially during the early
part of injection, the collision mesh elongates in the axial direc-
tion. Later, the radial spreading of the spray requires a wider col-
lision mesh. The resolution in both directions becomes approxi-
mately 3 mm.

For the remaining calculations, all spray models were turned
off, with the exception of drag and collision. The gas phase was
solved without a turbulence model. The test case was not intended
to generate physically reasonable results, but to show clearly the
numerical behavior of the collision model. Because of the high
computational cost of O’Rourke’s algorithm, only 8,000 parcels
could be used. For testing purposes, the same number of parcels
were used for all subsequent comparisons between O’Rourke’s
algorithm and NTC. As a baseline, Fig. 11 shows the results with
the original KIVA3V Release 2 code, including the original colli-
sion algorithm. The average drop size is very sensitive to the mesh
resolution. The predicted drop size increased by 60% from the
coarsest mesh to the finest. This difference of 40 microns is un-
acceptable for a modern CFD code. Even more troubling, the
variation in drop size is not predictable. As the mesh is refined, the
drop size decreases and then increases. The effect of the numerical
error is thus unpredictable.

The nonmonotonic behavior of the drop size dependence on
grid size is a consequence of two competing errors. When the
mesh is very coarse, the number density of the spray is underpre-
dicted. The fundamental assumption that the droplets are uni-
formly distributed within a cell leads to the minimum possible
density of droplets. Because collision rate depends nonlinearly on

number density, this uniform distribution leads to the minimum
possible collision prediction. Refining the mesh helps to capture
the nonuniformity in number density. However, as the mesh be-
comes very fine, the number of parcels per cell diminishes. This
causes a statistical loss of resolution. When there are too few
drops per cell, O’Rourke’s algorithm relies heavily on the Poisson
distribution to calculate multiple collisions between parcels. Since
the Poisson distribution considers multiple collisions to be inde-
pendent events, it always overpredicts collision incidence. If the
mesh were made finer yet, it is possible that the predicted drop
size could drop, since the probability of having only a single
parcel in a cell would go up, leading to a suppression of collision.
Post and Abraham also noticed this problem,@8#.

Next, the NTC collision model was used, and the results are
shown in Fig. 12. The predicted drop size is much less mesh-
dependent. The NTC algorithm does not suffer from the under-
resolution problem as much as O’Rourke’s because the mesh is
automatically set as fine as possible. There also is no problem
with loss of statistical resolution, because the automatic mesh
resolution considers the number of parcels per cell. The results
shown in Fig. 12 are a significant improvement over the original
KIVA collision algorithm. However, the results are not perfect.
There is still some grid dependency in the NTC results. This grid
dependence is not directly a fault of the NTC method, since the
NTC algorithm does not rely on the gas phase mesh in any way.
The mesh dependence is, instead, an indirect consequence of the
mesh sensitivity of the coupling between the spray and gas phase
momentum equation.

The corrupting influence of the momentum and drag coupling is
clearly demonstrated by imposing a velocity of zero on the gas-
phase. The velocity updates in KIVA were temporarily turned off,
so that the code would run with a zero gas phase velocity. This
trivial gas phase flow field was chosen because it is grid indepen-
dent. Another important feature is that there will be no interpola-
tion error of the local gas velocity to the particle position, because
the zero velocity flow field is perfectly uniform. As the results in
Fig. 13 show, the NTC method becomes perfectly grid indepen-
dent. This result is expected, since the gas phase mesh is now
completely unconnected from the calculation. However, when the
same test is applied using O’Rourke’s collision model, the final

Table 1 A description of the meshes used in the tests shown
below

Cells in X
Direction

Cells in Y
Direction

Cells in
Z direction

Total
Cells

Coarse 15 15 20 4500
Medium 30 30 100 90,000
Fine 45 45 150 303,750

Fig. 10 Collision mesh resolution in the axial and radial direc-
tions as a function of time

Fig. 11 Calculated average drop size for a diesel-type spray
using KIVA3V Release 2 with three different Cartesian meshes.
This figure shows the grid dependency of O’Rourke’s collision
model. The evaporation, breakup, and turbulence models were
turned off, and collision was turned on.
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drop size varies from 32 to 39 microns, showing moderate grid
dependency. As a final test of the NTC algorithm, a calculation
was performed with varying numbers of parcels. Because the
mesh automatically sets its refinement based on the number of
parcels, this test simultaneously shows the affect of number of
parcels and collision mesh resolution. As can be seen in Fig. 14,
the predicted drop size is not significantly mesh dependent or
sensitive to the number of parcels. The result of this test is impor-
tant. It shows that the new algorithm is not mesh dependent. The
small amount of mesh dependency seen in Fig. 12 cannot be due
to droplet collision. Since all other models were turned off, the
only remaining source of mesh dependency is the basic momen-
tum coupling between the gas phase and the droplets.

In order to see the qualitative impact of the NTC algorithm on
the structure of hollow cone spray computations, the simulation in
Fig. 1 was repeated using the NTC method. The results with the

NTC method are shown in Fig. 15. The NTC method has signifi-
cantly improved the simulation of the hollow-cone spray. The
view shows that the spray is basically axisymmetric, unlike the
clover leaf pattern that formed in Fig 1.

Conclusions
The NTC collision model has been demonstrated as a faster,

more accurate, successor to current collision algorithms. The
method is very fast: the collision calculation shown in Fig. 14
performed with 60,000 parcels took only about two minutes on a
desktop computer. As another benefit, the NTC method shows
only minimal mesh sensitivity. The use of a special collision mesh
is mostly responsible for the reduced mesh dependency. The

Fig. 13 The prediction of the NTC collision algorithm when the
gas velocity is constrained to zero. The results are perfectly
grid independent.

Fig. 15 Simulation of a hollow-cone spray using the standard
KIVA3V Release 2 code with the NTC collision algorithm turned
on and breakup and turbulence turned off. Simulation is done
with the injector on a vertex of a Cartesian mesh. Injection is
directed towards the viewer, and the drops are shaded by di-
ameter.

Fig. 12 The same test as shown in Fig. 7, but with the NTC
collision algorithm. Note the reduced mesh dependency.

Fig. 14 The prediction of the NTC collision algorithm when the
gas velocity is constrained to zero. The results show the effect
of simultaneously changing the number of parcels used and
the collision mesh resolution.
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small, remaining, grid dependence is actually not a limitation of
the collision algorithm, but is due to the errors of the gas phase
solution. If the gas phase solution were grid-independent, then the
collision results would also be grid-independent. The NTC colli-
sion algorithm would be a good match with advanced interpola-
tion schemes and momentum coupling techniques, such as Be´ard
et al. @11#. The combination of accurate collision calculations and
accurate coupling between the phases will produce spray simula-
tions with much less grid dependence.
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The Selective Non-Catalytic
Removal (SNCR) of Nitric Oxides
From Engine Exhaust Streams:
Comparison of Three Processes
Three processes for the selective non-catalytic removal (SNCR) of nitric oxides from
engine exhaust gases are compared. The three processes are similar but each uses a
different chemical agent: ammonia, urea, or cyanuric acid. A number of operating con-
ditions have been studied. In particular, results for the removal of nitric oxide are signifi-
cantly different for the three processes as the oxygen concentration varies. Ammonia,
urea, and cyanuric acid were found to be most effective at low, intermediate, and high
oxygen concentrations, respectively. The implications of these results for a range of en-
gines and engine applications are discussed.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1688366#

Introduction
Combustion processes are known to result in a number of ni-

trogen species. Of these, the nitrogen species which are regulated
are nitric oxide~NO!, and nitrogen dioxide (NO2) which together
are known as NOx. These nitrogen compounds are responsible for
urban smog~including ozone! and some forms of acid precipita-
tion, @1,2#. Another nitrogen species of interest is nitrous oxide
(N2O). Although currently not regulated, nitrous oxide has been
classified as a greenhouse gas. Typically, nitrogen dioxide and
nitrous oxide constitute less than 1% of the primary nitrogen com-
pounds from combustion sources.

There are at least three major categories of methods of reducing
nitric oxides:~1! treating the fuel,~2! minimizing the formation of
nitric oxides at the source, and~3! removing nitric oxides by some
means before expelling them into the atmosphere. For fuel treat-
ment, the concept is to minimize any fuel-bound nitrogen. For the
second category, the guiding philosophy for combustion modifi-
cations to reduce nitric oxides formation is to lower the combus-
tion temperatures and reduce the amount of oxygen,@3#. Some
examples of combustion modification methods are: staged air ad-
dition, steam and water injection, reburning, burner design modi-
fications, furnace design modifications, boiler design modifica-
tions, and exhaust gas recirculation.

The other method for nitric oxides reduction is termed post-
combustion gas treatment. Some examples of this category are:
selective non-catalytic reduction~SNCR!, selective catalytic re-
duction ~SCR!, non-selective catalytic reduction~NSCR!, scrub-
bing methods, and techniques using electric fields. Other possi-
bilities include combining SNCR and SCR techniques~e.g.,@4#!.
Also, the use of plasmas combined with a version of SNCR using
ammonia has been documented,@5#. A comprehensive review of
nitric oxides reduction methods can be found in Bowman@3#.

In general, the SNCR techniques involve injecting one or more
chemical agents downstream of the primary combustion zone. The
reduction of nitric oxide by these processes is a complex set of
chemical reactions between the radicals produced by the injected
chemicals and the products of combustion. A necessary prerequi-
site for an effective chemical agent is the presence of at least one
nitrogen atom in its molecular structure.

For most cases, SNCR is effective over a narrow temperature

range,@3#. Reduction at higher temperatures is poor because the
reducing agent itself oxidizes to NO. Below the optimum tem-
perature, the selective reduction reactions are too slow and unre-
acted agent can be emitted~e.g., ammonia slip!. In existing com-
bustion systems, the spatial location of the optimum temperatures
~referred to as the temperature ‘‘window’’! may vary with operat-
ing conditions or occur in regions of large thermal gradients. This
places severe design constraints on the agent injection system
which must disperse the chemical compound throughout the entire
combustion product stream and mix with the nitric oxides while
the gases are within the appropriate temperature window.

In general, a number of factors affect the overall performance
of SNCR processes. These factors include the detail chemistry, the
mixing of the agent with the exhaust gases, the nonuniformity of
the gas temperatures, and the possibility of catalytic reactions. The
chemistry is affected by the specific agent, temperature, pressure,
concentrations of species, and residence time. Specific features of
the chemistry that are important include the ratio of the agent to
nitric oxide concentration, and the oxygen, carbon monoxide, and
water concentrations.

The chemistry for these processes is complicated and the reac-
tions that are most important for the removal of nitric oxide vary
with operating conditions,@6#. In general, for these processes to
be successful radical production is necessary. The radicals are
responsible for generating the active species which reduce NO to
N2 . The chemistry of these processes has been extensively stud-
ied, and related references are cited below relative to each pro-
cess.

There are three main SNCR processes currently being imple-
mented: ~1! the thermal DeNOx process which uses ammonia
(NH3), ~2! the RAPRENOx process which uses cyanuric acid
((HNCO)3), and ~3! the NOxOUT process which uses urea
(NH2•CO•NH2). For the cyanuric acid process, for most cases,
the cyanuric acid sublimates to gaseous isocyanic acid~HNCO!.
Each of these processes is briefly described next.

The Ammonia Process. This was the original SNCR process
and has been named Thermal DeNox. In this process, ammonia is
injected into the hot exhaust gas. The form of the ammonia may
be as aqueous~with water! solution or as anhydrous~no water!
ammonia. This process was discovered in 1972,@7,8#, for use in
exhaust streams such as from furnaces and boilers. Since the
original work, many groups have explored the ammonia process
both experimentally and numerically,~e.g.,@8–12#!.

Specific concerns with the ammonia process include the stor-
age, handling, and delivery of the ammonia. Also, any ammonia
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not consumed in the process may be emitted~‘‘ammonia slip’’! as
a result of this process. For these and other reasons, alternative
agents have been proposed over the years. Two of these that have
received significant interest include cyanuric acid and urea. Al-
though it was the last of the three processes to be discovered, the
cyanuric acid process will be discussed next, since the urea pro-
cess can be described as a combination of the ammonia and cya-
nuric acid processes.

The Cyanuric Acid Process. In this process, known as the
RAPRENOx process, solid cyanuric acid is injected into the hot
exhaust gases. The solid cyanuric acid sublimates at about 650 K
to gaseous isocyanic acid~HNCO!. The isocyanic acid initiates a
series of reactions for appropriate conditions which result in the
removal of nitric oxide. This process was first proposed by Perry
and Siebers@13#, and has been studied by a number of investiga-
tors ~e.g.,@14–20#!. One characteristic of this process is the pos-
sible emission of nitrous oxide (N2O). Although all three of the
processes may produce N2O, the cyanuric acid process appears to
have the potential to produce the most.

The Urea Process. NOxOUT is the name of the process
which uses urea,@21#. In this process, typically either solid urea or
a urea solution~with water! is injected into the hot exhaust gases.
Urea may decompose into HNCO and NH3 under certain condi-
tions, @15#:

NH2•CO•NH2→HNCO1NH3 . (1)

For these reasons, the urea process has been described as a com-
bination of the ammonia process and the cyanuric acid process. As
discussed by Jødal et al.@22#, however, the thermal breakdown of
urea at temperatures above 600 K may lead to the formation of
NH2 and NCO radicals, and H2 molecules in equal proportions.
Numerical studies of the urea process for these other urea decom-
position paths have been reported by Alzueta et al.@23#. Alterna-
tively, urea has been found to decompose into biuret
(NH2CO~NH!CONH2) under different conditions,@24#.

The urea process has been studied numerically by several
groups~e.g.,@22,25,26#!. A key feature of the modeling has been
the treatment of the urea decomposition~as previously men-
tioned!. Also, Brouwer et al.@27# have reported on a model which
includes all three processes.

Importance of Oxygen Level. Applications involving com-
bustion include a wide range of devices such as boilers, furnaces,
gas turbines, diesel engines, and spark-ignition engines. For a
number of reasons, these devices are operated with combustion at
different stoichiometries. Figure 1 shows the dry volumetric con-
centrations of oxygen and carbon dioxide~product species!, and

the mass air-fuel ratio as functions of equivalence ratio for the
complete combustion of heptane (C7H16) and air. Although these
numbers are specific for heptane, results are similar for other hy-
drocarbon fuels. As shown, the oxygen level in the exhaust gases
may range from less than 1% to over 15%~by volume! depending
on the overall equivalence ratio~or air-fuel ratio!.

In general, combustion devices are designed to operate effec-
tively within a number of constraints. These constraints often im-
pose that the overall equivalence ratio must be within a particular
range. For example, a successful design for medium-speed diesel
engines typically uses a quiescent mixture~as opposed to a swirl-
ing mixture! and relies on fuel atomization and penetration for
good combustion. To insure the success of the combustion event,
the overall reactant mixture must possess excess air. For this ap-
plication, mixtures with an equivalence ratio of about 0.5 have
proven successful.

On the other hand, a smaller automotive engine may be de-
signed to operate closer to stoichiometric mixtures. This is a de-
cision often dictated by the requirements of the exhaust catalyst
system. As a further example, gas turbines are often operated with
high excess air levels to insure adequate cooling of the turbine
blades. For this reason, gas turbines may be operated with an
overall equivalence ratio of about 0.3~oxygen concentrations of
about 15%!.

The original studies of SNCR processes focussed on cases with
oxygen concentrations of about 1 or 2% which would be typical
of furnaces and boilers~e.g.,@8#!. Since then, a number of studies
have examined cases for higher oxygen concentrations. For ex-
ample, Caton et al.@10,11# have reported on cases for the use of
ammonia with oxygen concentrations up to 15%. Also, Kasuya
et al. @28# have reported on results for ammonia for oxygen con-
centrations up to 50%. For the use of urea for oxygen concentra-
tions up to 15%, Srivatsa@29# and Caton and Srivatsa@30# have
completed these studies. For the cyanuric acid process, Caton and
Siebers@15# have reported results for three oxygen levels. The
objective of this paper is to compare the three processes and to
examine the importance of the oxygen~or overall equivalence
ratio! on the combustion process.

Experiments
The data discussed below have been obtained from similar ex-

perimental systems. Figure 2 is a schematic of a typical experi-
mental system. The overall experimental facility consists of four
distinct systems:~1! the input gas mixture metering and delivery
system,~2! the chemical agent metering and delivery system,~3!
the furnace and reactor assembly~reaction zone! and ~4! the out-
put gas mixture analysis system.

As shown in Fig. 2, the chemical agent is injected into the input
gas mixture stream prior to entering the heated section. The mix-
ture then flows into the reactor which is inside the furnace. Addi-
tional nitrogen gas is added to the gases leaving the furnace sec-
tion to dilute the stream, and thus minimize any reactions after
leaving the furnace. The additional nitrogen also minimizes the
concentration of water which may cause interference in the sub-
sequent gas analysis. Each of the systems are described below.

Fig. 1 Dry volumetric concentrations of oxygen and carbon
dioxide and the mass air fuel ratio as a function of equivalence
ratio for C 7H16 and air combustion

Fig. 2 Schematic of typical experimental system
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Input Gas Mixture. In these experiments, the exhaust gas
was simulated by using bottle gases. Comparisons with the use of
actual exhaust have demonstrated that the use of simulated ex-
haust gas is an effective technique,@14#. The advantages of simu-
lated exhaust include that the input gas stream is well character-
ized, is not subject to transient variations, and is not limited to a
relatively narrow range of compositions.

Mass flow controllers are used to insure accurate metering of
the individual gases. The individual gas streams are combined and
the mixture enters the furnace. The total mass flow of the gas
mixture is constant for a set of experiments which results in vary-
ing volume flow rate~and varying residence time! in the reactor
for different reactor temperatures.

Metering and Delivery of the Chemical Agent. The mode
of delivery of the chemical agent to the simulated exhaust stream
is mainly dependent on the phase of the agent. For ammonia as a
gas, the delivery is straightforward and is the same as the delivery
of the other gases~e.g.,@10,11#!.

For urea as a solution with water, the solution is fed into the
exhaust stream by the use of a syringe which is advanced at a
controlled rate using a precision stepper motor,@30#. The stepper
motor drives the plunger of the syringe at required feed rates. The
output from the syringe is fed into a heated region close to the
point of inlet to the reactor. The urea solution vaporizes before it
enters the reactor.

The minimum amount of water needed to keep the urea in
solution depended on the solubility of urea,@31#. For the condi-
tions of this work, the amount of water introduced into the gas
mixture with the solution was estimated to be about 320 ppm.
Since each urea molecule could theoretically reduce two nitric
oxide molecules, the urea feed rate for ideal conditions would be
one-half the nitric flow rate~on a mole basis!. Not all of the urea
was utilized in the experiment, however, due to resolidification of
some of the urea. To compensate, the selected urea solution feed
rate was approximately twice the ideal rate. This high feed rate
was necessary to insure the maximum possible nitric oxide re-
moval for comparison purposes. Such a high urea feed rate, how-
ever, would not be practical or desirable in an actual application.

Since cyanuric acid is not soluble in water to any appreciable
degree, it must be utilized as a solid powder,@14#. A dry powder
feed system was used. This feed system was similar to the urea
solution feed system described above. The cyanuric acid is care-
fully packed into a syringe which is advanced at a controlled rate
using a precision stepper motor. The stepper motor drives the
plunger of the syringe at required feed rates. The output from the
syringe is fed into a heated region upstream of the reactor which
serves as a vaporizer. In this vaporizer, the cyanuric acid powder
sublimes to vapor before it enters the reactor. A small amount of
metered nitrogen gas is used to carry the vapor into the reactor.

The amount of cyanuric acid for these experiments was selected
so as to insure the maximum possible reduction of nitric oxide,
@15#. Although this high amount would not be practical for actual
applications, for purposes of this study, this amount provided less
ambiguous comparisons. The amount selected was a molar ratio
of cyanuric acid to nitric oxide of 1.42, or a isocyanic acid
~HNCO! to nitric oxide ratio of 4.27.

Furnace and Reactor Assembly. To simulate the hot exhaust
gases, the gas mixture was heated to the required temperature
levels. An electric furnace was used for this purpose. An important
characteristic of this heating process is that the gas temperature be
uniform throughout the reactor. This was accomplished by a
multiple-zone furnace with individual control of each zone.

The reactor is constructed of quartz tube to minimize any cata-
lytic reactions that might occur with steel or other metal reactors,
@32#. For the experiments reported here, the geometry~internal
diameter and heated length! of each of the reactors is included in
Table 1.

Outlet Gas Analysis Systems. To complete an analysis of the
output gases, additional~dilution! nitrogen is added to the exit
flow stream before the analysis. The dilution nitrogen is often a
large factor of the exhaust stream—perhaps a factor of five. The
dilution nitrogen helps to prevent water condensation in the un-
heated portions of the exhaust system, and helps to minimize in-
terference of species such as CO2 and H2O with the measure-
ments of the other species.

For these experiments, the output gases from the reactor are
analyzed by a Fourier transform infrared~FTIR! spectrometer and
by a chemiluminescent NOx analyzer. In cases where both analy-
sis techniques were used, the agreement was good. The use of an
FTIR spectrometer is necessary in these experiments to obtain
quantitative knowledge of species such as NH3 , HNCO, N2O
which are not generally obtained from conventional gas analyzers.
Details of the apparatus and experimental procedure can be found
elsewhere,@10,11,15,30#.

Experimental Conditions
Table 1 lists the typical experimental conditions for these ex-

periments. The table lists each of the three processes, typical op-
erating conditions, and the relevant references. As shown, the
typical temperature range examined in these experiments is be-
tween 650 and 1350 K, the inlet nitric oxide concentration is 330
ppm, and the typical inlet oxygen concentration is between 0 and
15%. Also listed is the temperature for the highest nitric oxide
removal rate~best performance!.

Since the mass flow rate was constant for each set of experi-
ments, the residence time varied with temperature. Table 1 shows
the computed residence times evaluated for 1025 K which were
either 0.85 or 2.1 seconds. The mass flow rate is related to the
residence time as follows:

ṁ5
Volract

t res
(2)

where Vol is the reactor volume,ract is the actual gas density, and
t res is the residence time.

Another item listed in Table 1 is the ratio of the concentration
of the agent~on a one nitrogen atom basis! to the concentration of
the nitric oxide. The literature has defined this ratio as

Table 1 Experimental conditions

Ammonia
Process

Urea
Process

Cyanuric
Acid

Process

Agent Ammonia Urea Cyanuric
Acid

Name Thermal
DeNOx

NOxOUT RAPRENOx

Phase of agent Gas Solution Solid
Experimental
temp range~K!

800–1200 800–1200 670–1340

Temp ~K! for best
performance

1150 1150 1200

Inlet NO ~ppm! 330 330 330
Inlet CO ~ppm! 0 600 1260
Inlet H2O 0 ;320 ppm 4.5%
Inlet O2 (%) 0–15 0–15 0, 1.9, 12.3
O2 (%) for best
performance

1.0 5.0 12

Beta,b* 1.5 ;2.0 4.27
Residence time
at 1025 K~sec!

2.1 2.1 0.85

Reactor length
~cm!

61 61 37

Reactor ID~mm! 18 18 16.5
Reference Caton et al.@11# Srivatsa and

Caton@30#
Caton and

Siebers@15#

*b is the ratio of agent to nitric oxide~see text!.
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b5
@NHi#

@NO
(3)

where@NHi# is the concentration of the nitrogen containing agent
normalized to a one nitrogen atom basis, and@NO# is the concen-
tration of the nitric oxide. This ratio is also known as the normal-
ized stoichiometric ratio~NSR! and can be determined based on
the number of nitrogen atoms per molecule. Since ammonia
(NH3) has one nitrogen atom per molecule, the ratio of the con-
centrations is the same as theb ratio. For urea, since there are two
nitrogen atoms per urea molecule, the concentration of urea is
one-half of the nitric oxide concentration for ab ratio of one.
Finally, for cyanuric acid, theb ratio is three times the concentra-
tion ratio.

Table 1 lists the actualb values used in the three experiments.
As mentioned above, for each experiment the values selected were
more than the ideal value to insure the maximum possible re-
moval. For ammonia, theb ratio was 1.5, and for urea theb ratio
was about 2. For cyanuric acid, however, the cyanuric acid de-
composes to isocyanic acid~HNCO! which is the active agent:

~HNCO!3→3HNCO. (4)

So, the ratio of cyanuric acid to the nitric oxide was 1.42, but the
ratio of the isocyanic acid to the nitric oxide was 4.27.

These experiments were conducted at different times in two
laboratories, but the major items were essentially the same. The
CO and H2O concentrations listed for each process were selected
such that the individual processes were close to optimum. For
example, for the ammonia process no CO or H2O were used, but
for the urea and cyanuric acid processes the CO and H2O concen-
trations were nonzero. The reason that CO and H2O concentra-
tions affect these processes differently is explained elsewhere,
@15#.

Experimental Results and Discussion
Figure 3 is an example of the results of a typical experiment

which used urea as the agent. This figure shows the ratio of the
reactor outlet and inlet nitric oxides (NOx) as a function of reactor
~or gas! temperature for a number of oxygen concentrations,@30#.
Since the amount of NO2 was less than 3% for these experiments,

the following discussion is simplified by considering only nitric
oxide. The nitric oxide removal is often defined as

NO Removal512
NOout

NOin
. (5)

Therefore, as the ratio plotted in Fig. 3 decreases, the nitric oxide
removal increases. For these experiments, the carbon monoxide
concentration was 600 ppm, the water concentration was about
320 ppm, and the residence time was 2.1 seconds. The concentra-
tion of oxygen was 0, 0.5, 1, 2, 5, 12, and 15%.

As shown, the removal of nitric oxide is not significant for
temperatures below about 950 K. For sufficient oxygen concen-
trations~between 5 and 15% for these conditions!, the nitric oxide
removal becomes significant for temperatures above about 1050
K. Overall maximum nitric oxide removal for these conditions
occurs for a temperature of 1150 K for 5% oxygen. As the gas
temperatures increase above about 1150 K, the nitric oxide re-
moval decreases.

With respect to the effects of oxygen concentration, Fig. 3
shows significant differences. For no oxygen~0%!, the nitric ox-
ide removal was less than 10% for all temperatures. For tempera-
tures greater than 1050 K, as the oxygen concentration increases
to 2%, the removal of nitric oxide increases. Then as the oxygen
concentrations increase above this value, the removal is different
at different temperatures. The following considers a temperature
of 1150 K where the maximum removal was attained.

For 1150 K, the removal was about 17% for 0.5% oxygen, and
about 25% for 2% oxygen. For further increases in the oxygen
concentration, the nitric oxide removal increased significantly. As
shown, for 5% oxygen, the removal is 90% at 1150 K~the maxi-
mum overall removal!. For further increases in the oxygen con-
centration, the removal decreases somewhat, but is still typically
above about 75%. Clearly, the effect of oxygen concentrations is
important.

Similar experiments have been completed for the ammonia pro-
cess,@10,11#, and for the cyanuric acid process,@15#. Related
work with respect to the ammonia process has also been reported
by Smith and Caton@33#, and for the cyanuric acid process by
Smith and Caton@34#.

Figure 4 illustrates the effect of oxygen concentration on the
nitric oxide removal for the three processes. For the urea process,
the removal level decreases from 0% to about 90% as the oxygen
concentration increases from 0 to 5%. As the oxygen concentra-
tion continues to increase, the nitric oxide removal level decreases
from 90% to about 80% at the highest oxygen concentrations.

For the ammonia process, the removal level decreases from
near 0% to over 95% as the oxygen concentration increases from
0% to 1%. As the oxygen concentration continues to increase
from 1% to 15%, the nitric oxide removal level decreases in a
near linear fashion from 95% to about 70%.

Finally, for the cyanuric acid process, the nitric oxide removal
increases rapidly as the oxygen concentration increases from 0 to
2%, and then increases more gradually as the oxygen concentra-
tion continues to increase from 2% to 12%. For these conditions
~see Table 1!, the maximum overall nitric oxide removal using
cyanuric acid is obtained for 12% oxygen.

Discussion of the Key Reactions
In this section, the key chemical reactions of these processes

will be discussed. The majority of this information is available
from a number of references~e.g.,@6,12,18,35#!. A common char-
acteristic of these SNCR processes is the production of radicals
which is necessary so that the overall reaction mechanism is self-
sustaining. Reaction steps responsible for generation of radicals
are

H1O25OH1O (6)

O1H2O5OH1OH. (7)

Fig. 3 The ratio of outlet NO x and inlet NO x as a functions of
reactor temperature for seven levels of oxygen for 600 ppm
carbon monoxide and a residence time of 2.1 secs using urea
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Ammonia Process. The ammonia process begins with the
break down of ammonia to NH2 by O and OH radicals. The pro-
cess continues with the following reactions to remove nitric oxide

NH21NO5N21H2O ~temination channel) (8)

NH21NO5NNH1OH ~radical channel). (9)

The following reactions are important competing reactions in
these processes that result in NO formation:

NH21OH5NH1H2O (10)

NH1O25NO1OH (11)

NH1O25HNO1O (12)

HNO1M5H1NO1M (13)

HNO1OH5NO1H2O. (14)

The above reactions now may be considered with respect to
variations in the oxygen concentrations. If no oxygen is present,
no OH radicals will be produced and the overall mechanism will
not proceed. For high levels of oxygen, the OH radical concentra-
tion will be high, and the competing reactions~Eqs. ~10!–~14!!
will become increasingly important. As a result, the NH2 concen-
trations will be increasingly lower, and the key reactions~Eqs.~8!
and ~9!! will be less effective. For lower levels of oxygen~and
hence OH radicals!, the competing reactions will be less impor-
tant, and the key reactions will dominate. In other words, higher
oxygen concentrations promote the competing reactions~Eqs.
~10!–~14!! and tend to decrease the effectiveness of ammonia in
reducing NO.

Cyanuric Acid Process. For the cyanuric acid process, the
HNCO ~which is formed from the decomposition of cyanuric
acid! converts to NCO and NH2 ~which are the effective NO
reducing species for this process! by the following reactions:

H1HNCO5NH21CO (15)

H1HNCO5NCO1H2O (16)

OH1HNCO5NCO1H2O (17)

OH1HNCO5NH21CO2 . (18)

Reactions~15! and~17! are the more important,@3#, of these four.
The formation of NCO and NH2 then results in the following:

NCO1NO5N2O1CO (19)

NH21NO5NNH1OH (9)

NH21NO5N21H2O. (8)

These three reactions, then, are the key nitric oxide removal steps.
The supporting reactions which supply the necessary radicals~H,
OH, and O!, are

O21H5O1OH (6)

O21H1M5HO21M. (20)

For high oxygen levels, the H radical decreases~Eq. ~6!!, and
therefore, NH2 from reaction ~15! decreases. Further, for high
oxygen levels, OH radicals increase~Eq. ~5!! and NCO from the
reaction of Eq.~17! increases. The increases in NCO increase the
conversion of NO to N2O. Finally, the ‘‘O’’ radical concentration
increases, but sensitivity calculations~e.g., @12#! show that reac-
tions involving ‘‘O’’ are not too significant. Therefore, the higher
oxygen levels enhance the cyanuric acid process.

Urea Process. Depending on the products of urea decompo-
sition, the urea process may be divided into the above cases in
proportion to the specific concentrations of the products of de-
composition. For example, for the cases of urea decomposition
that result in equal amounts of ammonia and isocyanic acid, the
net effect of oxygen may be a combination of the above reactions
~Eqs.~6!–~20!!. The results of Fig. 4 tend to support this assump-
tion. The details of this combination are beyond the scope of the
current paper. For other decomposition products, the results can
be obtained from similar arguments~see e.g.,@23#!.

Overall Processes. Figure 5 is a summary of the possible
major chemical pathways for the removal of nitric oxide using the
three agents: ammonia, urea, and cyanuric acid. As shown, from
left to right, the first step is the decomposition of the chemical
agent. Cyanuric acid sublimes to HNCO molecules, and urea may
decompose into some combination of HNCO and NH3 . Continu-
ing from left to right, the next major step is the reactions with the
radicals OH, O, and H. The major species resulting from these
reactions are NCO and NH2 . NCO may react with NO to produce
N2O which in turn reacts with H to produce N2 . NH2 may react
with NO to produce N2 . Although this is a simplified diagram, it
does show the most common major pathways.

As mentioned above, for the ammonia process, increasing the
oxygen concentration will promote the reactions that convert NH2
radicals to NO which will tend to decrease the effectiveness of the
ammonia process. On the other hand, for the cyanuric acid pro-
cess, increasing the oxygen concentration will tend to favor the

Fig. 4 Nitric oxide reduction as functions of oxygen concen-
tration for the three SNCR processes. Conditions for these re-
sults are listed in Table 1.

Fig. 5 Schematic figure of the possible chemical pathways for
the reduction of nitric oxide „NO… to molecular nitrogen „N2…

using cyanuric acid, urea, or ammonia
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production of NCO, and hence, increase the effectiveness of the
cyanuric acid process. Finally, the urea process may be a combi-
nation of the two other processes as indicated in Fig. 5.

Implications to Engine Exhaust
As discussed above, the composition of engine exhaust will be

different for different applications. For engine designs based on
low equivalence ratio operation such that the exhaust has more
than 10% oxygen, the use of cyanuric acid may be more effective.
The system, however, would need to be carefully designed to
avoid the production and emission of nitrous oxide.

For other engines at or near stoichiometric operation, the use of
ammonia may be more effective. For engine operation with
equivalence ratios between these two cases, the urea process may
be the most effective of the three possible candidates.

In addition to the appropriate match of the agent to the specific
oxygen concentrations, the process must fulfill other consider-
ations to be successful. For all three processes, of course, the
selected agent~ammonia, cyanuric acid, or urea! must be injected
into the exhaust gases at the appropriate temperature~;1200 K!.
This is a high temperature for the exhaust of most internal com-
bustion engines. To obtain this high exhaust temperature, either
off-design operating conditions could be selected, or the exhaust
gas could be heated. This exhaust gas heating could be completed
by the combustion of a small amount of fuel in a special exhaust
reactor.

The success of the overall process is a function of the complete-
ness of the mixing, and the sufficiency of a long enough residence
time at the appropriate temperature. Finally, combinations of these
processes with plasmas and catalysts is a consideration.

Summary and Conclusions
This paper has compared the three major SNCR processes for

the removal of nitric oxides using ammonia, urea, or cyanuric
acid. The three processes share a few common characteristics such
as: ~1! the processes require some minimum amount of oxygen,
~2! the processes are optimal for a narrow temperature range~for
the reported experiments, about 1150–1200 K!, ~3! the processes
are affected by the presence of carbon monoxide and water to
varying degrees, and~4! the processes do not require additional
fuel or other substances to proceed.

Although these processes share some common characteristics,
each of these processes has unique features and each of these
processes is most effective for specific conditions. In particular,
the processes are most effective for different oxygen concentra-
tions. The ammonia process is most effective for low oxygen con-
centrations, and the cyanuric acid process is most effective for
high oxygen concentrations. The urea process is most effective for
intermediate values of oxygen concentrations. Because each of
these processes is more effective for certain oxygen concentra-
tions, these processes may be more effective for certain engine
applications. For example, the cyanuric acid process would be
expected to be more effective for applications with higher air-fuel
ratio operation such as diesel engines. The ammonia process is
expected to be more effective for near stoichiometric operated
engines.
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A Mathematical Model
for Schlieren and Shadowgraph
Images of Transient Expanding
Spherical Thin Flames
Optical behavior of spherical flames is investigated using both Schlieren and shadow-
graph methods. A mathematical model has been developed to predict the intensity of
refracted light beams interacting with a transient expanding thin flame. Experimental
facilities have been built to visualize transient expanding spherical flames. The facilities
include a cylindrical chamber with two end glasses for optical observation. Shadowgraph
and Schlieren pictures of flame propagation have been taken using a high-speed charged
coupled device camera. Experimental results are in very good agreement with those
predicted by the theoretical model. Schlieren and shadowgraph techniques have also been
used to view smooth, cracked and cellular flames; these techniques will be useful in future
in studies to determine the stability of propagating flame.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1688368#

Introduction
The study of flame and combustion using optical techniques

dates back to the mid 1940’s,@1–5#. Large changes of temperature
and composition occurring in flames give rise to rapid variation in
the refractive index. These variations in index of refraction of the
media will in turn introduce distortions, which can be viewed
using optical techniques. Optical techniques that enable us to track
the ray direction changes include Schlieren and shadowgraph,
which both fall into the category of geometrical optics. It is clear
that these methods cannot be applied to combustion phenomena to
best advantage without an understanding of the refractive index
field and the way that geometrical optics is able to theoretically
predict distortion in ray directions due to changes of index of
refraction.

Shadowgraph and Schlieren photography are relatively old
ideas in the field of physical optics. Schlieren optics was first used
in the 17th century to address refractive errors in using telescopes
to view objects close to the horizon,@1#. It was later discovered
that Schlieren and shadowgraph photography could be used to
visualize the changes in density in a system,@1#.

Although optics of inhomogeneous media was first introduced
by Robert Hooke@3#, it was in 1859 that Toepler re-invented the
Schlieren technique and named it after optical inhomogeneities in
glass, which were known in German as ‘‘Schlieren,’’@3#.

Today, shadowgraph technique is most often used to photo-
graph changes in density within high-speed compressible fluid
flow systems, because the sensitivity of the technique is propor-
tional to the second derivative of density within the system. Sen-
sitivity of Schlieren photography, on the other hand, is propor-
tional to the first derivative,@1#. These methods are also
commonly used in the study of combustion. Several studies of
laminar burning speed@6–10# have used either Schlieren or Shad-
owgraph techniques to observe flame propagation and to study the
formation of cellular flames from a smooth laminar flame.

The investigation of the burning speed of transient expanding
spherical flames carried out by Metghalchi and co-workers@10–
15# requires use of both Schlieren and Shadowgraph photography
to observe the propagation of spherical flames using various fuels

and diluents. Therefore, it is important to learn more about inter-
action of light beams with expanding flames. A few researchers
@6,16# have performed similar studies to learn more about light
interaction in these techniques with different types of flames.
However, the authors did not come across any studies in the lit-
erature on the same analysis of premixed expanding spherical
flames using shadowgraph or Schlieren photography. Specially,
among the various studies@8–10,17# there is not a consensus over
the best location of flame edge or flame radius that will result in
differences in flame speed measurements. The objective of this
study is to predict the light intensity pattern on the Schlieren and
shadowgraph images of a flame using theoretical laws of optics,
and to figure out the location of the reaction zone and the edge of
the flame.

In this paper the optical behavior of spherical flames has been
investigated using both Schlieren and shadowgraph techniques. A
mathematical model has been developed to study interaction of
light beams with an expanding flame of negligible thickness. The
results of this research will be helpful in better understanding the
Schlieren and shadowgraph images and implementing them in the
flame speed measurement analysis. Schlieren and shadowgraph
techniques also enable us to view smooth, cracked and cellular
flames; these techniques along with a comprehensive stability
theory, will be useful in studying the stability of flame propaga-
tion in the future.

Experimental Facilities
An experimental facility has been built to observe flame propa-

gation. It includes a cylindrical chamber with windows capable of
withstanding pressures up to 50 bars. The cylindrical vessel is
made of SAE4140 steel with an inner diameter of 133.35 mm,
@15#. The windows are 34.93 mm thick Pyrex with a high dura-
bility against pressure and temperature shocks and very good op-
tical properties. There are several ports in the walls for instrumen-
tation and for the gas handling system. The vessel is filled with
fuel and oxidizer using a manifold system including a vacuum
pump and different pressure gages with varying range.

The light source for the optical system is a 10-Watt Halogen
lamp with a condensing lens and a very small pinhole of 0.3 mm,
which provides a sharp and intense illumination throughout the
whole system. Two aluminized spherical mirrors with 1/8 wave-
length surface accuracy, over-coated with silicon monoxide and
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mounted in metal stands with a diameter of 152.4 mm and focal
length of 1524 mm long, are placed on two sides of the chamber.

A Z-type, @1#, Schlieren/shadowgraph ensemble has been set up
to visualize the flame propagation of different fuel/oxidizer mix-
tures. A high-speed charged coupled device camera~1108-0014,
Redlake Inc.! with a capture rate of up to 8000 frames per second
is placed very close to the focal point of the second mirror. The
capture rate and shutter speed of the camera were changed de-
pending on the burning speed of the mixture and the brightness of
the flame. The schematic diagram of the optical system is shown
in Fig. 1.

Mathematical Modeling

Refractive Behavior of a Spherical Flame. Assuming that
the spherical flames studied in the investigation behave approxi-
mately as a transparent sphere of much lower density~about 1/7 to
1/6 of the unburned gas density! than its surroundings, the flame
can be analyzed as an optical device that causes a certain refrac-
tion of light passing through it. This has to do with the fact that
the burned gas temperature is almost 6–7 times the unburned gas
temperature. There is a temperature variation from the flame cen-
ter up to its edge, but even at the maximum temperature differ-
ence, i.e., on the order of 100 K, the variation of density and index
of refraction are very small and can be neglected.

When a beam of light passes through an interface between re-
gions of different indices of refraction, the beam will either speed
up or slow down depending on whether it passes into a rarer or
denser substance. The inside of the sphere, representing burned
gas, is less dense than the unburned gas, and the light beam will
move faster through the burned gas. Figure 2 shows incident and

refracting rays interacting with a spherical flame. Light enters the
flame with an incident angle ofu i and bends due to refraction with
an angleu r . It finally leaves the flame with a scattering anglex.
These angles are related by Snell’s law,@5#:

Sinu r

Sinu i
5

hu

hb
. (1)

h is the index of refraction. Subscriptsb and u represent the
burned and unburned gases in the system respectively. Equation
~1! can be modified using angles complementary tou r andu i ~as
shown in Fig. 2!:

Cosa r

Cosa i
5

hu

hb
(2)

wherea r anda i are the complementary angles tou r andu i .
The deflected beam continues across the flame, and as it leaves

the flame it deflects once again. This time the beam enters a region
of higher density, and therefore the beam will deflect towards the
normal line. Again, the light bends away from the horizontal di-
ameter of the sphere. The final path of the light beam upon leaving
the flame is at some anglex from the incoming ray wherex is the
total deflection of the light beam after passing through the flame.
This angle is a function of the relative distance between the inci-
dent beam and the horizontal diameter (b/R), called impact pa-
rameter, whereR is the radius of the flame.

The anglex can be determined using geometry:

x52~a i2a r !. (3)

The relationship between the densities and index of refraction
of the burned and unburned gases is,@4–5#:

~hb21!5~hu21!
rb

ru
(4)

As rb /ru becomes smaller,hb approaches 1 and Eq.~2! be-
comes Cos(a r)5hu Cos(a i). Using the first two terms of the
Taylor series expansion of the cosine function will result in

12
1

2
a r

25hu Cos~a i !. (5)

Given Eq.~5! and hu51.00029~index of refraction for air at
300 K!, @5#, the minimum possible value fora i defined as critical
anglea i ,cr , is 1.379 deg~0.02408 radians! yielding the maximum
scattering angle to be 2.759 deg~0.0482 radians!. The incoming
beam, having an incident angle less than critical incident angle

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of optical system, †1‡

Fig. 2 Ray tracing of refraction through a spherical flame
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(u i ,cr5p/22a i ,cr), will be refracted though the flame and for
incident angles higher than critical incident angle, the light beam
will be reflected.

Scattering Angle. The scattering anglex defined in Eq.~3!
can be related to the index of refraction of the unburned gas and
impact parameter defined as b/R. The anglea i in Eq. ~3! is equal
to the inverse cosine of b/R. Using the Taylor series expansion of
the cosine ofa i and the first two terms yield

a i5S 2S 12
b

RD D 1/2

. (6)

Combining Eqs.~3!, ~5!, and~6! provides the basic form for the
scattering angle as a function of the incident ray’s impact param-
eter and unburned gas index of refraction:

x52S S 2S 12
b

RD D 1/2

2S 2S 12hu

b

RD D 1/2D . (7)

For angles of incidence below the critical angle, the scattering
angle is very small. Above the critical value, the scattering angle
is based on only the first term of the function because the second
term no longer exists. Depending upon the value ofb/R, Eq. ~7!
can be written for two different ranges of impact parameter:

x5H 2A2S S 12
b

RD 1/2

2S 12hu

b

RD 1/2D 0<
b

R
<

1

hu

2A2S 12
b

RD 1/2 1

hu
<

b

R
<1.

~8a!

~8b!

Figures 3 and 4 show scattering angle as a function of impact
parameter. Figure 3 shows the scattering angle over a wide range
of impact parameter from 0 to 1. Figure 4 shows the scattering
angle for impact parameters from 0.999 to 1. It can be seen that
scattering angle is maximum at critical incident angle where
b/R51/hu and drops off when incident angle deviates from criti-
cal value.

Shadowgraph Intensity. The purpose of shadowgraphy is to
observe the changes in density within a system that is transparent.
These changes are shown by the ray displacement resulting from
deflection. To make the differences in density visible, the light
passing through the system must be of uniform intensity. The
deviated light beam falls on a perpendicular surface or is directed
into a camera. The intensity of the light on the screen will change
as it travels through the media of varying density. Figure 5 shows
the behavior of the light beam passing through a spherical flame.
In this figure,y is the displacement of a light ray on the viewing
field as caused by refraction through the flame. The distance from
the center of the flame to the viewing field isL, and for small
angles ofx:

Fig. 3 The scattering angle x as a function of impact param-
eter „b ÕR…

Fig. 4 The scattering angle x as a function of impact param-
eter „b ÕR… close to the critical point

Fig. 5 The deflection of light ray passing through a spherical flame with
total displacement y , †1‡
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y5b1Lx. (9)

The relationship for the intensity in this system is given to be,@1#:

I ~y!5I 0S b

yD Udb

dyU y,R (10)

I ~y!5I 01I S b

yD Udb

dyU y.R (11)

I 0 is the uniform incident beam intensity.

Figure 5 represents the case wherey,R and Fig. 6 shows the
deflected ray through the flame wherey.R.

Equation~9! can be used to derive a relation for intensity as a
function of hu and impact parameter (b/R):

dy

db
5U11LS dx

dbD U. (12)

Combining Eqs.~8!–~12! yields

I 5

¦

I 0S b

y
D S 11L

A2

R S hu

A12hu

b

R

2
1

A12
b

R
D D 21

0,
b

R
<0.954

I 01I 0S b

y
D S 11L

A2

R S hu

A12hu

b

R

2
1

A12
b

R
D D 21

0.954,
b

R
<

1

hu

I 01I 0S b

y
D S 11L

A2

R S 2
1

A12
b

R
D D 21

1

hu

,
b

R
<1

.

~13a!

~13b!

~13c!

The first region of intensity in Eq.~13a! is where the light
passes through the flame with an incident angle less than its criti-
cal value, having a small scattering angle such that the ray dis-
placement~y! on the screen would be less thanR. Based on the
dimensions of our experimental set up,L/R525, hence by Eq.~9!
the maximum value forb/R in which y<R would be 0.954. The
second Eq.~13b! is valid where the light incident angle is still less
than the critical value but the scattering angle is high enough to
make the ray displacement~y! on the screen larger than R. In this
case, as is shown in Fig. 6, the extra additiveI 0 causes the inten-
sity to increase suddenly, making a bright ring around the edge of
the flame in the image. The third region accounts for the rays
whose angles are larger than the critical angle where the light rays
would not refract into the flame but instead reflect off the outer
surface of the flame. This region is represented by Eq.~13c!.
However, since the area between the incident ray, where the angle
is larger than the critical angle and the outer surface of the flame
is small, the behavior of the intensity in this region is difficult to
show graphically. Figure 7 shows relative intensity (I /I 0) versus
normalized light displacement with respect to flame radius in
which L/R is assumed to be 25. As is shown in the figure, the

relative intensity decreases when normalized displacement (y/R)
increases from zero to 1. Then intensity jumps up to a peak at
normalized displacement equal to 1 and gradually drops off after-
ward until it reaches the value of 1. Based on this, we expect to
see a similar pattern of light intensity in a shadowgraph picture,
knowing that the intensity rise happens at flame edge sincey
5R.

Schlieren Intensity. The intensity of the Schlieren image is
an ‘‘edited’’ version of the shadowgraph. In this system, the light
propagates from the source through an aperture located at the
focal point of a spherical mirror. The light leaving a mirror be-
comes a completely parallel beam that passes through the test
section. The light refracts at the flame, and continues to a second
spherical mirror identical to the first. The beam from the second
mirror focuses the light into a point, which is approximately the
same size and shape as the aperture where the light entered the
system. After the focal point, the beam inverts and is captured by
a high-speed camera. The light refracted by the flame will not pass
through the focal point at the end of the system. Shadowgraph
images show all of the light from the source, the refracted and the

Fig. 6 The deflection of light ray passing through a spherical flame when yÌR, †1‡
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undisturbed beams. In a Schlieren system, the undisturbed light is
removed from the image using a knife edge. As a result, only light
that deflects a certain amount when passing through the system
reaches the camera. The size of the knife edge in relation to the
focal length of the mirrors determines the amount of light falling
on the camera lens. The knife edge may be circular, vertical or
horizontal, and must be placed as close as possible to the corre-
sponding focal point in the path of the light. Figure 8 shows a ray
tracing of the Schlieren system.

The displacement of the refracted beam at the focal point of the
mirror (Rb) is related to the scattering angle, the distance from the
flame to the mirror~L!, and the focal length of the mirror, (FL).
The knife edge blocks out all of the light within a certain distance
of the focal point, thereby darkening the entire image with little or
no refraction.

The focal length of the mirrors used in this system is 1524 mm.
Circular knife edges with radii of 2 and 3 mm were used in the
system. For these, the ratioRb /FL is 0.00131 and 0.00197. The
ratio of Rb /FL plays a major role in the Schlieren set up. Devi-
ated rays having a scattering angle larger than this ratio would
pass the knife edge thus making a bright rim on the image. Using
the above values forRb /FL and Eq.~8!, one finds that the corre-
sponding impact parameters (b/R) above which the deflected
light passes the knife edge are 0.92 for the 2 mm block and 0.96
for the 3 mm block.

Fig. 7 Shadowgraph relative intensity versus normalized y ÕR

Fig. 8 Ray tracing of Schlieren system, †1‡

Fig. 9 Scattering angle and the portion of rays, which by
passes the knife edge for Schlieren system

Fig. 10 Intensity of Schlieren image versus normalized dis-
placement y ÕR
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Figure 9 shows the scattering angle and two different ratios
corresponding to two different circular knife edges, versus the
impact parameter on the spherical flame.

Using Eqs.~8!–~11! and considering that the relative intensity
is zero, except within a certain range of impact parameter, the

intensity of Schlieren is similar to shadowgraph and is shown in
Fig. 10 for a circular knife edge of 3 mm radius. For this knife
edge size~3 mm!, relative intensity is zero for impact parameters
(b/R) of less than 0.96 and larger than 0.989. Consequently, in-
tensity is zero for all values of normalized displacement (y/R)

Fig. 11 Shadowgraph image of methane Õair flame 10 ms after
ignition

Fig. 12 Schlieren image of methane Õair flame 30 ms. after ig-
nition

Fig. 13 Shadowgraph chronology of methane Õair flame turning into cellular flame
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less than 0.96968. Relative intensity will then jump up at normal-
ized displacement equal to 0.96968 to a value of 0.874 and drop
off to zero wheny/R becomes larger than 1.2, as shown in Fig.
10. Note that the relative intensity at the edge of the flame where
y5R, is 0.647 which implies that the jump in intensity in a
Schlieren picture doesn’t correspond to the flame edge. This is in
contrast with shadowgraph pictures.

Experimental Results
Figure 11 is a shadowgraph image of a spherical stoichiometric

methane-air flame with initial pressure 1 atmosphere and initial
temperature 298 K. This image has been taken 15 ms after igni-
tion. The intensity of the light decreases gradually along the radius
as impact parameter approaches 1~scattering angle increases and
reaches its maximum value!. The light intensity increases sud-
denly when impact parameter becomes 1, and this is consistent
with the theoretical results of Fig. 7. Other experimental results
show the same trend@10,14,15#.

Figure 12 shows the Schlieren picture of the same flame. As can
be seen, the image up to the point where the impact parameter is
less than 0.96 or the normalized displacement is 0.96968, is dark
since the knife edge has blocked all the scattered rays. At the point
where the impact parameter is 0.96, there is a jump in light inten-
sity. The light intensity then decreases as the impact parameter
approaches 0.989 or normalized displacement approaches 1.2.
This can be seen as a bright rim, which gradually becomes dark.
One should be careful in locating the flame edge, since the rise in
intensity of light in the picture doesn’t exactly correspond to the
edge of the flame as was mentioned before. These findings are
consistent with the theoretical results shown in Fig. 10.

Figure 13 shows a chronology of flame propagation for sto-
ichiometric methane-air mixture with initial pressure and tempera-
ture of 5 atm and 298 K, respectively. This figure is presented to
show the capabilities of the shadowgraph and Schlieren tech-
niques in viewing the instabilities of the flame. The study of this
phenomenon will be further work in our laboratory. The first im-
age was taken 10 ms after ignition and the next ones were each
taken 10 ms after the previous images. The importance of the 10
ms increment was to give enough time for this flame to develop
changes that are easily clarified in the captured images. When
pressure and temperature exceeds a certain amount the instability
in the flame can be viewed in the form of cracks on the surface of
the flame, and then, as the pressure and temperature increase, cells
appear on the flame and make it unstable. These pictures can be
used to model instabilities in expanding spherical flames.

Conclusions
A mathematical model covering the interaction of light beams

and thin flame has been developed. Experimental facilities have
been built to take shadowgraph and Schlieren pictures of expand-
ing spherical flames. As was predicted by theory, experimental
results show the same behavior of the intensity variation on the
images. The theoretical model also predicts the location of flame

edge, which will be useful in making accurate measurements of
flame speed. Shadowgraph and Schlieren systems help us to ob-
serve cracks and cell development on the propagating flame ex-
perimentally. In the future, with better understanding of these
methods we will be able to study the stability of flames more
accurately.
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Development of the Radially
Stratified Flame Core Low NOx
Burner: From Fundamentals to
Industrial Applications
Research and development of the low NOx radially stratified flame core (RSFC) burner is
followed from its fundamental concept through prototype burner design, pilot scale ex-
periments at M.I.T. and scale-up and commercial design by ABB-CE (now ALSTOM
Power) to applications in industrial and utility plant boilers. The principle that turbulence
can be significantly damped in a rotating flow field with a strong positive radial density
gradient was used to increase the fuel rich zone residence time in internally staged low
NOx burners. The continuous interaction of ideas from laboratory experimental and
computational studies with those from the commercial design and industrial scale tests
played a pivotal role in the development of the final product, the commercial RSFC
burner. Examples of application in gas, oil, and coal fired industrial and utility boilers are
discussed.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1688767#

Introduction
Nitrogen oxides, NOx , formed in combustion processes are no-

table for their contribution to atmospheric pollution causing smog
and tropospheric ozone to form by their photochemical reaction
with hydrocarbons, and also, because, of all the pollutants, NOx is
the one most amenable to control by primary measures of com-
bustion modifications. Combustion process modification is the
most cost effective method of NOx emissions control, and even if
post combustion clean up, e.g., SCR, is required to comply with
very tight emission targets, maximum reduction of NOx by pri-
mary measures makes good technical and economic sense.

The thermodynamics and kinetics of formation and destruction
of nitrogen oxides, NOx , are discussed in several reviews, e.g.,
Miller and Bowman@1# and Bowman@2#. The principal sources of
NO formation in combustion processes are:

a. attack of atomic oxygen upon atmospheric, molecular nitro-
gen, N2 ~‘‘thermal’’ or Zeldovich NO!,

b. attack of hydrocarbon fragments such as CH or CH2 , upon
molecular nitrogen~‘‘prompt’’ or Fenimore NO!, and

c. oxidation of heterocyclic nitrogen compounds in oils and
coals~fuel-NO!.

Figure 1 illustrates the chemical pathways of nitrogen com-
pound interconversions,@3#. Of special practical interest are the
fuel-rich pyrolysis processes~middle column! which can lead to
the conversion of NOx to the innocuous N2 .

It follows from the chemical pathways in Fig. 1 that NOx emis-
sions can be controlled by a combination of fuel-air mixing, resi-
dence times and heat extraction from the flame. The goals of
combustion chemistry are hence achieved by tools of combustion
physics: fluid dynamics and heat transfer. The general conditions
for reduced NOx emissions include:

i. reduced peak flame temperatures in fuel-lean flame regions
ii. sequencing fuel-rich and fuel-lean combustion zones by

staging the air and/or the fuel flow.

The engineering response has been the distributed air burner
~Fig. 2! which provides for high-temperature fuel-rich pyrolysis
near the burner followed by a fuel lean flame zone in which com-
bustion is completed. One problem with the distributed air burner
is that it is difficult to ensure sufficient residence time in the
fuel-rich flame for the NOx reducing reactions to run their course
because of premature fuel-air mixing.

In the mid 1980s, a novel burner design was developed at MIT
based on the principle of radial density stratification. In flames
with a strong positive radial density gradient and a rotating burner
air flow around the fuel injection, air-fuel mixing near the burner
is suppressed and more time is provided for the pyrolysis reac-
tions in the fuel-rich zone.

The concept of radial stratification was studied by Emmons
et al.@4#, Chigier et al.@5#, and Bee´r et al.@6#. These early studies
were not related to NOx control; they were aimed at the better
understanding of the mechanism of laminarization of turbulent
diffusion flames in a rotating flow environment. Schlieren photo-
graphs of a free initially turbulent methane jet burning in air in the
center of a cylindrical screen showed that the rotation of the
screen can laminarize the jet, decrease entrainment and increase
residence time in the fuel rich flame zone~Fig. 3!, @5#.

In a centrifugal force field with radially increasing density,
heavier layers of fluid can be moved radially inwards and lighter
layers outwards by the process of turbulent mixing. Turbulence,
however, is damped by the action of the centrifugal force, which
leads to the laminarization of the flow. A dimensionless criterion,
the ‘‘modified Richardson number,’’ Ri* , was recommended by
Beér et al. @6# for the quantitative characterization of turbulence
damping by radial stratification. Ri* represents the ratio of the
rate of work required for mixing in rotating flow with positive
density gradient, and of the rate of work of turbulence generation.
For a swirling flow in cylindrical coordinates (r ,z), with local
mean axial and tangential velocity componentsU and W, and
density,r, the modified Richardson number can be given as

Ri* 51/rdr/drW2/r /~dU/dr !2.

Ri* 51 corresponds to complete damping of turbulence, but lami-
narization of the flow begins at values as low as Ri* 50.04.

Control of fuel-air mixing by radial stratification was adopted
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as a means of suppressing premature air admixing in the pyrolysis
zone of the flame and hence to allow increased residence time for
the fuel rich reactions to run their course.

Based on the above principle, a 1.5 MW prototype radially
stratified flame core~RSFC! burner was designed, constructed and
tested at M.I.T. in 1986. Computational fluid dynamics
~CFD! modeling and experimental studies using the Flame Tunnel
of the M.I.T. Combustion Research Facility were carried out with
burning natural gas, heavy fuel oil, and pulverized coal during
the period of 1986–1994. The RSFC burner technology was pat-
ented by M.I.T. and was licensed by ABB-CE Services for
commercialization.

The commercialization and scale-up studies were supported by
additional computer modeling at both M.I.T. and ABB-CE, and
experimental testing using the ABB-PPL industrial scale burner
facility ~ISBF!. In the experiments, a 21 MW burner was tested
with natural gas, HFO, and Coal.

RSFC Experiments at M.I.T.
The schematic of the prototype RSFC burner is shown in Fig. 4,

@7#. The burner air is introduced around the fuel gun through three
coaxial annular nozzles. The mass flow and the degree of swirl in
the individual annuli can be controlled independently. Any one of
the nozzles can be used for the injection of externally recirculated
flue gas.

The experiments have been carried out in the 1.231.2
34.5 m3 flame tunnel of the M.I.T. Combustion Research Facility.
The flame tunnel is of sectional design with water cooled or par-
tially cooled 0.3 m wide sections to permit the simulation of heat
extraction in industrial furnaces and boilers by the suitable varia-
tion of heat extraction along the flame.

The natural gas fired burner performance is illustrated by Fig. 5
~Toqan et al.@8#!. Radial stratification reduced NOx emissions
from an uncontrolled level of 240 ppm~3% O2) to 70 ppm. A
small amount of steam injection into the fuel gas~0.12 kg
steam/kg fuel! reduced it further to 60 ppm, and external flue gas
recirculation produced linearly decreasing emissions down to 14

Fig. 1 Formation and reduction of nitrogen oxides in combus-
tion, †3‡

Fig. 2 Low NO x burner schematic

Fig. 3 Schlieren photographs of a turbulent methane jet flame
in a cylindrical screen, †5‡. Left: stationary screen; right: rotat-
ing screen.

Fig. 4 Schematic of laboratory prototype low NO x RSFC
burner, †7‡
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ppm at 32% recirculated flue gas. The air preheat was 555 K. The
results of stratification can be seen also on the methane concen-
tration contour lines in Fig. 6,@8#.

Experiments with HFO~0.5% N! at 1 MW thermal input and
533 K air preheat~Shihadeh@9#! showed a reduction in NOx from
an uncontrolled 300 ppm~3% O2) to 91 ppm. Narrow oil spray
angle favored radial density stratification and moderately high at-
omizing air pressure of 4.0 to 4.8 bar~60–70 psi! resulted in
sufficiently fine drop size distribution without excessive entrain-
ment of burner air into the pyrolyzing fuel stream.

The effect of oil spray characteristics upon NOx emission are
shown in Fig. 7,@9#.

For a high volatile pulverized bituminous coal, experimental
data~Rodgers et al.@10#! are given in Table 1 for three cases: two
cases with overfire air and one for burner operation without over-
fire air. NOx emission of 217 ppm with burnout of.99.5% at
SR51.08 was achieved with a stratified flame, without overfire
air.

The variation of NOx emission with the stoichiometric ratio of
the burner, air is shown in Fig. 8. The cases with SR,1.08 in-
volve overfire air.

CFD Modeling
A commercial code~Fluent 3.03! capable of treating two phase

chemically reacting turbulent flows and having the capacity to
model an axisymmetric domain of at least 25,000 spatial nodes
was selected for the computations. In the code, the dynamics of
the continuous phase fluid flow are characterized in an Eulerian
frame of reference by a system of partial differential equations
~PDEs! for the conservation of mass, momentum and energy, tur-
bulence quantities, and chemical species. Pressure, velocity, en-

thalpy, turbulence quantities, and chemical species concentrations
are computed directly from the governing PDEs. The trajectories
of the liquid phase are evaluated in the Lagrangian frame of ref-
erence. NOx and soot concentrations are computed through post
processor operation. Thermal, prompt, and fuel-NO formations
are computed and the effect of turbulent fluctuations upon the NO
formation rates has been considered. Additional details of the
CFD calculations are discussed elsewhere~Sun @11# and Haynes
@12#!.

For the RSFC computations, a burner with a narrow-angle oil
spray surrounded by three concentric nozzles for the injection of
the combustion air with variable swirl was chosen. There is a

Fig. 5 NOx emission form a density stratified natural gas Õair
turbulent diffusion flame. The effects of steam injection and
flue gas recirculation „steam Õfuel ratio Ä0.12 kg Õkg. O2 at exit
Ä3%, †8‡….

Fig. 6 Methane isoconcentration lines in stratified natural gas
flame. Dotted line: regions of damped turbulence, Ri *È1, †8‡.

Fig. 7 NOx emission as a function of air atomization pressure
for 0 and 5 deg Y-jet atomizers, †9‡

Table 1 Pulverized coal experimental data, †10‡

w OFA I w OFA II w/o OFA

Heat input~MW! 1.5 1.5 1.5
Overall SR 1.21 1.13 1.08
First stage SR 0.82 0.92 1.08
Total air ~Nm 3/h! 1628 1460 1446
Transport/coal ratio 1.5 1.5 1.5
Transport % 13.5 14.7 15.1
Primary %/swirl no. 37.2/2.35 44.8/2.35 12.7/1.21
Second. %/swirl no. 5.3/2.52 6.9/2.52 27.2/1.63
Tertiary %/swirl no. 11.6/1.66 18.5/1.66 45/1.66
OFA % 32.4 15.6 0
CO ~ppm! 45 33 30
CO2 ~%! 15.5 15.9 16.7
O2 ~%! 3.7 2.0 1.5
NOx ~ppm @3% O2) 70 107 217
Carbon conv.~%! 99.3 99.52 99.54

Fig. 8 NOx emissions burning HV bituminous pulverized coal,
†10‡
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short divergent quarl at the burner exit. In all the cases, the bulk of
the combustion air, more than 70%, is injected through the outer,
tertiary annulus, about 20% introduced as an annular jet immedi-
ately surrounding the oil spray, and the rest of the air through the
second annular nozzle.

Results of computations are shown in Figs. 9, 10, and 11. The
upper graphs in these figures represent stream function distribu-
tions, i.e. the percentage of the burner air flow within stream
tubes, and the lower graphs show the distribution of unburned fuel
in the flame.

Three characteristic flame types were identified,@12,13#:

• Short well-stirred flame, Type A~Fig. 9! with high volumetric
heat release and 99.9% fuel burnout at a combustion length of
X/D52.3. It is a high NOx flame. This flame type was pro-
duced with high burner air velocities~.200 ft/s! and high
swirl numbers (S.0.9) in both the primary and tertiary air
flows.

• Long flame, Type C~Fig. 10!. There are two internal recircu-
lation zones~IRZs! in the flow field. One of these is on the
flame axis and is driven by the primary air flow; the other,
more downstream and radially displaced, is driven by the
tertiary air jet. Type C is a long (X/D56.6), low NOx flame.
This flame was produced with reduced primary air swirl.

• A flame of medium length, Type B~Fig. 11!. Two IRZs as in
Type C, but the fuel-rich primary and secondary air flows,
after penetrating partially the IRZ on the axis, are diverted

radially to flow along the outer boundary of the large IRZ set
up by the tertiary air flow. This is a medium long flame
(X/D54.6) with low NOx emission. This flame was pro-
duced with reduced primary air velocity and reduced tertiary
air swirl.

Figures 12, 13, and 14 show oil droplet trajectories for the
above flame types. In every case, the spray angle is 5 deg and the
mean droplet size 35 m. The effects of the flow field upon the
spray are clearly seen. For flame Type A, the droplets are diverted
at the upstream stagnation point of the IRZ and enter a fuel-lean

Fig. 9 Flame type A, †12,13‡

Fig. 10 Flame type C, †12,13‡

Fig. 11 Flame type B, †12,13‡

Fig. 12 Oil droplet trajectories in flame type A, †12,13‡

Fig. 13 Oil droplet trajectories in flame type C, †12,13‡
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highly turbulent shear region. Their fast burning leads to high NO
formation. In the case of flame Type C, the spray penetrates along
the axis that results in a long flame. Type B is the optimal, strati-
fied flame in which the path of the droplets is lengthened without
their early exposure to the high O2 tertiary air stream.

Industrial Scale Test at ABB Power Plant Laboratories

Experimental data obtained in the front fired 2.432.737.3 m3

21 MWth industrial scale boiler facility~ISBF! have shown trends
similar to those of the CFD calculations,@13#. Nominal test con-
ditions were 12 to 21 MW firing rate, 2.5–3.0 % O2 in the flue
gas, and 533–563 K air preheat. The three characteristic flame
types were obtained experimentally. Figure 15 shows NOx and
opacity levels as a function of CO concentrations for the three
flame types. The combustion lengths of the Type A, Type B, and
Type C flames wereX/D52 to 2.3; 7 to 8; and 10, respectively.

First Commercial Application „HFO or NG …, †14‡
The first commercial application of ABB’s RSFC burner was a

retrofit, four burner, wall-fired, 1950 VU 50 type boiler operating
at 50 t/h 40 atm/670 K superheated steam flow. There are four
burners, 11 MWth each, operating either with No. 6 fuel oil~steam
atomized! or natural gas. The burners were designed for ‘‘plug-in’’
installation in the existing windboxes. No OFA or FGR supplies
were installed with the RSFC burners. The air preheat is 500 K.

State regulations require 195 ppm~3% O2) or .25 lb/MM Btu
when firing No. 6 oil and 161 ppm or .2 lb/MMBtu for natural
gas. Post retrofit CO and opacity levels are not permitted to ex-
ceed baseline, normal operating levels.

Figure 16 illustrates the relationship between NOx and boiler
steam flow over the normal operating range of the boiler. NOx was
less than 195 ppm over the entire load range when firing No. 6
oils with 0.4% N. Baseline pre-retrofit NOx was approximately
274 ppm when firing a 0.27% fuel. CO emissions through the
entire operating steam flow range of the boiler varied in the range
of up to 26 ppm; it is less than 5 ppm (3% O2) at an operating O2
level of 1.7%. Opacity is typically less than 10% and does not
exceed 20%.

NOx emissions with natural gas were less than one half of the
regulatory limit of 161 ppm~corrected to 3% O2) over the normal
boiler range. Figure 17 shows the NOx emissions as a function of
boiler load. Combustion air is supplied to the burner at 500 K. The
burners have been in normal dispatch service since May 1996 and
have proven to be both operationally reliable, as well as continu-
ing to achieve emissions performance levels at or below accepted
limits.

Following the successful demonstration at the industrial site on
natural gas and residual oil, ABB continued the development of
the burner for pulverized coal firing. The modification of the oil-
and-gas-fired design to burn coal focused on the coal nozzle as-
sembly and minor variation in the burner annuli air splits.

Utility Application „Pulverized Coal…, †14,15‡
The first coal-fired application of the RSFC burner was a retofit,

six front-wall burners, 1955 Riley utility boiler operating at
136,000 kg/hr~33 MW! steam flow. The unit fires pulverized
bituminous coal~15% moisture, 10% ash, 31% volatiles! from
three Riley Atrita pulverizers. Nominal grind of 60% though 200
mesh is typical of current operation. Each pulverizer feeds two
burners. ABB supplied six, 21 MW burners using 590 K preheated

Fig. 14 Oil droplet trajectories in flame type B, †12,13‡

Fig. 15 Experimental CO emissions versus NO x and opacity
„ISBF…, †13‡

Fig. 16 Residual oil RSFC results, NO x emissions with boiler
load variation, †14‡

Fig. 17 Natural gas: RSFC NO x emissions with boiler load
variation, †14‡
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air without modification of the existing windbox. The burners are
arranged in to two rows of three burners each. The burners are
ignited with No. 2 oil ignitors with HEA spark.

The utility site had baseline NOx value of 600 ppm
(@ 3% O2), and had to meet regulatory limits of 330 ppm
(@ 3% O2), which corresponds to .45 lb/MBtu~397 ppm cor-
rected to 6% O2). After the RSFC installation, NOx emissions
were less than 50% of the baseline values across the load range
~Fig. 18!, and the RSFC’s flame shaping capability resulted in
emissions which were insensitive to excess air variation~Fig. 19!.
Once the flame shape is optimized for the particular boiler/burner
arrangement, no further adjustments are necessary over the load
range. Boiler superheater and reheater steam temperature control
adjustment has been greatly simplified due to the RSFCs opti-
mized aerodynamics. Previous slagging within the burner throat
has been eliminated, resulting in improved availability.

CoalÕOil Fired Boiler „RSFC¿OFA…, †15‡
A 120,000 kg/h steam, Kawasaki Heavy Industries design

boiler was retrofitted by ABB C-E Services with six RSFC burn-
ers capable of firing pulverized coal or heavy fuel oil. The boiler
was also equipped with a system of multiple compartment overfire

air registers especially suitable to optimize mixing of OFA with
the bulk furnace gases. While burning a 31.8% vol bituminous
coal, NOx emissions of 0.21 lb/Mbtu~162 ppm at 3% O2) were
achieved representing a 65% reduction over the pre retrofit NOx
emissions.

Conclusions
The RSFC concept is based on a novel application of funda-

mental principles for achieving low NOx emission from staged
combustion of gas, oil, and pulverized coal. Pilot scale experi-
ments, physical and computational modeling, and scale-up studies
have each contributed to a thorough understanding of how the
air-fuel mixing required for low NOx emission is achieved in
RSFC burner flame. The simple, highly flexible and reliable com-
mercial design of RSFC burners has led to their successful indus-
trial and utility boiler applications.

The development has been remarkable also for its rare combi-
nation of fundamental ideas, computational and laboratory re-
search, R&D, design of a commercial product and field applica-
tions; it has given intellectual satisfaction to many who
participated at M.I.T. and in ABB CE.
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Combustion Structures in Lifted
Ethanol Spray Flames
The development of a double flame structure in lifted ethanol spray flames is visualized
using OH planar laser-induced fluorescence (PLIF). While the OH images indicate a
single reaction zone exists without co-flow, the addition of low-speed co-flow facilitates
the formation of a double flame structure that consists of two diverging flame fronts
originating at the leading edge of the reaction zone. The outer reaction zone burns
steadily in a diffusion mode, and the strained inner flame structure is characterized by
both diffusion and partially premixed combustion exhibiting local extinction and re-
ignition events.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1688768#

Introduction
Reaction zones in spray flames are of fundamental and indus-

trial interest. Since many practical devices, including gas turbines,
introduce fuel as a spray, an understanding of spray combustion
structures may facilitate the design of combustors with increased
stability, efficiency, and reduced emissions. While lifted gaseous
flames have been studied extensively,@1#, experimental research
on reaction zones in lifted spray flames is sparse. Early studies of
sprays suggested a structure similar to that of a corresponding gas
diffusion flame, since most of the droplets evaporate close to the
fuel nozzle and only a single reaction zone is present,@2,3#. More
recent investigations have reported that the flame can exhibit a
double structure, originating at the leading edge, that diverges
with increasing downstream location,@4–6#. This multibranched
reaction zone structure is of general interest regarding the nature
of the leading edge of double and triple flames. Triple flames are
the subject of intense experimental and numerical investigations
related to their fundamental role in flame stabilization and propa-
gation,@7#. Related spray studies utilized either air-blast injection
of the fuel spray with no other external oxidizer flow,@5,6#, or a
pressure-swirl nozzle surrounded by a large bluff body with co-
flow supplied by a thin annular ring,@4#, and have not addressed
the role of air entrainment to any degree. The double flame struc-
ture, specifically from pressure-swirl nozzles in co-flow, is a focus
of this paper. Visualizing reaction zones, diffusion or partially
premixed, and assessing the effect of air entrainment on the lead-
ing edge of these zones is a novel aspect of this technical brief. In
addition, the OH-PLIF results from this work provide a basis for
comparison between lifted spray flames and the characteristics of
lifted gaseous jet diffusion flames with similar co-flow.

Experimental Setup
The burner used in this study is illustrated in Fig. 1 and is

composed of a central spray nozzle surrounded by an annular air
co-flow. A 45 deg solid cone pressure-swirl nozzle supplies the
desired ethanol fuel spray with a manufacturer specified overall
Sauter mean diameter of 75 microns at 482 kPa injection pressure
differential across the nozzle orifice and a flow rate of 0.864 liters
per hour. The Reynolds number of the spray, based on the initial
sheet thickness of the spray cone,@8#, is calculated to be 1600 at
the injector exit. Rizk and Lefebvre@9# give an expression for the
determination of the film thickness inside the nozzle orifice. This
method of computing a characteristic Reynolds number, which is
usually applicable for hollow cone pressure-swirl nozzles, is vali-

dated by the results of Drallmeier and Peters@10#. The solid cone
pressure-swirl nozzle used in their investigation, of the same de-
sign utilized in this study, possesses characteristics similar to
those seen in hollow cone nozzles, with the effect of the initial
sheet on droplet size and liquid volume flux clearly evident. Thus,
the spray presented here can also be characterized as a thin coni-
cal sheet at the nozzle orifice. Compressed air delivers the co-flow
at variable flow rates~0 to 0.29 m/s! via six ports located at the
base of the burner~one ten-mesh and three 20-mesh stainless steel
screens produce a uniform velocity profile across the co-flow!.

OH-PLIF was employed to obtain instantaneous planar images
of the reaction zones in the spray flame. OH is a good marker of
the fuel-lean side of reaction zones in diffusion flames, but signals
are generally broader in premixed flames because of the long-
lived presence of OH molecules in the hot combustion products,
@5,11#. OH fluorescence in diffusion flames appears as a thin band,
since the reactions are occurring along the stoichiometric contour
between the fuel and oxidizer flows. Partially premixed combus-
tion zones exhibit ‘‘broad’’ regions of OH, thicker than seen in
pure diffusion flames, and have been observed previously in both
initially non-premixed and partially premixed flames,@12,13#. The
output of a frequency doubled Nd:YAG pumped dye laser is used
to excite the hydroxyl~OH! radical. The dye laser output of
562.50 nm is doubled to 281.25 nm which excites theR1(8) tran-
sition of theA2S2X2P(1,0) band. Fluorescence is then collected
from the~0,0! and~1,1! bands (l'306– 312 nm),@14#. A Pellin-
Broca prism provides UV beam separation, and a series of focus-
ing lenses produce a 38-mm high laser sheet. Positioned at 90 deg
to the laser sheet is an ICCD camera with a detection gate width
of 200 nanoseconds (5763384 array with a 105 mm UV-Nikkor
lens; WG-305 and UG-11 filters capture fluorescence and reduce
elastic scattering signal from droplets!.

Results and Discussion
With respect to the results of past work without air co-flow,@4#,

terminology is introduced to simplify the discussion of the two-
dimensional planar images. The double reaction zone consists of
two diverging flame fronts on each side of the spray centerline
that join together at the flame base, or leading edge. These two
flame structures may be labeled the inner and outer reaction
zones, depending on their radial positions relative to the axis of
symmetry. Due to viscous effects, a shear~or mixing! layer is
created at the interface between the spray cone and the surround-
ing gas flow. Shear layers contribute to transport and mixing in
turbulent flows, and aid in the formation of a flammable mixture
to support the inner reaction zone. Description of the spray flame
structure is facilitated by the representative OH images shown in
Fig. 2 along with a photograph of the flame. Figures 2~a! and 2~b!
~zero co-flow! show the leading edge of the reaction zone stabi-
lized near the fuel nozzle~7.8 mm downstream!. These images
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portray a single branch structure similar to that witnessed in lifted
gaseous jet diffusion flames,@15#. Since the leading edge of the
flame is located close to the tip of the fuel nozzle both axially and
radially, there is insufficient entrainment of ambient air to support
an inner reaction zone. MacGregor@16# showed that spray jets are
not as efficient as gaseous jets at entraining ambient air, and in
this case there is not enough time for significant momentum trans-
fer, thus entrainment, to occur before the reaction zone develops.
This result is in contrast to the images obtained by Friedman and
Renksizbulut@4#, where a well-developed double reaction zone
structure was observed without co-flow. The hollow cone
pressure-swirl nozzle used in their study has a 50% higher nomi-
nal fuel flow rate~at 861 kPa pressure differential! and a wider 60
deg cone angle, resulting in increased momentum and jet spread
providing conditions favorable to air entrainment and the forma-
tion of an inner reaction zone even without co-flow. Figure 2~b!,
without co-flow, shows a small cusp at the leading edge as the
reaction zone wraps around the stabilization point. This cusp is
thought to exist as a result of transient large scale mixing struc-
tures, interacting intermittently with the flame base, that can
stretch the reaction zone around the leading edge as they rotate
~see Fig. 9 in@15#, @17#!. This observation explains why no cusp is
observed in Fig. 2~a!. Kelman et al.@18# also observed roll up of
the flame base around large-scale fuel eddies of lifted methane jet
flames, resulting in air entrainment around the leading edge. These
recirculation zones in burning sprays contain small droplets that
follow the gas flow near the spray edge and vaporize easily for
subsequent burning near the flame leading edge, which is critical
in lifted spray flame stabilization,@6#.

The addition of low-speed~0.29 m/s! air co-flow induces a
transition from a single to a dual reaction zone as seen from the
images in Fig. 2~c!–2~f !. It is important to note that the data
presented for these co-flow cases represent the same experimental
conditions. The interaction of local flow turbulence with the flame
base results in an oscillating liftoff height. As this process occurs,
the double reaction zone undergoes a series of progressive
changes that give insight into the characteristics of turbulent spray
flames. The annular co-flow convects the flame downstream al-
lowing sufficient air entrainment to support a secondary reaction

zone along the mixing layer. Initially, the OH at the stabilization
point becomes more pronounced and an inner reaction zone is
only present near the leading edge~Fig. 2~c! and 2~d!!. Small
pockets of OH are also noticeable at locations downstream of the
inner reaction zone in some images. These isolated regions of
combustion are likely pinched off of the lower inner reaction zone
due to excessive strain rates that quench local combustion. The
OH profile of the inner zone is noticeably thinner than the outer
zone as a result of increased local strain at the flame front,@18#.
Figure 2~e! shows a detached inner reaction zone structure illus-
trating flame and product fragments as ‘‘patches’’ of OH radicals.
Extinction and re-ignition processes allow adequate time for local
partial premixing to occur. The level of induced strain~at the inner
zone interface! prevents the existence of segregated diffusion and
premixed components of the partially premixed structure, thus a
single merged reacting layer exists,@13,19#. Finally, in Fig. 2~f !,
the flame has lifted to its most downstream location~15.7 mm
liftoff height!. In this case, the flame has a fully developed inner
reaction zone with areas of local extinction. The inner OH struc-
ture is again significantly thinner than the outer reaction zone due
to strain. Also, the inner zone is wrinkled but does not have the
large OH blotches, indicative of local premixing, that were ob-
served in the previous case~Fig. 2~e!!. Therefore, the inner reac-
tion zone burns in a predominately diffusion mode.

Entrainment has been shown to have a significant impact on
both the structure and stabilization of spray flames. Axisymmetric
co-flows used in sprays are able to lift the flame base into down-
stream regimes of the spray~droplets, fuel vapor, and air! and
permit significant air entrainment near the shear layer. This en-
trainment, along with the atomization characteristics of the poly-
disperse spray, allows an inner reaction zone to form. This fact
explains the widening of the leading edge as the liftoff height
increases. The spray spreads out as it propagates, further atomiz-
ing the droplets and providing a wider region favorable to reaction
zone stabilization. One common theme is the role of turbulent
mixing in leading edge behavior and inner flame structure. The
flame is stabilized at the edge of the spray where the smallest
droplets are rapidly vaporized and mixed, independent of the
larger ballistic droplets which cross the inner reaction zone and

Fig. 1 Layout of the burner and optical setup for acquisition of OH-PLIF
images
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feed the outer diffusion flame and bulk combustion downstream.
As seen from the OH images~Fig. 2~f !!, lifting the base of the
flame far enough downstream allows the oxidizer to penetrate the
fuel spray and form a wrinkled inner diffusion flame with the
exception of cases exhibiting isolated blotches of OH which in-
volve partial premixing. The thin, wrinkled nature of the inner
zone, when compared to the smooth boundary of the outer struc-
ture, indicates that inner zone combustion exists along the shear
layer created between the momentum dominated region of the
spray and entrained gases. The shear layer provides a region of
enhanced mixing and aids in the entrainment of air due to large
scale vortices,@20#. It is important to note that, when a fully
developed inner zone exists, the hot region between the two reac-
tion zones, laden with droplets, is primarily responsible for diffu-
sion of fuel vapor to feed both flame structures,@19#. The oxidizer
for the inner zone diffuses into the flame from the spray side of
the flame front.

Conclusions
The structure of a lifted ethanol spray flame has been investi-

gated using OH-PLIF. Overall, the morphology of the flame is
primarily controlled by both the air co-flow velocity and the drop-
let distribution. Without co-flow, the flame exhibits a single flame
structure similar to that observed in lifted gaseous jet diffusion
flames. The addition of low-speed co-flow lifts the flame and per-
mits increased entrainment of air. The presence of oxidizer within
the fuel spray creates a unique scenario that is not seen in non-
premixed gas flames. A double flame structure develops that origi-

nates at the leading edge and diverges with increased downstream
location. The inner reaction zone burns in both a diffusion and a
partially premixed mode. Future work is aimed at obtaining quan-
titative data, especially drop size and velocity distributions, to
validate models of evaporation and combustion. Also of interest is
the investigation of spray flames under pressure and with co-flow
swirl ~to enhance the flame stability!, conditions typically found in
gas turbines.
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Preliminary Gas Turbine Design
Using the Multidisciplinary
Design System MOPEDS
A prototype preliminary design task for gas turbines is set up to outline the four major
requirements a preliminary design program must typically meet: assessment of all major
engine components and their interrelations; inclusion of all relevant disciplines; design-
ing over several operating points; and model fidelity zooming at least for individual
components. It is described how the ‘‘MOdular Performance and Engine Design System’’
(MOPEDS)—MTU Aero Engines’ software package for the preliminary design of airborne
and stationary gas turbines—fulfills these requirements. The program structure, the
graphical user interface, and the physical models are briefly presented. A typical design
example is carried out emphasizing the necessity for a numerical procedure to find a
solution to the many variables and constraints that the design problem comprises. Finally,
some dominating multidisciplinary effects are discussed.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1639009#

Introduction
During the preliminary design phase of gas turbines the main

parameters are fixed. These, in return, fix most of the risks and
financial resources associated with the development, manufacture,
and operation of the engine under concern. The preliminary de-
sign process must in contrast to that be carried out very quickly so
that engine suppliers are able to evaluate numerous concepts with
respect to the market requirements at a given short time. This
brings up the need for an adequate software tool that accurately
and quickly guides the designer through the preliminary design
process. MTU Aero Engines uses such a software package. It is
called ‘‘MOdular Performance and Engine Design System’’
~MOPEDS!.

The preliminary design of a new engine usually starts with the
thermodynamic cycle. It is fixed so that all aircraft requirements
are met at all relevant operating points of the flight mission. From
the cycle the engine configuration is then derived. Subsequently
all engine components are designed aerodynamically and me-
chanically with respect to a good matching of the components,
well-behaved off-design characteristics over the whole mission,
low cost, ease of manufacture, reliability, noise legislation, emis-
sion regulation, etc. Such a preliminary design process is charac-
terized by three major features upon which MOPEDS is built: all
major engine components and their interrelations are assessed;
several relevant disciplines are considered; designing is done on
several operating points and the off-design characteristics are ad-
equately checked.

Once the preliminary design phase is completed its results must
be smoothly fed into the detailed design process. For this reason
more sophisticated methods are included in MOPEDS. These
higher fidelity methods are typically applied for singular compo-
nents that are included in the company’s work share. These meth-
ods are the ones used in the specialist departments, so that they
provide the ‘‘interface’’ through which the pre-design results are
passed to the detailed design and vice versa. The designer in the
specialist department is then able to add one higher order of detail
to the design and, simultaneously by running MOPEDS, is able to
see how his changes affect the performance of other components

and the overall engine. Throughout the long lasting detailed de-
sign phase the overall engine behavior is monitored thereby.
‘‘Model fidelity zooming’’ i.e., the application of models of dif-
ferent degrees of detail, is the fourth major feature of MOPEDS.

Representative for several known multidisciplinary engine
simulation systems, the popular Numerical Propulsion System
Simulation NPSS@1#, shall be mentioned. NPSS is made to model
all engine components with several disciplines and the full range
of model fidelities as is shown in Fig. 1. One of the strengths of
NPSS is the ability to include highest fidelity methods such as
multidimensional CFD modeling for several components simulta-
neously if not for all. Somewhat to the contrary, the preliminary
engine design tasks are clearly the focus of MOPEDS, so that
mainly lower model fidelity methods, such as one-dimensional
and two-dimensional methods, are included so far. It is intended to
thoroughly exploit the first-order effects using this ability before
any second-order effects are tracked in the design process with
higher fidelity methods. No attempt is made to model all-engine
effects with high fidelity methods within MOPEDS.

Halliwell @2# gives an excellent overview of the preliminary
design task. Following his ideas, a prototype preliminary engine
design task is described in Section 1. The thus created prototype
problem is used to emphasize the necessity for an integrated mul-
tidisciplinary tool and it is the measure for MOPEDS which is
described in Section 2. In the spirit of the prototype problem some
exemplary pre-design results are then shown in Section 3.

1 A Prototype Preliminary Design Task
The prototype preliminary design task to be set up in the fol-

lowing can by no means be generic. The design variables, con-
straints, figures of merit, and operating points considered are gen-
erally completely different in number and type for each individual
engine project. We still try to give some idea of the preliminary
engine design task.

The engine design ideally starts with the aircraft and engine
demands such as flight mission, number of engines, thrust and
SFC requirements, maximum size and weight, installation require-
ments, etc., fixed. These determine the engine’s thermodynamic
cycle which in return fixes the engine configuration. Say, for the
prototype problem, a typical medium-sized commercial aircraft is
considered whose engine cycle requirements can be met by an
air-breathing high-bypass ratio two-spool mixed turbofan engine.
The major cycle design variables are then

overall pressure ratio,
HP/LP pressure ratio split,
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fan outer pressure ratio,
bypass ratio,
inlet flow, and
turbine inlet temperature.

Cycle constraints are derived from the flight envelope require-
ments or typically arise from temperature limits imposed to assure
sufficient mechanical strength or to limit the cooling flow de-
mand:

net thrust required,
maximum HPC exit and HPT, LPT inlet temperatures, and
maximum fan diameter.

A possible figure of merit is
minimum specific fuel consumption.

The preliminary aerodynamic design variables for turbo compo-
nents are typically

rotational speed,
stagewise distribution of reaction, loading, flow rate,
flowpath radius ratios and flowpath slopes, and
blading parameters, such as: pitch-to-chord ratio, aspect ratio,

taper ratio, axial and tip clearance, profile thickness ratio, relative
trailing edge thickness, etc.
Typical aerodynamic constraints, especially for compressors, are

maximum rotor tip Mach numbers,
minimum de Haller numbers,
minimum surge margin, and
several geometrical constraints like limits on radius ratios.

And possible figures of merit could be
maximum component efficiency,
minimum number of stages,
minimum number of blades, and
minimum component length.

Preliminary mechanical design variables for turbo components are
typically

materials,
blade profile area and moment of resistance,
blade root geometry, and
disk geometry.

Typical constraints are
maximum metal temperatures,
frequency bounds, and
maximum low and high cycle fatigue stresses.

Figures of merit could be
minimum weight,
minimum number of parts, and
minimum cost.
Variables, constraints, and figures of merit for burner, ducts,

nozzles, nacelle, shafts, bearings, etc., are to be considered also.
Further constraints arise from noise legislations and emission
regulations as well as maintenance costs, life cycle costs, etc. This

easily amounts to an order of 100 variables and constraints and an
overall figure of merit combined from several weighted individual
ones.

An adequate preliminary design furthermore assesses all impor-
tant operating points of the required flight mission. Each engine
component is given a nominal design point where the independent
design variables are specified. All other points in the envelope are
formally treated as off-design points and the dependent variables
can be taken to define constraints there. The design variables are
then to be chosen to give balanced component characteristics over
the whole flight mission.

The nominal design point is most conveniently chosen to be the
point with the severest conditions or the strongest influence on the
figure of merit. This usually amounts to a high speed and max
through-flow point for the nominal aerodynamic design of com-
pressors, nozzles and ducts, say max climb, and possibly a cruise
point for the design of turbines. The severest mechanical integrity
constraints generally arise at hot day takeoff so that the mechani-
cal designing is done there. Further operating points have to be
considered that are relevant for external constraints such as noise
legislation, for instance. An example of the important operating
points is then

hot day takeoff,
standard day max climb,
standard day cruise,
sideline, cutback, approach,

and others must be considered for burner design, assessment of
emission limits, etc.

What makes the design task so challenging are the many design
variables and constraints to be considered at several operating
points of the flight mission. The strong coupling of the effects of
all disciplines as well as the strong interrelation of all engine
components puts up the need to consider all of the variables and
constraints simultaneously. For instance, the limited takeoff metal
temperatures of the turbines are a direct function of the cycle
variables set in the max climb cycle design point and the turbo
component efficiencies. These component efficiencies, however,
are a direct function of the aero design variables set at the aero
design point max climb or cruise. This gives for these temperature
constraints a direct dependence on several design variables of dif-
ferent disciplines set at different operating points. This problem
can only be adequately tracked by an integral computer program
that simulates these interrelations.

2 The Simulation Tool
The traditional way of solving the preliminary design task de-

scribed in the previous section is to run several stand-alone pro-
grams, one for each subtask. A loop over a series of such indi-
vidual programs is done until convergence is achieved. However,
due to the time-consuming process the mentioned strong interre-
lation of the engine components, the coupling of the disciplines,
and the engine characteristics on all of the important operating
points are not adequately captured. Often this shortcoming is very
costly compensated for, when the loops must be closed in the
subsequent detailed design phase.

MOPEDS was built to overcome this shortcoming. It focuses
on the multidisciplinary, all-engine, multi-operating point model-
ing ability and extensively supports the designer so that he usually
can arrive at a ‘‘converged’’ design. The following section de-
scribes the underlying program structure before subsequently a
brief sketch of the graphical user interface and the implemented
physical models is given.

2.1 Program Structure. MOPEDS is an extension of the
in-house performance program ‘‘MOdular Performance Synthe-
sis’’ ~MOPS!, @3#, and shares its program structure. Performance
programs deal with all-engine effects so that their program struc-
ture generally is well suited for such a task and the thermody-
namic performance is always the backbone for any preliminary
design. It was therefore obvious to base MOPEDS on MOPS.

Fig. 1 Cube adopted from †1‡
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The program is divided up into the four levels:
Level 1: graphical user interface~GUI!
Level 2: program control
Level 3: modules
Level 4: ‘‘physical’’ modelling

Each level contains a self-sufficient package of programs and data
is passed exclusively through standardized interfaces between the
levels. Level 1 contains the programs for the GUI which is de-
scribed in Section 2.2 in more detail. Level 2 routines control all
input and output operations as well as the run time data transfer
between the modules residing in level 3. Any purely mathematical
operations like those necessary for a Newton-Raphson iteration
are done in level 2 and all external programs are called from there.
One of these is the commercial package iSight~Engineous@4#!.
On command of the user a predefined MOPEDS slave process is
passed to iSight at any point of the design process. iSight’s full
range of numerical procedures ranging from simple parameter
studies to optimizations is thereby available at run time. On ter-
mination of the iSight subprocess the command is given back to
MOPEDS and the necessary data is passed over by the control
program.

Level 3 contains all the modules. As depicted in Fig. 2 the level
3 program structure forms a matrix whose columns represent the
engine components, whose rows represent the disciplines, and
whose elements are defined to bemodules. Effectively, each mod-
ule is a standardized subroutine that stand-alone contains all
physical information associated with its position in the matrix. It
has standardized interfaces for data transfer in vertical and hori-
zontal direction and to the level 2 control program. Depending on
whether its physical content is needed or not it is included in the
configuration set up for a specific preliminary design task or not.
Somewhat outside the matrix the so-called overall-modules reside
which are responsible for data that cannot be related to a single
discipline or engine component, e.g., thrust and SFC evaluation or
assessment of rotor dynamics. At run time a loop over the mod-
ules, which are successively called as is sketched in Fig. 2, is
repeated until any iteration is brought to convergence at each op-
erating point. An outer loop over all the operating points specified
by the user then completes the process which in total is controlled
by the level 2 control program. Each module’s variables are
uniquely defined at each operating point and are treated by the
control program as independent or dependent variables, con-
straints, or figures of merit depending on the problem under con-

cern. There is no limit on the number of operating points and
variables to be considered by the user apart from his own choice
to limit the complexity of the problem.

According to the module’s self-sufficient character, all of the
extensive descriptions of the module’s underlying physics and its
variables are directly implemented in the module’s source code.
From there it is automatically translated to html format to make it
accessible for the user via the GUI~see Section 2.2!.

From within the modules the level 4 subroutines containing the
‘‘physical’’ models ~see Section 2.3! are called through standard-
ized interfaces. The level 4 programs are the ‘‘specialist’s’’ pro-
grams held and maintained by the corresponding departments.
Any ‘‘translation’’ of variables from MOPEDS definition to the
level 4 definition is automatically done within the modules freeing
the user from this task. The user may choose to be confronted
exclusively with the MOPEDS nomenclature, which assures a
unique definition throughout all of MOPEDS, or may use the level
4 nomenclature for the limited number of input data needed to
configure the level 4 calculation. The first practice is possibly the
preliminary designer’s choice who sets up the whole MOPEDS
process. The specialist who is concentrated on and is used to the
level 4 program may choose the latter.

Any ‘‘model fidelity zooming’’ is realized by selecting the cor-
responding level 4 routines included in the module. All necessary
translation of data from one level 4 routine to the other is again
automatically done by the module.

The modules are surely the physical heart of the tool and assure
the full modularity of the tool. Practically any engine configura-
tion can be set up ranging from simple single shaft engines to
multispool, recuperated, intercooled, stationary, or air-borne en-
gines. All disciplines can be covered ranging from thermodynam-
ics and aerodynamics down to noise and cost assessment.

2.2 Graphical User Interface. The mentioned almost lim-
itless flexibility has its price when it comes to setting up the de-
sign process, monitor its progress during run time and interpret
the results. The provision of well organized input and output data
sets as well as extensive help features eases this situation.

The control program of MOPEDS reads input data exclusively
from ASCII files. With help of these lengthy but all flexible and
well organized files the user may set up his design task. This
includes the specification of the engine configuration, the input of
all physical data, and the setup of the mathematical problem to be

Fig. 2 Modularity
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solved, i.e., the input of the iteration/optimization scheme, the
number of operating points considered, the models to be used, etc.
Input data sets for standard design tasks are provided so that the
data generally must not be created from scratch. A strict file ad-
ministration assures the reproducibility of any MOPEDS run.

The ASCII file system is manipulated through the graphical
user Interface~GUI!. The GUI consists of several elements. Two
of them are the so-calledinput sheetandoutput sheetwindows for
modules. No matter which module is considered the user is con-
fronted with the one input sheet shown in Fig. 3 and an analogous
output sheet window. He is thereby freed from the numerous in-
dividual interfaces of the stand-alone programs that are included
in MOPEDS. Furthermore, a description of all the modules’ vari-
ables and physical models can be invoked from within these win-
dows. The user is thereby well guided when specifying each mod-
ule’s input data and interpreting its results. Constraining himself
to the proposed input values and judging the results as advised, he
may even apply the modules’ methods if he is not an expert.

A rather large collection of graphical outputs is provided. They
are initiated from within the output sheet and they display the
module’s results. Examples of these outputs are turbine loading
diagrams, velocity vectors, flow path geometries, stress and tem-
perature distributions, noise levels, ICAO parameter distributions,
etc. The commercial package TECPLOT~AMTEC @5#! is directly
linked to the output sheet to automatically produce the displays
during run time. TECPLOT also provides the basis for subsequent
postprocessing individually carried out by the user.

2.3 Physical Models. All in MOPEDS included programs
are the in-house developed and over the years validated programs
of the specialists’ departments. The currently available ‘‘physical’’
models are subdivided into the disciplines

thermodynamics,
aerodynamics,
mechanics,
weight assessment,
noise assessment, and
cost assessment.

To give some idea of the models included so far they shall be very
shortly listed as follows: Steady and unsteady ‘‘zero-dimensional’’
performance models for all relevant engine components. Meanline

~one-dimensional! and through flow~two-dimensional! aerody-
namic codes for the turbo components and ducts. Burner design
and assessment of emissions in terms of ICAO parameters. Blade
and blade root steady and unsteady mechanics assessed by one-
dimensional beam theory methods. Containment formulas con-
straining the mechanical casing design. One-dimensional finite
difference and two-dimensional finite element codes solving the
elasticity and heat conduction equations for disks. Shaft design
and rotor dynamics based on beam theory methods and a paramet-
ric bearing design concept. Several weight assessment methods,
some calculating masses from the laid out geometry and some
based on simple correlations. Engine noise determined for single
engine components and the overall system. Finally, several corre-
lations for the costs of development, manufacture, maintenance
and the life cycle of the engine.

Model fidelity zooming is readily applied for the one-
dimensional and two-dimensional aerodynamic and mechanic
models. The data transfer as well as the conversion of data from
one level of accuracy to the other is fully automated.

The huge amount of design variables, some of which mentioned
in Section 1, that need to be specified as input to the many physi-
cal models, make it impossible to consider all of them simulta-
neously even with a tool like MOPEDS. For this reason a database
of generic component models has been set up. These generic com-
ponent models contain all input data for a physical model in, as
far as practical, dimensionless form to allow scaling of compo-
nents correctly taking into account the corresponding similarity
rules. It is then generally possible to consider only a very small
number of design variables while fixing all others by the generic
model. Most of the data base models set up for MOPEDS are
geometric component models like those for turbo components
whose geometry is nondimensionally provided as radius ratios,
area ratios, aspect ratios, pitch-to-chord ratios, etc. Since the ge-
neric models are usually set up with reference to already designed
engine components, they can easily be read into MOPEDS when
it comes to analyze a given engine. Figure 4 shows the general
arrangement of an engine whose geometry is completely provided
by generic models.

However, MOPEDS provides one other way to free the user
from explicitly specifying the many design variables. So-called

Fig. 3 Input sheet window for modules
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knowledge baseshave been programmed for all input variables.
These contain rules to set the input values depending on the situ-
ation. Examples of which are rules for typical stage-wise distribu-
tions of reaction, loading, and flow rate for turbo components. The
user may invoke these knowledge bases for singular design val-
ues, several, or even all. A fully automatic engine design is done
by invoking all of them. The example provided in Section 3
makes use of such full automatic designs. Applying the full auto-
matic scheme the designer is able to arrive at a first solution from
where he can start to fine tune his design.

3 Application Example
MOPEDS is used to solve a simple artificial preliminary design

problem. Say, the problem is to design a high pressure compressor
upgrade for a given engine. Apart from rather small necessary
adaptations, all engine components other than the HP compressor
may not be changed and the underlying thermodynamic cycle is
kept constant in terms of pressure ratios, mass flows, and thrust
requirements.

The high-bypass ratio, two-spool, mixed turbofan engine con-
sidered in Section 1 is taken as a basis and the problem is solved
in the spirit of the design task sketched in Section 1. However,
several simplifications are made to keep the design problem easy:
Aerodynamic design is done only for turbo components based on
meanline codes. Mechanical design is only carried out for blade
roots and disks. It is also based on one-dimensional methods.
Besides thermodynamics, aerodynamics, and mechanics no fur-
ther disciplines are looked at. The three mission pointshot day
takeoff, standard day max climb, andstandard day cruiseare con-
sidered. The thermodynamic cycle is specified at max climb and
the aerodynamic design of all engine components is made there.
All components can then simultaneously be run in off-design
mode thermo/aerodynamically at all other operating points. Fur-
thermore, aerodynamic meanline calculations are only done at the
design point, where appropriate component maps are scaled ac-
cordingly. These maps are used at all off-design points, thereby
avoiding any aerodynamic off-design calculations at run time.

The max climb design point is taken to be defined thermody-
namically by

Ma50.8, alt510,668 m,DTISA50, FN525,000 N,
w25150 kg/s, BPR55, p25/p253.0, p14/p251.7,
p3 /p26513, fixed secondary air system,

and all of these values are kept constant.
The many aerodynamic design variables mentioned in Section 1

are reduced to only the three

radius ratio HPC exit (1)

High Spool SpeedMCL (2)

number of HPC stages (3)

by taking all others from the MOPEDS knowledge base. The only
explicitly defined aerodynamic constraint is

minimum Surge MarginMCL . (4)

The mechanical design is chosen to be done at hot day takeoff
rotation:

Ma50.2, alt50, DTISA515 K, FN511,5000 N.
In order to keep our example simple, the blading design variables
like blade profile area and blade moment of resistance are taken
from the same knowledge base that is used for the aerodynamic

blade design. The blades and vanes are then simply mechanically
analyzed at takeoff. A close coupling between aero and mechani-
cal blading design is avoided thereby. Merely the blade roots and
the disks are designed: materials and geometry are found during
run time exactly fulfilling stress and temperature constraints at
takeoff and providing minimum weights. No independent me-
chanical design variables then appear. However, the constraint

maximum StressesMCL (5)

formally stands which especially puts limits on the values ofra-
dius ratioHPCexit andHigh Spool SpeedMCL beyond which the
mechanical design is not feasible anymore.

The cruise point
Ma50.8, alt510,668 m,DTISA50, FN520,000 N

is used in the example to evaluate SFC there.
The design task’s figure of merit is defined to be a weighted

function of

minimum SFCBCR (6)

minimum ( HPC Vanes1Blades (7)

minimum ( Mass Disks HPC1HPT. (8)

The number of blades and vanes is hereby interpreted as some
measure of costs in our simple example. The disk masses are
taken as some measure of component weights.

The thus defined design task forms the basis for the following
optimization and parameter studies. To set up a problem like this
from scratch takes an experienced preliminary designer a few
hours and run time on a typical workstation for each of the fol-
lowing studies is in the order of a few minutes.

It must be clearly said that the following results are meant to
show exemplary results, that by no means are to be taken for
granted in absolute terms. Preliminary design in general first of all
provides trends and not absolute results and this is even more
valid for the artificial prototype problem presented here.

3.1 Optimization. A numerical optimization scheme based
on a coupled genetic and gradient based algorithm is used to solve
the prototype problem. It is defined by the design variables~1!–
~3!, the constraints~4!, ~5!, and the figures of merit~6!–~8!. The
optimization is started from some arbitrary initial solution that
could represent the given gas turbine whose HP compressor is to
be improved.

In Fig. 5 the initial engine configuration and the optimized one
are shown and Table 1 compares starting values with optimal
values. The improvements shown in Table 1 are of course strongly
dependent on the initial solution and the choice of figure of merit.
However, the example serves to illustrate the value of a tool as
presented herein. Even though the investigated problem is some-
how ‘‘academic,’’ it comprises a truly multidisciplinary, multi-
operating-point investigation of the overall gas turbine engine. A
preliminary designer could by no means produce results like
this—not to speak of a more realistic problem with more
variables—in such a short time without an integral tool like
MOPEDS.

However, there obviously can be several pitfalls when numeri-
cally investigating a problem of high complexity. Especially the

Fig. 4 General arrangement of an engine to be analyzed
Fig. 5 General arrangement before „longer engine length … and
after optimization „shorter engine length …
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physical accuracy of the used models must always be carefully
checked. This is even more true if a numerical optimization is
used that could exploit some model’s strange trends outside the
model’s typical range of application. One means of checking the
validity of a numerically obtained solution is to vary the design
variables in its vicinity. Not only the optimum can be checked
thereby but also the models by investigating their trends carefully.
This shall be done in the following parameter studies. The param-
eters are deliberately varied over a wider range than is reasonable
for a normal design to show how the models behave. Still, these
parameter studies are another typical preliminary design result
that can be achieved with MOPEDS—even though one might
typically not vary the design variables~1!–~3! directly.

3.2 HPC Radius Ratio Variation. Varying the design vari-
able ~1! effectively means that the radial position of the HPC is
changed. The HPC and HPT flow path annuli and the bladings in
terms of blade inlet and exit angles, pitch-to-chord ratios, etc., are
then individually and fully automatically designed at each run by
use of the knowledge bases. The engine’s LP components are left
almost unchanged except for some adaptations necessary for the
extreme HPC radius ratios. Minor LPT design changes automati-
cally result from different LPT entry conditions during the param-
eter study.

Some of the most dominant effects of this parameter study are
shown in Fig. 6. First, an optimum of the HPC efficiency
hHPC,MCL can be identified around radius ratio 0.9. For lower ra-
dius ratios the higher stage loadingsc and the associated large
profile losses become dominant so thathHPC,MCL falls there. At
very high radius ratios the lower loading can no longer compen-
sate for the increasing secondary flow losses and radial clearance
losses caused by the ‘‘short’’ blades especially in the rear of the
HPC. hHPC,MCL falls there again. The highly loaded HPT stages
benefit from higher blade speeds over the full range of radius
ratios. The SFCBCR distribution directly reflect thehHPC,MCL and
hHPC,MCL trends, since all other component efficiencies are merely
unchanged. The exchange rates between SFC and the component

efficiencies directly follow from the underlying thermodynamic
cycle and the aerodynamic off-design characteristics.

The number of blades and vanes given in Fig. 6 is almost a
linear function of the flow path radius since pitch-to-chord ratios
and aspect ratios are almost constant for each run. The number of
blades and vanes can be closely linked to the costs of manufac-
ture.

The disks are strongly influenced by the increasing centrifugal
forces at higher radius ratios which leads to larger and heavier
disks as can be seen in Fig. 6. The disk temperature distribution
has a minor additional effect: The mainstream gas temperatures
and the secondary air system temperatures are affected by the
HPC efficiency. This leads to higher disk hub and rim tempera-
tures for the rear HPC disks and the HPT disks at lower HPC
efficiencies. More stringent temperatures then generally lead to
heavier disks.

3.3 High Spool Speed Variation. Exactly in the same spirit
as before the design variable~2!, the high spool speed, is varied
leaving everything else constant. Merely the HPC and HPT blad-
ings and disks are individually designed for each speed and some
minor LPT design adjustments follow automatically.

The HPC, HPT efficiencies and the HPC surge margin are
strongly affected by the spool speed as is seen in Fig. 7. High
losses result from the high loadings at low speeds and the surge
margin vanishes at some point. At higher speeds the loading is
reduced but the Mach number losses become increasingly domi-
nant so that an HPC efficiency optimum is again found. This,
again is not the case for the highly loaded HPT. The disk design is
equally strongly affected by the centrifugal forces changing with
speed and at some speed no solution for the HPT disks can be
found anymore.

3.4 HPC Stage Number Variation. Finally the design vari-
able ~3!, the number of HPC stages, is varied leaving everything
else constant. Merely the HPC flow path annulus design, the HPC
blading design, and the HPC disk design are significantly affected
by the varying number of HPC stages.

The typical strong dependence of HPC efficiency and surge
margin on the different stage loadings, as a result of the variation
of the number of stages, is observed in Fig. 8. Higher loads lead to
drastically falling efficiencies and surge margins whereas only for
very high number of stages the increased wetted area finally out-
weighs the benefit of lower loadings and reduces the HPC
efficiency.

4 Conclusions
The overall engine performance is to first order dominated by

the parameters set by the preliminary design. These main param-

Table 1 Optimization

Optimal Value/Start Value

Radius ratio HPC exit 0.91/0.89
High spool speedMCL @RPM# 13506/12000
Number of HPC stages 9/11
SFCBCR 0.96
hHPC,MCL 1.03
hHPT,MCL 1.02
( HPC vanes1blades 0.93
( mass disks HPC1HPT 1.4

Fig. 6 HPC radius ratio variation. Dependent variables are di-
vided by the optimal values of Section 3.1.

Fig. 7 High spool speed variation at MCL. Dependent vari-
ables are divided by the optimal values of Section 3.1.
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eters must therefore be selected with highest care before any sec-
ond or higher order effects can be exploited such as those catched
with three-dimensional blade design, for instance. It has been
shown that a solution to these main parameters can only be found
with help of an integrated multidisciplinary tool such as MOPEDS
due to the complexity of the problem. The complexity arises from
the need to consider many design variables and constraints at
several operating points of the flight mission. The strong coupling
of the effects of all disciplines as well as the strong interrelation of
all engine components furthermore puts up the need to consider
all of the variables and constraints simultaneously. Any shortcom-
ing in the preliminary design is generally very costly compensated
for in the subsequent detailed design phase.
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Nomenclature

alt 5 flight altitude
BCR 5 cruise
BPR 5 bypass ratio

FN 5 net thrust
MCL 5 max climb

Ma 5 Mach number
p25/p2 5 LPC core pressure ratio
p14/p2 5 fan outer pressure ratio
p3 /p26 5 HPC pressure ratio

SFCBCR 5 thrust specific fuel consumption at cruise
TO 5 takeoff
w2 5 fan entry mass flow

DTISA 5 delta to ISA temperature
hHPC,MCL 5 isentropic efficiency HPC at max climb
hHPT,MCL 5 isentropic efficiency HPT at max climb

c 5 stage enthalpy diff. divided by blade speed
squared

High Spool
SpeedMCL 5 HP speed at max climb

Surge
MarginMCL 5 surge margin at max climb

(HPC Vanes
1Blades 5 sum of HPC blades and vanes

(Mass
Disks HPC

1HPT 5 sum of HPC and HPT disk masses
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Reliable engine-weight estimation at the conceptual design stage is critical to the devel-
opment of new aircraft engines. It helps to identify the best engine concept amongst
several candidates. In this paper, the major enhancements to NASA’s engine-weight esti-
mate computer code (WATE) are described. These enhancements include the incorpora-
tion of improved weight-calculation routines for the compressor and turbine disks using
the finite difference technique. Furthermore, the stress distribution for various disk geom-
etries was also incorporated, for a life-prediction module to calculate disk life. A material
database, consisting of the material data of most of the commonly used aerospace mate-
rials, has also been incorporated into WATE. Collectively, these enhancements provide a
more realistic and systematic way to calculate the engine weight. They also provide
additional insight into the design tradeoff between engine life and engine weight. To
demonstrate the new capabilities, the enhanced WATE code is used to perform an engine
weight/life tradeoff assessment on a production aircraft engine.
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Introduction
Engine weight is a key design parameter for any new aircraft

engine. It affects aircraft range and is a key element in fuel burn.
Weight is also considered an indicator of engine cost. Reliable
engine-weight estimation at the conceptual design stage is critical
to the development of new aircraft engines. It helps to identify the
best engine concept amongst several candidates.

Equally important, aircraft engines must meet safety demands.
Fatigue loading of turbine components associated with continuous
aircraft takeoff/cruise/landing cycles is a principal source of deg-
radation in turbomachinery. A disk burst is potentially the most
catastrophic failure possible in an engine and thus disks are de-
signed with overspeed capability and low cycle fatigue life as
primary objectives. The requirement for higher turbine stage work
without additional stages has resulted in increased turbine blade
tip speeds and higher turbine inlet temperatures in advanced com-
mercial aircraft engines. This trend has resulted in significant in-
creases in turbine stage disk rim loading and a more severe ther-
mal environment, thereby making it more difficult to design
turbine disks for a specific life requirement meeting current goals.
Current trend indicates that both turbine blade tip speeds and tur-
bine inlet temperatures will continue to increase in advanced com-
mercial engines as higher turbine work levels are achieved. Ad-
vanced turbine disk concepts are required to insure long life disks
in commercial engines, without resulting in severe weight, perfor-
mance, or cost penalties.

At NASA Glenn Research Center~GRC!, the Weight Analysis
of Turbine Engines~WATE! computer code@1#, originally devel-
oped by Boeing Aircraft, is currently used to estimate the engine
weight of various conceptual engine designs. The code was origi-
nally developed for NASA in 1979, but since then, substantial
improvements have been made to the code to improve the weight
calculations for most of the engine components. Recently a series
of efforts were performed at GRC to enhance the capability of the
WATE code. In this paper, these WATE code enhancements are

described. The major enhancements include the incorporation of
improved weight-calculation routines for the compressor and tur-
bine disks using the finite difference technique. Furthermore, the
stress distribution for various disk geometries was also incorpo-
rated, for a life-prediction module to calculate disk life. A material
database, consisting of the material data of most of the commonly
used aerospace materials, has also been incorporated into WATE.
Collectively, these enhancements provide a more realistic and sys-
tematic way to calculate the engine weight. They also provide
additional insight into the design tradeoff between engine life,
weight, and cost. The current effort paves the way for an auto-
mated engine design tool, which would easily allow engine devel-
opers to perform design tradeoffs between engine performance,
durability, and cost. To demonstrate the new capabilities, the im-
proved WATE code is used to perform an engine weight/life
tradeoff assessment on a production aircraft engine.

Objective
The objective of the current work is to enhance the current

engine flow-path design tool so that it will allow engine develop-
ers to easily perform design tradeoffs between engine weight, du-
rability, and eventually, cost.

Turbomachinery Disk Design Methodology
A typical disk design is based on the blading geometry, weight,

and rotational speed that will already have been specified in the
design of the turbomachinery flowpath. Figure 1 shows how
blades are typically attached to a disk, and introduces some of the
nomenclature. The typical three disk models~ring, web, and hy-
perbolic! are shown in Figs. 2–4. The flowpath height or blade
span is defined via the blade tip and hub radii, which are primary
inputs to the WATE code. The disk rim thickness is assumed to be
equal to the axial chord at the hub of the blade. The height of the
blade root is also specified within the program, as a percentage of
the airfoil height, and it defines the outer limit of the live disk.
Note that some allowance must be made for the cavity, since this
is not modeled specifically. Moving inwards towards the center-
line, additional rim height is then required to support the stresses
generated by the dead weight, and this is specified as a function of
the rim thickness. Regardless of the disk type, the distribution of
thickness for the remainder of the disk is specified initially by
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minimum default values at key radial locations. Stresses are cal-
culated at these and other radii using a finite difference method,
and compared against a design stress that includes a safety margin
for a specific material. If the calculated stress is above the design
criteria, some disk thickness is increased sequentially in an itera-
tive manner until the stress design criteria are satisfied at all radial
stations.

A disk must be designed to withstand the centrifugal stresses
generated by the rotating blades at the maximum rotational speed
of the spool and to transmit the torque generated by the turbine
blading to the appropriate compressor rotor. Only that portion of
the disk inboard of the blade root is considered to carry the
stresses, and this is referred to as the live disk. The parts of the

disk between the blade roots~posts!, as well as the blade roots
themselves and the airfoils, constitute dead weight. Although it is
the design of the live disk which is being addressed here, the posts
must not be neglected when the total disk weight is quoted. The
dead weight produces the pull stresses on the rim of the live disk,
but as one moves inwards through the disk towards the bore, the
disk must also support an increasing proportion of the centrifugal
stress generated by its own weight.

The average stress at the outer radius of the live disk is esti-
mated by smearing the total centrifugal force of the dead weight
around the circumference. The weight of the blades, including
platforms and roots, and the axial chord at the root should already
be known from the flowpath design. The radial location of the
center of gravity of the combined dead weight must be known,
however, in order to calculate the radial pull stress at the live rim,
and consequently certain assumptions are made regarding the
height and weight of the blade root, and the weight of the posts.
The assumptions are as follows, where the term ‘‘total blade’’
refers to the ‘‘airfoil1platform1root.’’

For the ring disk:

Fig. 1 Disk Õblade assembly

Fig. 2 Radial stations and locations of design control calcula-
tions in a ring disk

Fig. 3 Radial stations and locations of design control calcula-
tions in a web disk
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height of the blade root517.65% airfoil height
weight of the blade root520% total blade weight
weight of the post510% total blade weight

For the web disk:
height of the blade root525.00% airfoil height
weight of the blade root520% total blade weight
weight of the post520% total blade weight

For the hyperbolic disk:
height of the blade root553.85% airfoil height
weight of the blade root550% total blade weight
weight of the post520% total blade weight

Disk Stress Analysis
The differential equation of equilibrium,@2#, takes the form

d

dr
~ trs r !2tsu1trv2r 250 (1)

where

s r5
E

12n2 Fdu

dr
1n

u

r
2~11n!aTG (2)

su5
E

12n2 Fu

r
1n

du

dr
2~11n!aTG . (3)

The radial steady-state temperature distribution for a disk is
given by Fourier’s law of conduction from,@3#,

T5Tbore1
DT

lnS r o

r i
D lnS r

r i
D2T0 (4)

For a thin slice of disk material, the disk thickness,t, can be
approximated by

t5mr1n

m5slope5
Dt

Dr

n5t2m
Dt

Dr
.

Substitute Eqs.~2! to ~4! and the disk thicknesst into Eq. ~1!
results in a single differential equation with one variable, displace-
ment:

d2u

dr2
1S 2mr1n

mr21nr
2

n

r D du

dr
1F2

n

r 2
2

1

r 2
1

n

r S 2mr1n

mr21nr
D Gu

5a~11n!FdT

dr
1S 2mr1n

mr21nr
21D TG2

rv2~12n2!

E
r . (5)

Equation~5! is solved numerically using finite difference method
with boundary conditions:

s r50 at r 5r i ; thus,
du

dr
1n

u

r
2~11n!aT50

s r5rimstress atr 5r o ;

thus,
du

dr
1n

u

r
2

rimstress•~12n2!

E
2~11n!aT50

rimstress5average centrifugal stress at the live rim

5
nbmbr cg

2pr lc
v2

The design criteria for the disk are

sy

s f•se
21.0.0 ~design margin! (6)

and

0.47suts

suavg
21.0.0 ~disk burst criteria!. (7)

Disk Design Process

Ring Disk. The ring disk model is shown in Fig. 2. The de-
sign process for a ring disk consists of the following steps:

1. The thickness of the disk is set to the blade hub axial chord.
2. The lower limit for the bore radius,r1, is calculated, based

on the disk radius ratio provided in the input file and the
airfoil hub radius. It should be noted that this will probably
not be reached.

3. All the six thickness values are set to the value of the disk
width in Step 1.

Fig. 4 Radial stations and locations of design control calcula-
tions in a hyperbolic disk
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4. The radial extent of the disk from the outer live disk radius
inwards is set initially to 0.1 inch.

5. The initial live disk height is divided into five equal sections
to obtain radiir1 throughr6.

6. The stress calculations are carried out and the design is
checked for compliance with the design stress criteria~Eqs.
~6! and ~7!!.

7. If the design criteria are not satisfied at every radial location,
the disk inner radius is reduced and Steps 5 and 6 are re-
peated.

8. If the design criteria are satisfied, disk weight is calculated
and the disk design process is completed.

9. If the lower limit on bore radius~established in Step 2! is
reached and the design criteria have still not been met, the
program prints an appropriate message and stops.

Web Disk. The web disk model is shown in Fig. 3. The de-
sign process for a web disk consists of the following steps:

1. The thickness of the disk outer rim is set to the blade hub
axial chord.

2. The heights of the inner and outer rims and the inner and
outer shoulders are specified by internal default values.

3. Minimum and maximum web and inner rim thickness are set
by internal defaults.

4. Definition of the live disk geometry is initiated. The bore
radius is fixed via the airfoil hub radius and the input value
of disk radius ratio.

5. The six reference radii and thickness are set from the initial
disk geometry.

6. The stress calculations are carried out and the design is
checked for compliance with the design stress criteria~Eqs.
~6! and ~7!!.

7. If the design criteria are not satisfied at every radial location,
the web thickness is held constant and the bore thickness is
increased sequentially and Steps 5 and 6 are repeated. If the
design criteria remain unsatisfied when the maximum limit
on bore thickness is reached, the design process reverts to
the minimum bore thickness, but the web thickness is in-
creased, and Steps 4 to 6 are repeated.

8. If the design criteria are satisfied with neither the maximum
bore thickness nor the maximum web thickness~established
in Step 3! being exceeded, an acceptable web disk design is
achieved and its weight is calculated. If the design criteria
cannot be met within those limits, the program prints an
appropriate message and stops.

Hyperbolic Disk. The hyperbolic disk model is shown in Fig.
4. The design process for a hyperbolic disk consists of the follow-
ing steps:

1. The width of the disk outer rim is set to the hub axial chord.
2. The initial disk geometry is set up, which consists of the

outer rim height, the shoulder height, the minimum outer
web thickness, and the inner rim height. The maximum bore
width and height are also established.

3. The six reference radii and thickness are set from the initial
disk geometry.

4. Using a value of 1.0 for the disk shape factor,ds f, the inner
portion of the initial disk geometry is defined, with the inner
web thickness distribution being given by

t4
~r42r3!

~r32r!dsf.

5. The stress analysis routine is called and comparisons are
made with the design stress criteria~Eqs.~6! and ~7!! at all
the radial locations.

6. If the design criteria are not satisfied, the disk shape factor is
increased and Steps 2 to 5 are repeated.

7. If the maximum limit on bore width is encountered before a

satisfactory design is obtained, the value of the outer web
thickness is increased, the disk shape factor is reset to 1.0,
and Steps 2 to 5 are repeated.

8. If the design criteria are satisfied, disk weight is calculated
and the disk design process is completed.

9. A maximum limit for the outer web thickness is defined to
be the outer rim thickness. A maximum limit for the disk
shape factor is defined such that the inner web thickness
does not exceed the bore thickness, which in turn is equal to
one third of the live rim radius. If the maximum limits on
outer web thickness and disk shape factor are both reached
without a satisfactory disk design being achieved, the pro-
gram prints an appropriate message and stops.

Optimum Disk Design. The code has an option to optimize
the disk design. If this option is activated, the code will step
through the design of ring, web, and hyperbolic disks sequentially.
Provided that disks of each type are possible for the input condi-
tions and geometry, the total weights will be accumulated. If it is
not possible to design a disk of a particular type, the program will
skip to the next configuration. The disk of minimum weight will
finally be selected from the designs that are possible, and the
corresponding output files will be generated.

To facilitate the optimization process, a self-adaptive numerical
iteration scheme is used to solve Eq.~5!. At every iteration, the
step size is self-adjusted~increases or decreases! based on the
differences in the design margin between the current and previous
iterations. The self-adaptive numerical scheme greatly improves
the computing efficiency of stress calculations, and enhances the
process of disk-design optimization.

Turbine Disk Life Estimation
Using the disk-design methodology described in the previous

section, the disks are designed at the sizing point of a flight cycle.
The sizing point can be the on-design or an off-design cycle con-
dition. For a new engine design, the flight cycle is based on engi-
neering judgment and input from the airframe manufacturer on its
anticipated usage.

The basic mission life of a turbine disk is assumed to be gov-
erned by low cycle fatigue crack initiation due to major start-stop
cycles. Life is assessed using the maximum strain range or stress
range depending upon availability of information. Since any
cracking in a disk is not acceptable, fatigue crack initiation is a
sufficient criterion for the lifing calculations required herein. The
equivalent Von Mises strain or stress ranges at various critical
radial locations are calculated and compared with existing experi-
mental fatigue life curves tabulated for the various disk materials.
When experimental fatigue results are unavailable, approxima-
tions of the fatigue resistance can be obtained with the aid of
empirical correlations previously established between fatigue
properties and corresponding tensile test properties. One such cor-
relation that has seen widespread use for several decades is the
Method of Universal Slopes~MUS! equation proposed by Manson
@4# shown below.

D« t5D«el1D« in5
3.5suts

E
~Nf !

20.121D0.6~Nf !
20.60 (8)

The MUS equation has been used extensively, for example, in
the design of the Space Shuttle main engines, by using a reduction
factor of 3 on computed MUS life,@5#, i.e., Nf /3.

It is recognized that actual disk lives depend upon countless
details of a highly localized nature. Since such details cannot be
known until a finalized design has been achieved and therefore
cannot be accounted for during the earliest stages of design that is
of concern herein.

Material Database
A material database, consisting of the material data of most of

the commonly-used aerospace materials, has been incorporated
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into WATE. These material data include density, modulus, yield
and ultimate strengths, Poison’s ratio, as well as some fatigue
data. These data were mostly obtained from@6–8#. The list of
materials is shown in Table 1.

Other Enhancements of Wate Code
In addition to the disk stress/life methodology and material da-

tabase, the following capabilities are added to the WATE code:

1. Variation of disk type~ring, web, or hyperbolic! and material
with compressor/turbine stages

2. Option to let user specify correlation for tip-speed versus 1st
stage pressure ratio for the compressor

3. Option to let user specify component length.

A controlling capability, developed by Boeing Aircrafts, has
also been added to the WATE code. This provides an ability to
control the position or dimensions of certain components using
the inputs provided in WATE. By adding this capability, the time

to generate a viable flowpath can be greatly reduced, since the
need to iterate manually is no longer necessary. A control can be
created for all the inputs that would be used to match one com-
ponent to another.

Application of the Computer Code
An engine sizing and weight estimation was performed on a

300-passenger aircraft engine~similar to a GE-90 engine!, based
on the thermodynamic parameters generated by an engine cycle
analysis. The turbomachinery components and their materials are
listed in Table 2.

For the turbine disk materials, three different alloys were as-
sessed and their fatigue lives compared:

Engine A Engine B Engine C

HP and LP turbine disks: Inconel-718 Rene-95 Rene-88*
The results:

Total engine dry wt.~kg!: 7537 7461 7580
Total engine weight~kg!: 10,182 10,105 10,226

Total HP and LP disk wt.~kg!: 989 900 1034
Minimum turbine~HPT! disk life ~flight cycles!: 3292 6000 .30,000

*Note: based on the limited data published by Huron and Roth@9#.

The results show that although Engine C is the heaviest among
the three engines, it has the longest turbine disk life. In compari-
son, the dry weight of a GE-90 engine is 7559 kg,@10#. Typical
commercial production engines require 15,000 to 20,000 flight
cycles in the hot section components to satisfy customer and
manufacturer requirements. The enhanced WATE code provides

additional insight into the design tradeoff between engine life and
engine weight. Flowpath of Engine C is shown in Fig. 5.

Conclusions
The current enhancements, based on material database and

structural analysis, is a major improvement over most existing
preliminary design codes, which usually either do not consider
structural integrity per se, or merely rely on general empirical
guidelines. Collectively, these enhancements provide a more real-
istic and systematic way to estimate the engine size and weight at
the preliminary design stage. They also provide additional insight
into the design tradeoff between engine life and engine weight.
Since materials and weight can affect engine cost, the current
effort paves the way for an automated engine design tool, which
would allow engine developers to easily perform design tradeoffs
between engine performance, durability, and cost.
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Table 1 Material Database

Alloy 713C Inconel-625 N-155
Alloy 713LC Inconel-690 V-57
B-1900 Inconel-706 4130 steel
MAR-M247 Inconel-718 4340 steel
IN-100 Rene 41 410 steel
MAR-M302 TD Nickel 17-4PH steel
MAR-M509 Ti-6Al-4V Udimet-500
WI-52 Ti-17 Udimet-700
Hastelloy-X Ti-6-2-4-2 Udimet-710
Hastelloy-S Haynes-1 88 Waspaloy
Inconel-600 L-605 Rene-80
Inconel-601 Alloy-901 Rene-95
Inconel-617 A-286

Table 2 Materials for Turbomachinery Components

Fan:
blades Ti 6-4
disk Ti 17
disk type ring

LP compressor:
blades Ti 6-4
disk Ti 17
disk type ring

HP compressor:
blades Ti 6-4~stages 1 to 6!

Inconel-718~stages 7 to 10!
disk Ti 17 ~stages 1 to 6!

Inconel-718~stages 7 to 10!
disk type ring~stage 1!

web ~stages 2 to 10!
HP turbine:

blades Rene-80
disk type hyperbolic

LP turbine:
blades Rene-80
disk type web
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Nomenclature

D 5 true tensile ductility5ln@~%RA!/~1002%RA!#
E 5 modulus of elasticity

Nf 5 cycles to fatigue crack initiation failure
RA 5 reduction in area at failure
T0 5 reference temperature5room temperature

Tbore 5 Tmax2DT
Tmax 5 maximum disk metal temperature, assumed

to be at the rim; user input
DT 5 temperature difference between disk rim

and bore; user input
c 5 axial chord at the blade hub

nb 5 number of blades
mb 5 mass of one blade
r cg 5 radius of the c.g. of the dead weight

r 5 radial distance
r1, r2, . . .r6 5 various radial location along the disk

r l 5 outer radius of the live disk
r i 5 inner radius~disk bore!
r o 5 outer radius~disk rim!

Dr 5 change in radius
s f 5 1.1, safety factor

t 5 local disk thickness atr
Dt 5 change in disk thickness

u 5 radial displacement
r 5 disk material density
v 5 rotational speed,~rad/sec!
a 5 coefficient of thermal expansion
n 5 Poison’s ratio

sy 5 yield strength of the disk material at the local
temperature

se 5 equivalent or Von Mises stress
suavg 5 average tangential stress of the disk

suts 5 ultimate tensile strength
s r 5 radial stress
su 5 tangential stress

D« t 5 total strain range
D«el 5 elastic strain range
D« in 5 inelastic strain range
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On the Use of Helmholtz
Resonators for Damping Acoustic
Pulsations in Industrial Gas
Turbines
In this work, the application of Helmholtz resonators for damping low-frequency pulsa-
tions in gas turbine combustion chambers is discussed. We present a nonlinear model for
predicting the acoustic response of resonators including the effect of purging air. Atmo-
spheric experiments are used to validate the model, which is employed to design a reso-
nator arrangement for damping low-frequency pulsations in an ALSTOM GT11N2 gas
turbine. The predicted damper impedances are used as the boundary condition in the
three-dimensional analysis of the combustion chamber. The suggested arrangement leads
to a significant extension of the low-pulsation operating regime of the engine.
@DOI: 10.1115/1.1473152#

Introduction
In modern gas turbines operating with premixed combustion

flames, the suppression of pressure pulsations is an important task
related to the quality of the combustion process and to the struc-
tural integrity of engines. High pressure pulsations may occur
when the resonance frequencies of the system are excited by heat
release fluctuations independent of the acoustic field~‘‘loud-
speaker’’ behavior of the flame!. Heat release fluctuations are also
generated by acoustic fluctuations in the premixed stream. The
feedback mechanism inherent in such processes~‘‘amplifier’’ be-
havior of the flame! may lead to combustion instabilities, the am-
plitude of pulsations being limited only by nonlinearities. Thus,
the suppression of pressure pulsations is an important task which
may be addressed by means of passive control methods like the
use of Helmholtz resonators.

A one-throat Helmholtz resonator consists of a cavity with a
neck through which the fluid inside the resonator communicates
with an external medium~Fig. 1!. When a Helmholtz resonator is
applied to an enclosure, in correspondence of the neck mouth a
frequency-dependent boundary is realized. Helmholtz@1# devel-
oped a theory to predict the neck mouth impedanceZ(v), i.e., the
ratio in the frequency domain between acoustic pressure and
acoustic velocity normal to the neck mouth. When the neck is
short and narrow with respect to the wavelength~low-frequency
range!, all the fluid particles in the neck are assumed to fluctuate
with the same acoustic speed~‘‘harmonic oscillator’’ model!. The
inertia of the fluid fluctuating under the effect of the acoustic field
and the compressibility of the fluid inside the resonator cavity are
both represented by the reactanceX. The resistanceR is related to
dissipative processes occurring inside the neck, i.e., the viscous
acoustic damping and the conversion of acoustic energy into shed-
ding of vortices generated at the rims of the neck ends~the vorti-
ces being convected downstream and dissipated into heat by tur-
bulence!.

Helmholtz resonators are coupled to enclosures in order to re-
duce pressure pulsations. The mechanism responsible for the

damping is mathematically analyzed by replacing the boundary
An of the enclosure with a wall of impedanceZ. To study the
characteristics of the wall uncoupled from the enclosure, one can
consider a plane wave of frequencyv incident on the wall under
anechoic conditions for the reflected wave~@2#!. This analysis
shows that for a given frequency and pressure amplitude in front
of the resonator, the maximum acoustic power absorption is
achieved forX50 ~the conditionX50 is satisfied at the resonator
resonance frequencyv r!.

When the resonator is coupled to the enclosure, sound reflection
from the enclosure boundary must be considered. The effect of the
damper on the resonance frequencyvN of the enclosure without
resonator has been studied by several authors~@3,4#!. The analysis
has been performed under the following assumptions: acoustically
compact~point-impedance! resonator; harmonic oscillator model
for the damper;vN in the low frequency range where the average
separation between eigenfrequencies is much larger than the av-
erage modal bandwidth; sound generation by means of point
sources located inside the enclosure. The pressure amplitude field
of the coupled system has been compared to that of the enclosure
without the resonator. At the frequencyvN , amplitude reduction
occurs whenv r5vN due to the sound cancelation performed by
the neck mouth~seen as a ‘‘pseudo-source’’! on the acoustic field
produced by the sound source inside the enclosure. In particular,
when uZu!1 the pressure on the neck mouth is small and the
‘‘pseudo-source’’ velocity is tuned to cancel the pressure produced
by the sound source inside the enclosure. The analysis also shows
that if the excitation is not confined tovN , amplitude maxima
may occur for frequencies close tovN . In the frequency range
including the new maxima and for a given damping coefficient of
the enclosure, the sound reduction may be maximized by appro-
priately tuning the resonator damping. Note that the resonator

Contributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute~IGTI! of THE AMERICAN
SOCIETY OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERSfor publication in the ASME JOURNAL OF
ENGINEERING FOR GAS TURBINES AND POWER. Paper presented at the Interna-
tional Gas Turbine and Aeroengine Congress and Exhibition, New Orleans, LA, June
4–7, 2001; Paper 01-GT-039. Manuscript received by IGTI, December 2000, final
revision, March 2001. Associate Editor: R. Natole. Fig. 1 Helmholtz resonator
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damping which gives the maximum reduction in pressure ampli-
tude does not coincide with the damping of the maximum power
absorption~in fact the acoustic power injected by the source into
the enclosure is a function of the resonator impedance!.

For combustion applications, dampers modeled as harmonic os-
cillators have been coupled to the oscillator represented by the
mass of fluid in the fuel/air mixing nozzle~@5#!. The air in the
combustor provided the compliance~equivalent spring in the me-
chanical analogy! for the oscillators. A negative combustor damp-
ing accounted for the amplification behavior of the flame. The
optimum damping of eigenmodes was again obtained with a reso-
nance frequency of resonators aligned with the natural frequency
of the uncoupled combustor and nozzle system.

According to the above considerations, when a Helmholtz reso-
nator is applied to a combustion chamber,v r must be tuned to the
frequency to be damped in the combustor. Furthermore, an accu-
rate prediction of viscous and pressure loss effects is fundamental
for the correct evaluation of absorbed power and impedance. Such
modeling must include the effect of the mean flow permanently
purging the resonator in order to avoid overheating. Once the
damper has been designed, its impedance applied to the enclosure
permits to simulate the pressure field in the system for a given
excitation.

In this work, a nonlinear resonator model including mean flow
effects is presented. The model is calibrated using experiments
under atmospheric conditions and is used to design a resonator
arrangement for suppressing a low-frequency peak occurring in an
ALSTOM GT11N2 gas turbine. A three-dimensional acoustic
analysis of the combustor is performed in order to establish the
location of resonators according to the shape of the mode to be
suppressed and to compute the pressure spectrum by using the
predicted resonator impedances as a boundary condition for the
combustor. The pressure spectrum so predicted indicates a good
acoustic attenuation and suggests the implementation of the reso-
nator arrangement to the engine. Finally, the spectrum is measured
in the gas turbine combustor and compared with the predicted
one.

Helmholtz Resonator Model
A schematic of a purged resonator for gas turbine combustion

chambers is shown in Fig. 2. The purging air is supplied from the
gas turbine plenum and enters the resonator through the inlet tube
~two-throat resonator!. The neck mouth communicates directly
with the combustion chamber. In the Helmholtz model~@1#!, the
resonator impedance is expressed as

Z52 p̂f /ûn5R1 iX, (1)

whereR accounts for internal losses and

X5vrLn2
rc2An

vV
. (2)

The resonance frequency~i.e., the frequency for whichX50! is
given by

v r5cA An

VLn
. (3)

In the following, a nonlinear model forR is developed.

Neck and Inlet Tube. The flow in the neck and in the inlet
tube may be assumed incompressible when the dimensions of the
duct are small with respect to the wavelengths of interest~@2#!.
For the incompressible flow in a duct, the continuity and momen-
tum equations integrated between the end sections 1 and 2 read,
respectively,~@6#!,

u15u25u, (4)

L
]u

]t
1

p22p1

r
52S zvisu1

1

2
zacuuuu D . (5)

The viscous effects inside the duct are represented by the coeffi-
cient zvis . The coefficientzac accounts for pressure losses occur-
ring at duct ends because of area changes. In particular, for high
Reynolds numbers one has~@7#!

zac5H ~12A2/A1!21~A2/A1!2 sign~u! for expansions,

1

2
~12A1/A2!2~A1/A2!2 sign~u! for contractions.

(6)

Hence, the value ofzac changes according to the sign of the
velocity.

However, not only the fluid in the duct but also part of the fluid
in the communicating volumes~e.g., outside the damper and in-
side the resonator cavity! participates in acoustic fluctuations. For
long wavelengths, the air at the duct end may be modeled as a
zero-mass solid piston fluctuating and then radiating acoustic en-
ergy outside the duct. For a tube terminating in a half-space~in-
finite flange! with kD!1, the radiation reactance can be included
by replacing the tube length with the ‘‘effective’’ lengthl 5L
10.5DD, where~@2#!

D5
8

3p
. (7)

An end-correction is applied at both ends of the duct and then in
Eq. ~5! the duct lengthL must be replaced by the effective length
l 5L1DD. More accurate end-correction models include the ef-
fects due to: frequency dependency whenkD is sufficiently large
~@2#!; detailed geometry of resonator cavity and neck flange~@8#!;
acoustic and bias flow velocity through the neck~@9#!; wave
propagation inside the cavity~@10#!. In particular, when the wave
propagation in the cavity is also modeled, Eq.~3! is valid for

AV /An>16V/~lAn!. (8)

By introducing the acoustic pressure perturbationsp85p2 p̄
and velocity perturbationsu85u2ū in Eqs.~4! and ~5! and sub-
tracting the mean flow equations, one has

u185u285u8, (9)

l
]u8

]t
1

p282p18

r
1~zvisu!81F50. (10)

The nonlinear pressure loss term is expressed as

F5
1

2
zac@~ ū1u8!uū1u8u2ūuūu#, (11)

where for simplicity we have assumed the same area jump at the
neck ends. Equation~10! may be solved in the frequency domain.
It writes

iv l û1
p̂22 p̂1

r
1~zvisû!1F̂50, (12)

where the frequency domain viscous term is expressed as~@11#!

~zvisû!5~11 i !
L

D
A2nvS 11

g21

Pr1/2D û. (13)
Fig. 2 Combustor damper
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Equation ~12! may be solved after the Laplace transformF̂ is
obtained.

Nonlinear Pressure Loss Term. When ū.0 and uu8u,ū,
Eq. ~11! reads at the first orderF lin5zacūu8 and then

F̂ lin5zacūû. (14)

Equation~14! is valid within the linear acoustic assumption and
leads to no pressure loss contribution without mean flow. How-
ever, for largeu8 ~i.e., close to resonance! velocity perturbations
may become of the same order of magnitude ofū and a nonlinear
behavior of pressure losses arises. An analytic expression for non-
linear pressure losses is found in the frequency domain by differ-
entiating Eq.~11! with respect to time~@12#!. One has

]F

]t
5zacuū1u8u

]u8

]t
, (15)

whose fundamental harmonic is given by

F̂5zacg~ ū/uûu!uûuû, (16)

where

g~x!5H 2

p Fx arcsin~x!1
A12x2

3
~21x2!G if x,1,

x if x.1.

Figure 3 shows that without mean flow or for smallū/uûu, linear
pressure losses predict a smaller pressure loss term and then a
larger uûu.

Resonator Cavity. When in the resonator cavity Eq.~8! is
satisfied, acoustic propagation may be neglected and isentropic
transformations may be assumed. Then,pVVg5const andpV8
52rc2V8/V where the expressiong p̄5rc2 has been used and
where the volume fluctuation is given byV85Anxn2Aixi . By
transforming to the frequency domain, the following relation is
obtained:

p̂V52 i
rc2

vV
~ ûiAi2ûnAn!. (17)

Resonator Impedance and Power Absorption. When the
end of the inlet tube on the plenum side is assumed to be an open
boundary~zero acoustic pressure!, the resonator model is com-
pletely described by Eq.~17! and by Eq.~12! written for the inlet
duct and the neck. These three equations form a nonlinear system.
The system with unknownsûi , ûn , andp̂V is numerically solved
for a certain value ofp̂f . Due to the nonlinearity,Z is a function
of p̂f .

When tuning the resonator decoupled from the combustor, the
‘‘relative attenuation’’ may be used to represent the resonator ef-
ficiency. The relative attenuation is defined as

a5Wf /Wref (18)

whereWf is the energy flux in the neck mouth andWref is the
energy flux of a running plane wave which produces a pressure
amplitudep̂f upon reflection at the rigid endAf . The energy flux
in the neck mouth is given by

Wf5
1

2
R~ ûn* p̂f !An5

1

2
R~Z21!u p̂f u2An , (19)

where

R~Z21!5
R

R21X2 . (20)

The normalization power is

Wref5
1

8

u p̂f u2

rc
Af . (21)

In bothWf andWref , the mean flow effects are neglected since by
the Mach number is assumed to be small. The effect ofz is to
reduceû and then to decrease the power absorption, as shown by
Eq. ~19!. Thus, to maximize the relative attenuation is important
to keep the pressure loss coefficients as small as possible.

Atmospheric Experiments on Resonators
The model presented in the above section is compared to ex-

periments performed under atmospheric conditions. In the experi-
ments, the combustion chamber was simulated by a cylindrical
tube equipped with a loudspeaker at one end and with a Helm-
holtz resonator at the opposite end~Fig. 4!. The tube cross section
corresponds to the area of the flange the resonator is mounted on.
The resonator was connected to a plenum which supplies the
purging air. Three different experiments were performed: In Case
A neither the inlet tube nor purging air are used; in Case B the
inlet tube is added; in Case C purging air is also employed. In all
tests, an average value ofp̂f was used.

The relative attenuation was obtained by measuring the reflec-
tion coefficient at the resonator neck. In fact, the reflection coef-
ficient is related to the impedance by

Z5rc
11r

12r
, (22)

which substituted in Eq.~19! gives

Wf5
1

2
RS 12r

11r D u p̂f u2

rc
An . (23)

The experimental results are shown in Table 1, where the damper

Fig. 3 g „x …-function of nonlinear pressure loss

Fig. 4 Experimental setup

Table 1 Resonator experiments

Case A Case B Case C

f r @Hz# 210 218 220
amax 1.36 1.23 0.61
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resonance frequencyf r is that corresponding to the maximum
relative attenuationamax. The value ofamax in Case B is lower
than in Case A, due to the reduction inûn related to the additional
losses introduced by the presence of the inlet tube. The measured
relative attenuation decreases significantly for Case C, due to
mean flow effects.

The experimental resonance frequency and maximum relative
attenuation are used to calibrate, respectively, the end-corrections
D5Dn5D i and the pressure loss coefficients presented in Table
2. For Case A, the experimental and computed relative attenuation
values reported in Fig. 5 are in good agreement. The deviation of
the model prediction from experiments for frequencies away from
resonance is probably due to a frequency dependent behavior of
zac . The end-corrections for Cases A and B have a value greater
thanD/250.85 predicted by Eq.~7!, being a possible explanation
for the use of a constant average valuep̂f instead of its frequency-
dependent value related to the acoustic response of the test rig.
Case C shows the end-correction decrease caused by the introduc-
tion of purging air~@9#!. For Cases A and B, the values of pressure
loss coefficients are consistent withzac51.5 obtained from Eqs.
~6!. In Case C, thezac coefficients are a factor 2.8 greater than the
values in the other two cases, a possible reason being the asym-
metry of the flow.

Resonators Coupled to Combustor
The resonator model illustrated above is applied to the silo

combustion chamber of an ALSTOM GT11N2 gas turbine. In the
engine, pulsations occur at St50.6. An acoustic analysis of the
combustion chamber is performed using the three-dimensional
solver SYSNOISE@13#. The modal analysis performed neglecting
mean flow effects and with a uniform temperature field gives a
St50.6 acoustic mode characterized by a constant modal value in
the silo ~Fig. 6!. In order to reduce the St50.6 peak, Helmholtz
dampers tuned at the same frequency are designed using the non-
linear model. No tuning of the resonator damping is done in order
to maximize the pressure amplitude suppression. In the absence of
direct experiments, the mouth impedance is computed using the
end-correction of Eq.~7! and the pressure losses of Case C
((zac)n5(zac) i54.2). The resonators impedances are applied on
the top of the silo. According to mechanical constrains, seven
resonator are employed. The position of the dampers does not
influence the sound reduction at St50.6, being the modal value
constant on the top of the silo~Fig. 6!.

In order to compute the acoustic damping induced by the reso-
nators, the frequency analysis of the combustion chamber is also
performed. The excitation of the St50.6 mode may be due to the
loudspeaker behavior of the flame or to a combustion instability
where the mode has a time-growing amplitude saturated by non-
linearities~@14#!. The pressure spectrum measured without damp-
ers is then used to calibrate a sound source on the top of the silo.
Figure 7 shows the calibration results for the spectrum normalized
with the St50.6 peak amplitude. Far from St50.6, the agreement
between measured and simulated spectra decreases due to the dif-
ficulty to model correctly the sound source over a wide frequency
range.

A frequency analysis of the combustor with resonators is then
performed using the same excitation of the case without resona-
tors. The computed spectrum of Fig. 8 shows an amplitude reduc-
tion of 41% and suggested the use of the designed arrangement of
dampers in the engine. The spectrum measured after the applica-
tion of the designed arrangement of dampers in the engine is also
reported in Fig. 8 and indicates a pressure damping of 53%. The

Fig. 5 Relative attenuation for Case A

Fig. 6 Combustor eigenmode at St Ä0.6

Fig. 7 Measured versus computed pressure spectrum without
resonators

Table 2 Resonator model data

Case A Case B Case C

D/2 1.2 1.2 0.89
(zac)n 1.5 1.6 4.2
(zac) i - 1.6 4.2
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discrepancy between the computed and measured relative attenu-
ation may be due to the resonator model~not directly calibrated
on the employed dampers! and to the purging air flow that modi-
fies the fluid dynamics and then the thermoacoustics of the sys-
tem.

Conclusions
A model is presented to predict the acoustic response of two-

throat resonators employed to damp pulsations in gas turbine
combustion chambers. In order to accurately predict the resonator
impedance and the acoustic power absorption, the model accounts
for the purging air through the resonator and for the nonlinearity
arising from the pressure loss term. Atmospheric experiments are
used to calibrate the model, using the experimental resonance fre-
quency and the maximum acoustic attenuation to define end-
corrections and internal losses of the damper. The attenuation fac-
tor shows good agreement with experiments when nonlinear
losses are included. The model reduces to the linear one when the
acoustic velocity is smaller than the mean flow velocity. However,
close to resonance, the nonlinear term is found to produce a sig-
nificant increase of the pressure loss and then a decrease of the
acoustic attenuation with respect to the linear model.

The nonlinear model is applied to resonators developed to sup-
press low-frequency pulsations in an ALSTOM GT11N2 gas tur-
bine. The three-dimensional modal analysis of the combustion
chamber is used to define the location of the dampers and the
frequency analysis is performed in order to simulate the attenua-
tion produced by resonators. The resonator arrangement so de-
signed is implemented in the engine leading to an enhancement of
the low-pulsation operating regime of the gas turbine.

Nomenclature

(•) 5 mean flow quantities
(•)8 5 acoustic perturbations
( •̂) 5 Laplace transform of acoustic perturbations

a 5 relative attenuation
A 5 cross-sectional area of resonator ducts
c 5 speed of sound

D 5 cross-sectional diameter
f 5 frequency

k 5 wave numberv/c
l 5 effective length of resonator ducts

L 5 length of resonator ducts
p 5 pressure

Pr 5 Prandtl number
r 5 reflection coefficient
R 5 resonator mouth resistance
R 5 real part
St 5 Srouhal number
u 5 velocity
V 5 volume of the resonator cavity
W 5 acoustic energy flux
x 5 coordinate of resonator axis
X 5 resonator mouth reactance
Z 5 resonator mouth impedance5R1 iX
g 5 specific heat ratio
D 5 end-correction
z 5 pressure loss coefficient

zac 5 area change loss coefficient
zvis 5 viscous loss coefficient

l 5 wavelengthc/ f
n 5 kinematic viscosity
r 5 density
F 5 pressure loss term
v 5 circular frequency 2p f

Subscripts

1 5 upstream duct section
2 5 downstream duct section
f 5 resonator flange
i 5 resonator inlet tube
n 5 resonator neck
r 5 resonance quantities

V 5 resonator cavity
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Flashback in a Swirl Burner With
Cylindrical Premixing Zone
Flame flashback from the combustion chamber into the mixing zone is one of the inherent
problems of lean premixed combustion and essentially determines the reliability of low
NOx burners. Generally, flashback can be initiated by one of the following four phenom-
ena: flashback due to the conditions in the boundary layer, flashback due to turbulent
flame propagation in the core flow, flashback induced by combustion instabilities and
flashback caused by combustion induced vortex breakdown. In this study, flashback in a
swirling tubular flow was investigated. In order to draw maximum benefit from the tests
with respect to the application in gas turbines, the radial distribution of the axial and
circumferential momentum in the tube was selected such that the typical character of a
flow in mixing zones of premix burners without centerbody was obtained. A single burner
test rig has been designed to provoke flashback with the preheating temperature, the
equivalence ratio and the mean flow rate being the influencing parameters. The flame
position within the mixing section is detected by a special optical flame sensor array,
which allows the control of the experiment and furthermore the triggering of the mea-
surement techniques. The burning velocity of the fuel has been varied by using natural gas
or hydrogen. The characteristics of the flashback, the unsteady swirling flow during the
flame propagation, the flame dynamics and the reaction zones have been investigated by
applying high-speed video recordings, the laser Doppler anemometry and the laser in-
duced fluorescence. The presented results show that a combustion induced vortex break-
down is the dominating mechanism of the observed flashback. This mechanism is very
sensitive to the momentum distribution in the vortex core. By adding axial momentum
around the mixing tube axis, the circumferential velocity gradient is reduced and flash-
back can be prevented.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1473155#

Flashback in Premixed Combustion Systems
In order to achieve low NOx emissions, the lean premixed com-

bustion is often used in stationary gas turbines. Because of their
excellent flameholding, burnout and emission characteristics
swirling flames are almost exclusively used in gas turbine com-
bustion systems. The superior performance of swirling flames
stems from the high turbulence level in the mixing zone and the
generation of a radial pressure gradient in the burner exit, which
leads to a stable recirculation zone with strong backflow of hot
gases. Since both effects depend upon the swirl intensity, gas tur-
bine burners are usually high swirl designs. An important upper
limit for the aerodynamic design of the swirl generator is given by
the transition of the vortex breakdown from the combustion cham-
ber into the burner with the formation of recirculation zones in the
mixing chamber. According to the usual design practice, the swirl
number and the radial swirl distribution is selected such that for
the nonreacting flow a sufficient margin against the propagation of
the vortex breakdown in the core flow into the burner is obtained.
The feedback of the chemical reaction on the flow field is usually
not considered in the basic aerodynamic phase of the design pro-
cedure.

First of all, the reliability of swirl burners is determined by its
capability to prevent flashback in normal operation. In addition,
fail safe designs must be able to recover from flashback without
damage due to thermal overheat. To date, a detailed understanding
of the governing mechanisms for flashback in turbulent swirling
flows has not been established, although the precise description of

the limits is a prerequisite for the design of reliable premix burn-
ers operating under severe pressure and temperature.

In general, four flashback causes can be distinguished:

• flashback in the boundary layer,
• turbulent flame propagation in the core flow,
• flashback due to combustion instabilities, and
• combustion induced vortex breakdown.

Flashback in the Boundary Layer. Low flow velocities in
the boundary layer promote the upstream flame propagation
whereas the heat loss to the wall can cause flame quenching. For
laminar flows, Lewis and von Elbe@1# balance the velocity gra-
dientg at the wall with the laminar flame speedSL divided by the
quenching distancedq as the flashback criterion.

g52
]u

]r U
R

5
SL

dq
(1)

According to Eq.~1! a critical velocity gradientg,SL /dq leads
to upstream flame propagation near the wall. In order to general-
ize the experimental results, a dimensionless relation was pro-
posed as a flashback criterion~@2#!. In this framework, the balance
of the downstream convective transport and the upstream flame
propagation with heat loss to the wall is expressed in terms of
Peclet numbers. The velocity gradient is replaced by an average
velocity and a characteristic length scale. Although the theories
can also be formally applied to turbulent boundary layers, it is
known that the same criteria do not apply in the turbulent case.
The critical velocity gradient is much higher than the laminar one
~@3#!, since the axial turbulent diffusion above the laminar sub-
layer increases the flame speed.

This type of flashback is often predominant in nonswirling low-
turbulence flows.

Turbulent Flame Propagation in the Core Flow. If the tur-
bulent burning velocity exceeds the local flow velocity in the core
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Germany.
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flow, flashback is the consequence. The turbulent burning velocity
depends on the chemical kinetics and the turbulence structure, i.e.,
the length scales and the local velocity fluctuations. Many studies
on the correlation of the turbulent burning velocity with the tur-
bulent velocity fluctuations in the flow have been published~e.g.,
@4–7#!. However, the results obtained from different correlations
scatter widely and the proper determination of turbulent flame
velocities remains a challenging task because of the complex in-
teraction of turbulence and chemistry.

Swirling flames have a highly wrinkled and corrugated struc-
ture, which increases the flame surface considerably above the
surface of a laminar flame. Mainly this effect is responsible for the
increase of the turbulent flame speed above the laminar value.
Whether distributed reaction zones or even well stirred local
zones are of strong significance under gas turbine conditions
could not be demonstrated yet. If these effects exist, they have an
additional effect on the turbulent flame propagation. Turbulent
burning velocities show a correlation with the laminar flame
speed. This implies that, while burning fuels with high laminar
burning velocities, burners with a low turbulence level are more
appropriate than high swirl designs in order to receive a sufficient
margin against flashback~@8#!.

For stable fuels like natural gas at moderate mixture tempera-
tures, flashback in the core flow is less critical even in highly
turbulent flows due to the low laminar flame speed. A simple
design rule for the optimum safety against flame propagation in
the main flow is to avoid local zones of low axial flow velocity
and wake regions~@2#! in the mixing zone.

Flashback due to Combustion Instabilities. Combustion in-
stabilities can be responsible for the upstream flame propagation,
both in the boundary layer~@9#! and in the core flow. The driving
force for noise and pulsations in gas turbine combustion systems
is the fluctuating heat release of the reacting mixture in the pri-
mary zone. Four different mechanisms can contribute to the noise
spectrum peaks~@10#!. First of all, the turbulent noise produces a
background noise level. This broad-band excitation can be consid-
erably amplified at the eigenfrequencies of the combustion system
so that they produce distinct pulsation. Swirling flows particularly
tend to form natural coherent flow structures like precessing vor-
tex cores~@11#! or vortices generated near the transition from the
mixing section into the combustion chamber. This second physical
phenomenon can result in flow oscillations at specific Strouhal
numbers even in the isothermal flow and leads to an amplification
of the combustion noise if the excitation meets an eigenfrequency
of the system. The third driving mechanism are forced coherent
flow structures. They are observed if the flow instabilities respond
to the triggering by velocity perturbations with subsequent phase-
locking. The classical mode of unstable self-excitation is the
fourth potential cause of pulsations.

High amplitudes of periodic flow velocity fluctuations at the
burner exit, as a result of the mentioned instability mechanisms,
lead to a periodic displacement of the reaction zone. The conse-
quence is a periodic variation of the burner pressure loss, which
again incites the oscillations. This feedback loop finally leads to
periodic flashbacks. Pulsation initiated flashback requires a high
pulsation level to occur, which is far beyond the acceptable noise
levels of combustion systems. This kind of flashback can be in-
terpreted as the final terminating step of a highly unstable com-
bustion process after sufficient amplification.

Combustion-Induced Vortex Breakdown. Many gas turbine
burner designs follow the basic philosophy to stabilize the flame
in the combustion chamber and to avoid reaction within the
burner. Burners with a centerbody or fuel lance provide a recircu-
lation zone on the axis even without swirl. However, imposing
swirl on the main flow leads to a strong amplification of the back-
flow of hot gases and a better flame stabilization. An advantage of
designs with centerbody is that the swirl can be selected in a wide

window, which is primarily limited by the propagation of the vor-
tex breakdown upstream and the formation of a recirculation zone
around the centerbody.

The experimental flashback study is focused on burners without
fuel lance in the center of the mixing zone. The design of swirlers
without centerbody requires a thorough tailoring of the swirling
flow, since the flameholding capability depends entirely on the
vortex breakdown without the aid of a bluff body. It can be shown
that in tubular flows axial profiles with a jet on the axis are re-
quired for a stable transition of the vortex flow into its annular
form in the combustion chamber. It is well known that a reduction
of the swirl around the vortex core by friction or an abrupt change
in the cross section leads to a pressure rise on the axis. The posi-
tive pressure gradient reduces the axial velocity in the vortex core,
which at the same time effects an radial transport of angular mo-
mentum. Therefore the vortex core grows and again supports the
positive pressure gradient~@12#!. These effects govern the transi-
tion of the vortex from its closed into its annular form.

The formation of the vortex breakdown strongly depends on the
geometry and the distribution of the axial and circumferential ve-
locity. If the swirl number exceeds a critical value, the recircula-
tion zone is able to extend itself throughout the entire mixing
section. It is shown subsequently for the first time that even if the
swirl number is well adapted to prevent this effect in the isother-
mal flow, the chemical reaction can nevertheless lead to a break-
down of the flow, combined with an upstream flame propagation.
This effect could be observed in the present work as a character-
istic flashback mechanism in swirling flows and henceforth will
be called combustion-induced vortex breakdown.

Experimental Facility
The experimental facility, as sketched in Fig. 1, is essentially

made up by three parts, the fuel/air premixing section~A!, the
swirl generator followed by a mixing tube~swirl burner B!, and
the combustion chamber~C!.

The combustion air is preheated by electrical air heaters. To
avoid any influence of equivalence ratio fluctuations or the fuel/air
mixing quality on the flashback behavior, a multistage premixing
section has been installed. Gaseous fuel, natural gas or hydrogen,
is added to the air in a swirl mixer and the mixture subsequently
passes a static mixer for fine scale mixing. For the laser Doppler
anemometry, scattering particles (TiO2) can be added upstream of
the fuel injector, in order to achieve an optimum dispersion of the
seeding in the flow.

A swirler generates the desired flow profile with an axial jet.
The actual object of interest, the cylindrical fused silica quartz
glass mixing tube, is fixed between the swirler and the combustion
chamber. The optical access to the mixing tube exit zone is pro-

Fig. 1 Premixing section, swirl burner, and combustion
chamber
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vided by quartz windows. The combustion chamber itself is wa-
tercooled and protected by ceramic flame tubes inside.

The rating of the experimental facility is as follows:

air mass flow: 0.15 kg/s
pressure: atmospheric
mixture temperature: 30°C–500°C
rated thermal power: 200 kW
fuel: natural gas, hydrogen

In the tests, flashback was initiated by a continuous increase of
the fuel mass flow at a constant air mass flow, starting from a
stable operating point. The increase of the equivalence ratio al-
lows for the control of the density ratio over the flame front.
Moreover, the turbulent burning velocity is influenced indirectly
via the increase of the laminar flame speed. Both effects are of
importance for the flashback limits of gas turbine burners. The
position of the flame in the mixing tube is detected by an optical
flame sensor which is described in detail below. After the flash-
back has propagated through the entire mixing tube, the sensor
shuts off the fuel supply. With natural gas as the fuel, flashback
could not be observed as long as the flow speed and the equiva-
lence ratio were selected in the typical range of gas turbine burn-
ers. For this reason, the equivalence ratio in the tests had to be
considerably increased over engine values in order to provoke
flashback.

Optical Measurement Techniques
To classify the observed phenomena with respect to the mecha-

nisms listed above, it is of prime importance to obtain simulta-
neously experimental data of the flow field and the flame front
position. In addition, to avoid any impact on the flow and the
reaction in the mixing tube during the flashback non intrusive
optical methods were applied.

Laser Doppler Anemometry „LDA …. The laser Doppler an-
emometer used in the present experiments~two-dimensional Dan-
tec LDA with BSA enhanced processors, 6 W Coherent Innova 90
argon ion laser, three-dimensional traverse system!, was set up to
measure coincidently the axial and circumferential velocity com-
ponents in a horizontal plane through the mixing tube axis with
high spatial and temporal resolution. To reach a high flexibility, it
was employed in its off-axis forward-scattering arrangement. The
receiving optics could be adapted to the refraction conditions at
the cylindrical interfaces dependant on the radial measuring point
and a small effective measuring volume as well as a sufficiently
high signal to noise ratio could be achieved. Unlike the laser
beams, for the axial velocity component, the refraction of the laser
beams for the circumferential velocity component depends on the
radial position of the measuring volume. Both, the fringe spacing
and the real measuring volume position are altered. To take this
into account, a correction factor published by Broadway and
Karahan@13# can be applied. With the described setup the station-
ary flow fields as well as the unsteady flow behavior during the
flashback were obtained from the LDA measurements.

High Speed Video. A Kodak Ektapro Motion Analyzer 4540
high speed video camera was applied to visualize the unsteady
flame propagation and to get the current flame front position
and shape. The recordings have been made at a frame rate of 4500
pictures per second. In case of firing natural gas, the natural
fluorescence, mainly emitted by the CH radicals in the flame
front ~blue-violet range!, produce sufficient light for CCD chip
recordings.

When combined with LDA measurements, the strong scattered
laser light from the scattering particles deposited at the mixing
tube wall makes the precise evaluation of the video sequences
very difficult. For this reason it was necessary to improve the
imaging technique. A major improvement was achieved through
filtering the visible light using a Schott UG11 filter. In addition, a
two-stage image intensifier~Proxitronic! was attached to the high

speed Camera. With this approach, effects of the scattered laser
light and seeding could be completely eliminated and the natural
flame fluorescence from the OH radicals could be recorded.

A software was developed to identify the flame front position
automatically. Different digital image processing filters generate a
binary picture from each video picture. For further data analysis,
the flame front is identified and stored both as a function of the
radial coordinate and time~@14#!.

Optical Flame Sensor. The high speed video recordings give
detailed information about the flame propagation, but unfortu-
nately only over a limited time range of about 225 ms. For this
reason, an optical flame sensor was developed for the observation
of the flame dynamics over a longer measurement cycle with data
rates up to 100 kHz~Fig. 2!.

A row of photodiodes is placed along the mixing tube. The
chosen photodiode is sensitive to radiation from the near UV to
the blue-violet visible light. The analog output signals of all di-
odes are summed up to an analog signal, which is a measure for
the current flame position. The sensor is calibrated by means of
simultaneous recorded high speed video sequences. Furthermore
the signal of each diode can be separately used to trigger other
measurement techniques.

Laser-Induced Fluorescence „OH-LIF …. The information
provided by the high speed video recordings subsequently pre-
sented is always integrated over the depth of the mixing tube and
this integration leads to a loss of the local flame structure. In order
to obtain a better insight into the local structure of the flame
during flashback, a triggered light sheet technique was applied in
addition, which offers a spatially high resolution in two dimen-
sions. The planar laser-induced fluorescence of the OH radicals in
the reaction zone was selected to characterize the reaction zones
of the flashback in great detail. The radicals were excited by a
XeCl-excimer pumped dye laser~Lambda Physics EMG 201 and
Scanmate 2 with Coumarin 153 dye! tuned to theQ1(6) line ~283
nm! using theA2S1←X2P(1,0) transition. This excitation has a
better signal to noise ratio in comparison with the excitation in the
region of 248 nm~KrF-excimer laser!. This is of particular impor-
tance, since laser light scattering at the cylindrical mixing tube
surface is difficult to avoid. The LIF images are recorded by an
intensified CCD camera~LaVision Flamestar II!. Laser light is cut
off by a band pass mirror filter adjusted to 310 nm. During the
OH-LIF measurements subsequently presented, the light sheet
was located at an axial position of21.45Di,z,21.9Di . There-
fore, a section of the flame front is depicted with a high optical
resolution.

In the tests, either LDA or LIF have been combined with the
optical flame sensor and the high speed camera in order to inves-

Fig. 2 Optical flame sensor for flashback detection
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tigate the interaction between the flow field and the flame or be-
tween the structure of the flame front and the flame propagation,
respectively.

Results and Discussion

Steady Swirling Flow Field. As will be shown later, it is
advantageous to transfer the pressure loss of the swirler into a
high axial velocity on the burner axis in order to prevent flash-
back. A special swirling flow with this attribute and a high cir-
cumferential velocity gradient in the vortex core has been used
~burner configuration BC I, reference geometry!. Figure 3 shows
an example for the mean axial and circumferential velocity profile
within the mixing tube~coordinate system see Fig. 1!. The swirl
generator is equipped with a variable orifice on the centerline,
which allows the injection of an axial jet. As it is shown in Fig. 3,
the axial and swirl momentum distribution near the axis can be
influenced by opening the orifice~burner configuration BC II!.
This configuration leads to a lower mean circumferential velocity
gradient in the vortex core. Simultaneously the axial momentum
becomes slight higher at the axial positionz520.59Di . The
r.m.s. values of the velocity fluctuationsu8 and w8, normalized
with the average velocityūa , show the high intensity of the tur-
bulence in the swirling flow~Fig. 4!. The abrupt increase of the
velocity fluctuations towards the axis cannot be directly inter-
preted as turbulent fluctuations because of other influences such as
the precessing vortex core. In the tests, the flashback limits of
both configurations were investigated.

The velocity field was measured at different axial locations in
the mixing tube. Figure 5 reveals a common characteristic prop-
erty of tubular swirling flows: The changes of the velocity profiles
in longitudinal direction is relatively weak, although a deteriora-

tion of the axial jet due to friction is clearly visible. From the axial
velocity profile data, it can be seen in addition that the vortex
breakdown in the isothermal flow is exactly located in the exit
plane of the mixing tube.

Flashback Characteristics. Subsequently, the flashback be-
havior of burner configuration BC I will be discussed first. The
data acquired by the simultaneous application of the optical flame
sensor and the high speed video camera is especially qualified for
illustrating the flame propagation process. The sensor signal in
Fig. 6 shows the development of the flame position over a period
of 900 ms. Obviously not a single flashback but rather numerous
shiftings of the flame front characterize the flashback behavior.
The extracted video sequences, presented in Figs. 7, 8, and 9~cf.
figure 6! show the flame propagation in the core flow with a high
temporal resolution.

The propagation of the flame against the main flow direction
starts with the formation of a flame needle near the axis. This
needle penetrates the counterflow with a precessing motion~Figs.
7 B, C, D and 8B, C!. In some cases, vortices in the flow passing
slightly off axis form a mushroom shaped flame tip~Fig. 8 D!.
This vortex interaction with the flame can lead to a separation of
the flame tip from the downstream reaction zone~Fig. 8 E!.

During the following flame evolution, a hot plug filled with
combusting media is formed~Figs. 7G, H and 8G, H! and the
flame propagation upstream either comes to rest or undergoes a
further transition to a wedge shaped flame, which then propagates
further upstream~Fig. 9!. In the case of stagnation, the further
process is not fully predetermined. The first mode is the repetition
of the described process, which finally leads to a flashback
through the entire tube. In contrast to this process, the second
mode leads to the quenching of the reaction by the flow and to a

Fig. 3 Nondimensional mean axial and circumferential veloci-
ties ū Õū a and w̄ Õū a at zÄÀ0.59Di

Fig. 4 Nondimensional r.m.s. of fluctuating axial and circum-
ferential velocities u 8Õū a and w 8Õū a at zÄÀ0.59Di
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Fig. 5 Mean axial and circumferential velocity field ū Õū a and w̄ Õū a „BC I…

Fig. 6 Optical flame sensor signal during a flashback experiment. Methane-air mix-
ture, fÄ0.83, TÄ300°C, ReÄ54763.

Fig. 7 UV-intensified high speed video sequence. Upstream
flame acceleration by forming a flame needle „cf. Fig. 6 …

Fig. 8 UV-intensified high speed video sequence. A
mushroom-shaped flame tip evolves a separated reaction zone
„cf. Fig. 6 ….
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subsequent shift of the flame back into the combustion chamber.
This again leads to a recurrent flashback process as depicted in
Fig. 6.

Due to the complicated dynamics of the flashback, it is insuffi-
cient to define the flashback limits as the point at which the flame
propagates through the entire mixing tube. A statistical analysis of
the signal of the optical flame sensor provides a better insight into
the nature of the process. In Fig. 10 the histogram shows the
influence of the equivalence ratiof on the probability of the flame
position. Starting withf<0.718 the flame is stabilized at the
combustion chamber inlet. For higher equivalence ratiosf, the
probability of the flame appearing further upstream in the mixing
tube increases. Atf'0.83 the flashback can partially propagate
through the mixing tube up toz522.25Di . The lower probabili-
ties of flame tip positions for the same case atz.20.25Di indi-
cate that there is the tendency of a flame stabilization in the mix-
ing tube. A further increase of the equivalence ratio leads to a final
flashback throughout the entire mixing tube.

The experimental finding that the direct flashback through the
entire mixing tube can be prevented within a very small window
of the equivalence ratio can be explained by the higher jet velocity
near the swirler~cf. Fig. 5!.

The OH concentration distributions measured by LIF for se-
lected cases fully support the findings obtained from the high
speed video sequences. Of particular interest is the detailed infor-
mation concerning the flame structure and the distribution of re-
active species. An upstream propagating flame forms a sharp
wedge or mushroom-shaped flame front~Figs. 11 and 12!. The
measurements reveal zones of high OH concentrations without
distinct structures in the combusting sections downstream of the
flame front. From the measurement it can be concluded that these
zones are intensely stirred and represent a volume reaction zone.

At the outer envelope of the flame, vortex structures are clearly
visible. In some cases the flame tip almost completely detaches
itself from its body~Figs. 13A, confer 8 E!. The transition from a
fast upstream propagation into a temporarily constant flame posi-
tion or even a reversal to a downstream propagation is mostly
characterized by the breakdown of the volumetric reaction zone
~Fig. 13!. At the same time, flame structures suddenly appear, the
flame becomes increasingly corrugated and quenched.

Unsteady Flow During Flashback. High speed sequences
have shown that the upstream propagating flame tip is restricted
to a region near the mixing tube axis. On the other hand, the
profiles of the mean axial velocity~Fig. 3! show the highest values
on the centerline and the velocity fluctuations are not high enough
to explain the upstream flame propagation in the vortex core. Ob-
viously, a feedback between the reaction and the velocity field
must be present, in order to explain the observed phenomena
qualitatively.

In this context, the unsteady flow near the mixing tube axis is of
special interest and might provide the key for a better understand-
ing of the flow-chemistry interaction. Hence, the high speed cam-
era, the laser Doppler anemometer, and the optical flame sensor
have been simultaneously applied in the flashback study to corre-
late the velocity data with the flame position data.

The right part of Fig. 14 shows a 900 ms sequence of the
optical flame sensor signal, which was extracted from a longer 5 s
measuring interval, in order to capture one single flashback. The
sudden upstream flame propagation is clearly visible. The left part
shows a magnified view of the flame position data during the
flashback att56002640 ms as well as the transient velocity data
for one location slightly off the axis. An additional LDV measure-

Fig. 9 UV-intensified high speed video sequence. Fast up-
stream moving wedge shaped flame „cf. Fig. 6 ….

Fig. 10 Probability for flame position with equivalence ratio f as parameter.
Histogram at TÄ250°C, ReÄ73031.

Fig. 11 OH concentration distribution during upstream flame
propagation-wedge shaped flame. fÄ0.83, TÄ300°C,
ReÄ54763.
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ment ~Fig. 15! provides data concerning the relationship between
the velocity right on the axis and the flashback position. From the
velocity data, it can be clearly seen that the upstream flame propa-
gation is associated with a significant reduction of the axial veloc-
ity and with a distinct reverse flow on the axis. According to Fig.
15, the axial flow on the axis totally breaks down, before the flame
tip reaches the LDA measuring volume. The location where the
axial jet on the axis breaks down moves in counterflow direction,
while the flame propagates upstream. It is of particular interest to
note that the breakdown point is near to the position of the flame
tip.

In the example shown in Fig. 15, the strong forward flow
breaks down within approximately 2 ms. Within this extremely
short time a significant reverse flow in the order of 1.5ūa is de-
veloped. This leads to a very quick upstream transport of reaction
products and intermediates. Since the characteristic time for this
process is of the order of the characteristic time for the chemical
reaction, the recirculation zone in the mixing tube appears as a
highly stirred region~Fig. 11!. Further LDA measurements at
higher radii show that the extremely strong breakdown can only
be observed near the mixing tube axis. At an off axis position of
r 50.13Di ~Fig. 14! for example, the decrease of the axial velocity
is much weaker and does not approach negative values. The de-
celeration and the heat release near the axis leads to a radial trans-
port of an angular momentum, which leads to a significant reduc-
tion of the circumferential velocity. Near the mixing tube wall the
flow in the axial direction is accelerated during flashback.

Fig. 12 OH concentration distribution during upstream flame
propagation-mushroom shaped flame. fÄ0.83, TÄ300°C,
ReÄ54763.

Fig. 13 OH concentration distribution in stagnating flames.
fÄ0.83, TÄ300°C, ReÄ54763.

Fig. 14 Flame position and unsteady flow during a flashback. fÄ0.83,
TÄ300°C, ReÄ54763, measuring position rÄ0.13Di , zÄÀ1.55D.

Fig. 15 Flame position „left … and unsteady flow during a flashback. fÄ0.83,
TÄ300°C, ReÄ54763, measuring position rÄ0, zÄÀ1.55Di .
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From aerodynamic testing of tubular swirling flows, it is well
known that small and lengthy cylindrical recirculation zones on
the axis can be generated if the swirl number exceeds a certain
maximum, if the radial distribution of the axial and tangential
momentum is not properly tailored, or if the flow on the axis
experiences a loss in total pressure during inflow through the
swirler or due to the dissipation of kinetic energy in the vortex
core. In the latter case, the loss of total pressure leads in a second
step to lower axial velocities and a lower axial momentum on the
axis. In our case, an analog effect occurs because the pressure
distribution in the burner exit plane is influenced by the chemical
reaction in the combustion chamber. For constant total pressure
upstream of the swirler, the pressure on the axis rises at the burner
exit with increasing thermal power. Consequently, this pressure
rise leads to a reduction of the jet velocity near the burner outlet
until the breakdown begins to propagate upstream. The associated
shifting of the flame position with increasing equivalence ratio is
depicted in Fig. 10.

Interestingly, the burner configuration II~cf. Fig. 3! showed a
completely different flashback behavior, despite the relatively
moderate differences of the two flow fields. Even with stoichio-
metric mixtures of natural gas and air, only a periodic displace-
ment of the reaction was measured with the optical flame sensor.
The flame did not propagate further upstream than to a position of
z520.8Di . Even in additional tests with hydrogen instead of
natural gas, flashback could not be observed although the turbu-
lent flame speed was much higher.

Apparently, the small additional overshoot of swirl free mixture
around the axis can prevent the upstream propagation of vortex
breakdown. The tests with hydrogen reveal in general that the
combustion induced vortex breakdown is governed by additional
parameters besides those responsible for the other flashback phe-
nomena mentioned in the Introduction.

Concluding Remarks

From the experimental study on flashback in tubular swirling
flows the following conclusions can be made:

• High speed video recordings and OH-LIF measurements
show an upstream flame propagation in the core flow near the
centerline. A flashback in the boundary layer could not be ob-
served.

• The axial velocity of the steady flow field is too high to allow
a turbulent flame propagation in the core flow without any addi-
tional driving forces. Therefore, flashbacks in the core require a
breakdown of the axial velocity to occur first. This effect could be
illustrated by LDA measurements.

• The propagation of the vortex breakdown into the mixing
tube is obviously induced by changes of the pressure boundary
condition at the combustion chamber inlet due to the chemical
reaction. This propagation is the prerequisite for the start of the
observed flashback process. The flame propagation is governed by
the feedback between the chemical reaction and the flow in the
mixing tube and vice versa.

• With small modifications of the axial and circumferential mo-
mentum in the vortex core, the flashback resistance can be con-
siderably improved.

• The investigated burner configurations are able to arrest the
flame within a narrow margin of the equivalence ratio. This can be
explained by the increasing axial jet towards the swirler.

• Current paradigms concerning the appropriate swirl level of
gas turbine burner should be reviewed, since designs with lower
swirl exhibit advantages from the viewpoint of flashback safety.
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Nomenclature

Di 5 inner mixing tube diameter~m!
dq 5 quenching distance~m!
g 5 velocity gradient~1/s!
u 5 instantaneous axial velocity~m/s!
ū 5 mean axial velocity~m/s!

u8 5 r.m.s. of fluctuating axial velocity~m/s!
ūa 5 mass mean axial velocity in the mixing tube~m/s!
w 5 instantaneous circumferential velocity~m/s!
w̄ 5 mean circumferential velocity~m/s!

w8 5 r.m.s. of fluctuating circumferential velocity~m/s!
Re 5 Reynolds number

r 5 Radial coordinate~m!
SL 5 laminar burning velocity~m/s!
T 5 fuel/air temperature in the mixing tube~°C!
t 5 time ~s!
z 5 axial coordinate~m!
f 5 equivalence ratio
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Fuel-Cooled Thermal
Management for Advanced
Aeroengines
Fuel-cooled thermal management, including endothermic cracking and reforming of hy-
drocarbon fuels, is an enabling technology for advanced aero engines and offers potential
for cycle improvements and pollutant emissions control in gas turbine engine applica-
tions. The successful implementation of this technology is, however, predicated on the use
of conventional multicomponent hydrocarbon fuels and an understanding of the combus-
tion characteristics of the reformed fuel mixture. The objective of this research is to
develop and demonstrate the technologies necessary for utilizing conventional multicom-
ponent hydrocarbon fuels for fuel-cooled thermal management, including the development
of the endothermic potential of JP-7 and JP-81100, a demonstration of the combustion
of supercritical/endothermic fuel mixtures, and conceptual design of a fuel-air heat ex-
changer. The ability to achieve high heat sinks with existing jet fuels (e.g., JP-7 and
JP-81100! was demonstrated with a bench-scale test rig operating under flow condi-
tions and passage geometries simulative of practical heat exchangers for aircraft and
missile applications. Key measurements included fuel heat sink, reaction products, and
extent of conversion. Full-scale sector rig tests were conducted to characterize the com-
bustion and emissions of supercritical jet fuel, and demonstrate the safety and operability
of the fuel system, including a fuel-air heat exchanger.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1689361#

Introduction
Thermal management is a significant challenge in advanced air-

craft, rocket, and missile engines. As flight speeds increase to the
high supersonic and hypersonic regime, the temperature of the
ram air taken on board the vehicle becomes too high to cool the
structure and, therefore, it is necessary to utilize the fuel as the
primary coolant. Although cryogenic fuels, such as liquid methane
and liquid hydrogen, can provide sufficient cooling, they require
large vehicles~because of their low densities! and present cost,
logistics, operational and safety problems. By contrast, conven-
tional liquid hydrocarbon fuels may offer the required cooling
capacity without the problems associated with cryogenic fuels.
For example, paraffinic liquid hydrocarbon fuels have significant
sensible heat sink capacities for supersonic aircraft applications
and may undergo endothermic chemical cracking on a catalyst for
hypersonic missile applications,@1#.

Advanced gas turbine engines are more efficient and burn less
fuel per pound of thrust, reducing the amount of cooling capacity
available during operation; larger and more powerful avionics sys-
tems require significant cooling; and wings are now constructed
largely of composite materials~instead of aluminum! that do not
reject heat well to the atmosphere. Also, structural cooling may be
incorporated to reduce the aircraft infrared~IR! signature, signifi-
cantly increasing vehicle heat loads. Future aircraft are projected
to operate at high Mach numbers, where aerodynamic heating
becomes a design driver, and to be powered by engines that op-
erate at high pressures and fuel/air ratios, thereby greatly increas-
ing heat loads and exacerbating the thermal management task.

Vehicle waste heat can be rejected to either fuel or air. Taking
advantage of the air heat sink involves relatively heavy heat ex-
changers and a vehicle drag penalty, while adding waste heat to
the fuel can be done with a more compact and structurally inte-

grated heat exchanger and actually benefits the engine thermody-
namic cycle by reducing the engine specific fuel consumption.
Furthermore, increasing aircraft speed and engine thrust-to-weight
ratio results in large simultaneous increases in heat load and tem-
perature of the air available for cooling, thereby shifting the bur-
den for engine and vehicle cooling to the fuel.

The total heat sink of a hydrocarbon fuel comes from the physi-
cal heating of the fuel~raising its temperature and thereby its
sensible enthalpy! and a heat-absorbing~endothermic! chemical
reaction. Nixon and his co-workers,@2,3#, first demonstrated that
the selective dehydrogenation of methylcyclohexane~MCH! on a
platinum/alumina catalyst can provide a total heat sink of nearly
900 Btu/lb. MCH, the first-generation endothermic fuel, offers
sufficient heat sink for cooling a Mach 4 to 6 aircraft, but is much
more expensive than current aviation fuels and requires a very
expensive platinum catalyst. On a practical path to realize the
hydrocarbon fuel cooling technologies, Sobel and Spadaccini@1#
first investigated the endothermic potential of liquid hydrocarbon
fuels with inexpensive and readily available catalysts under oper-
ating conditions simulative of high-speed flight applications. High
heat sink capacities and desirable reaction products were demon-
strated in their study for pure paraffin~e.g., n-heptane! and
blended normal paraffin~e.g., Norpar 12! fuels in coated-tube
reactor configurations.

The current research is directed at developing the endothermic
potential of JP-7 and JP-8~including JP-81100 and Jet A!, i.e.,
conventional kerosene-base gas turbine fuels, using an inexpen-
sive and readily available catalyst. Given the potential benefits of
a fuel-cooled thermal management system, there are also many
new technology issues that must be addressed. Structural integrity
and safety of all components are considered to be paramount con-
cerns. Operability issues in the supercritical regime and the capa-
bility to handle engine transients also pose serious challenges
throughout the fuel system, including heat exchangers, control
valves, and fuel injectors. Two-phase~i.e., liquid/vapor! fuel in-
jection over a range of flight conditions presents combustor devel-
opment challenges for efficiency, exhaust pattern factor, and emis-
sions. In addition, combustion instability issues associated with
the introduction of a compressible fuel must be addressed. Con-
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sequently, it is also an objective to develop and demonstrate tech-
nology required for applying fuel cooling in thermal management
systems for advanced gas turbines. The approach adopted in this
study involves full-scale sector rig tests to~1! characterize the
combustion and emissions of supercritical/reformed jet fuel,~2!
demonstrate the safety and operability of the fuel system, and~3!
evaluate the required component designs, such as a supercritical-
fuel combustor with liquid/vapor fuel injectors, and fuel-air heat
exchangers.

System Design Concepts
Supercritical/endothermic fuel cooling technology can be

implemented in a practical aircraft thermal management system in
two different ways: direct cooling, which refers to the incorpora-
tion of the heat exchanger into the structure of a hot component,
such as a scramjet combustor, an augmentor, or a turbine exit
guide vane; and indirect cooling, wherein ram air or compressor
bleed air is cooled by the fuel in a nearby heat exchanger, and then
used to cool the hot components. This indirect cooling, ‘‘cooled
cooling air,’’ allows a substantial increase in engine pressure ratio,
with corresponding improvement in the thrust-to-weight ratio,
@4,5#, and thermal efficiency. In both ways, the cooling capacity of
conventional hydrocarbon fuels is limited by a temperature con-
straint necessary to preclude coke deposition,@6,7#. For example,
the cooling capacity of JP-8 or Jet A is limited to temperatures of
approximately 325°F due to autoxidative coke deposition. Addi-
tives incorporated into JP-81100 to suppress the autoxidative
coke deposition permit extension of this limit to approximately
425°F,@8#. Higher fuel temperatures, and thereby higher sensible
heat sinks, can be achieved through implementation of coke-
mitigation strategies~e.g., operation at supercritical pressures,
coke-tolerant designs, surface treatments, surface regeneration!,
@6,9#. Since the primary factor contributing to autoxidative coke
deposition at temperatures up to approximately 700°F is oxygen
dissolved in hydrocarbon fuels, techniques to remove that oxygen
are particularly attractive. Spadaccini and Huang@10# first dem-
onstrated the feasibility of an on-line deoxygenation concept for
improving the fuel thermal-oxidative stability and thereby increas-
ing the cooling capacity. The study established potential for real-
izing the thermal stability goals for JP-81225/JP-900,@11#, using
a membrane-based deoxygenation technique. At temperatures
above approximately 900°F, the sensible heat sink can be supple-
mented by a heat absorbing chemical reaction as the fuel under-
goes thermal and catalytic cracking reactions that reform it into a
mixture of lighter hydrocarbons and hydrogen,@1#, which is then
burned in the engine. The coke deposition mechanism in this high-
temperature regime is characterized by pyrolysis. In this process,
the catalyst can serve to enhance the endothermic reaction rate,
improve the selectivity of the reaction for the preferred products
that may have shorter ignition delay times and more rapid burning
rates, and reduce the coke formation. The starting temperatures for
the endothermic reactions depend primarily on the catalyst and the
fuel composition. They are also a function of fuel flow rate and
residence time.

In a hypersonic missile application where endothermic reac-
tions are required, the transfer of heat into the fuel is accom-
plished in a catalytic fuel-air heat exchanger reactor~CHER!.
Within a reactor flow passage, the rate at which fuel is reformed
depends on the balance among the heat transfer through the wall,
the mass transfer of fresh reactant to the catalyst, and the chemical
kinetics associated with both the thermal and catalytic reactions.
Therefore, the reactor design requires~1! excellent structural in-
tegrity for safely implementing high-temperature air-fuel heat ex-
changer operation,~2! high convective heat transfer coefficients
for rapid transfer of heat from air into the fuel,~3! minimum
thermal resistance through the use of high conductivity materials
and very thin~micron thickness! catalyst coatings bonded to the

reactor walls,~4! high fuel-side mass transfer coefficient to en-
hance catalytic cracking reactions, and~5! lightweight and low
cost.

Performance Characterization of Fuels

Compositions and Properties of Fuels. JP-7 and JP-8~the
more conventional gas turbine fuel! were chosen as the primary
fuels in this study. These multicomponent hydrocarbon fuels are
defined by their physical properties and broad composition guide-
lines ~e.g., aromatics limits! rather than specific chemical compo-
sitions. Many of the defining characteristics can be found in the
CRC Handbook for aviation fuels,@12#. JP-7 is a military jet fuel
with high thermal stability. The fuel specifications for JP-7 require
that aromatics comprise less than 5% of the fuel~as determined by
ASTM D-1319!, the remainder of the composition being saturated
species, i.e., normal, iso, and cyclo-paraffins. JP-8, including Jet
A, Jet A-1, and JP-81100, represents a class of kerosene fuels.
Of these gas-turbine fuels, JP-81100 was the focus of the current
effort; however, its similarity and relationship to the other fuels in
this class warrant explanation. Jet A serves as the baseline com-
mercial gas-turbine fuel within the U.S. Jet A-1, which differs
from Jet A by having a prescribed freezing point of253°F, in-
stead of the240°F associated with Jet A, is the primary commer-
cial gas turbine fuel outside the U.S. JP-8 is the primary military
gas turbine fuel and is essentially Jet A-1 with an additive package
including icing and corrosion inhibitors and an antistatic compo-
nent. A supplementary additive package was developed by the Air
Force to extend the thermal stability limit of JP-8~;325 F! by
100°F. The additive package includes a dispersant, an antioxidant
and a metal deactivator, and the resulting fuel is designated
JP-81100. Based on composition analyses of the jet fuels in this
study and results reported by Heneghan et al.@13#, 6-component
and 11-component models, as listed in Table 1, were developed to
simulate analytically the much more complex JP-7 and JP-8, re-
spectively. These jet fuel simulations allow computations of the
physical and thermodynamic properties of the jet fuels using the
NIST SUPERTRAPP program,@14#.

Test Apparatus and Analysis Procedures. The high-
pressure bench-scale test apparatus is shown schematically in Fig.
1. Fuel is metered into the system at supercritical pressure using a
positive-displacement pump. Fuel preheating to approximately
700°F~supercritical! was utilized for all tests involving endother-
mic reactions in order to reduce the reactor length requirement.
Resistive heating was used to allow a direct measurement of the
overall heat sink capacity of the fuels by performing an energy
balance on the control volume depicted in Fig. 1. With this
method, heat is supplied by the imposition of an electric current
through the reactor tube itself. The electrical power input,Qin , is
converted to heat and transferred to the fuel on the inside of the
reactor and, by natural convection, to the environment on the out-
side. The portion of heat lost to the environment through natural
convection,Qenv, is minimized by insulation and accounted for

Table 1 Jet fuel simulations

Component
Molar

Fraction Component
Molar

Fraction

JP-7
n-undecane 0.122 n-tetradecane 0.031
n-dodecane 0.289 n-pentadecane 0.018
n-tridecane 0.368 ethylcyclohexane 0.172

JP-8
methylcyclohexane 0.075 t-butylbenzene 0.055
meta-xylene 0.070 n-dodecane 0.175
n-octane 0.130 1-methylnaphthalene 0.052
n-decane 0.156 n-tetradecane 0.112
butylbenzene 0.055 n-hexadecane 0.065
isobutylbenzene 0.055
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through multipoint calibrations without fuel flow prior to given
tests.~The heat losses were in the range of 3 to 8% of the total
power input, depending on the reactor wall temperatures and fuel
flow rate.! The overall heat sink of the fuels,Qsink can be com-
puted by

Qsink5Qin2Qenv. (1)

Thermodynamically, the cooling capacity is defined as an en-
thalpy change of fuel between the inlet and exit. It can be calcu-
lated by

Hexit2H inlet5
Qsink

ṁ
(2)

whereH inlet and Hexit are the fuel enthalpies at the reactor inlet
and exit, respectively, andm the fuel mass flow rate. The overall
heat sink of fuel (Qsink) can be further divided into that which
results in raising the temperature of the fuel/products~sensible
heating,DHsens) and that which is absorbed in the reaction~en-
dotherm,DHendo). The net endotherm can then be computed as

DHendo5~Hexit2H inlet!2DHsens (3)

and sensible heat sink computed as a function of the fuel tempera-
tures measured at the reactor inlet (Tinlet) and exit (Texit) by

DHsens5H~Texit!2H~Tinlet!. (4)

For the purpose of sensible enthalpy calculation, the fuel compo-
sition remains constant.

All reactors were coated with an inexpensive zeolite cracking
catalyst using a ceramic-like binder. In addition to the fuel tem-
perature measurements at the reactor inlet and exit, the fuel pres-
sures were also measured at the reactor inlet and exit to correlate
reactor performance. A differential pressure gauge was used to
measure and track in time the reactor pressure drop, which is
indicative of coke deposition. Since the coated-wall reactor tubes
were generally small diameter~,0.10 in.! to simulate practical
heat exchanger reactor passages, only tube outer wall tempera-
tures were measured along the reactor. Downstream of the reactor,
the products were quenched in a water-cooled heat exchanger and
the liquid and gaseous products were collected in an on-line bi-
phase sample collector for compositional analysis. The liquid and
gaseous components were separated and analyzed using both a
cryocooled Hewlett Packard gas chromatograph/mass spectrom-
eter ~GC/MS! system and a fast-response MTI micro gas chro-
matograph. The extent of conversion of the fuel to gaseous prod-
ucts was determined by measuring the weight change in the on-
line bi-phase sampler after collecting the gaseous products in an
atmospheric pressure sample bag at ambient temperature.

Heat Sinks of Fuels. The results of the heat sink tests of a
baseline fuel, n-octane, and primary fuels, JP-7 and JP-81100 are
shown in Figs. 2–4. The detailed testing conditions are described
in Table 2. As mentioned above, the wall temperatures were mea-
sured along the reactor and the data showed similar wall tempera-
ture distributions for different fuels. The peak wall temperatures
were located about 1 to 2 in. from the exit, and found to be 100 to
150°F higher than exit fuel temperatures, depending primarily on
fuel flow rates. All the tests were run to the maximum operating
temperatures, defined by the point where the reactors were
plugged by coke deposition. The total heat sinks~i.e., physical
1chemical) and estimated endotherms~chemical only! for
n-octane, JP-7, and JP-81100 are also depicted in Figs. 2 to 4.
The physical heat sinks~sensible enthalpy differences! of the hy-
drocarbon fuels at the high temperatures~i.e., . ;1000 F! where
chemical reactions occur are estimated using the NIST computer
program SUPERTRAPP. The SUPERTRAPP computations were
carried out based on the temperature measurements at the reactor
inlet and exit, and the fuel simulations in Table 1. Comparison of
the total heat sinks~on a mass basis! among these fuels at the flow
conditions tested indicates that:

• there are insignificant differences in physical heat sink among
these fuels;

• n-Octane and JP-7 have similar endotherms under the same
temperatures. However, JP-7 has the lowest coke formation rate,
probably due to its low olefin, low aromatics, low sulfur, and/or
high cyclo-paraffin contents. Therefore, JP-7 can operate at higher
temperature and provides higher heat sink; and

• JP-81100 has slightly lower endotherm than those of
n-octane and JP-7 under the same temperatures due to its higher
aromatics content. Aromatics are not cracked~thermally or cata-
lytically! under the conditions tested.

The chemical heat sink~endotherm! is a function of not only
conversion but also product distribution. The change in JP-8
1100 gaseous product composition with increasing temperature is
shown in Fig. 5 and indicates a trend toward lower molecular
weight species. Chromatographs of two JP-81100 liquid product
samples taken at temperatures of approximately 1100 and 1300°F
indicate that the 1100°F sample was similar to that of unreacted
JP-81100, while at the higher temperature, nearly full conversion
of paraffinic species and extensive side-chain cracking of aromat-
ics to benzene and toluene were observed. To provide a more
detailed analysis, liquid samples, corresponding to the gas
samples in Fig. 5, were sent to a commercial laboratory. The
analysis identified more than 400 separate peaks with no single
peak accounting for more than approximately 5% of the liquid by

Fig. 1 Bench-scale reactor test rig
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weight. The analysis, however, provided a distribution of the
products both by carbon number and class, shown in Fig. 6. A
comparison between the unreacted and reacted JP-81100 liquid
products indicates a substantial shift in the composition to lower
molecular weight species, with the shift becoming more pro-
nounced at higher reaction temperature. The analyses also indi-
cated that no species with molecular weights higher than those of
the unreacted fuel components were being formed as a result of
the reaction~species up toC100 would have been detected with the
analytical techniques used!. Furthermore, the total amount of aro-
matics was unchanged through the reactor, indicating that the tem-
peratures were not high enough to break the aromatic ring, nor
were aromatics being created from non-aromatic compounds. It
should be noted, however, that the amounts of simple aromatics
~benzene and toluene! are increased, reflecting the stripping of
side chains from alkylated aromatics. As expected for endother-
mic reactions, the analyses also proved high effectiveness in
cracking normal paraffins and forming olefinic compounds in the
liquid products.

There is an expected trend toward greater conversion to hydro-
gen and methane with increasing temperature for the JP-7 gaseous
products. Although the primary species of gaseous products ob-
tained are the same with JP-7 and JP-81100, the JP-7 products
have a significantly lower methane concentration. In addition,
compared to JP-81100, JP-7 demonstrates higher conversion and
endotherm at a given temperature, because of its low aromatics
content. Also, as was the case with the JP-81100 liquid products,
the chromatographs of unreacted and reacted~e.g., 1200°F! JP-7
indicate substantial reforming of the fuels in the liquid-product
mixture.

To investigate possible differences in reaction performance,
tests were run with Jet A and JP-8 allowing direct comparison
with the tests of JP-81100. The endotherms achieved with the

various fuels are very similar, indicating no significant effect at-
tributable to the fuel additives. The effect of flow rate, in terms of
liquid hourly space velocity~LHSV!, was also investigated for
JP-81100 in the range of 500–3000 hr21. ~LHSV is defined as
the volumetric flow rate of the fuel in its liquid state divided by
the volume of the reactor.! For a given reactor geometry, increas-
ing the space velocity by a factor of two to six results in an
increase in Reynolds number and decrease in residence time by
essentially the same factor. The results indicate a lower conver-
sion and correspondingly lower endotherm at the higher space
velocity under these operating conditions.

Combustion Tests
A high-temperature moderate-pressure vitiated-air combustion

test facility, shown schematically in Fig. 7, was used for develop-
ing technology required for demonstrating a high-heat-sink-fuel
thermal management and combustion system. The apparatus con-
sists of an air preparation section and separate airflow paths for a
three-nozzle, arc-sector combustor test section and a catalytic heat
exchanger reactor~CHER! test section. An electrically heated
catalytic-tube reactor was used for preheating the fuel or supply-
ing supercritical fuel for combustion tests conducted without a
CHER.

Vitiated air heated to approximately 1200°F and 100 psia was
used to simulate combustor-inlet/turbine-cooling air. The vitiated-
air heater was designed~and has been demonstrated! to generate
low nitric oxides emissions~emission index,1! at all operating
conditions. It was supplied with nonvitiated air preheated to
800°F, and fired with natural gas. Gaseous oxygen was added
downstream to restore the oxygen concentration to the atmo-
spheric level of 21 mole percent.

Fig. 2 Heat sink of n-octane
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The liquid JP-81100 fuel was preheated~as required! prior to
entering the heat exchanger, where the temperature was increased
to 800–1300°F~supercritical!. Fuel pressure was maintained
above critical in the CHERs~i.e., .340 psia! to preclude conden-
sation and mixed-phase flow, and the flow rate was regulated us-
ing a high-temperature control valve and calibrated orifices.

The combustor assembly, shown in Fig. 8, comprised a 45-deg
section of the pre-diffuser and combustor of a high-performance
military engine. The prototype high-shear liquid/vapor fuel injec-
tion nozzle, shown in Fig. 9, contains three separate flow circuits
for liquid and supercritical vapor fuel injection. Liquid fuel is
injected through a single primary orifice in the center of the
nozzle, and six secondary orifices in the inner annulus. Vapor fuel
is injected through 12 orifices in the outer annulus. Air for atom-
izing and distributing the fuel is introduced around the nozzle
through a large tailor-vortex radial-inflow swirler. The flow
through each of the fuel circuits was metered continuously. The
liquid fuel passages were thermally isolated from the hot fuel
vapor and surrounding air stream to avoid coke formation. JP-8
1100 fuel was used for all tests, and performance measurements
were acquired for operation with all liquid fuel, and with liquid
fuel and different percentages of vapor fuel. The composition of
the combustor exhaust gases was determined by extracting gas
samples at the exit plane of the combustor with a sampling-probe
rake assembly. Five exhaust gas sampling rakes, with five probes
each, were located directly downstream of the combustor. Mea-
surements were made of the emissions of carbon monoxide, car-
bon dioxide, oxygen, nitric oxides, total unburned hydrocarbons,
and smoke.

Combustion tests were performed with all liquid fuel and with
different percentages of supercritical vapor fuel. A base-power
inlet condition of 100 psia and 1200°F was selected, and tests

were conducted at progressively higher fuel/air ratios and with
higher percentages of vaporized fuel injection. In these tests, the
fuel was preheated electrically to approximately 700°F and then
heated in the fuel-air heat exchanger to a supercritical injection
temperature of approximately 900°F. Tests were conducted at
f /a50.035 to 0.055~equivalence ratio 0.5 to 0.8! with 100%
liquid fuel, and with 30, 38, and 52% vapor fuel injection. The
results, shown in Fig. 10, present the combustion efficiency and
smoke number as functions of the fuel/air ratios~calculated from
the measured air and fuel flow rates!.

The data demonstrate the ability to achieve efficient combustion
~.99%! and good operability with a significant fraction~52%! of
the fuel injected in the supercritical vapor state. The results also
indicate that, as the fuel/air ratio is increased, the combustion
efficiency decreases while the smoke and carbon monoxide emis-
sions increased significantly and nitric oxides emissions remained
nearly constant, suggesting that there is seemingly little effect on
the peak combustion temperature. For the most part, the perfor-
mance of the combustor was essentially unchanged by injecting a
portion of the fuel as a supercritical vapor. Although there are
some differences, they are small and the trends inconsistent, sug-
gesting that there may be scatter in the data. The goal of efficient
combustion with vaporized fuel was achieved without a signifi-
cant increase in emissions, and the viability of the concept dem-
onstrated. Although injection of low-density vapor fuel should
enhance mixing, and thereby lower smoke emissions, the fuel
must be effectively dispersed throughout the primary combustion
zone in order to realize the benefit. In the present program, vapor
fuel injection was not advanced to the extent possible, and would
benefit from further development.

Injection of a compressible vapor fuel into a combustor will
increase the potential for acoustic instability due to a coupling of

Fig. 3 Heat sink of JP-7
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the resonant frequencies of the chamber and the fuel delivery
system. Furthermore, the enhanced mixing and accelerated heat
release anticipated from the use of supercritical/reformed fuel
could either intensify or diminish this problem, depending upon
the magnitude of the energy buildup prior to ignition.

The sensitivity of the combustor to potential acoustic instabili-
ties was determined from pressure measurements in the injector
and in the burner inlet cowl. High-frequency-response transducers
were used to measure pressures in the liquid and vapor fuel mani-
folds, and to monitor the pressure in the combustor inlet cowl. To
improve the combustor simulation and isolate measurements from
rig-generated pressure disturbances in the exhaust ducting, water-
cooled tubes were installed between each of the sampling probe
rakes to increase the blockage and choke the flow, simulating the
turbine guide vane of the engine.

Power spectral density plots for operation at the base-power
inlet condition with fuel/air ratio 0.026 are given in Fig. 11. The
zero-to-peak pressure fluctuation is plotted versus frequency. The
effects of supercritical vapor injection on acoustic instability are
determined by comparing the pressure response with and without
vapor injection. The results indicate that the system operates es-

sentially the same, with or without vapor injection, and that no
new acoustic instabilities were introduced. The fuel manifold
pressure measurements~i.e., primary, secondary, and vapor! indi-
cate the same dominant frequencies of approximately 300 to 400
Hz, and pressure oscillations of approximately60.2%.

Fuel-Air Heat Exchanger Design
Conceptual design studies have examined a wide range of po-

tential fuel-air heat exchanger concepts for fuel-cooled thermal
management system~e.g., cooled cooling air! and identified one

Fig. 4 Heat sink of JP-8 ¿100

Table 2 Testing conditions

Parameter Condition

Tube size 1/89 OD; 0.0359 wall thickness; 249 length
Catalyst coating P-octacat
Pressure 600 psia
Mass flow rate 4.8 lbm/hr
LHSV 3000 1/hr
Fuel JP-7, JP-81100, and n-octane

Fig. 5 JP-8 ¿100 gaseous product composition
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design concept as an array of compact plate-fin heat exchangers
constructed from high-temperature/strength super alloys for the
combustion tests described above. The design consists of a
multilayer plate-fin heat exchanger array, with the fuel and air
flowing in a crossflow arrangement~see Fig. 12!. A monolithic
fuel passage construction was selected to satisfy safety and struc-
tural concerns. The design differs from conventional heat ex-
changer practice in that the fuel passages are formed by the
chemical milling of semi-circular channels in solid facing plates,
which are subsequently diffusion bonded into an integral struc-
ture. Corrugated fins and cover sheets are then brazed to the fuel
plate to provide air passages. Although such a design concept was
validated in the combustion tests reported above, it was heavy and
expensive.

New technologies are needed in the development of light-
weight, low cost, high temperature, and geometry-flexible fuel-air
heat exchangers for fuel-cooled thermal management systems.
One of the most promising designs to satisfy these requirements is

to use advanced metal foam structures. The foams have low den-
sity and high specific surface areas, enabling lightweight and high
heat transfer, respectively. Furthermore, the three dimensionality
of the open-cell foam structure minimizes the possibility for non-
uniform flow in the airside. The foam can be bonded to metal
tubes~fuel passages! forming an integral heat exchanger core that
satisfies the structural and safety requirements~see Fig. 13!.

Type 316 stainless steel was selected for making prototype
metal foams and foam/tube elements because of its strength at the
high temperatures required for advanced gas turbines. It will serve
as a starting material for the manufacturing process development.
Nickel was also selected for evaluation owing to its high thermal
conductivity and moderate temperature capability. Several mono-
lithic and bonded stainless steel and nickel foam-tube heat ex-
changer modules, shown typically in Fig. 13, have been fabricated
and tested. In the sample shown in the figure, the bonding of tubes
to the foam and the final sintering of foams were incorporated into
one processing step, offering the potential for low-cost fabrica-

Fig. 6 JP-8 ¿100 liquid products

Fig. 7 Schematic of heat exchanger Õcombustor test facility
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tion. These modules have been assembled into a fuel-air heat ex-
changer performance characterization rig for assessing the effec-
tive thermal conductivity, pressure drop and heat transfer
characteristics.

A CFD model was developed for assessing the conceptual de-
sign of a metal-foam fuel-air heat exchanger for a range of engine
operating conditions. To optimize the overall performance, de-
fined as a ratio of the temperature drop to the pressure drop in the
airside, a cross-flow design, shown in Fig. 14, was developed in
which the air and fuel make two passes through the metal foam;
the fuel tubes are U-shaped. The bleed air first flows upward
through the foam and across a bank of tubes containing the inlet
fuel flow, and then is turned 180 deg and flows across a second
bank of tubes through which the heated fuel exits. A full-size heat
exchanger component based on this design will be fabricated and
incorporated into a thermal management system of a demonstrator
rig or engine. The test conditions and procedures will be specified,
and a series of tests will be conducted to satisfy requirements for
integrating the metal-foam heat exchanger into an engine thermal
management system.

Conclusion
Key technologies necessary for utilizing the supercritical/

endothermic heat sink capacity of current aircraft fuels in a fuel-
cooled thermal management system were developed and demon-
strated in this study. The endothermic heat sink capacities of the
conventional hydrocarbon fuels~viz., JP-81100 and JP-7! were
demonstrated under operating conditions simulative of practical

Fig. 8 Combustor sector

Fig. 9 Liquid Õvapor fuel nozzle

Fig. 10 Effect of vapor fuel on combustor performance
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applications. Performance evaluations were primarily based on
overall heat sink~including endotherm! measurements and coke
deposition. For the fuels studied, compositional analyses of both
the parent fuel and processed fuel were performed and possible
endothermic reforming/cracking reaction mechanisms identified.
The results are directly applicable to the selection of fuels and the
design of fuel-cooled thermal management systems for advanced
aircraft engines and missile applications. The operability and per-
formance characteristics of a supercritical-fuel combustor with
liquid/vapor fuel injectors were demonstrated, and conceptual de-
signs of fuel-air heat exchangers were developed for cooling com-
pressor bleed air for turbine cooling.

Combustion tests were conducted on a full-scale sector rig to
characterize the combustion and emissions of supercritical/

endothermic jet fuel, and the safety and operability of the fuel
system. Combustion efficiency greater than 95% was achieved
over a range of part to full-power conditions, with up to 55% of
the fuel flow prevaporized in the heat exchanger. The combustor
stability, efficiency, emissions, and pattern factor were found to be
as good as the combustor operating on all-liquid fuel.

Based on the results of the current research, the following spe-
cific conclusions may be made:

• The cooled cooling air concept is feasible and can be imple-
mented using conventional kerosene-base fuels as the heat sink.

• Substantial endotherms are achievable with JP-7 and JP-8
1100 fuels using inexpensive zeolite catalysts in practical-
geometry passages. With JP-81100, endotherms of approxi-
mately 370–440 Btu/lbm were achieved at LHSVs of 3000 hr21

and fuel exit temperatures above 1300°F, corresponding to an
overall available heat sink of approximately 1290–1480 Btu/lbm.
JP-7, because of its low aromatics content, realized an endotherm
of 420–500 Btu/lbm at similar temperatures and LHSVs, corre-
sponding to an overall heat sink of 1420–1650 Btu/lbm. These
heat sinks are very attractive for both gas turbine and hypersonic
missile applications.

• There are insignificant differences in physical heat sink
among the liquid hydrocarbon fuels, namely n-octane, JP-7, and
JP-81100.

The combustor performed as well with new liquid/vapor fuel
injectors as with the current all-liquid fuel injectors. A desired
reduction in smoke emissions was not achieved; however, the in-
jector system was not developed to the maximum extent and ap-
pears to show room for further improvement.

The effects of fuel vapor injection and vapor temperature on the
acoustic response of the combustor are very small.
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Introduction and Performance
Prediction of a Nutating-Disk
Engine
A new type of internal combustion engine and its thermodynamic cycle are introduced.
The core of the engine is a nutating nonrotating disk, with the center of its hub mounted
in the middle of a Z-shaped shaft. The two ends of the shaft rotate, while the disk nutates.
The motion of the disk circumference prescribes a portion of a sphere. A portion of the
area of the disk is used for intake and compression, a portion is used to seal against a
center casing, and the remaining portion is used for expansion and exhaust. The com-
pressed air is admitted to an external accumulator, and then into an external combustion
chamber before it is admitted to the power side of the disk. The accumulator and com-
bustion chamber are kept at constant pressures. The engine has a few analogies with
piston-engine operation, but like a gas turbine it has dedicated spaces and devices for
compression, burning, and expansion. The thermal efficiency is similar to that of compa-
rably sized simple-cycle gas turbines and piston engines. For the same engine volume and
weight, this engine produces less specific power than a simple-cycle gas turbine, but
approximately twice the power of a two-stroke engine and four times the power of a
four-stroke engine. The engine has advantages in the 10 kW to 200 kW power range. This
paper introduces the geometry and thermodynamic model for the engine, presents typical
performance curves, and discusses the relative advantages of this engine over its
competitors.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1635394#

Introduction
Demands for increased power density in uninhabited aerial ve-

hicles~UAV !, torpedoes, small automobiles, and other similar ap-
plications stress the design limits of internal combustion engines.
In the power range of interest both gas turbines and piston engines
have distinct drawbacks. The small size of piston engines coupled
with heavy-fuel~diesel! flame-propagation space-and-speed limits
introduce inherent problems with conventional diesel-fuel systems
at all compression ratios. With continuous burning the combustion
problem is less critical in turbine engines, but their performance is
highly dependent on component efficiencies~compressor and tur-
bine efficiencies, and pressure losses!. Due to the large swallow-
ing capacity of turbomachines, at the power range of interest the
flow passages become small, and therefore dominated by bound-
ary layer flows, so that components are small centrifugal compres-
sors and radial turbines of comparatively low efficiency. Therefore
there is a continuous need for small engines of low fuel consump-
tion ~high thermal efficiency! in small power ranges. This need
exists for UAV, but also for several other portable-power needs of
consumers~small electric generators! as well as the military
~small underwater vehicles, UAV, etc!. This is a niche market that
cannot be met with conventional turbomachinery or piston-engine
technology. There is huge potential of a new high-power-density
engine concept in the small power range~10 to 200 kW! that
combines the best advantages of piston engines and turbomachin-
ery without compromising efficiency.

This paper introduces a novel engine, with a disk nutating
around the rotating shaft. Various wobble-disk-type engines have
been proposed before~Patten@1#, Roseland@2#, Wicha@3#, Cohen
@4#, Nasvytis@5#, Day and Koerner@6#, Kreimeyer@7#, Van Mee-
gen@8#, Wahl @9,10#, Parker@11#, Ziegler@12#, and Kim,@13#!, but

the disk was rotating as well as the shaft, thus creating friction and
sealing problems along the disk perimeter. The most successful
disk engine was built and tested by the National Gas Turbine
Establishment in the UK and Caterpillar in the USA~Clarke et al.
@14#!. This engine had different arrangements, with complex gear-
ing, and a rotating seal that resulted in high seal velocities~in the
present engine the disk is nutating, not rotating, and the seal ve-
locities are much lower!. Clarke et al.@14# concluded that:~a!
satisfactory seal designs, albeit of high wear rate due to their high
velocity, were developed;~b! the engine produced the power pre-
dicted by theoretical calculations, which was lower than that of a
highly boosted diesel;~c! the cost of production would be higher
than that of diesels due to the complexity of the engine; and~d!
Caterpillar did not have a financial or technical incentive to pro-
duce that engine. The engine described in this paper has some
advantages over the Caterpillar approach~the disk does not ro-
tate!, while technology has advanced to the point where such an
engine has potential applications.

Description of the Nutating Engine
A full description of the mechanical variations of the nutating

engine was given by Meyer@15#. The concept is compared to gas
turbines and piston engines and illustrated in Figs. 1–4. The disk
is mounted at an angle to the shaft. As the shaft rotates the disk
performs a nutating motion. The disk is separated into two parts,
the intake/compression and power/exhaust sides. One set of seals
on the perimeter of the disk wipe past the engine casing around it;
a second set of seals wipe against the center of the housing be-
tween the compression and expansion sides of the disk. The inte-
rior of the engine casing is defined by the volume of revolution
prescribed by the two nutating-disk segments. The major advan-
tage of the nutating engine is that each side of the disk is used
once per engine revolution. While one side~A! of the intake/
compression performs part of the intake process, the other side
~B! is compressing the working fluid admitted 90 deg shaft-angle
earlier. Because of the nutating motion each process lasts for 270
deg crank angle, and the processes are 90 deg out of phase on
each side of the disk. Similarly 270 deg crank angle power and

Contributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute~IGTI! of THE AMERICAN
SOCIETY OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERSfor publication in the ASME JOURNAL OF
ENGINEERING FOR GAS TURBINES AND POWER. Paper presented at the Interna-
tional Gas Turbine and Aeroengine Congress and Exhibition, Indianapolis, IN, June
7–10, 1999; ASME Paper 99-GT-279. Manuscript received by IGTI, October 1998;
final revision received by the ASME Headquarters, March 1999. Associate Editor: D.
Wisler.
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exhaust processes are concurrently occurring 90 deg out of phase
from each other on the other side~C and D! of the disk, resulting
in two intake and two power processes per shaft revolution. After
compression, the working fluid is collected in the accumulator. At
the outlet of the accumulator there is a pressure valve, feeding the

compressed air to the combustion chamber. Fuel is admitted and
partial combustion occurs in the combustion chamber, which acts
as a pre-chamber. Ports admit the working fluid to the expansion/
exhaust sides of the disk at the correct crank angles, and the
remaining combustion occurs during the beginning of the expan-
sion process.

Overall the Meyer nutating engine has some similarities to gas
turbines, where the compressor, burner and expander each per-
form dedicated thermodynamic processes~Fig. 1!, as opposed to
piston engines where the same device~piston/chamber! is used for
all processes; and it has some similarities to piston engine ther-
modynamic processes. It has several secondary advantages over
conventional piston engines. For example, the thermodynamic
processes last for 270 deg crank angle and overlap for 90 deg, so
that the nutating engine has a smoother torque curve versus crank
angle. The center of mass of the disk remains stationary, resulting
in reduced bearing loads and sizes. There is considerable flexibil-
ity for alternative configurations. The compression and expansion
sides may have different volumes. In one variation the intake vol-
ume is larger than the exhaust volume, thus ‘‘self-supercharging’’
the engine for high-altitude applications. In the opposite variation

Fig. 1 Size and mass flow rate comparison of piston engine, simple-cycle gas turbine engine, and nutat-
ing engine

Fig. 2 Rapid-prototype models of the Meyer engine crankshaft
and one-disk engine arrangements

Fig. 3 Nutating-engine intake, compression, power, and ex-
haust processes

Fig. 4 Comparison of intake, compression, power, and ex-
haust processes with two-stroke and four-stroke piston en-
gines
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the intake volume is smaller than the exhaust volume, permitting
more-efficient expansion than piston engines~to near ambient
pressure!. In a different configuration two disks can be mounted in
series but with disks 180 deg out of phase, thus eliminating axial
thrust. In yet a different configuration two disks can be mounted
in series, one dedicated to intake on both sides, the second to
exhaust on both sides, thus reducing thermal stresses in the casing
and disks.

Thermodynamic-Cycle Comparisons
Thermal efficiency and specific power are two important non-

dimensional internal combustion engine performance measures.

h th[
Ẇ

Ėin

'
Ẇ

ṁf•Lhv

5
Ẇ

ṁa~F/A!Lhv

(1)

Ẇ8[
Ẇ

ṁaCpT01
(2)

whereT01 is the temperature of the working fluid at engine inlet
~atmospheric for conventional applications!; and Cp in the last
equation isCp of the working fluid atT01. Ẇ8 is a measure of the
power density of the cycle.

Gas turbineh th is a function of thermodynamic cycle~simple,
regenerative, etc.!, Tmx , component efficiencies~engine size!,
pressure losses, etc. Piston engineh th ~two or four stroke! is a
function of size, power rating, compression ratio, amount of fuel
added, throttling, turbocharging or supercharging, etc. For these
enginesh th as a function of size, power, and speed is well estab-
lished, and it depends on the level of technology.

In piston engines the volumetric efficiency is the ratio of swept
volume to volume of incoming working fluid at inlet conditions.

ṁa5hvr i l V̇5khvr i l VswNs (3)

Ẇ5h thṁa~F/A!Lhv5kh thhvr i l VswNs~F/A!Lhv (4)

The factork denotes the number of power cycles per swept vol-
umeVsw per engine revolution. For two-stroke enginesk51; for
four-stroke enginesk51/2. Equation~4! shows the critical perfor-
mance factors for piston engines,@16#, which at full power run
nearly stoichiometric. Given the type of fuel (Lhv and stoichio-
metric (F/A)), the determining parameters areh th , hv , r i l ~in-
creased by turbocharging or supercharging!, Ns andVsw . In pis-
ton engines the engine speed is proportional to mean piston speed
S52lNs , which in turn is limited by lubrication considerations.

In gas turbines and in the nutating engineTmx acts continuously
on the hot parts~unlike in piston engines!. Despite cooling ar-
rangements, material temperature limits force gas turbines to run
at (F/A) far below stoichiometric. The mass flow rate is

ṁa5r i l AC5r i l V̇. (5)

Because the productAC in gas turbines is much higher than that
of comparatively sized~volume and weight! piston engines, the
swallowing capacity of turbomachines is about 65 times that of
piston engines~Wilson and Korakianitis@17,18#!, so thatẆ8 ~Eq.
~2!! of gas turbines is much higher than that of piston engines.
However, in moderate power ranges, below 200 kW, gas turbine
passages become small, favoring centrifugal components, of
lower component efficiencies, lowering theh th and Ẇ8. Large
simple-cycle gas turbines~compressor-burner-expander! approach
h th'0.4; regenerative and intercooled-regenerative gas turbines
have higher efficiencies but lower specific power. As engines be-
come smaller, component efficiencies and the cycle thermal effi-
ciency become lower.

Figure 1 illustrates a conceptual size, weight, mass and specific
power comparison between conventional engines and the nutating
engine. The three engines shown have about equal compression
volume~gas turbine compressor volume!, and about equal overall

engine volume and weight. Theṁa and therefore the power pro-
duced~Eq. ~4!!, are considerably different. If the mass flow rate
through the four-stroke piston engine isṁa51, then for the
simple-cycle gas turbineṁa'65 and as will be shown below for
the nutating engineṁa'4. In piston enginesVsw is given by bore
area times stroke~times the number of pistons!. This swept vol-
ume provides one power stroke per engine revolution in two-
stroke engines (k51 in Eq. ~3!!, and one power stroke per two
engine revolutions in four-stroke engines (k51/2 in Eq. ~3!!. A
comparable definition of the swept volume for the nutating engine
is the volume of the intake casing minus the volume of the intake
side of the disk. In addition to this swept volume, piston engines
have the connecting rod and crank mechanism, gas turbines have
the burner and expander, and the nutating engine has the
expansion/exhaust side of the disk. All three engines have addi-
tional auxiliaries of similar sizes.

The major advantage of the nutating engine over the simple-
cycle gas turbine is that for comparable engines in the 10–200 kW
range the components of the gas turbine will be much smaller and
therefore of lower efficiency. The major advantage of the nutating
engine over the piston engine is that the swept volume is used
twice per engine revolution, or in other wordsk52 in Eq. ~3!.
Since the thermodynamic processes of the nutating engine are
similar to those of piston engines, its thermal efficiency is ex-
pected to be similar to that of comparably sized~physical volume!
piston engines as well as simple-cycle gas turbines. In general the
nutating engine will have additional pressure drops~correspond-
ing to pressure drops in gas turbine components! associated with
the flow of working fluid from intake to accumulator to combus-
tion chamber to exhaust. On the other hand the average speed of
the disk seals is much lower than that of comparable piston rings
at the same engine rpm~or the nutating engine speed can be
increased, increasing mass flow rate and power in proportion!.

Sealing Arrangements
Three sets of seals are required in the nutating engine~Fig. 5!.

The first set is a wiping seal between the flat portion of the disk
and the center housing, near and perpendicular to the shaft. The
seal is split to accommodate thermal expansion, loaded by a
spring, and energized by the pressure of the working fluid. The
second seal is between the tip of the disk and the outside-diameter
housing. This is a two-piece seal energized by metal springs and
working-fluid pressures~alternating!. Lubricating oil is supplied
to this seal from the center of the disk. The third seal is a radial set
of seals between the conical surface of the disk and the flat surface
of the housing. Again this is a two-piece seal to accommodate
thermal expansion, and it is energized by a metal spring and gas
pressure. As the exhaust side of the disk opens, a number of sev-
eral radial seals of the third type provide the same number of
stepwise expansions. The mean speed of these seals is much lower
than if the disk was rotating at engine rpm~the disk does not
rotate!, and therefore the wear rate of these seals is less than that
on the rings of piston engines. Theoretical calculations of seal
loads and required seal areas similar to those of Clarke et al.@14#
show that a ‘‘figure of merit’’ of a seal design defined as a func-
tion of engine swept volume, component speed, and seal area is a
function of the pressure drops across the seals integrated around

Fig. 5 Illustration of sealing arrangements: „a… left, disk end
„center flat … surface to center housing; „b… center, disk tip „cir-
cumference … to outside-diameter housing; and „c… right, 6 to 12
radial seals on disk surface to flat end plate
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the thermodynamic cycle. Calculations of seal area required
shows that the seals are feasible and technologically attainable.

Thermodynamic Model
The engine processes are modeled as follows. Every engine

revolution two times the mass of working fluid that has been
admitted to the swept volumeVsw is compressed to the compres-
sion ratio and admitted to the accumulator. From the accumulator
the mass of air flows into the combustion chamber, where fuel is
injected and combustion begins. From there the still burning mix-
ture is admitted to the expansion volume. During the initial phases
of expansion we have both burning and expansion. At the end of
expansion valves or ports are opened, thus exhausting the prod-
ucts of combustion.

The thermodynamic model~Fig. 6! is based on nonisentropic
compression from 1 to 2, expansions with pressure losses in the
accumulator from 2 to 3 and in the combustion chamber from 3 to
4, burning partially at constant volume from 4 to 5, burning the
remainder at constant pressure from 5 to 6~while also expanding
and producing power!, and nonisentropic expansion from 6 to 7.
The thermodynamic analysis models heat loss from the working
fluid. The model calculatesh th andẆ8 given appropriate inputs.
These inputs are a function of engine size, speed, and several
design details, and choosing them correctly requires experience
with similar models. Several volume ratios are required inputs:

r 12[r c5
V1

V2
.1 (6)

r 23[
V2

V3
<1 (7)

r 34[
V3

V4
<1 (8)

r 71[
V7

V1
(9)

where V7 can be smaller or larger thanV1 provided thatp07
.pat . It is assumed that the working fluid is air (ṁa) during
intake, and a mixture of air and products of combustion during
burning and expansion. The properties of these working fluids are
evaluated by analytic polynomials as functions of temperature and
(F/A) for air and products of combustion as described by Wilson
and Korakianitis@17,18#. ~The isobaric and isochoric specific heat
capacitiesCp and Cv are polynomial functions ofT and (F/A).
The values ofCp and Cv shown in the equations below are not
constant; they are the average values between the two temperature
extremes,Ta andTb of the process.!

Cp[Cp5CpS Ta1Tb

2
,~F/A! D (10)

Cv[Cv5Cp2R (11)

At engine inlet friction drops the stagnation pressure~about 2%,
f pl,i l [(pat2p01)/pat) and the stagnation temperature is not af-
fected. At the inlet the pressure, temperature andṁa are

T015Tat (12)

p015~12 f pl,i l !pat (13)

ṁa5hv

p01V̇1

RT01
5khv

p01VswNS

RT01
. (14)

Isentropic compression would bring temperature toT02,s and pres-
sure to p02. The compression isentropic efficiency is used to
evaluateT02.

T02,s5T01S V1

V2
D ~R/Cv!

(15)

p025
mRT02,s

V2
5p01

V1

V2

T02,s

T01
(16)

hs,c[
T02,s2T01

T022T01
(17)

Ẇc5ṁa@Cv~T022T01!#.0. (18)

V3 is used to evaluate the isentropic~maximum possible under
perfect flow conditions! pressure at station 3,p03,s . Then the
pressure-loss~input! factor from 2 to 3 is used to evaluate the
actual pressure at 3,p03, and temperatureT03.

V35V2 /r 23 (19)

p03,s5p02S V2

V3
D ~Cp/Cv!

(20)

p035p03,s~12 f pl,23! (21)

T035T02

p03

p02

V3

V2
(22)

Similarly the volume at station 4 is then used to evaluate the
isentropic ~maximum possible under perfect flow conditions!
pressure at station 4,p04,s . Then the combustion chamber
pressure-loss~input! factor f pl,34 from 3 to 4 is used to evaluate
the actual pressure at 4,p04, and temperatureT04.

The maximum temperature of the cycle occurs atT06; however,
this is lower thanTmx5T06,mx , the maximum temperature that
would have been obtained if there were no heat losses. Maximum
material temperatures are far belowTmx . Tmx is present only in-
stantaneously during the thermodynamic cycle, and there is con-
tinuous heat transfer out of the engine casing. This maximum
temperatureTmx5T06,mx is an input to the calculations, and it is
used to compute the fuel-air ratio and energy input to the cycle.
The correspondingT05,mx is computed using input parameteru1 :

T8[
Tmx

Tat
5

T06,mx

T01
(23)

u1[
T06,mx2T05,mx

T06,mx2T04
. (24)

The energy balance from 04 to 05,mx to 06,mx gives

Ėin5~ṁa1ṁf !@Cv~T05,mx2T04!1Cp~T06,mx2T05,mx!#5
ṁf•Lhv

hbu
(25)

~F/A!5
ṁf

ṁa
(26)

Fig. 6 Illustration of pressure-volume and temperature-
entropy diagrams of thermodynamic models of the Meyer nu-
tating engine
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where the left side of the energy equation is used to evaluateĖin
and the right side to evaluate (F/A). Depending on cycle tem-
peratures, this fuel-air ratio may approach, or be below stoichio-
metric.

Next heat losses out of the cycle drop the actual temperatures to
T06 andT05. These are computed using input parameters:

f ql,cy[
T06,mx2T06

T06,mx2Tat
(27)

u2[
T062T05

T062T04
. (28)

A suitable value is 0.0< f ql,cy<0.3. This factor includes heat
losses through the engine casing only. There are additional losses
because of the effect of hot exhaust leaving the engine at station
07 at temperature~and pressure! higher than ambient. Input pa-
rametersu1 andu2 can simulate any range of burning rate, from
constant volume to constant pressure combustion. Constant-
volume combustion is represented byu250.0 (T065T05), while
u251.0 simulates constant-pressure combustion (p045p05
5p06); and the values in between correspond to every combina-
tion between constant volume and constant pressure. The remain-
ing pressures and volumes are now calculated by

V55V4 (29)

p055p04S V4

V5
D S T05

T04
D5p04S T05

T04
D (30)

p065p05 (31)

V65V5S p05

p06
D S T06

T05
D5V5S T06

T05
D (32)

V75
V7

V1

V1

V2

V2

V3

V3

V4
V45r 71r cr 23r 34V4 . (33)

Figure 7 illustrates an advantage of the Meyer nutating engine
over piston engines. The compression ratior 12 need not be equal
to the full expansion ratior 57, allowing considerable flexibility
depending on the application.

The constant-pressure expansion work is given by

Ẇe,565p05~V̇62V̇5!5~ṁa1ṁf !R~T062T05!.0. (34)

The expansion~volume! ratio is used to evaluate the isentropic
temperature and pressure after isentropic expansion fromp06 and
T06 to p07 andT07,s . The expansion isentropic efficiency is used
to evaluate the temperature at the end of expansionT07.

T07,s5T06S V6

V7
D ~R/Cv!

(35)

p075p06

V6

V7

T07,s

T06
(36)

hs,e5
T062T07

T062T07,s
(37)

Ẇe,675~ṁa1ṁf !Cv~T062T07!.0 (38)

With mechanical efficiencyhme the power output is

Ẇ5hme~Ẇe,561Ẇe,672Ẇc!. (39)

Thus the thermal efficiency and specific power of the cycle can
now be evaluated using Eqs.~1! and ~2!.

Predicted Performance
A set of representative performance curves is shown in Fig. 8.

Each line in Fig. 8 shows the design-point thermal efficiency and
specific power of several nutating engines as function of compres-
sion ratior c5r 12 starting fromr c56 ~which is the last clockwise
point on each line! and moving counterclockwise with increment
dr c53. Line 1 ~with open round symbols in Fig. 8! has been
calculated with the input parameters shown on the left side of
Table 1. With the standard inputs of line 1 the maximum power
(Ẇ852.10) is obtained forr c518 and the correspondingh th
50.29. The maximum thermal efficiency (h th50.31) is obtained
for r c527 and the correspondingẆ852.05. Further increases in
r c result in reductions in both specific power and thermal effi-
ciency. The remaining lines have been obtained by varying one
input at a time from those of line 1, as indicated on the right
column of Table 1. Several effects are illustrated by comparison of
lines: lines 1, 2, 3 and 4 the effect ofT06,mx ; lines 1, 5, and 6 the
effect of heat losses; lines 1, 7, and 8 the effect of nearly constant
volume versus nearly limited pressure cycle; and lines 1, 9, 10, 11,
and 12 the effect of volume ratior 71 ~limited by p07.pat). Simi-
larly to the performance of simple-cycle gas turbine engines~Ko-
rakianitis and Wilson@17#! each line indicates that there is an
optimum r c for power and higher optimumr c for thermal effi-
ciency. In general the location of these lines is dependent on each

Fig. 7 The swept volume of intake and exhaust can be equal
„left …; or the intake volume may be bigger than the exhaust
volume „‘‘self-supercharging’’ … for high-altitude applications
„center …; or the exhaust volume may be bigger than the intake
volume for higher on-ground efficiency „right …

Fig. 8 Computed design-point thermal efficiency and specific
power of several „total 162 shown … nutating engines using the
inputs of Table 1

Table 1 Inputs for the predicted performance of Fig. 8

Standard Inputs Line/Input Variation

Tat5288 K 1: Standard
pat5101.3 kPa 2:T06,mx52000 K
T06,mx52400 K 3:T06,mx51600 K

f pl,i l 50.02 4:T06,mx51200 K
hs,c5hs,e50.90 5: f ql,cy50.000

f ql,cy50.200 6: f ql,cy50.400
u15u250.50 7:u15u250.10
r 235r 3450.90 8:u15u250.80

f pl,235 f pl,2350.050 9:r 7150.50
r 7151.00 10:r 7151.50

hbu50.996 11:r 7152.00
hme50.98 12:r 7152.50
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cycle parameter and on component efficiencies. Just like in the
prediction of thermodynamic performance of gas turbine engines,
care must be taken so that these input parameters reflect the en-
gine technology as a function of expense, size of flow passages,
heat losses, mechanical losses, leakage, etc.

Using figures such as 8, a suitable cycle can be chosen for each
application;h th andẆ8 are read from the figure. The swept vol-
umeVsw and speedNs5Nm/60 are chosen, andṁa is calculated
or estimated. Then the equation for specific power gives the power
delivered by the engine, and the corresponding torque

Ẇ5ṁa~Ẇ8!CpT01 (40)

Q5
Ẇ

v
5

Ẇ

2pNs
. (41)

For example using the information from line 1, a nutating engine
with r c'9 would haveh th'0.23 andẆ8'1.97. A 0.20 m disk
would result inVsw50.377 lt. Assuminghv50.90 and 6,000 rpm,
the resultingṁa50.476 kg/s. Assuming that this engine runs sto-
ichiometrically on heavy diesel and at standard atmospheric con-
ditions, eqn. 4 results inẆ'298 kW, while the more-accurate
estimate with Eq.~40! results inẆ'284 kW.

Preliminary calculations in several engine sizes comparing the
torque computed from the last two equations to the torque com-
puted from thermodynamically predicted pressure loads and struc-
tural geometry indicate satisfactory agreement. The torque deliv-
ered to the shaft assembly of the nutating engine is not as smooth
as the~almost constant! torque of gas turbines, but it is much
smoother than that of typical piston engines.

Conclusions
The thermal efficiency of the nutating engine is similar to that

of gas turbines and piston engines of comparable technology and
size. The power density~specific power! of gas turbines is higher
than that of the nutating engine, except in low power ranges~10–
200 kW! where the size of gas turbine components becomes too
small thus reducing component efficiencies. In these power ranges
and at 2000 to 10,000 shaft rpm the size of the nutating engine
disk is between 0.10 to 0.30 m, making the component perfor-
mance suitable for efficient power generation. The major advan-
tage of nutating engines compared to piston engines of similar
weight and volume is the higher power density. In the power
range between 10 and 200 kW and where power density is essen-
tial, the nutating engine provides distinct advantages over simple-
cycle gas turbines and piston engines. More-detailed models of
the thermodynamic, dynamic, and heat transfer processes of nu-
tating engines will not drastically change the expectations pre-
sented above.

It is fully expected that the challenges presented to the devel-
opment of a nutating engine can be overcome. This confidence is
based on the success of a prior related but different engine type at
the National Engineering Laboratory in the UK and Caterpillar in
the USA,@3#. The nutating engine does not require complex gear-
ing, reducing production costs, and it is aimed at applications
requiring a technical solution of higher power density in moderate
power ranges.

Nomenclature

A 5 cross-sectional area of engine intake
C 5 average axial velocity of working fluid at in-

take
Cp , Cv 5 isobaric, isochoric specific heat capacities

E, Ė 5 energy, energy rate

f 5 heat-loss or pressure-loss factor
(F/A) 5 fuel-to-air mass ratio

k 5 volume sweeps~power strokes! per shaft rota-
tion (k52 for volumeVsw in the nutating en-
gine!

l 5 stroke of piston engine
Lhv 5 lower heating value of the fuel

m, ṁ 5 mass, mass flow rate
Nm , Ns 5 revolutions per minute, per second,Ns5Nm/60

p 5 pressure
Q 5 torque
r 5 compression~volume! ratio, r i j [Vi /Vj , i

51, . . . ,7
r d 5 radius of disk of engine
R 5 specific gas constant

T, T8 5 temperature, temperature ratio
V 5 volume

W, Ẇ, Ẇ8 5 work, power, specific power
dr c 5 r c increment~Fig. 8!

h 5 efficiency
u 5 combustion-model factor
r 5 density
v 5 angular velocity

Subscripts

01 to 07 5 thermodynamic cycle points~Fig. 6!
a 5 air
at 5 ambient~or atmospheric!
bu 5 burner

c, e 5 compression, expansion
f 5 fuel
il 5 engine inlet

me 5 mechanical
mn, mx 5 minimum, maximum

pl, ql 5 pressure loss, heat loss
s 5 isentropic

sw 5 swept
th 5 thermal
v 5 volumetric
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Pre-integrated Nonequilibrium
Combustion-Response Mapping
for Gas Turbine Emissions
In gas turbine combustion the gas dynamic and chemical energy release mechanisms have
comparable time scales, so that equilibrium chemistry is inadequate for predicting species
formation (emissions). In current practice either equilibrium chemical reactions are
coupled with experimentally derived empirical equations, or time-consuming computa-
tions are used. Coupling nonequilibrium chemistry, fluid dynamic, and initial and bound-
ary condition equations results in large sets of numerically stiff equations; and their time
integration demands enormous computational resources. The response modeling ap-
proach has been used successfully for large reaction sets. This paper makes two new
contributions. First it shows how pre-integration of the heat release maps eliminates the
stiffness of the equations. This is a new modification to the response mapping approach,
and it performs satisfactorily for non-diffusion systems. Second the theoretical framework
is further extended to predict species formation in cases with diffusion, which is appli-
cable to gas turbine combustion systems and others. The methodology to implement this
approach to reacting systems, and to gas turbine combustion, is presented. The benefits
over other reaction-mapping techniques are discussed.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1688769#

Introduction
Conventional gas turbines use gaseous or liquid fuels. Fuel

combustion generates pollutants like NOx , CO, and unburned hy-
drocarbons~UHC!. Modern pollution regulations demand reduc-
tion of these pollutants, thus paving the way for better and more
sophisticated combustor designs,@1#.

The formulation of most empirical models to predict emissions
is based on the assumption that the exhaust concentrations are
dependent on three main factors:~a! reaction rates;~b! mixing
rates; and~c! mean residence time of working fluid in the com-
bustion zone. The primary zone temperature and equivalence ratio
determine reaction rates. The degree of homogeneity of the pri-
mary zone determines species mixing rates. The residence time of
species in the primary zone determines the overall mean residence
time in the combustion zone, and the wall quenching characteris-
tics affect formation of species. Other secondary factors, depend-
ing on the combustor design, like mixing rate of secondary air,
water injection etc., are sometimes included to improve the accu-
racy of the empirical models. Such models,@2#, use expressions of
the three factors identified above in terms of size of combustion
zone, liner pressure loss, airflow proportions, and operating con-
ditions such as pressure, temperature, and air mass flow rate. Em-
pirical models have played an important role in the development
of low emission combustors, and they have low computational
overhead, but the increased demand for reduced gas turbine emis-
sions is taxing the accuracy of these empirical models.

The alternative is the use of higher-fidelity numerical models
~for example, such as those by Jones and Priddin,@3#!. However,
the accuracy of the numerical models is directly dependent on the
model of the combustion process itself. In addition, use of these
numerical models is case specific, because it requires extensive
computations to derive sufficient combustion details for the spe-
cific combustor geometry and its species formation characteristics.

The precision of any detailed combustion modeling system de-

pends on the accuracy of the representation of chemical kinetics.
Accurate representation requires large reaction mechanisms in-
volving hundreds of chemical reactions and species. This in-
creases the computational cost, as it involves solving hundreds of
reactions at each temporal step. Thus full computation of gas tur-
bine combustion reactions and formation of emissions is cumber-
some because the unsteady Navier–Stokes equations must be
coupled with the dozens to hundreds of species conservation
equations and hundreds to thousands of reaction equations,@4#,
for chemical kinetics.

In order to overcome the problem, many combustion systems
invoke the equilibrium assumption. However, the equilibrium as-
sumption is not valid for all combustion systems. A classic ex-
ample illustrating the deficiency of the equilibrium assumption is
the prediction of NOx emissions. For accurate predictions it is
necessary to couple the thermal NOx reactions to the reaction
sequence describing the oxidation of the fuel. Most current equi-
librium models follow the suggestion of Zelodovich et al.@5#.
This assumes the rate of NOx formation is slow compared to the
fuel oxidation mechanisms, so that thermal NO formation reac-
tions can be decoupled from the fuel oxidation process. This al-
lows the calculation of NO assuming equilibrium values of tem-
peratures and concentrations of O2 , N2 , O, and OH. As this
assumption is not valid over the whole temperature range, signifi-
cant errors emerge into the final result. This is illustrated for a
methane-air oxidation in Fig. 1~from @6#!. The higher line is the
ratio of the maximum NO formation rates calculated using the full
chemical kinetics reaction mechanism divided by the initial NO
formation rate calculated using Zeldovich’s approximation. The
lower line is the ratio of NO concentration at the time of maxi-
mum NO formation rate~calculated using detailed reaction
mechanism! divided by the equilibrium NO concentration.

In order to continue meeting increasingly stringent emission
regulations we need a more accurate computational method for
complex combustion processes. However, solving the large set of
stiff equations including interacting species and fluid dynamic
equations is so time consuming that cannot be used for design
predictions. One solution to obtaining reliable species-formation
predictions is to reduce the reaction mechanism. Reduction tech-
niques imply reduction in the complexity of the mathematical
form of the chemical reactions. There are several types of reduc-

Contributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute~IGTI! of THE AMERICAN
SOCIETY OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERSfor publication in the ASME JOURNAL OF
ENGINEERING FOR GAS TURBINES AND POWER. Paper presented at the Interna-
tional Gas Turbine and Aeroengine Congress and Exhibition, New Orleans, LA, June
4–7, 2001; Paper 2001-GT-0386. Manuscript received by IGTI, December 2000,
final revision, March 2001. Associate Editor: R. Natole.
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tion techniques,@7#. The subject of the current paper is a new
reduction technique that falls under the general heading response
modeling.

Response Modeling
Response modeling is the reduction of the reaction system us-

ing various techniques to maintain sufficient computational accu-
racy. The simplest reaction form used is the empirically calibrated,
one-step global model of~for instance, heat release or NOx con-
centration! where the equation coefficients are derived to fit a
known quantity~for instance, reaction time! for a given chemical
reaction system. A simple example of such a response map would
consist of initial conditions~T, r, etc! of the mixture ~pre-
combustion! as inputs, and select species of interest~such as NO
and NO2) after combustion as outputs.

Westbrook and Dreyer@8# matched adiabatic flame speed using
one and two-step methods. The addition of a second step permits
an intermediate species to improve the predicted heat release. The
simplified reaction sets must be calibrated to a specific physical
situation~in this case adiabatic flame speed! thus compromizing
generality. Approximate systems, such as that presented by Jachi-
mowski @9#, still nearly tripled the number of equations required
in a Navier-Stokes analysis of a reacting flow. Automated reduc-
tion methodologies,@10#, simplify the tailoring of a reaction set to
a desired set of conditions, but still require the same tradeoff
between computational efficiency and model generality. Maas and
Pope@11# and Blasenbrey et al.@14# have developed an approach
based on intrinsic, low-dimensional manifolds present in the de-
tailed reaction set. This assumes a rapid convergence of the reac-
tion to the slowest~rate limiting! reaction paths, which are
mapped by the method to as few as one or two parameters. The
system reaction rates, as described by the rate of change of the
mapping parameters, are tabulated as a function of the mapping
parameters. Thus these parameters can be integrated along with
the gas dynamic conservation variables and the system chemical
state determined at the point corresponding on the low-
dimensional manifold. A repro-model approach that parameterizes
the chemical state in terms of an induction parameter was intro-
duced by Korobienikov et al.@15# and later used by Taki and
Fujiwara @16#. Oran et al.@17# developed a parameter for model-
ing the induction time in stoichiometric hydrogen-air and
methane-air detonations. In these cases the induction parameter is
integrated along with the gas dynamic variables to determine the
time at which the heat release occurs.

Reduced mechanisms can greatly reduce the flux equations and
source terms required for analysis. In general, however, the
smaller the mechanism, the more closely it is calibrated to a spe-
cific circumstance and therefore the less generally applicable it is.
The Intrinsic Low-Dimensional Manifolds and Repro-Models per-
mit the mapping of the reaction space to a very few progress

variables, for example mole number of CO2 and H2O ~Maas and
Pope@11,12#!. However, the progress variables must be integrated
with the conservation variables, thus maintaining the stiffness of
the equations. Therefore, integration of the resultant response-
model equations with the fluid dynamic equations is still time
consuming, as it maintains the high eigenvalue of these phenom-
ena in the model equation set. Consequently, the numerical solu-
tion has accuracy and stability issues similar to those in the solu-
tions of every stiff system of equations.

One significant contribution of the approach presented in this
paper is that it avoids the above accuracy, stability and other stiff-
equation concerns. Its conceptual roots are derived from the ear-
lier work of Frenklach and Rabinowitz@18# Marsden, et al.@19#.
In a significant variation from the above established methodology,
Dyer and Korakianitis@20# developed hierarchical models of in-
creased fidelity for chemical reaction response maps for a priori
integration of the system of differential equations. These response
maps are algebraic models capable of producing the state of the
system as a function of the various system parameters, including
chemical reaction time. The algebraic response model then takes
the place of the set of differential equations to describe the re-
sponse of the chemical system during the evolution of the flow
field. This approach has several advantages. First, the detailed
reaction system is integrated in a pre-process step, using detailed
nonequilibrium chemical reaction species equations. This results
in capturing all the nonequilibrium dynamic behavior of the
chemical system, to the accuracy of the detailed chemical reaction
models. The response model can also be derived directly from
experimental data. Second, the resulting model is not an addi-
tional differential equation to be integrated. This means that the
response model does not keep the high eigenvalues of the original
species equations in the dynamic system, and it does not add
stiffness to the numerical solution. Finally, the flow solver can
advance the conserved variables at each time step and then use the
response model to ‘‘decode’’ the chemical state into primitive
variables such as pressure and temperature.

Reacting Flow Equations
The close coupling between the fluid dynamics and the chemi-

cal reaction is shown in the unsteady, compressible energy Eq.~1!
and the unsteady, compressible species continuity Eq.~2!.
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Frequently, the total enthalpy of the gas is described as in Eq.
~3! to include the mixture heat of formation at reference state
‘‘ref’’ or ‘‘0’’ and the change in enthalpy from that state.
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However, Eq.~2! can be scaled by the enthalpy for each spe-
cies, summed over all species, and then subtracted from the en-
ergy equation to consolidate the interaction between the chemical
reactions and the fluid dynamics~Eq. ~4!!.
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This reveals the chemical reactions as an energy source term to
the fluid dynamic terms. Of course, this is merely a change in the
bookkeeping of the energy storage modes of the system, placing
the chemical potential on the side of the ledger not available to the
fluid dynamic interactions until made available as thermal energy
during the exothermic reaction. This bookkeeping then presents

Fig. 1 NO prediction error
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the interaction question as: what are the minimum independent
variables and functional form required to describeQ̇?

Response Modeling Equations
A typical heat release profile~illustrated on the left side of Fig.

2! is divided into the induction and relaxation phases, each de-
scribed by an exponential profile. The abscissa is not to scale and
represents time, and the ordinate represents any modeled param-
eter such as heat release, density, pressure, or concentration of one
species. In each case we derive a mapping function, which repre-
sents the induction and relaxation phases of the reaction. The
mathematical model results in coupled non-linear equations. For
the induction and relaxation phases these equations are linearized
about the beginning reactants and resultant products at equilib-
rium, respectively. Linearization is not possible for the exponen-
tial phase due to the non-equilibrium nature of the reaction during
that phase. Instead the curve fits for the induction and relaxation
phases are extended to the mid point of the reaction by treating the
two curves as one continuous composite curve. Thus in Fig. 2.
21,t,1` and 0,hCP,1.0.

Each step in the solution process maps the chemical state at
physical~solution! time t into the corresponding reaction timet,
which along with the system total energy and density determines
the species. The model is advanced byDt and the process is
repeated. To each physical timet corresponds a chemical timet
~representing amounts of species!.

Previous work,@20#, established that this approach successfully
represents a constant density process with fixed fuel-air ratio. Re-
sults indicated the initial system reactants, temperature and den-
sity are sufficient to predict the time evolution of the heat release
profile, and detailed species concentration throughout the reaction.
This approach is essentially limited to constant energy with no
diffusion effects.

The detailed integration of the modeled reaction system re-
quires two elements, the integrator, and the reaction rate set. Al-
though not limiting, in this paper we used the Gear algorithm,
@21#, for integration of numerically stiff dynamic systems, and the
detailed chemical-kinetics subroutines from the CHEMKIN,@22#,
library.

The following examples use the detailed propane-oxygen reac-
tion set, @23#. This sample reaction set was selected due to its
basic hydrocarbon structure and relatively smaller reaction set
~isooctane has about 370 species and 1600 equations, and propane
has about 54 species and 200 equations!

The normalized chemical potential energy~Eq. ~5!! and nondi-
mensional induction timet are the basic parameters representing
the heat release profile development. This focus is justified since
the profile characterizes the heat release, and therefore the chemi-
cal state~species composition! of the gas.
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The profile shape for the heat release function is developed
from a model system~represented by Eq.~6!! consisting of four
species and five reactions. This is the minimum number required
to represent reactants, products, and intermediate species. The
model system is designed to mimic in outline form the features of
the full combustion system. The first species P is used to represent
all reactants, and a second model speciesP represents the prod-
ucts of the reaction at completion. It was determined that the
model equation needs two types of intermediate~radical! species.
The first, I, represents an induction species, which reflects the
dissociation of fuel during the beginning stages of the reaction.
The second intermediate species E represents the activity of the
radical species, which dominate the vigorous, explosion phase of
the reaction, such as the hydroxyl radical.

n1R
R→n1I

I

n2R
R1n2fI

I→n2bI
I1n2E

E

n3R
R1n3fE

E→n3bE
E1n3P

P (6)

n4I
I→n4P

P

n5E
→n5P

P

The first reaction in~6! represents the initiating reaction respon-
sible for the initial population of the radical pool. The second and
third reactions represent branching and propagating reactions re-
sponsible for the rapid growth of the radical pool. Finally, the
fourth and fifth reactions terminate the reaction. The stoichio-
metric coefficients are included as parameters here since each of
the reactions in this model system represents a set of reactions in
a real system. The rate of growth of the radical populations is
controlled by ratiosn2bI

/n2fI
, n2E

/n2fI
, andn3bE

/n3fE
. The reac-

tion equations are formulated in standard Arrhenius form, and
coupled with the energy equation. This is given by the sum of the
energies of the species, each computed by the mass-averaged en-
ergy for a Gibbs-Dalton mixture of semi-perfect gasses. The re-
sulting set of highly non-linear differential equations cannot be
integrated. Therefore, perturbations are taken about the initial
conditions, producing the following set of linear differential
equations.

d

dt H dR
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J 1H bR

bI
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This resulting set of three linear differential equations has three
characteristic roots~eigenvalues! resulting in the functional form:

dR5aR1e
LR1t1aR2e

LR2t1aR3e
LR3t

dI5aI1eL I1t1aI2eL I2t1aI3eL I3t (8)

DE5aE1e
LE1t1aE2e

LE2t1aE3e
LE3t

Thus, the expression for the chemical potential Eq.~5! takes a
form similar to Eq.~9!. A similar expression is derived for the
relaxation phase of the reaction, but with the equations linearized
around the equilibrium state of the mixture of products. The heat
release and heat-release rate are made continuous at the midpoint
of the reaction. The top expression in Eq.~9! applies to the induc-
tion phase, and the bottom expression applies to the relaxation
phase. Here,t is the reaction time normalized by the induction
time.

Fig. 2 Reaction profiles
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CP5aL01aL1eLL1t1aL2elL2t1aL3eaLL3t

5aR01aR1eLR1t1aR2eLR2t1aR3eLR3t (9)

The resulting three exponential profiles in Eq.~9! are based on
the key parameters of the induction time and the equilibrium heat
release, plus an additional five parameters to determine the profile
shape on each side~induction and relaxation! of the reaction mid-
point. For the induction phase expression, the five parameters con-
sist of three eigenvalues and the time and magnitude of the mini-
mum heat release. This minimum heat release accounts for the
reduction in the sensible energy of the system as the reactants
begin to dissociate into radicals~which have higher heats of
formation!.

Figures 3 and 4 show the induction time and equilibrium heat
release for select sample cases of propane-oxygen mixtures. Each
point represents different initial temperature-density conditions.
The reference density is the minimum value considered in the
parametrics,r ref5231025 gm/cc.

Computation of the three eigenvalues is based on matching
conditions at: the reaction start; at 10%, and 50% of the heat
release reaction; and at the minimum reaction heat release. The
heat release profile slope was set to zero at the point of minimum
reaction heat release, and an additional matching point was chosen
mid way between the initial time and the time at minimum reac-
tion heat release. For illustration, Figs. 5 and 6 show the major
~largest! eigenvalues for the induction (LL1) and relaxation (LR1)
phases.

Figure 7 is a comparison of results from the full integration
using CHEMKIN and the response modeling technique. The ini-
tial conditions were 2.5631023 gm/cc and 2500 K. The time
scale here is expanded around the midpoint of the reaction heat

release~defined ast50). Even at this expanded scale, it can be
seen that the model is capturing the heat release quite accurately.

Theoretical Approach for Gas Turbines
Figure 8 shows the parallel advance of the gas dynamic and

chemical state during the solution process. The system starts from
state 1 at timet1 and the gas dynamic variables are advanced to
time t2 . In parallel, the chemical state is mapped through a reac-
tion profile whose coefficients are mapped by a neural network to
obtain the reaction timet. The solution is advancedDt and the
map is reversed to provide the chemical state at timet2 , corre-

Fig. 3 Induction time

Fig. 4 Equilibrium heat release

Fig. 5 First induction characteristic

Fig. 6 First relaxation characteristic

Fig. 7 Chemical potential
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sponding tot2 . The final step uses a separate neural network to
‘‘decode’’ the conservation variables att2 into the corresponding
primitive variables.

Figure 9 illustrates the application of response mapping to gas
turbines. In a pre-processor step, the response of the chemical
system is mapped parametrically starting from various tempera-
tures and densities. The results~pressure, temperature, and se-
lected species! are mapped into a response model. These mapped
results are coupled to a CFD solver.

The preceding method is limited to reactions without diffusion.
Extrapolation of the foregoing to combustion with diffusion is
relatively straightforward. The method is extended to include a
diffusion parameter for gas turbine combustion. The diffusion pa-
rameter enables parametric modeling of the reaction rate as a
function of fundamental diffusion phenomena.

Implementation for Diffusion
Consider a fluid element as a thermodynamic system in a La-

grangian frame of reference. If the density is held constant, the
total energyEC of the element is constant except for the effects of
diffusion, which is accounted for as explained below.

At a given condition of temperature, pressure etc as specified at
any point in the reaction, and in the absence of work, Eq.~1! is
reduced to Eq.~10!.

2CPLE
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where LE is the Lewis number, defined as the ratio of chemical
diffusion divided by molecular diffusion (LE5k/D). The Lewis
number represents the balance of energy flux between thermal
diffusion and the diffusion of mixture heat of formation, and it is

the energy constraint on the system. We can thus diffuse species
into the reaction and calculate the energy change due to diffusion
at different points in the reaction. In addition to temperature and
density we can now add diffusion as a new variable in the map-
ping process.

Consider the fluid element in the induction phase interacting
with another~neighboring! element, which is in the heat release
phase of the reaction. In this case, thermal energy is conducted
from the second into the first element. At the same time, however,
species at high chemical potential energy~reactants! are diffusing
from the first to the second element and species with lower chemi-
cal potential energy~more products! are diffusing into the first
element. This represents a net diffusion of chemical potential en-
ergy in the direction opposite to the thermal diffusion. If these two
fluxes balance, the fluid element remains at constant energy.

A straightforward way to match the thermal energy and the heat
of formation fluxes is to determine the equilibrium state for the
given initial conditions and then mix the equilibrium species into
the reacting system at a specified rate. If this is done at constant
system energyEC , the effect is the same as specifying the thermal
energy diffusion required to satisfy Eq.~10!. Thus, the source
term for the detailed integration is modified to include a diffusion
term to the equilibrium state:

ẇi85ẇi1dEQ~Yi EQ
2Yi ! (11)

where for the purpose of generating a response model,dEQ is a
chosen parameter signifying the rate of diffusive exchange be-
tween the fluid element undergoing reaction and a reservoir at the
equilibrium condition for the same constituents, energy and
density.

An illustration of the use of such a parameter using CHEMKIN
is shown in Fig. 10. The reaction in this case is for propane air at
an initial temperature of 950 K and constant density of 3.0
31024 gm/cc. The reaction was started with a species distribu-
tion reflecting reaction progress of 2%. That is, 2% of the total
heat release from pure reactants to the equilibrium state has taken
place at time zero. The time scale in Fig. 8 is normalized by the
induction time of the slowest reaction (dEQ50).

As expected, the increase in diffusion parameter increases the
effective reaction rate. Therefore such a parameter can model the
effects of a diffusion-dominated reaction on the reaction. The se-
lection of the equilibrium state as the reference reservoir for the
diffusion has the property that all of the reaction traces converge
to the same final state~products!. That is, they converge to equi-
librium. This would not be the case for a diffusion reference res-
ervoir selected at a different point along the reaction path. For
example, if the reference is chosen as the reaction midpoint, reac-

Fig. 8 Response map with neural networks

Fig. 9 Application of response mapping to gas turbines Fig. 10 Effect of species diffusion
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tions with large, constant diffusion parameters would continu-
ously be pushed away from equilibrium as they approached that
state.

Summary and Conclusions
Response modeling can represent chemical systems consisting

of large reaction sets. Pre-integrated response mapping presented
here has the additional benefit of removing the stiffness from the
dynamic system of equations. This approach is shown to work
satisfactorily for reacting systems without diffusion, and the
method is further extended for use in reacting systems with diffu-
sion, such as gas turbine combustion.

The reaction mechanisms are pre-integrated with a detailed
method. The integration is done for different representative mix-
ture densities, temperatures and diffusion parameters. A sample
parametric map derived for a given reaction set with known prod-
ucts of combustion~which serves as the reservoir reference state!
models the effect of diffusion.

The methodology presented provides the means to couple these
pre-integrated model equations with traditional Navier-Stokes
CFD solvers to predict the formation of species in gas turbine
combustors. The information from the high eigenvalues of forma-
tion of species have been included in the pre-integrated maps, but
the linearized model equations are not stiff, thus permitting
quicker computation of the effect of design changes on pollutant
formation in gas turbine engines. This representation, coupled
with the equation of state, produces a system capable of accu-
rately replacing the detailed reaction integration in the analysis of
a coupled gas dynamic system with nonequilibrium chemistry.

Nomenclature

CP 5 specific heat at constant pressure
D 5 molecular diffusivity coefficient
E 5 model explosion species concentration

dE 5 normalized change in E
EC 5 total energy including heat of formation

hEQ 5 potential at equilibrium
hCP 5 normalized chemical potential

hi 5 enthalpy of speciesi
hi0 5 heat of formation of speciesi

I 5 model induction species concentration
dI 5 normalized change in I
k 5 thermal diffusivity coefficient

LE 5 Lewis number
LLi 5 induction characteristic for speciesi
LRi 5 relaxation characteristic for speciesi

n1i2n5i 5 stoichiometric coefficients
NS 5 number of species

P 5 pressure
P 5 model products

dP 5 normalized change in P
Q̇ 5 heat release rate
r 5 density

r ref 5 reference density (231025 gm/cc)
R 5 model reactants concentration

dR 5 normalized change in R
t 5 time

tind 5 induction time~sec!
t 5 time normalized by induction time
T 5 temperature

T0 5 reference temperature
u 5 flow velocity in thex-direction

ẇi 5 rate of formation of speciesi
ẇi8 5 modified rate of formation of speciesI

x 5 spatial variable
d 5 diffusion parameter

Yi 5 mass fraction of speciesi
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Degradation Effects on Combined
Cycle Power Plant Performance—
Part III: Gas and Steam Turbine
Component Degradation Effects
This paper presents an investigation of the degradation effects that gas and steam turbine
cycles components have on combined cycle (CCGT) power plant performance. Gas tur-
bine component degradation effects were assessed with TurboMatch, the Cranfield Gas
Turbine simulation code. A new code was developed to assess bottoming cycle perfor-
mance deterioration. The two codes were then joined to simulate the combined cycle
performance deterioration as a whole unit. Areas examined were gas turbine compressor
and turbine degradation, HRSG degradation, steam turbine degradation, condenser deg-
radation, and increased gas turbine back pressure due to HRSG degradation. The proce-
dure, assumptions made, and the results obtained are presented and discussed. The pa-
rameters that appear to have the greatest influence on degradation are the effects on the
gas generator.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1639007#

Introduction
The rapid improvement of gas turbine technology in the 1990s

drove combined cycle thermal efficiency to nearly 60% with natu-
ral gas as a fuel~Briesch and Bannister@1#!. It will probably go
even higher in the future. This high plant efficiency along with
low emissions and competitive capital and running costs made the
combined cycle gas turbine~CCGT! plant a very popular prime
mover for electricity generation.

This interest increase in the CCGT plants led to the users of
such plants to become more concerned about the plant’s behavior
after running for long times. As a result, simulation codes are
developed to predict the behavior of such power plants and their
subsystems on a thermo-fluid dynamic basis~Erbes and Gay@2#,
Roy-Aikins @3#, and Thermoflow@4#!.

This is the third in a series of three technical papers looking at
the degradation effects that different components of combined
cycle have on the plant’s performance.

The first paper~Zwebek and Pilidis@5#! presented the effects
that gas turbine components degradation have on gas turbine and
hence on the overall CCGT plant, the second paper~Zwebek and
Pilidis @6#! discussed the steam~bottoming! cycle component deg-
radation effects have on CCGT plant. The conclusion of the two
papers mentioned above is summarized herein. In the first paper,
@5#, it was concluded that the GT turbine degradation has the
utmost effect on gas turbine as well as on steam turbine cycles
performances compared to GT compressor. Also, it was shown
that the GT exhaust temperature has a predominant effect on
steam cycle efficiency over the GT exhaust mass flow. Because
the CCGT plant is more dependent on the gas turbine, and as it
was expected, the CCGT plant performance was more sensitive to
change in gas turbine cycle conditions than to the changes in
steam turbine cycle conditions.

The conclusion from the second paper,@6#, was that, within the
HRSG unit, the evaporator degradation is the utmost effecting
fault on steam turbine cycle performance compared to superheater
and economizer. Also concluded that, the steam turbine isentropic

efficiency as a performance parameter has the uppermost effect on
steam turbine cycle power and efficiency. Finally, the effects of
HRSG and condenser degradations on steam cycle and hence on
CCGT plants performance is very low compared to the steam
turbine unit components degradation.

GasÕSteam Turbine Performance Deterioration. Even un-
der normal engine operating conditions, with good inlet filtration
systems, and using a clean fuel, the gas turbine engine flow path
components will become fouled, eroded, corroded, and covered
with rust scale,~Diakunchak @7#, Lakshminarasimha et al.@8#,
Tabakoff@9#, and Tabakoff et al.@10#, and others!. The results will
then be an engine performance deterioration. Since the gas tur-
bine, in this case, is connected to another plant~steam cycle!
which is entirely dependent on it, then the concern due to perfor-
mance deterioration will increase. This is due to the fact that any
failure or malfunctioning within the gas turbine will be magnified
as it would be affecting the two~CCGT! plants at the same time.

This paper explores different component degradation effects on
a simple combined cycle~CCGT! plant of Fig. 1. The plant under
consideration is composed of a single-shaft industrial gas turbine
coupled with a single-pressure HRSG steam~bottoming! cycle.

The ~design point! specifications of both gas and steam turbine
plants used with this unfired cycle were chosen in such a way that
they represent an existing typical real cycle, as follows:

Gas Turbine Specifications
inlet mass flow5408.6 kg/sec
compressor pressure ratio515.2
turbine entry temperature51697.80 K
exhaust mass flow5419.4 kg/sec
exhaust temperature5871.24 K
power5165.93 MW
thermal efficiency535.57%

Steam Turbine Specifications
live steam pressure565.4 bar
live steam temperature5537.8°C
steam mass flow567 kg/sec
steam turbine isentropic effic.589.48%
superheater surface area58424.8 m2

evaporator surface area529315.6 m2

economizer surface area538004.1 m2

condenser surface area53942.9 m2

Contributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute~IGTI! of THE AMERICAN
SOCIETY OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERSfor publication in the ASME JOURNAL OF
ENGINEERING FOR GAS TURBINES AND POWER. Paper presented at the Interna-
tional Gas Turbine and Aeroengine Congress and Exhibition, Amsterdam, The Neth-
erlands, June 3–6, 2002; Paper No. 2002-GT-30513. Manuscript received by IGTI,
Dec. 2001, final revision, Mar. 2002. Associate Editor: E. Benvenuti.
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HRSG efficiency581.11%
steam turbine plant power output576.4541 MW
steam turbine plant efficiency533.97%

The effects of the gas turbine degradation on steam cycle, and
hence on the CCGT plants performance as whole was investi-
gated. The faults investigated were the following:

i. compressor isentropic effic. degradation,
ii. turbine isentropic efficiency degradation,
iii. compressor and turbine fouling,
iv. compressor and turbine erosion,
v. economizer degradation,
vi. evaporator degradation,
vii. superheater degradation,
viii. steam turbine fouling,
ix. steam turbine erosion,
x. ST isentropic efficiency degradation,
xi. condenser degradation,
xii. combination of all faults mentioned above, and
xiii. gas turbine back pressure increase due to heat exchanger

~HRSG! surfaces fouling.

The terms fouling and erosion are used in the context of other
work, ~Diakunchak@7# and Lakshminarasimha et al.@8#!. In the
case of gas turbine unit, because the combustion system is not
likely to be a direct cause of gas turbine performance deterioration
~Diakunchak@7#! it was assumed not to degrade for the following
reasons:

i. Combustion chamber faults that affect GT overall perfor-
mance are rare in comparison to those faults that may occur
in the compressor and turbine.

ii. Any malfunctioning in the combustion chamber would
mean increased emissions, which is not allowed by environ-
mental laws in many places.

Fault Representation
In order to investigate the effects of faults mentioned in previ-

ous section on the Gas/steam turbine plants performance as a
standing alone units, and hence on CCGT plant as a whole, these
faults were fed into the program as a percent reduction of the
original design point value~shown 0.0 in Table 1!. This is done as
follows:

Fouling: GT compressor, GT turbine, and ST turbine fouling is
represented by reduced flow capacity at the inlet of the component
plus a reduction in the component isentropic efficiency. By doing
so, it is assumed that there is a blockage in the inlet area of the

component due to fouling along with a decrease in the compo-
nent’s isentropic efficiency due to surface roughness, for example.

Erosion: Compressor erosion is represented by a lower inlet
mass flow capacity and a reduction in compressor isentropic effi-
ciency. On the other hand, GT and ST turbines erosion is repre-
sented by an increased flow capacity plus a reduction in the tur-
bine isentropic efficiency~Lakshminarasimha et al.@8#!.

These two phenomena are represented by changing the so-
called nondimensional mass flow~Eq. ~1!! of the component maps
~Table 1!.

ẆATi

PA
is increased or reduced (1)

Component Efficiency Degradation: This is modeled by re-
ducing the component isentropic efficiency of the appropriate map
and keeping all other parameters at their design point~DP! levels.
In this case, it was assumed that the component isentropic effi-
ciency might decrease from its DP value due to any reason, such
as blade tip rubs or FOD.

Heat Exchanger Degradation: The degradation of either of
the heat exchangers~economizer, evaporator, superheater, and
condenser! was simulated by assuming a percent reduction in the
original DP value of the overall heat transfer coefficient of the
heat exchanger in concern.

Gas Turbine Back Pressure: The increased back pressure at
the gas turbine exhaust is represented as an increase in the GT
exhaust outlet pressure.

The above-mentioned faults are applied to different components
of the plant in different values. Table 1 summarizes these faults
and their ranges at which they were applied to each component.

Therefore, throughout this study, it was assumed that there was
no component washing or any type of maintenance carried out on
the gas and steam turbine plants until the deterioration reached 5%
from the original design point performance.

Combined Cycle Degradation Simulation
Before starting any degradation simulations it was necessary to

establish a datum working line~design point performance! of both
plants. This base line performance point is represented by~0.0!
value in Table 1 above and on all deterioration graphs shown
below. Once the design point performance has been identified,
then the magnitude of faults representing a physical fault of the
component in consideration,~see ‘‘faults representation’’!, to be
implanted on each component has to be established.

Unfortunately, although there is a lot of work published on the
subject of gas turbine performance deterioration~Tabakoff @9#,

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of a single pressure CCGT power
plant

Table 1 Representation of component degradation

Fault Represented By Range

Compressor fouling Drop inG 0.0–~25.0%!
Drop in hC 0.0–~22.5%!

Compressor erosion Drop inG 0.0–~25.0%!
Drop in hC 0.0–~22.5%!

Turbine fouling Drop inG 0.0–~25.0%!
Drop in hT 0.0–~22.5%!

Turbine erosion Rise inG 0.0–~15.0%!
Drop in hT 0.0–~22.5%!

FOD Drop inhC andhT 0.0–~25.0%!
Gas turbine back
pressure

GT Back pressure
rise

0.0–~13.0%!

Economizer degradation Drop inU 0.0–~25.0%!
Evaporator degradation Drop inU 0.0–~25.0%!
Superheater degradation Drop inU 0.0–~25.0%!
Condenser degradation Drop inU 0.0–~25.0%!
Steam turbine fouling Drop inG 0.0–~25.0%!

Drop in hT 0.0–~22.5%!
Steam turbine erosion Rise inG 0.0–~15.0%!

Drop in hT 0.0–~22.5%!
FOD Drop inhT 0.0–~25.0%!
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Tabakoff et al.@10#, Diakunchak@7#, and Lakshminarasimha et al.
@8#, and others!, the applied degradation magnitude to each com-
ponent, when simulating gas turbines deterioration performance,
in most cases is either arbitrary or based on some published ex-
perimental results. Therefore, in present study the values men-
tioned by Diakunchak@7# and Escher@11# were taken as a guide-
lines from which the implanted faults were estimated. Table 2
~Zwebek and Pilidis@5#! shows a summary of how component
isentropic efficiency changes vary with degradation. These values
were applied in all calculations to the appropriate components.

Based on what is mentioned above, in the case of steam turbine
plant, it was also assumed that every 1.0% deterioration in mass
flow capacity~fouling or erosion! would result in a deterioration
of ~0.50%! in steam turbine isentropic efficiency.

Unfortunately, not much literature was found on the subject of
CCGT plant degradation, or on modeling of this problem, includ-
ing the effect of GT back pressure rise. Therefore to simulate the
effect of back pressure on gas turbine performance, due to HRSG
degradation some assumptions have been made. An increase in
back pressure by'0.0025 atm results in a reduction in gas turbine
power by '0.3%. Typical back pressure ranges from 0.025 to
0.037 atm above the design value. Because of the inherent prob-
lems which accompanies the increase of back pressure, e.g., high

torque on the shaft, coupling forces on thrust bearing, and vibra-
tion, it was assumed that maximum it can go up to 0.03 atm over
the DP value.

It is worth reminding the reader here that the values in Fig. 3
and in the following successive figures are also including the gas
turbine back pressure rise due to HRSG degradation. This is ac-
complished by implanting a value of GT exhaust back pressure
rise with a corresponding GT degradation~fouling/erosion! value
as shown in Table 3.

Gas Turbine Degradation Simulation Results
Due to its working nature and depending on the place where it

is installed, it was assumed that the gas turbine might foul or
erode. Therefore, the simulation strategy of the gas turbine was
divided into two different categories. The first strategy was to
assume that the gas turbine will foul up~25.0%! from its original
DP performance. On the other hand, the second strategy assumes
an erosion in gas turbine gas path components up to~15.0%!
from their DP performance. In parallel with each of the cases
mentioned above, an amount increase in gas turbine back pressure
due to degraded HRSG was assumed as shown in Table 3.

As Fig. 2 shows, a back pressure increase of~3.0%! resulted in
a reduction in gas turbine thermal efficiency and power by
~22.0%! approximately. While the exhaust mass flow was almost
constant, the exhaust temperature increased by about~0.75%!
from its original DP value.

Figure 3 summarizes the main performance parameters of gas
turbine and how they vary with degradation. As it can be seen, it

Fig. 2 Back pressure effects on GT performance

Table 2 Component isentropic efficiency variation with degra-
dation

Physical Fault

Nondimensional
Mass Flow
Change~A!

Isentropic
Efficiency
Change

~B!
Ratio
A:B

Compressor fouling Gc↓ hc↓ ;1:0.5
Compressor erosion Gc↓ hc↓ ;1:0.5
Compressor corrosion Gc↓ hc↓ ;1:0.5
Turbine fouling GT↓ hT↓ ;1:0.5
Turbine erosion GT↑ hT↓ ;1:0.5
Turbine corrosion GT↓ hT↓ ;1:0.5
Foreign object damage GC/T↓ hC/T↓ ;1:2.0
Thermal distortion GT↑↓ hC/T↓ ;1:2.0
Blade rubbing GC↓ & GT↑ hC/T↓ ;1:2.0

Table 3 GT back pressure distribution along with other com-
ponents degradation

GT Back Pressure GT Fouling GT Erosion

11.0% 21.0% 11.0%
11.5% 22.0% 12.0%
12.0% 23.0% 13.0%
12.5% 24.0% 14.0%
13.0% 25.0% 15.0%
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seems that the effect of either fouling or erosion is tending to have
a similar curvature trend, but the magnitude is different.

As this figure shows, the maximum degradation consequence
was encountered with gas turbine power deterioration due to GT
component erosion. This was around~215.2%! from the original
DP value. The corresponding plant thermal efficiency drop was
about~211.5%!.

The combination of decreased compressor mass flow with an
increased turbine flow capacity, due to erosion by 5%, led to a
higher ~about 2.5%! reduction in the plant’s overall efficiency in
comparison to the case where both components are experiencing
fouling. This is due to the fact that the decreased pressure ratio
through the turbine due to erosion resulted in a lower power out-
put of the turbine, and hence a reduced overall power output of
the engine which then reflected on the engine’s overall efficiency.
This shows that the erosion effect of gas turbine gas path compo-
nents on the gas turbine performance is higher than the fouling
effect.

Steam Cycle Degradation Simulation Results
As it was explained above, since the trend of the GT degrada-

tion due to either fouling or erosion is the same, and they only
differ in the magnitude, and due to the limited space~page num-
bers allowed for this paper! it was decided to discuss only the
fault which gave the higher impact on GT performance when
simulating the bottoming cycle. Therefore, as already showed,
since the GT erosion effects were predominant over the effect of
fouling, it was decided to use its values when simulating steam
cycle performance degradation.

The most important steam turbine cycle performance deteriora-
tion simulation results are represented graphically in Figs. 4
through 8. It is worth reminding the reader here that the values in
these figures are including also the gas turbine degradation~ero-
sion! and GT exhaust back pressure rise effects due to HRSG
degradation as shown in Fig. 3.

The GT degradation effects on ST as well as on CCGT plants
was plotted within the graphs showing those plants degradation.
Figure 4 shows the effects of degraded topping~GT! as well as
bottoming ~ST! cycles on the steam flow through the bottoming
cycle. As this figure shows, the increase in steam mass flow~about

8.3%! was at its highest value with superheater degradation by
5%. Although the expectation was to see the highest change in
mass flow variation with GT degradation, the results came up with
different values. In reality, this increase in mass flow was not due
to degraded superheater. In fact as Zwebek and Pilidis@6# showed,
the effect of degraded superheater alone on steam mass flow~with
out gas turbine degradation! is almost negligible~10.51%!.
Therefore, as Eq.~1! shows, the inlet conditions at the ST inlet are
controlled by the so-called nondimensional mass flow~Eq. ~1!
above!. Now by comparing the superheater degradation effects in
Figs. 4, 7, and 8 with GT degradation effects it will be observed
that while steam live pressure is almost constant~Fig. 7!, there
was an increase in steam mass flow. Now to fulfil the conditions
of Eq. ~1!, then the live steam temperature must increase. This is
the result obtained~as Fig. 8 shows!. The same discussion is al-
most applicable to all other conditions.

It is well known from the very basics of steam turbine cycle
theory that the steam turbine power is a function of steam mass
flow and its enthalpy. Now by comparing Fig. 5 with Fig. 4 it
would be observed that the steam turbine power is more or less
following the mass flow behavior.

The effects of degraded topping as well as bottoming cycle
components on steam turbine power plant are illustrated in Fig. 5.
As this figure shows, the largest displacement of ST turbine power
from its original DP value was encountered with superheater as
well as condenser degradations. Again as stated above, this in-
crease in ST power is merely due to increased gas turbine exhaust
temperature due to GT degradation which led to increase steam
mass flow and hence to increase the ST power. On the other hand,
the lowest effect on ST power resulted from GT degradation along
with ST turbine isentropic efficiency degradation; this was around
14.2%.

One of the very important results obtained from this study is
that, unlike the case with GT or ST degradations alone where the
relationship between performance parameter variation~ST power,
ST Rankine, etc.! and deterioration is linear, in the case of both
plants deteriorated the relationship obtained was also nearly
linear.

Cerri @12# stated that the maximal CCGT efficiency is reached
when the GT exhaust temperature is higher than the one corre-

Fig. 3 GT performance parameters variation with gas turbine cycle component
degradation
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sponding to the maximum GT efficiency; i.e., as GT exhaust tem-
perature goes up, the CCGT efficiency goes up. Since gas turbine
efficiency is already at its maximum, and still by increasing GT
exhaust temperature~due to any reason! the CCGT will increase.
This would then implicitly indicate that this increase is gained by
increased steam turbine plant’s power due to the increased steam
turbine inlet conditions as explained above. This exactly coincides
with the results obtained in the current study~see Fig. 5!.

The next important performance parameter to discuss here is
the steam turbine plant~Rankine! efficiency variation with degra-

dation, which is illustrated in Fig. 6. The thermal efficiency defi-
nition of steam turbine~bottoming! plant is given by

hR5
WSC

QHRSG
. (2)

This equation shows that the steam turbine~bottoming! cycle
efficiency is a function of steam turbine net power output and the
heat transferred in the HRSG (QHRSG), which is representing the
heat input to the steam cycle. Now by looking at Fig. 9 it will be

Fig. 4 ST steam mass flow variation with gas and steam cycles component deg-
radation

Fig. 5 Steam turbine power variation with gas and steam cycles component deg-
radation
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seen that all types of degradations resulted into an increase in the
HRSG efficiency, i.e., increasedQHRSG. As Fig. 5 shows, al-
though ST power increased with all types of degradation as well,
yet the increase in theQHRSG ~relative to DP value! in some cases
was higher than the increase in ST power. This led to the ST
efficiency to fall with such cases. This can be clearly seen in the
case of ST turbine isentropic degradation. In this case, the in-
crease in ST power was around 4.2% with 5% degradation. Al-
though ~as Fig. 9 shows! there was an increase in HRSG effi-
ciency by about 4.2%~for the same magnitude of degradation! as

well, nevertheless, the increase inQHRSG was predominant and
hence resulted in decreasing the ST turbine efficiency by approxi-
mately 3.3%.

As Figs. 5 and 6 show, the ST turbine isentropic efficiency has
a predominant effect over all other types of ST cycle degradations.
This is in agreement with the conclusion established by Zwebek
and Pilidis@6#.

The degradation effects of gas and steam plants on live steam
pressure and temperature are expressed on Figs. 7 and 8, respec-
tively. As Fig. 7 shows, the blockage of the steam turbine inlet due

Fig. 6 Rankine efficiency variation with gas and steam cycles component degrada-
tion

Fig. 7 Live steam pressure variation with gas and steam cycles component deg-
radation
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to fouling by 5.0% resulted in about 11.6% increase in live steam
pressure at the ST turbine inlet. The combination of all other types
of degradation with steam turbine fouling reduced the inlet pres-
sure to about 11.0%. On the other hand, the degradation of all
components along with steam turbine erosion by 5.0% resulted in
only 0.3%~approximately! reduction in live steam pressure.

In the case of live steam temperature, as Fig. 8 shows, the effect
of different components degradation on live steam temperature is
mostly controlled by increased gas turbine exhaust temperature.
As already shown above~see Fig. 3! the effect of gas turbine

components degradation was to increase the GT exhaust tempera-
ture. This, then by itself, led the live steam temperature to increase
~see explanation above!.

Combined Cycle Degradation Results
The degradation results have been explained in part by address-

ing the two cycles separately. Figure 10 shows the whole CCGT
plant’s power and how it varies with GT and ST plants
degradation.

Fig. 8 Live steam temperature variation with gas and steam cycles component
degradation

Fig. 9 HRSG efficiency variation with gas Steam cycles component degradation
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As this figure shows, although there was an increase in ST
power~see Fig. 5!, the decrease that was caused by GT power~see
Fig. 3! was predominant. This actually is a straightforward result
since GT power counts for the two thirds of the total amount of
CCGT power. Figure 11 is a reproduction of Fig. 9 showing the
CCGT efficiency is actually following the behavior of CCGT
power.

As the two previous figures showed, the GT turbine degradation
alone was having the least effect on CCGT plant power and effi-
ciency. On the other hand, when the ST component effects were
included in the degradation, the outcome deterioration results
started to increase. As these two figures show, the largest degra-

dation effect was due to the ST turbine isentropic efficiency deg-
radation along with GT degradation. This was about210.7% and
24.3% deterioration in CCGT power and efficiency respectively
with 25.0% degradation.

Figures 9 and 12 illustrate the degradation effects of both plants
on HRSG efficiency (hHRSG) and stack temperature, respectively.
The stack temperature is mainly a measure of the amount of gas
turbine exhaust heat utilization by the bottoming cycle. Also, by
definition, HRSG efficiency is a function of stack temperature and
HRSG exhaust inlet temperature for a given ambient temperature
~Eq. ~3!!

Fig. 10 CCGT power variation with gas and steam cycles component degradation

Fig. 11 CCGT efficiency variation with gas steam cycles component degradation
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hHRSG5
TGin2TStack

TGin2Tamb
. (3)

This equation shows that, for a given HRSG inlet exhaust and
ambient temperatures, the HRSG efficiency increases with de-
creased stack temperature (TStack) and vice versa.

While, as Zwebek and Pilidis@5# showed, the effects of GT
component degradation resulted in decreasingTStack, the effects
of ST component degradation Zwebek and Pilidis@6# came up
~somewhat! with opposite results. Now, as Fig. 12 shows, al-
though in this case both plants were degraded, all types of degra-
dation led to decreasingTStack and hence increasing thehHRSG
~see Fig. 11!. This leads us to a conclusion that the effects of GT
degradation onhHRSG are predominant over the effect ST compo-
nent degradation.

Conclusions
The results obtained showed that the erosion of gas turbine gas

path components has a predominant effect on its performance over
the effect of fouling.

The results obtained are in agreement with those found in the
literature. The combination of the two~upper and bottoming! cy-
cle’s degradations leads to a nearly linear behavior of the deterio-
ration results.

The obtained degradation effects of GT plant on steam cycle
plant’s performance are in agreement with the published data that
the authors found in open literature,@12#.

The combination of GT component degradation with ST turbine
isentropic efficiency degradations led to the highest deterioration
of CCGT plant power and efficiency.

The combination of both plant component degradation led to
decreasing the stack temperature (TStack). This shows that the ef-
fects of GT degradation onTStack and hence onhHRSG are pre-
dominant over the effect ST component degradation.

Nomenclature

atm 5 atmospheric pressure
CCGT 5 combined cycle gas turbine plant

DP 5 design point
GT 5 gas turbine

HRSG 5 heat recovery steam generator
Q 5 heat transfer

ST 5 steam turbine
T 5 temperature
G 5 nondimensional mass flow
h 5 efficiency
U 5 heat transfer coefficient

Subscripts

C 5 GT compressor
CC 5 combined cycle
GT 5 gas turbine
ST 5 steam turbine

i 5 inlet
Gin 5 HRSG inlet
SC 5 steam cycle

T 5 turbine
Stack 5 HRSG exit
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Inherent CO2 Capture Using
Chemical Looping Combustion in
a Natural Gas Fired Power Cycle
In this paper an alternative to the so-called ‘‘oxy-fuel’’ combustion for CO2 capture is
evaluated. ‘‘Chemical looping combustion’’ (CLC), is closely related to oxy-fuel combus-
tion as the chemically bound oxygen reacts in a stoichiometric ratio with the fuel. In the
CLC process the overall combustion reaction takes place in two reaction steps in two
separate reactors. In the reduction reactor, the fuel is oxidized by the oxygen carrier, i.e.,
the metal oxide MeO. The metal oxide is reduced to a metal oxide with a lower oxidation
number, Me, in the reaction with the fuel. In this manner, pure oxygen is supplied to the
reaction with the fuel without using a traditional air separation plant, like cryogenic
distillation of air. The paper presents a thermodynamic cycle analysis, where CLC is
applied in a humid air turbine concept. Main parameters are identified, and these are
varied to examine the influence on cycle efficiency. Results on cycle efficiency are pre-
sented and compared to other CO2 capture options. Further, an evaluation of the oxygen
carrier, metals/oxides, is presented. An exergy analysis is carried out in order to under-
stand where losses occur, and to explain the difference between CLC and conventional
combustion. The oxidation reactor air inlet temperature and the oxidation reactor exhaust
temperature have a significant impact on the overall efficiency. This can be attributed to
the controlling effect of these parameters on the required airflow rate. An optimum effi-
ciency of 55.9% has been found for a given set of input parameters. Crucial issues of
oxygen carrier durability, chemical performance, and mechanical properties have been
idealized, and further research on the feasibility of CLC is needed. Whether or not the
assumption 100% gas conversion holds, is a crucial issue and remains to be determined
experimentally. Successful long-term operation of chemical looping systems of this par-
ticular type has not yet been demonstrated. The simulation points out a very promising
potential of CLC as a power/heat generating method with inherent capture ofCO2 .
Exergy analysis show reduced irreversibilities for CLC compared to conventional com-
bustion. Simulations of this type will prove useful in designing CLC systems in the future
when promizing oxygen carriers have been investigated in more detail
.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1615251#

Introduction
Originally proposed by Richter and Knoche@1# in 1983, the

main idea of chemical looping combustion~CLC! is to split com-
bustion of natural gas into separate oxidation and reduction reac-
tions by introducing a suitable metal oxide as an oxygen carrier to
circulate between the two reactors, as indicated in Fig. 1.

The oxide is reduced to metal in the presence of hydrocarbons,
and reformed by oxidation with air. The reaction for methane and
a metal oxide can be formulated as follows:

Me1
1

2
O2→MeO (1)

CH414MeO→CO212H2O14Me. (2)

The oxidation is highly exothermic (DHOX52959 kJ/mol) and
provides high temperature exhaust gas for power production~or as
a heat source!, and metal oxide which supply heat to the exhaust
stream from the reduction reactor in a gas-solid heat exchange
reactor, thus increasing the power generating potential of this ex-
haust, as well as supplying heat to the endothermic reduction re-
action (DHRED5156 kJ/mol). CLC is a method for reducing the

exergy loss associated with the highly irreversible combustion of a
fuel. This reduction is, however, dependent upon the degree of
conversion in the two reactors. The advantage of inherent CO2
separation without severe energy penalties has drawn increased
attention in light of the current global warming debate,@2#. For-
mation of NOX is also very low by virtue of the relatively low
temperature conditions in the reactors. Current literature directly
related to CLC is sparse. An overview of current CLC research is
summarized in Table 1.

Procedure
This paper presents the results of a simulation of a CLC power

plant. The simulations were performed in Matlab 5.0. The applied

Contributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute~IGTI! of THE AMERICAN
SOCIETY OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERSfor publication in the ASME JOURNAL OF
ENGINEERING FOR GAS TURBINES AND POWER. Paper presented at the Interna-
tional Gas Turbine and Aeroengine Congress and Exhibition, Amsterdam, The Neth-
erlands, June 3–6, 2002; Paper No. 2002-GT-30129. Manuscript received by IGTI,
Dec. 2001, final revision, Mar. 2002. Associate Editor: E. Benvenuti. Fig. 1 The chemical looping combustion principle
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process schematic is shown in Fig. 2. This is essentially similar to
that proposed by Ishida et al.@2#. The model is made up from the
mass and energy balances for the six main component types in the
flowsheet: turbine, compressor, pump, reactors, heat exchangers,
and condensers. Standard equations for compressor and turbine
work, required pump power and heat exchange calculations have
been used. Turbine cooling efficiency penalty is not included in
the present work. The heat losses in both reactors are set to 1% of
the inlet stream enthalpies. The CLC system could be integrated in
various power cycles. In the present study it was chosen to use the
humid air turbine~HAT! principle. A humidifying tower is used to
saturate the incoming air, before entering the oxidation reactor.
Thermochemical data from Barin@3# and Kotas@4# are used
throughout the calculation, and heat capacities for mixtures of
gases have been estimated by assuming ideal-gas behavior. Power
requirements to circulate the oxygen carrier, besides reactor pres-
sure drop, are considered negligible.

Key parameters employed in calculations on this system are the
degree of oxidation~X! and the conversion factor or Gas Yield
(g red):

X512
moxd2m

moxd2mred
5

m2mred

moxd2mred
(3)

g red5
PCO2 ,out

PCH4 ,out1PCO2 ,out1PCO,out
. (4)

X describes the state of the oxygen carrier at a given point in the
process, and is defined as the fraction of the oxygen carrier mate-
rial that is oxidized at a given time.g red, which has been used by
some authors,@5#, is here assumed to be unity. Theconversion
differenceDX per unit time between initial and current degree of
oxidation of the carrier material, is also a measure of the reaction
efficiency.

Choice of Oxygen Carrier. A number of promising oxygen
carriers have been found, of which NiO/NiAl2O4 is perhaps the
most interesting,@6#. Based on previous experiments;@7#, and
availability of thermodynamical data, NiO/YSZ on a 3:2 mass
basis was selected as oxygen carrier. The degree of oxidationXO

Table 1 Published work on CLC power generation systems

Authors Studied Area Results

Ishida et al.@2,10,11# Thermodynamics, exergy analysis Reduced exergy loss compared to conventional combustion,
Anheden@9# as a result of reaction splitting
Mattison and Lyngfeldt@5# Reaction characteristics of different types

of ferrous~III ! oxides
Reactions rates~red/ox! are sufficient for power
generating applications

Ishida et al.@6,7,12–17# Oxygen carriers: reduction/oxidation rates, synthesis,
mechanical properties, carbon deposition, kinetics

Several promising oxygen carriers have been investigated,
reaction rates are sufficiently large

Lyngfeldt et al.@8# Reactor design and technical feasibility Circulating fluidized bed concept discussed as a
suitable reactor set up

Hatanaka et al.@18# Reaction kinetics Reaction rates are sufficiently large

Fig. 2 Process flowsheet. A gas turbine with compressor intercooling and air saturation. The CLC system is
shown within the dashed box.
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is set to 0.1 at the oxidation reactor entrance, andXU50.8 at the
reduction reactor entrance. These values have been selected~in-
stead of 0.0 and 1.0! in order to decrease the reactor volumes~and
residence times! necessary for complete transformation of the ma-
terial, while maintaining a relatively low mass-flow of the oxygen
carrier.

Results and Discussion
Six process parameters that are believed to affect the overall

efficiency were identified: oxidation reactor air inlet temperature
TI , fuel inlet temperatureTR , oxidation reactor exhaust tempera-
ture TU , primary reduction exhaust temperatureTO , were varied
in turn, and their influence on important process parameters and
ultimately on the overall efficiency was calculated. The efficiency
is defined as the ratio of net shaft power output~work of turbines
minus work of compressors and pumps! to the lower heating value
of CH4 . The basis of the simulation is a fuel consumption rate of
1.0 kg CH4 /s. Table 2 presents the main results in a highly com-
pressed form. Variation of primary parameters is shown in italics,
and gives rise to degrees-of-freedom in other process parameters,
in addition to the primary sought effect on total efficiency.
„1… Oxidation inlet temperature, TI . The temperature of the

air as it enters the oxidation reactor will affect the power produc-
tion of WGT1, as it determines the airflow rate through the process
when reactor outlet temperature and heat exchanger duties are
given. An increase in total efficiency is observed due to a propor-
tionally larger turbine output gain as the airflow rate increases
when going fromTI5400– 520°C, than the rise in required com-
pressive work.TI will also affect the water temperature in the
saturator, as more high temperature heat is available at lowTI . TI
is found to have significant impact onhTOT ,—about 5.1% over
the temperature range. The temperatureTI is set as high as pos-
sible, limited by theDTmin requirements in the preheating ex-
changers. Based on this result, the following simulations use all
available high-temperature heat to increaseTI to optimize effi-
ciency.
„2… Fuel inlet temperature, TR . With given outlet conditions

and fuel flow, lowering the fuel inlet temperature allows more heat
to be transferred in the air-preheaters thus allowing a further in-
crease inTI . The amount of fuel entering the system is much
lower than the amount of air. Subsequently, the total energy influx
to the reactors remains constant, and little effect is observed in
hTOT . A slight increase is observed, however. Maximum fuel inlet
temperature, limited byDTMIN requirements in the heat exchang-
ers, is therefore chosen in the following simulations.

„3… Oxidation reactor outlet temperature, TU . Lowering the
turbine inlet temperatureTU , immediately lowers the GT1 turbine
power output. Turbine outlet temperature also decreases, and less
energy is available for air preheating. On the other hand, the air-
flow can be increased, and the need for costly turbine and reactor
cooling might be eliminated. The increased airflow cancels the
effect of the temperature decrease and the power outputWGT1
remains constant, but the required compressor power increases

significantly, as can be seen in Fig. 3~b!. The power generating
potential of GT1 is unaffected and a significant effect on total
efficiency is thus observed.

„4… Turbine GT2 inlet temperature , TT . IncreasingTT is
possible by increasing the mean residence time of the particles in
the gas-solid heat exchanger, thus transferring more energy. Less
energy is thus available when the oxygen carrier enters the oxida-
tion reactor. Consequently the airflow must be reduced to maintain
constant outlet conditions. Increased power in turbine GT2 comes
at the cost of lowering the power in turbine GT1 andhTOT is
relatively unaffected. Economical considerations with regard to
turbine GT2 imply that a low inlet temperature is desirable to
avoid cooling of the turbine.

„5… Reduction reactor outlet temperature, TO . By increasing
the carrier mass flow rate, while maintaining a constant volume in
the gas-solid heat exchanger, the oxygen carrier will have a higher
temperature as it enters the reduction reactor. This will lead to an
increase inTO . Additionally a change inXU ~after oxidation! and
XO ~after reduction! is observed as the reactor volumes are con-
sidered to be constant and the mean residence times (tox ,t red)
decreases. This leads to a slight change in the energy balance for
the reduction reactor, the net result being a small decrease in
efficiency. This observation is important because of the implica-
tion thatTO can be chosen to optimize the kinetics of the reduc-
tion reaction, without significant losses in efficiency.

„6… Reactor pressure. Reduced pressure invariably leads to
reduced power generation in both turbines, along with a reduction
in required compressor work. The airflow rate will increase, how-
ever, and only a slight net effect is observed. When going from 10
to 20 bars, there is a slight increase in compressor work while
WGT1 remains constant.hTOT increases, however, due to the in-
creased contribution from turbine GT2. The total efficiency rises
slightly for pressures up to 20 bar, where the increase in compres-
sor work exceeds the increase inWGT2. 20 bars therefore seem to
be an optimal operating pressure for the reactor system.

In Fig. 3~a!, TI andTU are plotted against total efficiency, as-
suming constant fuel input. Note that changingTU also leads to a
change inTI due to the heat integration of the two streams. Figure
3~b! shows the effect on airflow rate when reducingTU from 1200
to 900°C.

Reactor System
A key issue in CLC considerations is the type of reactor system

chosen. The concept of acirculating fluidized bed~CFB! has been
proposed,@8#, and is believed to be the most promising setup for
successful long-term operation. The basis for the simulation is a
CFB ~«50.95! for oxidation, and a fluidized bed~«50.45! for
reduction. It is assumed that the oxygen carrier transport is
gravity-driven in the reduction reactor. Key parameters are shown
in Table 3. The flow of metal/metal oxide between the reactors is
about 1.4–1.5 kg per MJ of net plant power output. The specific
work ~net plant power output per kg of air! is about 1/1.7850.56
MJ/kg, which is somewhat higher~20–30%! than that of a gas
turbine. The oxidation reactor volume is around 1.1 m3/MW of
net plant power output, which is below that of a conventional CFB
combustion plant.

Table 2 Summary of simulation results

Base Case 520 465 1200 900 560 20 55.3

CASES #

PARAMETERS Response

TI@°C# TR@°C# TU@°C# TT@°C# TO@°C# PU @Bar# hTOT

1 400–520 465 1200 900 560 20 50.2–55.3
2 522–519 375–465 1200 900 548 20 55.2–55.3
3 349–519 465 900–1200 900 257 20 45.1–55.3
4 519–527 681 1200 900–1200 485–560 20 55.3–55.9
5 519 465 1200 900 224–1067 20 55.4–54.0
6 633–505 549 1200 900 573 10–20 54.6–55.3
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Exergy Considerations
Thermodynamics states that the maximum amount of mechani-

cal energy from transformation of a chemical compound is ob-
tained when the conversion is reversible, i.e., occurs at a state of
equilibrium. Due to material limitations in the combustor and tur-
bine of a gas turbine, combustion is carried out at temperatures far
below that of the equilibrium temperature associated with the oxi-
dation of fuel with oxygen. The reaction is thus highly irreversible
with considerable entropy generation. Exergy is also destroyed by
irreversibilities in process components such as turbines and heat
exchangers.

In order to compare CLC with conventional combustion with
respect to irreversibilities, it is assumed that the process in Fig. 2
can either use CLC or have a conventional combustor within the
dashed box shown in Fig. 2. The intention of this comparison is to
show that the chemical conversion of fuel in CLC is done with
reduced exergy loss compared to traditional combustion pro-
cesses. The process would be the same with these two combustion
systems, except that a conventional combustion system would
have one hot pressurized gas stream to expand through a turbine,
whereas for the CLC system there are two separate streams ex-
panded through two separate turbines. It is for the exergy consid-
eration assumed that the system outside the dashed box in Fig. 2 is
the same so that the difference in irreversibilities for the whole
process is related to the combustion block, see Fig. 4.

In the following it is assumed that the irreversibilities outside

the reactor are similar in CLC and conventional combustion, al-
though the proposed use of a CFB indicates a slightly higher
pressure loss in the CLC combustion block.

Fundamentally, the exergy balance for a control volume at
steady state can be formulated as follows:

ED5(
cv

EQ2Wcv1S (
i

ṁiei2(
e

ṁeeeD (5)

where

(
cv

EQ5(
cv

S 12
T0

Tj
D . (6)

The first and second terms of Eq.~5! are exergy transfer asso-
ciated with heat transfer and work. Adiabatic conditions are as-
sumed and the work term is not considered since the control vol-
ume does not include the turbines. The specific exergy termsei
andee for process streams at inlet~i! and exit~e! ~n components!,
can be further decomposed into physical (eP) and chemical (eCH)
exergy, assuming mechanical exergy to be negligible:

Fig. 3 „a… T – h diagram for TI and TU…. „b… W – m ha diagram, „900ËTU , 1200….

Table 3 Reactor key parameters „28 MW power output, 50 MW
fuel lower heating value, XOÄ0.1, XUÄ0.8…

kg/s kg/MJel kg/MJLHV

MeO 43.9 1.57 0.88
Me 39.3 1.40 0.79
Oxidation reactor airflow 49.8 1.78 1.0

m3
m3/MWel kg/MWLHV

Oxidation reactor~CFB! 31.2 1.11 155
Reduction reactor~FB! 3.3 0.12 141

Fig. 4 Comparison of two combustion principles
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eP5~h2h0!2T0~s2s0! (7)

eCH5(
n

ynen
CH1R̄T0(

n
yn ln yn (8)

The rate of exergy destruction in the reactor can thus be esti-
mated from the difference in exergy content in the streams at the
volume boundary. Exergetic efficiency is defined accordingly as

hex512
ED

EF
. (9)

Using stream data from the simulation with the highest overall
efficiency~case 4, 55.9%!, an exergy balance for a control volume
over the reactor section~indicated with a dashed box in Fig. 2! has
been considered. For comparison, the same process streams are
applicable in a conventional humid air gas turbine in order to
estimate the difference in exergy loss associated with reaction
splitting. The results are shown in Table 4 and are consistent with
other studies,@2,9#.

The exergy loss of CLC is about 2%—points less compared to
conventional combustion. The reduced exergy loss in CLC be-
comes even more evident considering that a conventional combus-
tion cycle will need a CO2 separation unit.

Conclusions
The oxidation reactor air inlet temperature (TI) and the oxida-

tion reactor exhaust temperature (TU) have a significant impact on
the overall efficiency. This can be attributed to the controlling
effect of these parameters on the required airflow rate. An opti-
mum efficiency of 55.9% has been found forTI5527°C, TU
5TT51200°C, TO5485°C, andṁa549.3 kg/s. The captured
CO2 is at atmospheric pressure. If taking into account the com-
pression of CO2 1–100 bar, the efficiency would be lowered by
2% points, to about 54%. Crucial issues of oxygen carrier dura-
bility, chemical performance, and mechanical properties have
been highly idealized, and further research on the feasibility of
CLC is needed. Whether or not the assumption ofg red;1 holds,
is a crucial issue and remains to be determined experimentally.
Results of previous studies on chemical kinetics are used directly
in the simulations, under conditions quite different from the origi-
nal study, and thus introduce uncertainties in the calculations, as
successful long-term operation of chemical looping systems of
this particular type has not yet been demonstrated. The simulation
points out a very promising potential of CLC as a power/heat
generating method with inherent capture of CO2 . Exergy analysis
show reduced irreversibilities for CLC compared to conventional
combustion. Simulations of this type will prove useful in design-
ing CLC systems in the future when promising oxygen carriers
have been investigated in more detail.
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Nomenclature

eCH 5 specific chemical exergy~kJ/kg!
eP 5 specific physical exergy~kJ/kg!
ED 5 exergy destruction rate~kW!
EF 5 exergy supplied from fuel~kW!
EL 5 exergy loss~kW!
EQ 5 exergy transfer due to heat transfer~kW!

h 5 specific enthalpy~kJ/kg!
DHrx 5 heat of reaction~kJ/kmol!

m 5 instantaneous mass of oxygen carrier~kg!
ṁ 5 mass flow rate~kg/s!

moxd 5 mass of oxygen carrier when 100% oxidized~kg!
mred 5 mass of oxygen carrier when 100% reduced~kg!

Pi 5 partial pressure of componenti ~bar!
R̄ 5 gas constant~kJ/K kmol!
s 5 entropy~kJ/kg K!
T 5 temperature~°C!
V 5 volume ~m3!
W 5 work ~MW!
X 5 degree of oxidation
yi 5 molar fraction of componenti
Y 5 absolute humidity
« 5 bed void

g red 5 gas yield
h 5 efficiency
r 5 particle density~kg/m3!
t 5 mean residence time~s!
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Carbon Dioxide Emission Analysis
With Energy Payback Effect
Analytical model is proposed to account for carbon emission behavior during replacement
of power source from fossil to renewable energy in which sustainability of energy supply
is stressed. Analyses show that energy payback time (EPT) should be much shorter than
the doubling time of manufacturing cycle to secure adequate available energy during as
well as after the replacement. Nuclear, small hydropower, and photovoltaic cell are taken
as representative candidates and investigated as an option to replace fossil power until
mid-century. Nuclear and small hydropower can be promising candidates but photovoltaic
cell needs further development efforts to reduce EPT to avoid energy expense after the
replacement.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1691442#

Introduction
The global warming rate has recently been more rapidly than

ever observed in the past. According to climate model simulation
by IPCC, @1#, this warming cannot be accounted for without the
increase of the concentration of carbon dioxide (CO2) in the at-
mosphere. In order to stabilize the CO2 concentration in the air
within an allowable limit at the beginning of the next century,
drastically low carbon future would be envisaged. For example,
DNE21 model,@2#, warned annual carbon emissions should start
decreasing in 2040 and eventual CO2 emission cuts of more than
half of today’s level should be reached. To achieve the goal, ef-
forts should be focused on the exploitation of carbon-free renew-
able energy. Its energy density, however, is generally low and thus
consumes energy as well as requires investment per unit of energy
produced by itself more than that of fossil fuel, to install its power
source.

It is common to evaluate initial cost, transportation cost and
running cost to judge whether a new power generation system
should be introduced. Energy balance considerations, however,
are much more fundamental to determine if a certain system may
be an effective measure to reduce CO2 emissions. In fact, the
introduction of the renewable energy is not carbon free when it is
undergoing to substitute for fossil fuel because its manufacturing
consumes fossil fuel. Less work, however, has been done so far on
systematic approach to macroscopic energy system based on en-
ergy balance. Both energy payback time and life cycle time of a
certain power generation system are key concepts to judge
whether the introduction of the system is proper or not.

A simple analytical model was proposed to predict carbon
emissions sent to the atmosphere as function of time during intro-
ducing renewable energy. Also, based on calculation result restric-
tions regarding both the energy payback and the life cycle times
were discussed on photovoltaic cells.

Sustainability of Energy Supply

Steady-State Conditions. Rebirth scenarios in general illus-
trate future such as global primary energy supply becomes satu-
rated while end demand increases depending on population
growth.

Some fundamental inequalities are discussed below for the sus-
tainability of electric power supply.

(1) Effectiveness of Power Source.It is apparent that in any
meaningful electric power source energy required to manufacture
itself must not exceed total energy produced in its life. This con-
dition leads tob,ct1 that reduces to using energy payback time
«

«/t1,1. (1)

(2) Retention of a Given Energy SupplyK. Suppose a group
of electric power sources that continue to supply annual constant
energyK where successive dieback and reproduction occur. Then
energy requirement similar to the above holds to the group, i.e.,
Nb/t1,K that reduces again to Eq.~1!. Thus, Eq.~1! is a neces-
sary condition to sustain energy system as well.

(3) Availability Consideration. Left-hand side of Eq.~1!
may be understood as dimensionless energy payback time~DEPT!
and is denoted byb. Here, coefficient of availability~COA! a is
defined as the ratio of net available energy produced in life time
~total energy produced minus production energy! to the total en-
ergy produced. Then, from the definition,a is related tob as
follows:

a512b. (2)

Dynamic Conditions. In order to be able to replace a con-
ventional power source~CPS! by a new one~NPS!, the amount of
electricity generated by an active new power source a year must
exceed the energy required to manufacture itself per year.

To meet the requirement with death as well as birth of power
source considered, the following inequality must hold regardless
of time

cX^b f8~ t ! (3)

where

X5 f ~ t !2 f ~ t2t1!. (4)

With the assumption thatf (t) is of exponential type function
being 2t/t2 applied to Eqs.~3! and ~4!, we can reduce

g~12e21/g!^b (5)

where

g5t2 /~t1 ln 2!. (6)

It is seen that to create available energy doubling timet2 must
have a lower limit value as function oft1 , « anda0 .

This restriction guarantees the condition that replacement of
power source, say from fossil to renewable should take place.
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In case thatt1@t2 , the value of bracket on the left hand side of
Eq. ~5! approaches unity. Equations~2! and~5! are useful to select
appropriate candidate among various carbon-free renewable ener-
gies and establish their production schedule.

Figure 1 shows DEPT of various renewable power sources re-
duced from Ref.@3# in comparison with fossil fired current power
source which covers 95% of primary energy supply of the world
at present. For example, DEPT of photovoltaic cell is 0.37 from
Fig. 1 and then Eq.~2! yields a50.63.

This means maximum achievable COA is 0.63 that is much
smaller than that of fossil power source.

Analysis of Carbon Emissions From Mixed Power
Sources During Replacement

CO2 emission from power plants result from three ways, i.e.,
~1! manufacturing and installations of facility,~2! operation and
maintenance~O & M !, and ~3! fuel combustion. Fossil power
meeting 95% of world electricity demand at the moment emits
most CO2 due to the fuel combustion. On the other hand, natural
energy as an alternative to fossil energy for CO2 abatement is not
necessarily free from CO2 emission because fossil energy is con-
sumed during its manufacturing and installations until replace-
ment completes. Its portion is reported almost 100% for small
hydropower and more than 90% for both photovoltaic cell and
wind power,@3#.

From the above, following assumptions are imposed in analysis
for simplicity.

1. Power sources can be divided into two categories, conven-
tional ~fossil! and new~renewable! ones. Suppose the former
is replaced by the latter with time.

2. Conventional power source~CPS! is represented by coal
fired plant and emits most CO2 in the process of fuel com-
bustion.

3. New power source~NPS! emits CO2 during manufacturing
and installation only and none of CO2 in its operation.

Constant Gross Energy Supply Scheme„Model A…. Total
carbon emitted from power sources is the sum of contributions
from both the conventional and the renewable.

Assuming mixed power is unchanged during replacement by
the new power and maintained to be equal toK, then carbon mass
balance may be expressed by

KAm5A0~K2cDX!1Amb f8~ t !. (7)

Incorporating Eq.~4! and referring to the definition ofDX, Eq.~7!
can be rewritten as

a[
Am

A0
5

12~ f ~ t !2 f ~0!!/N1~ f ~ t2t1!2 f ~2t1!!/N

12« f 8~ t !/N
(8)

where f (t) is the cumulative number of the renewable power
sources manufactured until timet that is assumed to be doubled in
everyt2 years giving

f ~ t !5 f ~0!2t/t2. (9)

Then using dimensionless timef(5t/t1), Eq. ~8! leads to

a5
12G~f!

12J~f!
(10)

where

G~f!5~ef/g21!/N

J~f!5bef/g/~gN~12e21/g!!. (11)

The time of complete replacementt f is expressed with dimen-
sionless formdA from solving the equationK5cDX with respect
to f

dA5g ln~N11!. (12)

Energy balance of a mixed power system follows~see Fig. 2!. In
this model total production energy is constant equal toK and then
by definition,

s51. (13)

Energy consumption for manufacturing power sources is (1
2ao)(K2cDX)[B for conventional power~CPS! and b f8(t)
[C for a new one~NPS!. Then, available energy may be ex-
pressed byK2B2C and the coefficient of availability~COA! am
for the mixed power system yields

amA~f!5~12a0!G~f!1a02J~f! (14)

and becomes atf5dA when replacement completes

amA~dA!512b~N11!/~gN~12e21/g!!. (15)

Increased Available Energy Supply Scheme„Model B….
Here the energy supply is assumed to be increased by those re-
quired for manufacturing new renewable power sources. Then
noting that energy supply due to conventional and new power
sources becomeK2(cDX2b f8(t)) and cDX, respectively, the
carbon balance of mixed power system yields

Am~K1b f8~ t !!5Ao~K2~cDX2b f8~ t !!!1Amb f8~ t ! (16)

under the condition thatcX^b f8(t) ~Eq. ~3!!. This reduces to

KAm5A0~K2cDX!1A0b f8~ t !.

Following the precedent procedure, we have

a512G~f!1J~f!. (17)

The total production energy isK1b f8(t) and then expressed by

s511J~f!.

Fig. 1 Dimensionless energy payback time of various power
sources Fig. 2 Electric energy balance
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Full replacement occurs at the timet f when

K2~cDXf2b f8~ t !!50

holds. Then dimensionless formdB for t f becomes

dB5g ln~~N11!~12e21/g!/~12b/g2e21/g!!. (18)

It is seen thatdB is larger thandA in the precedent model of
constantK.

Available energy supply isKa01(12a0)(cDX2b f8(t)) and
COA am can be written as

amB~f!5a01~12a0!~G~f!2J~f!!. (19)

When replacement completes,amB(dB) becomes unity as is ex-
pected from the assumption.

Constant Available Energy Supply Scheme„Model C…. In
this model, energy would be supplied by a new renewable power
source so that available energy remains unvaried with the value
a0K at any time. Thus,amc5a0 .

Based on this assumption, energy balance becomes with un-
known parameterh

a0@K2h~cDX2b f8~ t !!#1cDX2b f8~ t !5a0K. (20)

This reduces to

~12a0h!~cDX2b f8~ t !!50.

The condition that Eq.~20! be identity with respect tot yields

h5
1

a0
. (21)

Then, carbon balance becomes

AmFK2
1

a0
~cDX2b f8~ t !!1cDXG

5A0FK2
1

a0
~cDX2b f8~ t !!G1Amb f8~ t !. (22)

This reduces to

a5
a02G~f!1J~f!

a02~12a0!~G~f!2J~f!!
. (23)

and

s512S 1

a0
21DG~f!1

1

a0
J~f!.

Replacement of power source ends at the timet f when

K2
1

a0
~cDX2b f8~ t !!50

holds. Normalized expressiondc for t f becomes

dc5dB1g ln a0 . (24)

This model coincides with model B in extremity whena0 ap-
proaches unity.

Model Comparison. Table 1 summarizes expressions among
models described in the above sections and Fig. 3 shows samples
calculations of them with parameter valuesa050.95, b50.1, g
50.19, andN52300. These are derived from those of coal fired
thermal power plant (a0) and photovoltaic cell (b,g,N), @4#, re-
lated to the development undergoing in Japan. As shown in Fig.
3~c! the expression of energy produced by new power isG(f)
and common to all models. Sincea0 is close to unity, simulation
results by model B and C behave similarly. From Fig. 3~a! it is
seen that these models yield production of total energy at the end
of power source replacement almost two times larger than the
initial value.

This comes from the fact thatG(dB)61/(12b/g) and
b/g60.5. These are equipped with active renewable power
sources whose number is two times more than that of model A as
shown in Fig. 3~c!. The amount of carbon emission is least in the
model A at the expense of available energy as shown in Figs. 3~b!
and 3~d!. Once the replacement is completed, energy production
rate thereafter may be constant, i.e.,J(f)5G(d),(f^d). Hence,
such a power source as having either small value ofG(d) or high
available to total energy ratio would be preferred in the choice of
new power source.

Gross Carbon Emissions. Using the model B, the amount of
carbon release in the air during the course of time of replacement
is evaluated by the following integral:

l 5E
0

dB

asdf. (25)

Table 1 Summary of expressions of models
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Initial value of unit carbon emission per unit time is due to the
old power source. Then, 13dB would be understood to be its
contribution. A productl t1 is a measure of the amount of carbon
release.

Results and Discussions

Prediction of Power Conversion Time and Carbon and
Emissions for Representative Carbon Free Energy Sources.
Among candidates for renewable power source, nuclear, small hy-
dropower and photovoltaic cell were chosen and analyzed. They
are representative because nuclear is already prevailed, small hy-
dropower has a large amount of resources to be exploited with
smallest energy payback time~EPT! and photovoltaic cell is easy
to be installed anywhere on the earth but has the biggest EPT at
present as shown in Fig. 1.

Adopting model B in the precedent section, where increased
available energy is guaranteed, time of complete replacement and
carbon release was analyzed.

Calculation procedure follows:

1. Specify renewable energy and obtainb from Fig. 1.
2. InputK andcX(0), andcalculateN(5K/cX(0)).
3. Guess permissibleg considering Eq.~5!.
4. Calculated using Eq.~18!.
5. Calculatet f and compare with target value.
6. Calculates f from s511J(f) using Eq.~11!.

Results are given in Table 2 and Fig. 4.
K value of 600TWh/y was electric energy produced by burning

fossil fuel in Japan in 1996 which is to be replaced by carbon-free
energy. Photovoltaic cell power capacity reached about 200 MW

in 1999 in Japan, which is the largest in the world,@4#. The value
of cX(0) were determined assuming 90% availability for nuclear
and 60% for small hydropower, and 15% for photovoltaic cell,
@4,5#. As mentioned earlier, carbon release in the air should start
decreasing until mid-century in order to stabilize the concentration
of carbon dioxide at the beginning of the next century so as to
reach the value two times larger than that of pre-industrial era.
Considering this situation, results show that nuclear and small
hydropower, having tolerable value oft f , may be a good candi-
date in terms of CO2 abatement. Here, we have to care about it
that nuclear is not a renewable but an exhaustible energy resource,
and not reputable among natural resources. Also, hydropower may
affect ecosystem around river during and after exploitation.

Photovoltaic cell, however, requires 97 years from 1999 for
complete replacement according to the present performance char-
acteristics, which is too long to realize the rebirth scenario. Be-
sides,s f is very large. This means the present specifications i.e.,
20 years of average life and 7.4 years of energy payback time
~EPT! need improved. Then, these were modified to be three years
for EPT and 30 years for life respectively within a range under
controversy and calculated again. It is seen result was much im-
proved in terms of replacement time. In view of energy, however,
total powers f required in this case is seen to result in still two
times larger than those required following the analysis given in
the preceding section. This means half of energy is consumed to
make photovoltaic cells themselves. Out of scope of this study
though, it might probably raise a serious cost issue. On the other
hand, in the cases of nuclear and small hydropower, excess power
is estimated to be about 14% and 6%, respectively, both of which
are very small.

In these new power sources, longer replacement completion
tactics look tolerable even at the expense of allowance of a bit

Fig. 3 Energy production and carbon emission during replacement of coal-fired power source
by renewable one
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Fig. 4 Energy production and carbon emission during replacement of coal-fired power source
by various nonfossil power source

Table 2 Assessment of renewable energy candidates
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more release of carbon. It is important to note that once complete
replacement reached, power generation scale cannot be reduced
without loss of available energy.

In the case of photovoltaic cell, the amount of carbon release
exceeds unity, which results from increased manufacturing rate.
However, it is seen that it is improved in the case of target spec. of
photovoltaic cell.

Restrictions on the Energy Payback, Average Life, and Dou-
bling Time in Manufacturing Renewable Power Source.
Preferable design and manufacturing conditions are discussed in
this section, which serves to determine the goal of renewable en-
ergy resource development. In view of energy saving, an energy
strategy to maximize the available energy as well as to minimize
the number of installations of new power sources is desired. Its
dominant parameters are sought.

~1! The number of installations of new power sources. Using
the relations f511J(d)5G(d), the number of active power
sources at the end of replacements f is expressed by

1/s f512b~N11!/g~N~12e21/g!1b/g!. (26)

With N@1, this expression can be approximated by

1/s f512b/g~12e21/g! (27)

which strongly depends on the valueb/g. Under the conditiong
!1, Eq. ~27! may be further simplified to 1/s f512b/g. It is
important to note that 12b/g is independent of life timet1 . The
inequality

b/g!1 (28)

is desirable from the standpoint of energy saving. This implies
that power source manufacturing rate~1/g! of the next generation
should have an allowable higher limit as function of energy pay-
back timeb.

Figure 5 shows the relation betweenb and g with s as a pa-
rameter. Calculation results for nonfossil energy in Table 2 are
also plotted. It is interesting to note that the envelope line corre-
sponding tos f5` coincides with Eq.~5!.

In view of energy saving, smaller value ofs f is desirable,
which, it is seen, primarily influenced byb in the rangeg.0.5.
However, the effect ofg becomes significant as well in the range

g!1. (29)

Coincident realization of Eqs.~28! and ~29! is equivalent to

«!t2!t1 . (30)

This yields optimal choice of parameter range fort2 , which
serves in planning manufacturing scheme for NPS.

Conclusions
Carbon dioxide (CO2) abatement by the introduction of renew-

able energy in place of fossil fuel was modeled and analyzed with
overall energy balance taken into account. Limited operation time
of new power source was considered. Exponential function of
time was assumed as a trial function to express the number growth
of new power sources during replacement.

1. Several useful inequalities and relations among characteris-
tic parameters have been obtained in dimensionless forms of en-
ergy payback time~EPT!, average life (t1) and manufacturing
doubling time (t2).

2. Energy payback time should be controlled much shorter than
doubling time in order to obtain sufficient available energy on
completion of replacement.

3. Nuclear and small hydropower can be a promising candidate
but photovoltaic cell needs further development efforts to reduce
EPT to avoid energy expense after the replacement.

4. Energy balance issue should be considered prior to eco-
nomic one in determining energy option for CO2 abatement.
Present model may be useful in solving inverse problem to deter-
mine target specification for developing power sources of renew-
able energy. Future research task is to involve energy flow model
using more realistic trial function of new energy production.
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Nomenclature

A 5 carbon sent to the atmosphere per unit electric energy
produced

a 5 normalized value of carbon emissions ([Am /Ao)
b 5 energy required to manufacture a new electric power

source~NPS!
c 5 electric energy produced by NPS per year

f (t) 5 cumulative number of NPSs installed after reference
time (t50) until time t

f 8(t) 5 derivative of f (t) with respect tot
G(f) 5 normalized energy production by NPSs per year
J(f) 5 normalized introduction rate of NPSs

K 5 a fraction of primary electric energy supply per year
to be replaced by NPSs

N 5 the number of NPSs equivalent toK([K/cX(0))
t 5 time ~year!

X 5 the number of active NPSs ([ f (t)2 f (t2t1))
DX 5 increment of the number of active NPSs after refer-

ence time (t50)([X2X(0))

Greek

a 5 coefficient of availability~COA! ([12b)
b 5 dimensionless energy payback time~DEPT! ([«/t1)
g 5 dimensionless doubling time ([t2 /(t1 ln 2))
d 5 dimensionless form oft f([t f /t1)
« 5 energy payback time~EPT! ([b/c)

Fig. 5 Capacities of various nonfossil power sources at com-
plete replacement
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s 5 energy production normalized byK
t1 5 life time of NPS
t2 5 doubling time in production of NPSs
f 5 dimensionless timet([t/t1)

Suffices

o 5 reference time
m 5 mixed state of conventional and new power sources
f 5 time when conventional power sources~CPSs! are

fully replaced by NPSs
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Small-Scale Well-Proven
Inherently Safe Nuclear Power
Conversion
Over the last few years a number of papers have discussed the progress on studies and
thoughts on small-scale nuclear power, especially nuclear power conversion systems aim-
ing at the nonutility markets, such as the stand-alone heat generation, combined heat and
power production, stand-alone electricity conversion, and ship propulsion. The design of
these installations must fully comply with the philosophies as are common in these mar-
kets, where the expression ‘‘the engine is a means to an end’’ applies. So design to cost,
design to be operated by non professional energy producers, to be managed by a pool-
management system, maintained, repaired and overhauled by replacement, etc. The paper
will discuss such a design. So far all papers mentioned have discussed the gas turbine
directly coupled to the heat source. However, the helium turbine is considered quite a
challenge for the gas turbine industry, so alternatives had to be found. At the moment the
possibilities of gas turbines with an indirect heat source (to burn refuse, wood, refinery
waste, etc.) are getting much more attention. The paper therefore will discuss how an
inherently safe, well proven, nuclear heat source can be coupled by an intermediate heat
exchanger to a recuperative, existing but adapted gas turbine.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1691946#

Introduction

There seem to be two reasons and two facts requesting for
timely innovation of the small-scale energy conversion units.

First, recent studies about the expected growth of the world
population indicate a slowing down~World Energy Council!, but
still a doubling is expected by the middle of this century. In ad-
dition it can be expected that on average the world economy will
continue to grow and it is predicted too that the increase of the
shortage of fresh water will continue to grow.~Figs. 1 and 2!.

This will result in a very impressive growth in the demand for
energy in general, including transport and industry. For example:
between 1960 and 2000 the world population doubled from 2.5 to
5 billion. During the same period the tonnage of shipping world-
wide went from 100 million brute tonnage to nearly 500 million
BRT ~partly as a result of the number of oil tankers, but also
because of the growth of the world economy! ~Aalders TU-Delft,
@1#!.

Secondly, to convert enough energy to fulfil these needs all
existing energy conversion units must be ready to be used, where
and when they are most effective. The possibilities of the two
existing energy producers used in the markets of small-scale en-
ergy requirements~diesel and gas turbine! have reached their tech-
nical optimum and are increasingly put under pressure to cut
emissions from the environmental organisations and political par-
ties all over the world. For example, a recent study of the scien-
tific bureau of a leading political party in the Netherlands stated,
based upon statistics, ‘‘most of the poluting emissions leading to
acidification, take place in the maritime environment.’’ The rea-
sons are the gaseous emissions, which contain not only CO2 , but
also a combination of NOx ~nitrogenoxide!, SO2 ~sulphurdioxide!
and NH3 ~ammonia!. The example used is: shipping controlled by
Dutch companies, is held responsible for 23% of the acidification

~agriculture–43%, the other branches–less than on average, 6%!.
So the awareness of this kind of pollution has reached politics.

It therefore seems logical that the pressure will increase on the
shipping branch to comply with the intentions and the rules re-
garding the environment. The only way the shipping branch can
stand up to these challenges is by~timely! innovation. And part of
that innovative effort should be looking for better propulsion
plants that keep the price per transport at the same level and is
more environmentally friendly than today’s propulsion plants. Al-
though the price per kWh of the fossil-fired propulsion plant is
still attractive for the owners, the thinking about the next step
should start now. Because of an another old law: ‘‘Timely inno-
vation is a necessity for a company to survive.’’

The first fact is an old one. New technologies have never waited
until the old version was worn out, or the fuel had run out, etc.

Contributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute~IGTI! of THE AMERICAN
SOCIETY OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERSfor publication in the ASME JOURNAL OF
ENGINEERING FOR GAS TURBINES AND POWER. Paper presented at the Interna-
tional Gas Turbine and Aeroengine Congress and Exhibition, Amsterdam, The Neth-
erlands, June 3–6, 2002; Paper No. 2002-GT-30509. Manuscript received by IGTI,
Dec. 2001, final revision, Mar. 2002. Associate Editor: E. Benvenuti. Fig. 1 An artist impression of a nuclear gas turbine plant
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Also known as the law: ‘‘the Stone Age was not over because
humanity could not find stones anymore, but because new tech-
nologies and tooling became available.’’

The second fact. The capacity of the ‘‘green energy sources’’
are limited. Hydropower is increasingly considered ‘‘nongreen,’’
because of the effect of the big mass of water on the local climate.
Solar power is still very expensive and most people do not want a
windmill in their back yard. But most importantly: energy is elec-
tricity and/or heat and fresh water. In the Netherlands electricity is
only 30% of the total energy demand. And none of the green
power systems delivers actual heat.

The Solutions? There is a well-proven, demonstrated, docu-
mented, inherently safe nuclear technology in the cupboard of
several scientific institutions and organisations waiting to be used.
It is called the ‘‘HTR-GT,’’ which stands for high temperature
reactor with a gas turbine as energy conversion unit.

The reaction of most owners of ships on presentations of the
possibilities of the inherently safe nuclear reactor in combination
with a gas turbine is very much the same and representive for the
markets as mentioned:

‘‘We had never heard of this possibility, but we agree with the
arguments. We foresee for the near future problems with passen-
gers taking a cruise on board a nuclear powered ship, or entering
certain harbors. However, shipping will not go back to sails or
even rowing. Solar power is no option either. So we have to take
‘‘nuclear’’ on board’’.1 ~See Refs.@2–11#!.

The NEREUS Project
The project, mentioned in the abstract, is called ‘‘The NEREUS

project.’’ In this case ‘‘NEREUS’’ stands for: aNaturally safe,
Efficient, Reactor,Easy to operate,Ultimately simple andSmall.
This describes very well the aims of the design team and the only
way in which a nuclear plant will be technically acceptable for the
markets of stand-alone heat generation, Combined heat and power
production, stand-alone electricity conversion and as prime mover
on board ships with an all-electric propulsion system. In other
words the markets of the nonprofessional energy producers.
~Haverkate et al.@12#!.

The correct way to preserve the environment is not to disturb it
at all. And when you have to disturb it, because of activities nec-
essary to your way of life, be certain that the disturbance is as
minimal as possible. The best way of doing that is expressed by

the following expression in the Dutch language: ‘‘Do not, by way
of thanks for the pleasant stay, leave the owner of the woods the
empty bags and bottles.’’

For shipping this means:
• no oil pollution and a minimum of wave disturbance as result

of bow wave and wash,
• a minimum of gaseous and waste heat emissions, and
• a minimum of noise and vibrations.
And this must, for financial reasons, be combined with a mini-

mum of costs.

History
The step towards nuclear power conversion is a logical one in

the history of mankind. Figure 3 shows, in an artistic way, the
history of the way in which the human race has produced energy.
The way this energy was converted into useful energy can also be
analyzed. It is beyond discussion that the attainments related to
the availability to mankind of cheap energy will never be given
up. Human beings are somewhat reluctant to accept new develop-
ments, but when they have learned the advantages they will only
give it up when further improvements are available. Only in dif-
ficult times, as during a war, will achievements and goods consid-
ered as luxuries~temporarily! be set aside. As far as the subject of
‘‘energy’’ is concerned, the availability of cheap and reliable en-

1It is possible to make a cruise to the North Pole on board Russian nuclear
icebreakers.

Fig. 2 Regional distribution of the world population „1950–2050…

Fig. 3 ‘‘Combustion’’ over the centuries
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ergy, good medical care and clean potable water within a manage-
able environment are the building stones of our prosperity and
welfare. The human race has sometimes tried to turn back history,
even at great costs, but it has always been in vain.

The Trends in Energy Production. ‘‘We celebrate the past,
to awaken the future’’—John F. Kennedy

• The amount of energy per kg fuel increases.
• The combustion unit decreases in size per kW.
• Emissions change from ‘‘deluted and dispersed’’~uncontrol-

lable! to ‘‘confined and controlled’’~manageable!.
• The medium for transportation increases in purity, causing

less corrosion and erosion.
• The energy transport system starts as an open~dirty! cycle,

but becomes a closed~clean! cycle.
• The rotating energy conversion unit becomes standard.
• The complexity of the installations increases during its usage

period due to a constant.
• Stream of modifications and improvements.
• The number of people to control and maintain the installa-

tions decreases.
• The weight and volume per produced KW decreases.
• The total process efficiency increases constantly.
• New systems never appear as a result of a shortage of a type

of fuel, but because better systems became available. The end
is always a very complex engine trying to fight off, in vain,
the new systems coming along.

Conclusion 1: This results in energy conversion systems with
lower through life costing per kWh.

Conclusion 2: Nuclear power conversion is the logical next
step in the ways humanity produces energy.

Conclusion 3: The~closed-cycle! gas turbine with an inher-
ently safe, well-proven, nuclear heat source seems to be the next
logical step in the history of energy conversion.

So far all studies on gas turbines with a nuclear heat source

have connected the heat source to the energy conversion unit by a
closed-cycle system consisting of a helium gas turbine. A logical
thought, because it seems undoubtedly to lead to the highest effi-
ciency and compactness. However, helium gas turbines are not
proven technology yet. It seems to become an expensive operation
to design, construct and test such a machine.

On the other hand, many studies and tests are going on to
design different external heat sources for gas turbines. Heat
sources which are able to burn, in a controllable and effective
way, waste of refineries, biomass, industrial waste gases, pulver-
ised coal, etc. So it seems logical to investigate whether uranium
could be added to this list of fuels.

From the publications on the closed-cycle nuclear gas turbine
~HTR-GT! one learns that the nuclear fuel is cooled by helium,
pumped around by a recuperative gas turbine. However, the test
reactor in Ju¨lich worked with a two-loop system. The reactor was
cooled by helium pumped around by a so-called helium ventilator.
The heat was transported to a steam cycle via an Intermediate
Heat Exchanger. So this test bed was actually a standard~Rank-
ine! pressurized water reactor power plant, with a new nuclear
heat source.

The logical next thought is why not change in the Julich con-
cept the Rankine-type secondary water-steam closed cycle into a
Brayton-type open cycle and see how these systems compare with
the Brayton-type open cycle for small~circa 20 MWth! plants.

For the open-cycle loop Fig. 4 has been the subject of a pre-
liminary study.

Reactor construction, size and shape, cooling, internal power
control, both gas turbines use a recuperator, industrial heat ex-
changer can be applied, both systems can use a free power tur-
bine, the same nuclear reactor control by the negative temperature
coefficient, both fit into a space of 10310310 meters, both can
have a one spool or two spool turbine with a free power turbine
~the PBMR Co~SA! project uses a two spool helium turbine with
a free power turbine! and for logistic support both are suitable for
a pool-management system.

Fig. 4 Open-cycle gas turbine ‘‘burning uranium’’
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Differences: Closed Cycle Open Cycle

1. Gas turbine helium air
2. Gas turbine new design adapted existing gas turbine
3. Generator helium cooled air cooled
4. Heat dump in cycle yes open air
5. Intermediate heat exchanger No yes
6. Control of the installation mass flow Revolutions of the helium ventilator
7. Efficiency calculated by 30°C 15°C
8. Efficiency higher lower due to pressure losses
9. Efficiency at 15°C comparable
10. Pressure losses the IHX increases the pressure losses versus the closed-cycle
11. Magnetic bearings compulsory advisable
12. Amount of helium more less
13. Number of rotating seals none at least one~helium ventilator!
14. Inlet air only for reactor cooling for GT and reactor cooling
15. Funnel arrangements reactor cooling outlet reactor cooling and GT outlet,

but no gaseous emissions, only hot
air

16. Starting using generator using existing starting system of
the gas turbine~pneumatic,
hydraulic of electric starting motor
on the HP spool! or the generator

17. Response to power changes probably slower
18. Weight total installation comparable
19. Volume total installation comparable
20. Vibrations comparable

Ad 1 and 2—As said the open cycle could be more easily
realised, using existing but adapted gas turbines using the results
of studies for gas turbines with an external heat source.

Ad 3—Air-cooled generators are available.
Ad 4—no comment
Ad 5—Intermediate heat exchanger. The existing recuperator

designs must be studied for a suitable design. The possibility of
radioactive dust entering the helium circuit and through a leak in
the gas flow of the gas turbine is always mentioned, however the
helium ventilator which was used in Ju¨lich, never showed radio-
active contamination.

Ad. 6—The demanded electricity on the generator must be
transmitted to the control of the electro motor of the helium ven-
tilator. This will result in a reduction of the helium mass flow, but
as has been explained, not in the temperature. This, due to the
negative temperature coefficient, will stay at 800°C. This will lead
to a reduction of the temperature of the air flow from the IHX to
the inlet of the turbine. So the gas turbine will slow down.

Ad 7, 8, and 9—There is always a lot of attention paid to the
efficiency of an energy conversion unit. In this case the efficiency
of the open air cycle gas turbine will be reduced due to the in-
crease of the resistance in the system caused by the IHX. Any
efficiency calculations considering gas turbines depend heavily on
the inlet temperature of the compressor. In the case of the closed-
cycle system this is dictated by the temperature of the air or water
used in the heat dump. Most calculations use 30°C, being the
temperature of the sea and rivers in the tropics. For an open cycle,
the ISO norm applies for the inlet conditions, being 15°C and
1013 mbar pressure.

Ad 10—It is obvious we have to study and to work out the
effects of adding an IHX and taking away the heat dump and the
cooling of the generator.

Ad 11—Magnetic bearings are a well-proven technology nowa-
days. The usage is compulsory in the case of a helium closed-
cycle system, because of the effects of lubrication oil entering
the helium system and so the nuclear fuel. For an open air cycle
this seems unnecessary, although to reduce maintenance it is still
advisable.

Ad 12—Helium is an expensive gas. It is also not common

knowledge that, due to the importance of this gas for Zeppe-
lins for military applications, there are still restrictions on the
procurement.

Ad 13—Helium is a one atomic gas, so it is difficult to seal.
This especially applies to rotating seals. As has been explained in
the case of a closed-cycle helium system, rotating seals to the
open air can be prevented. In the case of the indirect cycle there is
at least one rotating seal, the seal between the electromotor of the
helium ventilator and the actual ventilator.

Ad 14—In the case of the closed-cycle helium HTR-GT the
reactor cooling is driven by natural draft. In case of the open air
cycle the gas turbine needs filtrated air as transport medium to
bring the reactor energy from the IHX to the turbines.

Ad 15—In addition to the reactor outlet cooling construction,
the gas turbine will have a funnel construction as well.

Ad 16—No remarks.
Ad 17—This seems logical in view of the extra weight of the

intermediate heat exchanger.

Conclusions

• In view of the predicted doubling of the world population, the
doubling of the energy consumption per capita and the further
increase in the shortage of fresh water in the next 50 years,
the search for more environmentally friendly and controllable
energy conversion systems is a necessity.

• ‘‘Burning’’ uranium is the next logical step in combustion.
• ‘‘Burning’’ uranium in an inherently safe way and, indirectly

in an open-cycle adapted gas turbine, is possible.
• Timely innovation is a necessity for a company or industrial

branches to survive.
• All technologies required are available. However, study and

engineering by all parties involved are needed to find the
optimal solutions.

The next logical step for small-scale inherently safe nuclear en-
ergy conversion can be taken!
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General Information
World population~2050!—www.worldenergy.org
Availability of potable water ~2025!—

www.worldwatercouncil.org
These websites give further information about studies and

projects regarding small-scale nuclear power:
IAEA http://www.iaea.org/inis/aws/htgr/
South-Africa http://www.pbmr.co.za and

http://id.inel.gov/PebbleIBed/mpbr.htm
Japan http://www.jeari.go.jp/english/temp.html
China http://www.inet.tsinghua.edu.cn/English/
project/htr10.htm
United States http://www.ga.com/gtmhr.html,

http://atomicinsights.com and
http://atomicengines.com

The Netherlands http://www.romawa.nl
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Gas Turbine Test Parameters
Corrections Including Operation
With Water Injection
Methods for correcting data from gas turbine acceptance testing are discussed, focusing
on matters which are not sufficiently covered by existing standards. First a brief outline is
presented of the reasoning on which correction curves are based. Typical performance
correction curves are shown together with the method of calculating mass flow rate and
turbine inlet temperature from test data. A procedure for verifying guarantee data at a
specific operating point is then given. Operation with water injection is then considered.
Ways of correcting performance data are proposed, and the reasoning of following such a
procedure is discussed. Corrections for water amount as well as power and efficiency are
discussed. Data from actual gas turbine testing are used to demonstrate how the proposed
procedure can be applied in actual cases of acceptance testing.
@DOI: 10.1115/1.1691443#

Introduction
The performance of turbomachines depends strongly on the

properties of the medium flowing through them. In order to com-
pare performances at different inlet conditions or with different
media, it is necessary to apply corrections and refer performance
parameters to certain reference conditions. The gas turbine being
an engine whose major components are turbomachines~compres-
sors and turbines!, also needs the application of such corrections.

The corrections usually applied on gas turbine performance
quantities to refer them to typical operating conditions can be
found in many references. A very good presentation and a deriva-
tion of such formulas has been given by Volponi@1#.

In gas turbine applications a very important matter, concerning
the verification of performances of a given engine, is the execu-
tion of its acceptance tests and the subsequent evaluation of the
obtained data. The purpose is to verify that the performance speci-
fied and guaranteed by the engine manufacturer is met by a par-
ticular gas turbine put in operation. A widely accepted procedure
for performing such tests is the procedure described by the Inter-
national Standard ISO 2314,@2#. The standard specifies, among
other things, the typical ‘‘standard day’’ conditions, to which per-
formance have to be referred. It also provides formulas for refer-
ring certain parameters to operation at these standard conditions.
Performance Test Code PTC22,@3#, also specifies test procedures
for gas turbines.

In order to derive performance at standard day conditions from
test data at some other ambient conditions, the correction of mea-
sured performances has to be performed through ‘‘correction
curves,’’ provided by the engine manufacturer. The typical form of
such curves has been discussed in the paper of Cloyd and Harris
@4#. They have also presented the basic reasoning and the prin-
ciples behind these curves and their application. Matters related to
the correction of data, by the procedure of the ISO standard have
been discussed by Kampf@5# and Lorisika@6#.

As will become evident farther in the present paper, simple
application of the typical set of correction curves may not allow
the verification of certain specified performance figures. The situ-
ation becomes move complex when operation with injection of

other fluids is considered. Water injection is a means for reducing
NOx emissions, while steam may be injected for emissions reduc-
tion or power augmentation. Correcting data coming from opera-
tion of this later type is not a procedure specified by standards,
while it has not been discussed in open publications, even though
individual engine manufacturers have their own procedures.

Methods to cover for these inadequacies are presented in the
present paper. The methods presented are useful not only for the
user ~acceptance testing!, but also for the engine manufacturer,
when testing is done for establishing the performances of an
engine.

Factors Determining Performance—Correction Curves
The two main performance parameters used for gas turbine rat-

ing are power output and efficiency~or equivalently, heat rate!, as
for example specified in ANSI Standard B133.6,@7#. Other param-
eters that may also be of interest are EGT and exhaust gases flow
rate, when exhaust heat is further exploited, as for example in
combined cycles or for cogeneration.

The factors influencing power output can be understood from
the formula expressing power in function of the main operating
parameters. Power output is evaluated by subtracting the power
consumed by the compressor and the parasitic losses from the
power produced by the turbine:
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Out of all variables contained in this formula, turbine inlet tem-
peratureT4 is the most crucial. It is desirable to have as high
values as possible, because of the beneficial effect it has on power
~but also on efficiency!. It is, however, restricted to remain
below certain limits, imposed by materials strength and cooling
technology.

On the other hand, Eq.~1! shows that the power produced,
whenT4 has a certain value, will be influenced by:

• Ambient pressure. It influences density and therefore mass
flow rate for given rotational speed
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• Ambient temperature T2 . It influences~a! density and the
therefore mass flow rate,~b! power absorbed by the compres-
sor for a certain pressure ratiopC .

• Humidity. It influences~a! density and thus mass flow rate,
~b! gas properties, namely the specific heats included in the
above relation.

Changes in these quantities also influence power through the
change inpressure ratio, resulting from a shift of engine operating
point. Such a shift occurs due to a change of the matching condi-
tions between engine compressor and turbine, resulting in differ-
ent operating points on their corresponding performance charac-
teristics. Out of all factors ambient temperature is the one that
mostly influences performance, while it exhibits significant varia-
tions for different times of the year. Ambient pressure can vary
significantly with elevation, but it does not usually exhibit large
variations at a certain location. The influence of humidity is im-
portant only at high ambient temperatures.

Equation ~1! shows that power output is also influenced by
other factors: A change is fuel may lead to a change of gas com-
position and thus specific heatCpg , as well as of the proportion of
mg to ma . Injection of water or steam in the combustion chamber
~for example for NOx reduction! changesCpg and the gas mass
flow ratemg .

Changes in power output are, in general, expected to imply
changes in thermal efficiency as well, efficiency being defined as
the ratio of power output to heat input:

h th5
P

Qin
. (2)

From this expression it is expected that the factors influencing
power will also influence efficiency. It is known~see, for example,
@7#! that efficiency does not depend on ambient pressure while it
has a strong dependence onT4 .

Because of the importance ofT4 , engine manufacturers will try
to keep it as high as possible. On the other hand, engine control
systems will operate so thatT4 remains constant at full load con-
ditions.~It must be noted that some manufacturers may reduceT4
for operation with steam or water injection, to compensate for
increased heat transfer due to increasedCp of the hot gases!. It is
ensured in this way that maximum performances are achieved,
while the engine is protected from over-temperature. For a par-
ticular rating, it is thus of interest to know what the performance
is whenT4 is kept fixed, independently of ambient conditions. If
testing occurs at conditions other that the ISO standard day, it is
desirable to derive the performance that the engine would have at
ISO conditions, from the test values at current conditions. Perfor-
mance quantities derived from such a procedure are termed ‘‘cor-
rected’’ quantities and are produced with the help of the correction
curves provided by the engine manufacturer. Typical form of
curves expressing performance dependence on ambient conditions
are shown in Figs. 1–4, below~sample such curves can be found

in Walsh and Fletcher@8#, Cloyd and Harris@4#, and Brooks@9#!.
These curves usually are used to determine the values of cor-

rection factors which can be applied on test data. Since they rep-
resent relatively small deviations around a certain operating con-
dition, their form is almost linear. Since the behavior of a gas
turbine over its entire operating range includes clearly nonlinear
parameter interrelations, one set of curves is valid for operating
conditions in the vicinity of one load setting. It is therefore usual
to have a set of curves for each major load setting considered: full
load 75%, 50%, etc.

Calculation of Main and Auxiliary Quantities
When the valueYtest of a performance parameter of interest is

derived from quantities measured during a test, the corresponding
value for standard ambient conditions is calculated using correc-
tion factors:

Ycor5Ytest•K1•K2¯Kn . (3)

Fig. 1 Power and heat rate dependence on ambient
temperature

Fig. 2 Power and exhaust gases mass flow rate. Dependence
on ambient pressure.

Fig. 3 Dependence of power and efficiency on ambient
humidity

Fig. 4 Dependence of EGT and exhaust gases mass flow rate
con ambient temperature
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K1 ,K2 , . . . ,Kn are correction factors, each one representing
the effect of one ambient parameter. The values of the factors are
directly deduced from curves such as the ones shown in Figs. 1
through 4. This formula assumes that individual corrections are of
small magnitude and can thus be superimposed. This is why the
effect of each parameter is included by multiplying by the corre-
sponding factor.

Corrected quantities can be used for comparison to guarantee
values of performance ratings. Two quantities which are not usu-
ally included in the guaranteed performance but are nevertheless
very useful to obtain are inlet air mass flow rate and turbine inlet
temperature. Since both of these quantities are very difficult to
measure, especially for testing on site, procedures for their calcu-
lation from values of other measured quantities are used. For ex-
ample, ISO 2314,@2#, specifies such a procedure for a simple gas
turbine configuration. A similar type of approach, extended to in-
clude operation with water injection in the combustion chamber
and external cooling of turbine cooling flows, is presented in Ap-
pendix A of the present paper.

Turbine inlet temperature is useful to calculate, because it is the
quantity that is considered to be kept constant when correction
curves are derived. Since the actual temperature at turbine inlet is
difficult to be evaluated, unless details about cooling flows are
known, the temperature usually employed is the one defined by
the ISO standard, which assumes that all cooling flows are mixed
at the inlet to the first-stage turbine rotor. This temperature is also
termed stator outlet temperature. As will become apparent later,
knowledge of this temperature is a key factor for referring quan-
tities derived from measurement data at certain testing conditions
to reference conditions.

Referring Values to Specific Conditions
As mentioned previously, the two main performance parameters

that have to fulfill guarantees are power output and heat rate~or
equivalently efficiency!. Power output at full load is usually speci-
fied in conjunction with some control parameter. A usual way is to
specify a power that should be achieved without exceeding a
given value of exhaust gas temperature~EGT!.

At this point it should be commented that when testing of a
particular turbine occurs and the data are referred to standard day
inlet conditions, the corrected values do not necessarily coincide
to specified ones. To make this point clear consider the following
example: Testing at nonstandard ambient conditions gives a mea-
sured powerPtestwhich produces a corrected powerPcorr , via Eq.
~3!. Pcorr is in general different from the full load power output
Pnom. If test data come only from this power setting, it is not
possible to check if EGT has remained within limits, since the test
gives EGT atPcorr and not atPnom.

A way to solve this problem is to acquire data at several oper-
ating conditions, in the vicinity of the operating point tested. Such
operating conditions are, for example, produced by setting small
load variations around one operating point. The data collected at
these conditions can then be used to interpolate and find values at
the precise specified conditions. An example of application of this
concept is shown in Fig. 5. Data used to verify that base load is
achieved while remaining well below an EGT limit are shown.
The test data come from the actual acceptance testing of a utility
gas turbine~Mathioudakis,@10#!. The verification is done for base
load and peak load conditions. It is shown that interpolation
through the test data allows the comparison at precisely the speci-
fied conditions, even though there is no test point at exactly the
specified load. A straight line fitted through the test data is suffi-
cient, since the small deviations around the operating point con-
sidered justify the linear behavior, as mentioned previously.

Coming to efficiency, usually an efficiency value that should be
achieved is specified for a specific power output. For the same
reason as before, obtaining data at more than one operating points,
in the vicinity of the point of interest, allows the verification of
values at precisely the specified conditions. An example of com-

parison of data obtained from testing to specified limits of effi-
ciency is shown in Fig. 6. In this figure operating points of full
load and partial loads are included. Lines are fitted in the vicinity
of each operating point.

An alternative to testing at several points is to use additional
correction curves that would allow correction for deviations from
the specified operating condition. A type of such curves that may
be supplied is dependence of power and efficiency on turbine inlet
temperature, which should be evaluated according to a predefined
procedure. This approach still requires data from more than one
points, in order to calibrate the turbine inlet temperature evalua-
tion. Use of corrections of this type is a matter of agreement
between user and manufacturer. Testing, however, and proceeding
as presented above has the advantage that it leaves no doubt about
their precise values.

Operation With Water Injection
When water injection at the compressor outlet is used to reduce

NOx emissions power output increases, for a given TIT. The ad-
ditional fuel needed is proportionally larger than the power in-
crease, resulting in a drop of thermal efficiency. A typical form of
the power and efficiency deviations in function of the amount of
injected water is shown in Fig. 7. For these reasons, separate
guaranties are usually specified for operation with water injection.
In addition to power and efficiency, water amount is also speci-
fied. We will see now how corrections can be done.

Fig. 5 Use of test data to verify base load and peak load con-
ditions. „ indicates specified limit values ….

Fig. 6 Efficiency versus power, to check values at a specific
load. Dry operation. „ indicates specified lower limit val-
ues ….
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Water Flow Rate. First the quantity of water necessary to
achieve a predefined level of emissions has to be verified. Desired
emissions levels should be achieved by injecting an amount of
water less than a specified value.

Corrections have to be done by keeping appropriate parameters
constant. TIT has to be kept constant, on the basis of the same
reasoning as for dry operation. An additional quantity that has to
be kept constant is water to fuel ratiow, namely the ratio of water
mass flow rate to fuel mass flow rate.

The reason that water to fuel ratio should be maintained the
same is that this quantity determines the level of NOx emissions
reduction, for a given TIT. This fact has been established and
discussed by several authors as, for example, Shaw@11#, Koch
and Felix @12#, Schetter@13#, and Pavri and Moore@14#, while
Lefebvre@15# reports analytical relations for estimating emissions
reduction as a function of water/fuel ratio. This means that if
testing has shown certain levels of emissions at some operating
conditions, when data are referred to another condition keeping
water-to-fuel ratio the same, the same level of emissions will be
observed. The immediate implication is that if a certain amount of
water has been measured, then the amount that would be needed
in order to have the same effect on emissions, for constant TIT,
can be evaluated through the following expression:

ṁw,corr5ṁw,meas

ṁf ,corr

ṁf ,meas
. (4)

The corrected fuel flow ratemf ,corr is the one that would be
consumed, if the gas turbine was operating with the same TIT, at
standard ambient conditions. It can be evaluated from corrected
power output and efficiency:

ṁf ,corr5
Pcorr

hcorrLHV
. (5)

In order to verify values of water flow they should thus be
corrected be means of Eq.~4!. In this case too, in order to com-
pare precisely at specified power output levels, test data from
several operating points should be used. An example of using such
data, from different loads, is shown in Fig. 8. For operation at full
load conditions, two level of power output are considered, con-
nected to two levels of emissions reduction. The larger amounts of
water gives to a more drastic reduction of emissions, compared to
the smaller one.

Power and Efficiency. Power and efficiency can be referred
to standard conditions by using dry operation corrections curves,
unless large deviations are considered, as shown in Appendix B.
In order to compare efficiency at a certain load it is again neces-
sary to use data from neighboring operating points. An example of

data from testing and their comparison to specified values is
shown in Fig. 9. The two groups of points, representing two levels
of efficiency decrease, correspond to the two different levels of
water injection, mentioned above.

The actual water-to-fuel ratio for these load points, expressed in
function of TIT, is shown in Fig. 10~w is evaluated from mea-
sured water and fuel flow rates!. It is observed that this quantity
slightly varies with load. This is because the engine control sys-
tem adjusts the amount of injected water such that emissions re-
main under a certain limit. Load increase is linked to turbine inlet
temperature, which in turn increases NOx production, and thus the
amount of water needed increases.

Fig. 7 Typical form of power and efficiency variations in func-
tion of the amount of injected water

Fig. 8 Comparing water flow rates to guaranteed values. Load
points A–50%, B–75%, C–100% „1…, D–100%„2…. „ indicates
specified limit values ….

Fig. 9 Efficiency versus power for different amounts of in-
jected water. „ indicates specified lower limit values ….

Fig. 10 Water-to-fuel ratio for the points of Fig. 9
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Although comparison to reference values can be done by inter-
polating for the specified load, for more accurate comparison the
same water-to-fuel ratio has to be considered. The comparison at
the samew is done by drawing a line parallel to the line fitted
through the data for dry operation, between the points from testing
for the w of interest. This is shown in Fig. 9, where the lines are
drawn to correspond to the specified values of Fig. 10. The theo-
retical basis allowing to draw this lines is the fact that the slope
of the power-efficiency curve remains the same for dry or wet
operation.

Effect of Water Amount on Power and Efficiency. The ef-
fect of water injection can be assessed from test data, which have
to be referred so that quantities are compared for the same turbine
inlet temperature. It is thus essential to evaluate TIT from test data
and compare points with the same TIT. In order to be able to refer
all values to the same TIT, several individual operating conditions
will have to be tested around one operating point.

Power output variation around the full load operating point, for
different amounts of injected water is shown in Fig. 11. The op-
erating points correspond to two levels of water injection, as men-
tioned previously. Power output increases more for larger amount
of injected water. TIT has been calculated by using Eq.~A3!, ~A5!
and the test data come from the gas turbine layout shown in Ap-
pendix A. In Fig. 11 it is shown that once a baseline is established
for power versus TIT for dry operation, then the deviation for each
test point with water injection is estimated by subtracting the cor-
responding test value from the one for dry operation. In a similar
way deviations of thermal efficiency are derived, as shown in Fig.
12. Larger efficiency drops are observed for larger amount of
injected water.

Once data have been presented in the form shown in Figs. 11
and 12, the relationship between power and efficiency deviations
and water to fuel ratio can be established. This dependence for the
data of the previous figures is shown in Fig. 13. The deviations are
functions of water to fuel ratio, a fact that can be established by
means of theoretical analysis, as shown by Mathioudakis@10#.

Conclusions
Correction of gas turbine test data to refer them to operation

with standard day inlet conditions have been discussed. It was
shown that when specific values of performance parameters have
to be used for comparisons, test data have to be collected at op-
erating points in the vicinity of the ones initially specified. Inter-
dependence of parameters can then be established from the tests
and precise information can be derived for comparisons.

Operation with water injection was considered in more detail,
in view of the fact that existing standards do not provide for this
particular case. The method of correcting various performance
parameters of interest was presented, including correction for the
amount of injected water. The way of using test data for deducing
performance parameter deviations to quantify the effect of water
injection was presented. The theoretical basis for calculating aux-
iliary performance quantities, such as TIT and air mass flow rate,
for this type of operation was presented. Small deviation analysis
was also shown to support aspects of the approach proposed for
corrections.

Data from tests on a particular gas turbine have been used to
demonstrate implementation of the correction procedures pro-
posed in this paper.
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Nomenclature

b 5 compressor external air bleed as a fraction of inlet
mass flow

cp , cv 5 specific heat for constant pressure, volume
EGT 5 exhaust gas temperature

f 5 fuel/air ratio f 5ṁf /ṁa
h 5 specific enthalpy

IGV 5 inlet guide vane
Kb 5 total pressure loss in burner

LHV 5 fuel lower heating value
ṁ 5 mass flow rate

ṁb 5 mass flow of bleed air
ṁex 5 mass flow rate of bleed air for external use

Fig. 11 Power output versus TIT for different amounts of in-
jected water

Fig. 12 Efficiency versus TIT for different amounts of injected
water

Fig. 13 Power output and efficiency variation in function of
water-to-fuel ratio, at full-load turbine inlet temperature
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P 5 gas turbine power output
Pbooster 5 power input to cooling air from booster compres-

sor ~Fig. A1!
PL 5 parasitic power loss
PT 5 power produced by turbine

p 5 pressure~total!
q 5 reduced~normalized! mass flow rate

q5ṁA(RT/g)/p
R 5 gas constant
T 5 temperature~total!

TIT 5 turbine inlet temperature
w 5 water/fuel ratiow5mw /mf
Y 5 isentropic exponentY5Cp /Cv

h th 5 gas turbine efficiency, Eq.~2!
hCis 5 compressor isentropic efficiency
hTis 5 turbine isentropic efficiency
pC 5 compressor pressure ratiopC5p3 /p2
pT 5 turbine pressure ratiopT5p4 /p5

Subscripts

0 5 condition at which LHV was evaluated
2,3,4,5,
31,32 5 position along the gas turbine, Fig.~A1!
amb 5 ambient condition

a 5 quantity related to air
C 5 Compressor

corr 5 quantity corrected to standard day conditions
f 5 fuel
g 5 quantity related to the combustion gases

nom 5 nominal, refers to full load operation
s 5 quantity related to steam
T 5 turbine

test 5 quantity coming from testing
w 5 quantity related to injected water

Appendix A

Calculation of Air Mass Flow Rate and Turbine Inlet Tem-
perature. The air mass flow into the gas turbine can be evalu-
ated from measured quantities, by applying heat balance over the
components of the turbine and combining the resulting equations.
The overall layout, the numbering of the different positions as
well as the quantities measured and their location along the gas
path, are shown in Fig.A1. This layout includes external cooling
and subsequent pressure boosting, and it is general enough to
cover simpler configurations~for example, no external bleed cool-
ing!. The particular engine from which data have been included in
the present paper is the model V64.3 manufactured by Siemens.

The heat balance equations are written for each individual com-
ponent, Fig. A2. The formulation used here for turbine and com-
bustor it is found to be easier to consider the change of properties
of individual components of the mixture of gases flowing though
them. In a mixture all substances are at the same temperature.
Pressure is of interest for calculating steam properties. The partial
pressure of steam, when needed, is evaluated from its molar frac-
tion.

Compressor.

Pc5ma2~ha32ha2! (A1)

Turbine.

PT5ma32ha321mg4hg41mwhs42ma32ha52mg5hg52mwhs5
(A2)

Combustion Chamber.

mf~hf2hf 0!1mfLHV1~ma32mex2ma31!~ha32ha0!

5mg4~hg42hg0!1mw~hs42hw! (A3)

Enthalpy of water and steam in this equation are calculated with
the same reference, and therefore their difference contains the
latent heat.

Subtracting compressor and turbine powers and using Eq.~A3!
gives the following equation for gas turbine power output:

P5mfLHV1mf~hf2hf 0!1~ma32mex2ma31!~ha32ha0!

2ma32~ha52ha32!2ma2~ha32ha2!2mw~hs52hw!

2mg4~hg52hg0!. (A4)

Using the combustor heat balance and the mass flow balances
of the components gives finally the following equation for the
mass flow rate into the gas turbine:

ma25
A

B
, (A5)

where

A5P2Qf2Qw2~mf2ma31!~hg02hg5!2Pbooster

2ma31~ha312ha52ha31ha0!

B5~12b!~hg02hg5!1~ha22ha0!2b~ha32ha0!

Qf5mfLHV1mf(hf2hf 0), heat flow provided by the fuel,
Qw5mw(hw2hs5), heat flow absorbed by the injected water

External bleed flows are expressed as a fraction of inlet air
flow: b5mex /ma2 .

Turbine inlet temperature can be calculated once air mass flow
rate is known, using combustion chamber heat balance, Eq.~A3!.
All terms are known, apart fromhg4 and hs4 , which are single

Fig. A1 Layout of gas turbine for heat balance calculations.
Quantities measured during performance testing are contained
in boxes with callouts at measuring location.

Fig. A2 Block diagram for writing equations „a… compressor,
„b… turbine, „c… combustor
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value functions of temperatureT4 . T4 is thus evaluated from this
equation by applying an iterative numerical scheme.

TIT evaluated from such a procedure will be known with an
uncertainty that depends on the uncertainties of the measured
quantities used for its derivation. An example of calculation of the
propagation of measurement uncertainties to the evaluated turbine
inlet temperature has been given by Mathioudakis et al.@16#.

Appendix B

Parameter Deviations for Ambient Temperature Changes.
Changes in power output when ambient temperature changes can
be derived from Eq.~1!. Power changes can be related to the
changes of all parameters determining it, by applying differentia-
tion on the relations expressing the interdependence of different
parameters. Staring from Eq.~1!, we obtain

dP

P
5

dPT

PT
•

PT

P
2

dPc

Pc
•

Pc

P
. (B1)

The fractional changesdPc /Pc anddPT /PT can be evaluated
by taking logarithms and then differentiating. We consider varia-
tions forT2 changing and turbine inlet temperatureT4 , remaining
constant. It is reasonable to assume that gas properties do not
change, while isentropic efficiencies of compressor and turbine
also do not change. With these assumptions we obtain:

dP

P
5lS dmg

mg
1B

dpT

pT
D2~l21!S dma

ma
1

dT2

T2
1A

dpc

pc
D

(B2)

where

l5
PT

P
, A5

ga21

ga
•

p
c

ga21

ga

p
c

ga21

ga 21

,

B5
gg21

gg
•

1

p
T

gg21

gg 21

.

Since inlet, combustion chamber, and exit losses remain prac-
tically unaltered, it can easily be deduced that

dpc

pc
5

dpT

pT
. (B3)

Hot gases flow rate and inlet air flow rate are related through
the relation:

mg5ma~12b!~11 f ~11w!!

which gives

dmg

mg
5

dma

ma
2

db

12b
1

f

11 f ~11w!

d f

f
.

For values usually encountered, the terms containingdb anddf
can be assumed to be of higher order and therefore

dmg

mg
5

dma

ma
. (B4)

From the definition of compressor flow function we obtain

q25
ma

p2
AR2T2

g2
⇒ dma

ma
5

dq2

q2
2

1

2

dT2

T2
. (B5)

We can use the compressor turbine mass flow compatibility
equation to relate compressor flow function, pressure ratio and
T2 . The equation writes:

q45q2~12b!~11 f ~11w!!AR4

R2

g2

g4

1

pc
~12Kb!AT4

T2
.

(B6)

For a chocked turbine (q45constant), if we assume that prop-
erties do not change and use the assumptions for Eq.~B3! we
obtain

dq2

q2
2

dpc

pc
2

1

2

dT2

T2
50. (B7)

Using Eqs.~B3!, ~B4!, ~B5!, ~B7!, Eq. ~B2! gives

dP

P
5~lB2~l21!A11!

dpc

pc
2~l21!

dT2

T2
. (B8)

Quantitiesa, b, l do not change significantly for small changes
of T2 . On the other hand, for a change in inlet temperature the
movements of compressor operating point is as shown in Fig.B1.
Since the operating points with and without water injection, for
given ambient temperature, are not very far apart proportional
changes of pressure ratio are approximately the same for the same
change inT2 . They will differ if constant speed lines are further
apart, namely if large temperature differences are considered.

In view of these arguments, Eq.~B8! implies that dependence
of fractional change in power onT2 can be considered to be the
same, whether the gas turbine operates without or with water in-
jection. Deviations should be expected to be larger for larger tem-
perature differences. To demonstrate the validity of this conclu-
sion, correction curves derived by an engine performance model
have been produced for dry and wet operation and are shown in
Fig. B2.

Fig. B1 Compressor operating point for dry and wet operation
and its movement for a change in ambient temperature „con-
stant mechanical speeds …

Fig. B2 Fractional change of power and efficiency for dry and
wet operation of a single-shaft gas turbine
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It is observed that the presence of water has only a marginal
effect on the form of the correction curves. For larger amounts of
water and large deviations from standard day temperature, devia-
tions between dry and wet operation correction curves may rise to
the order of one percentage point. If such situations are expected
to be encountered, the different correction curves should be taken
into account.
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The Development of
High-Performance Leaf Seals
Recently, from the environmental point of view, demand for a combined cycle plant is
increasing, and superior gas turbine performance is being rapidly promoted at the same
time. As one of the key technologies for superior performance, reduction of secondary air
leakage, which is necessary for blade cooling and bearing sealing, is required. Especially,
reduction of air leakage through rotating parts and stationary parts clearance is
critical. @DOI: 10.1115/1.1615257#

Introduction
Hitherto, a noncontact type labyrinth seal has been widely used

as a seal between rotating parts and stationary parts. However, this
seal requires a large clearance to avoid contact, and this causes
reduction of performance due to the large amount of air leakage.
Currently, application of brush seals is rapidly increasing as an
improvement, however, a brush seal maintains contact not only at
shut down, but also during operation, thereby wear of wire is
accelerated during prolonged operation, reducing the sealing per-
formance. In addition, since stiffness of the wire itself is low,
differential sealing pressure is also low,@1–3#.
In order to overcome these short comings, a so-called ‘‘leaf seal’’
has been developed over the years. The leaf seal has a structure in
which multi layered flexible leaves are arranged in the circumfer-
ential direction. In this seal, the tip of the leaf is lifted up from the
rotor surface by the hydrodynamic effect as the rotating speed is
accelerated. As a result of this mechanism, wear of the seal is
reduced during operation. The clearance generated by the leaf tip
lifting up is negligibly small and, therefore, sealing performance
is better. Moreover, because the leaf has an axial width, it can
endure seal differential pressure several times that of the brush
seal.

The effect of the leaf lifting up and the leakage air amount were
verified by rig tests. After these verification tests, this leaf seal is
now being used in Mitsubishi M501G gas turbine, installed at an
in-house power station located at the Takasago machinery works,
in order to confirm sealing performance and durability. The leaf
seal can sustain high differential pressure even if it is used in
single stage, and has very good durability. To conclude it can be
said that the leaf seal is the next generation seal replacing the
brush seal.

Characteristics of Leaf Seal
The structure of the leaf seal is shown in Fig. 1. The leaf seal

has a structure of multiple leaf plates of 5 to 10 mm width ar-
ranged in the circumferential direction. The leaf seal is designed
to have minimal gap between each leaf plate to prevent leaves

from restricting their behavior with respect to each other. Further-
more the rigidity is optimized by selecting proper plate thickness,
length, width, and gap between leaf plates. A leaf plate is attached
to the housing with a sharp angle between the leaf plate and the
surface of the rotor in the rotating direction. The tips of leaf plates
are in contact with the rotor at shut down of the gas turbine. On
the other hand, the tips of leaf plates are lifted up by hydrody-
namic lifting force by rotation during operation. Through this
mechanism, a noncontact condition with the rotor can be obtained.
The characteristics of the leaf seal are summarized as follows:

1. Because the leaf plate has a specified axial width and the gap
between leaf plates is very small, leakage air flow is laminar be-
tween leaf plates. As a result, the amount of leakage can be re-
duced.

2. The noncontact condition with the rotor due to the hydrody-
namic lifting force by rotation and differential pressure of the seal
can prevent heating and wear of the leaf seal.

3. Sealing at high differential pressures can be done even with
one stage of leaf seal because the leaf plate has an axial width and
rigidity in the direction of differential pressure.

The comparison of conventional seals with the leaf seal is
shown in Table 1,@4,5#. Additionally, other new seals technologies
are shown in Table 2.

From the viewpoint of the structure of multiple leaf plates ar-
ranged in the circumferential direction and the concept of using
the hydrodynamic force by rotation to keep the noncontact condi-
tion with the rotor, the leaf seal is very unique.

Contributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute~IGTI! of THE AMERICAN
SOCIETY OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERSfor publication in the ASME JOURNAL OF
ENGINEERING FOR GAS TURBINES AND POWER. Paper presented at the Interna-
tional Gas Turbine and Aeroengine Congress and Exhibition, Amsterdam, The Neth-
erlands, June 3–6, 2002; Paper No. 2002-GT-30243. Manuscript received by IGTI,
December 2001, final revision, March 2002. Associate Editor: E. Benvenuti. Fig. 1 Structure of the leaf seal
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Leaf Seal Design Sequence
First of all, the operating condition and the size of the portion to

which the leaf seal is attached are determined as the design inputs.
Based on these inputs, rigidity of the leaf plate, lifting character-
istics, and leakage amount are calculated, and parameters of the
configuration of the leaf plate shown in Fig. 2 are determined to

satisfy the required specification. Since sealing ability depends on
these parameters, it is important to determine the design point.

Therefore, the following points are considered as the target of
the leaf seal design:

1. The leakage amount should be 1/3 or less than that of the
labyrinth seal.

Fig. 2 Parameters of the configuration of the leaf plate

Table 1 Comparison of conventional seals and the leaf seal

Table 2 New seals technology
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2. The noncontact condition between leaf plates and the rotor
should be kept during operating condition.

Fig. 3 shows the process for selecting the configuration of leaf
plate based on the above targets.

Estimation of Rigidity Characteristics
The lifting of the leaf plates by hydrodynamic lifting force due

to rotation and seal differential pressure during rated operation is
one of the characteristics of the leaf seal. The rigidity of the leaf
seal is an essential parameter to determine the lifting characteris-
tics. In addition, rigidity significantly influences heating and wear
by rotor interference force, so configuration of leaf plate should be
designed in order that the specified rigidity can be obtained.

Since the leaf seal has a circumferential layer of multiple leaf
plates as explained, when the radial displacement of the leaf seal
is increased, leaf plates are restricted with each other by their
deformation and the rigidity of the leaf plate is increased in com-
parison with the rigidity of one isolated leaf plate. During predic-
tion of rigidity, this phenomenon should be taken into consider-
ation.
Figure 4 shows the concept of the rigidity measuring test. Table 3
shows the parameters of tested leaf seal and Fig. 5 shows the
rigidity measuring test device. In this test, the inner housing is
fixed and the load is added to the leaf seal. From the measurement
of load and the displacement, the rigidity of the leaf seal is evalu-
ated based on the relation between the load and the rigidity of one
leaf plate. The relation between the load and radial displacement
of the leaf seal is shown in Fig. 6 as a comparison of the calcu-
lated values and the actual measurement. From the result, al-
though the measured force is larger than the calculated values
because of friction between leaf plates, it was confirmed that the
calculation value is appropriate for estimating the rigidity from
the viewpoint of qualitative and quantitative.

Estimation of Flow Characteristics
The flow of fluid in the leaf seal consists of flows through each

gap~1! between leaves and~2! between the leaf plate and the rotor

Fig. 3 Process for selecting the configuration of leaf plate

Fig. 4 Concept of the rigidity measuring test

Table 3 Parameters of tested leaf seal
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as shown in Fig. 7. However, flow~2! between leaf plate and rotor
is negligible because the lifting amount of leaf is very small~0 to
10 mm!.

The flow ~1! consists of~1!a and~1!b. The flow calculation is
done by the finite difference method using~1!a as two-
dimensional compressible laminar flow and~1!b as compressible
flow symmetrical about the one-dimensional axis. Through this

calculation, convergence solution which satisfies the condition of
continuity of flow is obtained.

Moreover, it was confirmed that the flow calculation result of
the finite difference method almost corresponds with CFD result.
Figure 8 shows the flow pattern in the leaf seal analyzed using

Fig. 5 Rigidity measuring test device

Fig. 6 Relation between the load and radial displacement

Fig. 7 Flow of fluid in the leaf seal

Fig. 8 Flow pattern in the leaf seal „CFD…

Fig. 9 Correlation between pressure ratio and flow amount
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CFD. The total estimated flow through leaf seal is calculated by
these flows, adding the estimated amount due to flow through
segmented portion.

Figure 9 shows the flow characteristic test result of a two-
segment leaf seal using a seal rotation test device. The amount of
leakage is reduced to 1/3.2 compared with a labyrinth seal~gap
0.5 mm, 4-stage!. The test condition is shown in Table 4. The
tested leaf seal has a structure which is shown in Table 5.

Figure 10 shows the seal factor of leaf seal and labyrinth seal.
The seal factor indicates constant value ‘‘0.01’’ with pressure ratio
over 2. From the test result, the choked flow is observed as was
observed in the labyrinth seal. In addition, it is also confirmed that
the test result almost corresponds with the estimated figure. Table
5 and Fig. 11 show the parameters and the appearance of the leaf
seal. Figure 12 shows the seal rotation test device used for the
flow characteristic test.

Estimation of Lifting Characteristics
The amount of leaf lifting is calculated by balance of forces

working on a leaf plate. The forces working on a leaf plate include
~1! rotor interference force,~2! hydrodynamic lifting force, and
~3! force generated by differential pressure, as shown in Fig. 13.

The rotor interference force~1! is the contact force between the
leaf plate and the rotor at setting. This force is determined by the
configuration of a leaf~length, thickness, and width!. The hydro-
dynamic lifting force~2! is determined by tip configuration of a
leaf plate, that is, thickness and width of a leaf. In the design
stage, the configuration of a leaf plate is optimized in order that
these forces can maintain lifting clearance. In addition to these
forces, the force generated by differential pressure~3! also affects
the lifting characteristics determined by the above-mentioned leaf
seal configuration.

Hydrodynamic Lifting Force. In order to confirm the hydro-
dynamic effect, the lifting characteristic test was carried out using
a seal rotation test device with an electrical contact check device
shown in Fig. 12. In this test, the leaf lifting is confirmed by the
electricity discontinuity. Figure 14 shows the contact check test
result. From the result, it was confirmed that leaf lifting occurs
with the rotating speed over 1500 rpm.

Moreover, the measurement result of rotating torque of the leaf
seal is shown in Fig. 15. The rotation torque is determined by
deducting the base torque, which is measured before installing the
leaf seal, from overall torque. In this test, the rotating torque cor-
responds to friction torque according to the amount of radial in-
terference at startup. On the other hand, it is considered to corre-
spond with shear resistance of the air layer at the gap between the
leaf plate and rotor during rotation. In Fig. 15, the relation be-
tween rotating speed and friction torque of the leaf seal and the
calculated rotating torque due to shear resistance by the air layer
at gap 1 to 10mm are shown.

At the rotating speed 0 rpm, the rotating torque corresponds
with the friction torque due to interference force with radial inter-Fig. 10 Correlation between pressure ratio and seal factor

Fig. 11 Appearance of the leaf seal „2-segment …

Table 4 Test condition

Table 5 Parameters of tested leaf seal
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ference. When accelerating the rotating speed, the rotating torque
decreases from 0 to 2000 rpm. This phenomenon is caused by
reduction of contact pressure because of lifting force of the leaf
plate generated by hydrodynamic lifting force during rotation. On
the other hand, the friction torque trend of the leaf seal is changed
from decreasing to increasing from 2000 to 5000 rpm. This result
means that the tip of the leaf plate is lifted up completely and
corresponds to the electricity check test result. The rotating torque
of the leaf seal is almost equal to the torque due to the shearing
force of the air layer at the rotating speed over 2000 rpm. Figure
16 shows the relation between tangential speed of the rotor sur-
face and the lifting amount of leaf plates which is estimated from
the rotating torque.

Force Generated by Differential Pressure. The force gener-
ated by the differential pressure can be the lowering force or the
lifting force. In order to obtain the lifting characteristics, the effect
of this force must be minimized to be negligibly small. In the leaf
seal, the specified force can be generated with control of pressure
distribution by the configuration of the high/low pressure side gap.

Figure 17 shows the relation between the pressure distribution
in the leaf seal and the high/low pressure side gap. From the result
of CFD analysis, it is confirmed that the characteristic of the pres-
sure distribution does not depend on the differential pressure.

In the case that the high-pressure side gap is wider than the
low-pressure side gap, the pressure distribution in the leaf seal is

Fig. 12 Seal rotation test device

Fig. 13 Balance of forces working on a leaf plate

Fig. 14 Electricity check test result

Fig. 15 Rotating torque of the leaf seal

Fig. 16 Lifting amount of leaf plates
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high at the outer side and low at inner side. This phenomenon
causes the lowering force as shown in Fig. 18. On the other hand,
opposite phenomenon is caused in the case that the low-pressure
side gap is wider than the high-pressure side gap. In this case the
lifting force acts on the leaf plate as shown in Fig. 19. Thus it is
possible to control this force by selecting optimized high/low
pressure side gaps in the design stage.

On the other hand, in the brush seal, it is difficult to control this
force, @2#. Since the rigidity of the brush is very low, the low-
pressure side gap cannot be increased to prevent the deformation
of the brush caused by the differential pressure.

Figure 20 shows the measurement result of the turning torque
by changing the differential pressure with very slow turning
speed. In the leaf seal, since the change of the turning torque is
very small, the effect of the force generated by the differential

pressure can be negligible. However, in the brush seal, the lower-
ing force is increased with differential pressure, so the working
differential pressure is limited.

Verification Result in an Actual Engine
In order to verify the sealing performance and the durability of

the leaf seal, the prototype leaf seal is applied to a M501G gas
turbine installed at T-Point1 as an in-house verification test plant.
The leaf seal is located between the compressor and the turbine
section as shown in Fig. 21.

From the measurement result of the inlet/outlet pressure and
temperature, it was confirmed that the sealing performance of the
leaf seal was equivalent to the brush seal.

Fig. 17 Relation between the pressure distribution and the high Õlow pres-
sure side gap

Fig. 18 Force balance on the leaf seal „dH�dL…

1Mitsubishi Heavy Industries~MHI ! constructed the long-term in-house verification plant known as T-Point for verifying new gas turbine technology prior to commer-
cialization. The facility at T-Point consists of a M501G gas turbine, steam turbine, HRSG~heat recovery steam generator! and associated controls. The output of the M501G
gas turbine at T-Point is 225 MW.
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Moreover, from the inspection result after the operation~start:
over 50 times, operating hours: over 1000 hr!, the durability of the
leaf seal was verified as follows:

1. Loss of leaves and cracked leaves were not observed.

2. Although rust was observed around the leaf seal, no rust
adhered to the gap between the leaves, and the leaf plates did not
stick to each other.

3. Although the tip of the leaf plates was slightly polished, the
wear of the leaf plates was negligibly small.

Figure 22 shows the appearance of the leaf seal. Since the in-
spection result of the leaf seal was good, the verification of the
leaf seal in M501G has been continued.

Fig. 19 Force balance on the leaf seal „dH�dL…

Fig. 20 Relation between the differential pressure and the ro-
tating torque

Fig. 21 Location of the leaf seal

Fig. 22 Appearance of the leaf seal after operation
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Conclusions
We have developed the leaf seal that can considerably reduce

the amount of leakage, compared with the conventional labyrinth
scal. The leaf seal is superior to the brush seal that is now increas-
ingly utilized in gas turbines, because the leaf seal has a longer
life and can be utilized in the high differential pressure areas.
Through the estimation of characteristics and the characteristics
test of the leaf seal, the following results were obtained:

1. It is confirmed that the amount of leakage could be reduced
to 1/3 compared to the conventional labyrinth seal~4 stages with
0.5 mm gap!.

2. It is confirmed that the tip of a leaf plate could be lifted up
during operation due to hydrodynamic lifting force by rotation. In
addition, it is confirmed that lifting force can be controlled by seal
differential pressure with setting of high/low pressure side gap as
determined in the design stage.

3. The estimation of rigidity and leakage amount almost corre-
spond with the test result. Therefore, it can be concluded that the
design sequence is established.

4. For further reduction of leakage amount, it is essential to
reduce leakage at the segmented portion.

5. Since the inspection result of the prototype leaf scal is good,
in the future, we will expand the application of leaf seal to the seal
portions of large capacity gas turbines.
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Effect of Inlet Air Cooling by Ice
Storage on Unit Sizing of a Gas
Turbine Cogeneration Plant
In the commercial sector, heat and power demands peak in the summer daytime because
of high space cooling demands, and cogeneration plants are required to produce maxi-
mum heat and power to meet their demands. However, gas turbine cogeneration plants
have the disadvantage of decreases in maximum power output in the summer daytime,
which reduces the availability of gas turbines. One of the ways to avoid the aforemen-
tioned disadvantage is to cool inlet air and augment maximum power output. In addition,
one of the ways for inlet air cooling is to make ice by driving electric compression
refrigerators using off-peak power generated during the nighttime, store it in ice banks,
and use its heat for inlet air cooling during the on-peak period. The objective of this
paper is to investigate the effect of inlet air cooling by ice storage on the unit sizing and
cost of a gas turbine cogeneration plant. An optimal unit sizing method based on the
mixed-integer linear programming is used to rationally determine equipment capacities
and operational strategies of the plant. A numerical study is conducted, in which the gas
turbine cogeneration plants with and without inlet air cooled by ice storage are compared
with each other, and the effect of inlet air cooling on the equipment capacities as well as
the annual total cost and its items is clarified.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1692011#

Introduction
Because of their potential of high economic and energy saving

characteristics by energy efficient utilization, cogeneration plants
with gas turbines as prime movers have been installed increas-
ingly into industrial and commercial sectors in Japan. In the com-
mercial sector, heat and power demands peak in the summer day-
time because of high space cooling demands, and cogeneration
plants are required to produce maximum heat and power to meet
their demands. However, gas turbine cogeneration plants have the
disadvantage of decreases in maximum power output in the sum-
mer daytime, which reduces the availability of gas turbines. This
is because high ambient air temperature makes the density of air
low, and resultant low mass flow rates of air into gas turbines
reduce maximum power output.

From the viewpoint of power producers, power augmentation is
important for the purpose of using gas turbine generators to pro-
vide on-peak power. One of the ways to avoid the aforementioned
disadvantage is to cool inlet air and augment maximum power
output. Several technologies for inlet air cooling are considered:
evaporative cooling, thermal energy storage using ice or cold wa-
ter, indirect cooling using absorption or mechanical refrigerators,
etc.,@1#. One of the successful technologies for inlet air cooling is
to make ice by driving electric compression refrigerators using
off-peak power generated during the nighttime, store it in ice
banks, and use its heat for inlet air cooling during the on-peak
period. This technology has been introduced into some gas turbine
power generation plants,@2,3#. In addition, modeling and evalua-
tion of inlet air cooling by ice storage have been conducted to
investigate its effect on the performance of power generation,@4#.

On the other hand, from the viewpoint of power consumers
who operate gas turbine generators and purchase electricity from
electric power companies, power augmentation is important for
the purpose of reducing demand and energy charges of electricity

purchased. In Japan, to levelize the daily profile of electricity
consumption, the spread of thermal storage systems has been pro-
moted by electric power companies, and discounted rates for en-
ergy charge of electricity consumed for thermal storage during the
nighttime are provided. Therefore, power augmentation through
inlet air cooling by ice storage has the advantage of utilizing these
discounted rates for energy charge of electricity consumed to
drive electric compression refrigerators during the nighttime.

In cogeneration applications, ice storage is considered as one of
the coadunate technologies of cogeneration and thermal storage,
@5#, and it has been introduced into gas turbine cogeneration
plants for power augmentation through inlet air cooling. However,
the situation may be complicated for cogeneration plants in the
commercial sector. For example, the following questions occur:
Which is more advantageous to use ice storage for supplying cold
water to space cooling demand or for cooling inlet air? Which is
more advantageous to make ice using electricity purchased from
electric power companies or generated by gas turbine generators?
Thus, it is an important subject to investigate the effect of inlet air
cooling by ice storage on the performance and cost of cogenera-
tion in consideration of the aforementioned questions. The effect
has been investigated in terms of operational performance,@6#.
However, no investigation has been made in terms of unit sizing.

The objective of this paper is to investigate the effect of inlet air
cooling by ice storage on the unit sizing and cost of a gas turbine
cogeneration plant. An optimal unit sizing method based on the
mixed-integer linear programming is used to rationally determine
equipment capacities and operational strategies of the plant. First,
a typical configuration of a gas turbine cogeneration plant with
inlet air cooled by ice storage is presented, which is followed by a
brief description for the formulation of an optimal unit sizing
problem. Finally, a numerical study is conducted, in which the gas
turbine cogeneration plants with and without inlet air cooled by
ice storage are compared with each other, and the effect of inlet air
cooling on the equipment capacities as well as the annual total
cost and its items is investigated.

Plant Configuration
A gas turbine cogeneration plant shown in Fig. 1 is considered

in this paper. This plant is composed of a gas turbine generator
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~GT!, an air cooler~AC!, a waste heat recovery boiler~BW!, a
gas-fired auxiliary boiler~BG!, a steam absorption refrigerator
~RS!, a heat exchanger~HE!, an electric compression refrigerator
~RE!, an ice bank~IB!, a device for receiving electricity~EP!,
which includes the equipment for converting voltage, etc., and
pumps~PA, PC, PE, PH, PS, and PT!. Electricity is supplied to
customers by operating the gas turbine generator and by purchas-
ing electricity from an outside electric power company. Heat of
exhaust gas generated from the gas turbine is recovered by the
waste heat recovery boiler to produce steam, and it is used for
heat supply. An excess of exhaust gas is disposed of through an
exhaust gas dumper. A shortage of steam is supplemented by the
gas-fired auxiliary boiler. Steam is used by the steam absorption
refrigerator and heat exchanger to supply cold water for space
cooling, and hot water for space heating and hot water supply,
respectively. The electric compression refrigerator supplies brine
to make ice in the ice bank. Cold water retrieved from the ice
bank is supplied to the air cooler and space cooling demand. The
air cooler cools air supplied to the gas turbine.

Electricity purchased is divided into two kinds: one is pur-
chased at a standard rate for energy charge, and the other at a
discounted rate for energy charge, which can be applied to the
electricity consumed for ice storage during the nighttime. When
the latter is used, the heat stored using electricity purchased at the
discounted rate cannot be retrieved from the ice bank. On the
other hand, the heat stored using electricity generated by the gas
turbine generator or purchased at the standard rate can be re-
trieved from the ice bank at any time. A switch is drawn to show
this selection of electricity.

Optimal Unit Sizing Method
An optimal unit sizing method based on the mixed-integer lin-

ear programming is used to determine capacities of equipment and
maximum demands of utilities rationally in consideration of their
operational strategies for seasonal and hourly changes in energy
demands.

Fundamental Optimization Model. To consider seasonal
and hourly changes in energy demands, a typical year is divided
into M representative days with average and peak energy de-
mands, and the index for the representative days is designated by
m, i.e., m51,2,̄ ,M . Furthermore, each representative day is

divided into K sampling times with a period ofDt, i.e., Dt
524/K, and the index for the sampling times is designated byk,
i.e., k51,2,̄ ,K.

Continuous variables for equipment capacities and utility maxi-
mum demands are considered as design variables. In addition,
continuous variables for flow rates of input and output energy of
equipment are considered as operation variables. These variables
are determined to minimize a specified objective function. Here,
the annual total cost is adopted as the objective function, and is
composed of capital costs of equipment, and demand and energy
charges of utilities. The operation and maintenance costs are not
considered explicitly. Since they are small as compared with the
demand and energy charges of utilities, they are assumed to be
included in the capital costs of equipment. As constraints to be
satisfied, performance characteristics of equipment and energy
balance relationships of energy flows are considered.

At the first step of the research, the following first-order ap-
proximation is used for performance characteristics and capital
costs of equipment to solve the optimization problem exactly.
Without this approximation, the optimization problem becomes
too difficult to solve exactly, and an approximate solution may
not indicate the effect of inlet air cooling on the unit sizing
reasonably.

First, the relationship between the flow rates of input and output
energy of each piece of equipment is assumed to be expressed by
a linear equation, which means that the thermal efficiency or co-
efficient of performance is constant regardless of capacity and part
load. In addition, the maximum flow rate of input or output energy
of each piece of equipment is assumed to be in proportion to its
capacity. These are expressed as follows:

v~m,k!5pu~m,k!

0<u~m,k!<ūh J ~m51,2,̄ ,M ;k51,2,̄ ,K ! (1)

whereu and v are the continuous variables for the flow rates of
input and output energy, respectively,p is the constant thermal
efficiency or coefficient of performance,h is the continuous vari-
able for the capacity, andū is the upper limit foru in case of unit
capacity, i.e., h51. Second, the capital cost of each piece
of equipment is assumed to be in proportion to its capacity as
follows:

C5Yh (2)

Fig. 1 Configuration of gas turbine cogeneration plant with inlet air cooled by ice storage
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whereC is the capital cost, andY is the unit capital cost.

Modified Optimization Model. As for the operation, since
the gas turbine cogeneration plant includes the ice bank which
stores cooling heat, the operational strategy cannot be determined
independently for each sampling time, but should be determined
for a period within which energy demands change cyclically.
Here, on the assumption that energy demands change cyclically
with a period of 24 hours on each representative day, the daily
cyclic operation is considered.

The aforementioned fundamental optimization model cannot in-
corporate the selection of inlet air cooling as well as that of elec-
tricity as to which electricity is selected, purchased at the dis-
counted rate, or generated by the gas turbine generator or
purchased at the standard rate. Here, binary variables are intro-
duced to express the selection of inlet air cooling and electricity.

Therefore, as operation variables, the selection of inlet air cool-
ing and electricity, the flow rates of input and output energy of
each piece of equipment, and the storage level of the ice bank are
determined. In the following, the formulation of the performance
characteristics of only the gas turbine generator, air cooler, and ice
bank is given as examples.

For the gas turbine generator, the relationships among the natu-
ral gas consumptionFGT , the electric power generatedEGT , the
heat flow rate of exhaust gasQGT

e , the electric power consumed
for auxiliary machineryEGT

a , and the mass flow rate of airAGT
are expressed as follows:

EGT~m,k!5pGT~T~m,k!!FGT~m,k!1pGT~T8!FGT8 ~m,k!

QGT
e ~m,k!5qGT~T~m,k!!FGT~m,k!1qGT~T8!FGT8 ~m,k!

EGT
a ~m,k!5r GT~FGT~m,k!1FGT8 ~m,k!!

AGT~m,k!5sGTFGT~m,k!

AGT8 ~m,k!5sGTFGT8 ~m,k!

FGT~m,k!<F̄GT~T~m,k!!hGT~12dGT~m,k!!

FGT8 ~m,k!<F̄GT~T8!hGTdGT~m,k!

dGT~m,k!P$0,1%

6
~m51,2,̄ ,M ;k51,2,̄ ,K ! (3)

where dGT is the binary variable for the selection of inlet air
cooling, and ()8 means a quantity in case that inlet air is cooled.
The parametersp, q, r, ands are performance characteristic val-
ues, andp and q are expressed as functions with respect to the
inlet air temperature. Here,T is the ambient air temperature,
which varies with season and time, andT8 is the temperature of
air cooled by the air cooler, which is assumed to be constant.F̄GT
is the upper limit for the natural gas consumption in case of unit
capacity, and is also expressed as a function with respect to the
inlet air temperature.

For the air cooler, the relationship between the mass flow rate
of air AAC and the cooling heat consumptionQAC

c is expressed as
follows:

QAC
c ~m,k!5pAC~x~m,k!,T~m,k!,T8,f8!AAC~m,k!

0<QAC
c ~m,k!<Q̄AC

c hAC
J

~m51,2,̄ ,M ;k51,2,̄ ,K ! (4)

wherep is the cooling heat consumed for the unit mass of air, and
is expressed as a function with respect to the conditions of air, i.e.,
temperature and humidity, before and after it is cooled. As argu-
ments ofp, x is the absolute humidity of ambient air, andf8 is the
relative humidity of air after it is cooled. The cooling heat is
composed of the sensible heat due to decreases in the temperature
of air and water vapor, the latent heat due to the condensation of
water vapor, and the sensible heat due to a decrease in the tem-
perature of condensed water. The first one is evaluated using the
average specific heats and temperature differences of air and water

vapor. The second and third ones are evaluated using the average
latent heat of water vapor, and the average specific heat and tem-
perature difference of condensed water.

For the ice bank, the relationships among the storage level of
heat stored in the bankRIB , the flow rates of heat stored into and
retrieved from the bank,QIB

b andQIB
c , respectively, are expressed

as follows:

~RIBl~m,k!2RIBl~m,k21!!/Dt
5QIBl

b ~m,k!2QIBl
c ~m,k!2zRIBl~m,k!

RIBl~m,k!>0
QIBl

b ~m,k!>0
QIBl

c ~m,k!>0
6 ~ l 51,2!

RIB~m,k!5(
l 51

2

RIBl~m,k!<R̄IBh IB

QIB
b ~m,k!5(

l 51

2

QIBl
b ~m,k!<Q̄IB

b h IB

QIB
c ~m,k!5(

l 51

2

QIBl
c ~m,k!<Q̄IB

c h IB

§

~m51,2,̄ ,M ;k51,2,̄ ,K ! (5)

where the heat balance relationship in the ice bank is expressed by
a finite difference equation, andz is the heat loss coefficient. In
addition, the subscriptl is used to distinguish the heat stored using
electricity generated by the gas turbine generator or purchased at
the standard rate (l 51) from that using electricity purchased at
the discounted rate (l 52). Furthermore, the following constraint
is considered for the daily cyclic operation:

RIBl~m,0!5RIBl~m,K ! ~m51,2,̄ ,M ; l 51,2!. (6)

Solution Method. Although there exists the nonlinear term
hGTdGT in Eq. ~3!, it can be linearized exactly by replacing it with
a continuous variable and introducing relevant constraints,@7#. As
a result, the optimal unit sizing problem is formulated as a mixed-
integer linear programming one. Here, the branch and bound
method combined with the simplex method is used as a solution
algorithm. This method searches the optimal solution by repeating
the branching and bounding operations which divides the whole
feasible region into smaller ones, and removes ones where it turns
out that there exists no optimal solution, respectively. GAMS/
CPLEX is used as a concrete solver,@8#.

Numerical Study
A numerical study is carried out using the aforementioned op-

timization model to investigate the effect of inlet air cooling on
the unit sizing and cost of a gas turbine cogeneration plant for
district heat and power supply.

Input Data. The district in Osaka, Japan under consideration
has four office buildings and two hotels to which heat and power
are supplied. Energy demands are estimated for six representative
days, i.e.,M56, as shown in Table 1. Figures 2~a! to 2~c! show
electricity, space cooling, and space heating and hot water de-

Table 1 Definition of representative days

Day No.m Name of Day
Number of Days

per Year d/y

1 Summer average 82
2 Winter average 80
3 Midseason 1 91
4 Midseason 2 92
5 Summer peak 10
6 Winter peak 10
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mands, respectively. Daily changes in energy demands are drawn
for the representative days. Each day is divided into twelve sam-
pling times, i.e.,K512 andDt52 h.

As ambient conditions, the temperature and humidity of ambi-
ent air are given. Figure 3~a! shows daily changes in air tempera-
ture T for the representative days. Since the absolute humidity of
air x does not significantly change during a day, it is assumed to
be constant during each representative day, as shown in Table 2.
The relative humidity of air is calculated from its temperature and
absolute humidity, and its daily changes are shown for the repre-
sentative days in Fig. 3~b!. The temperature of air after it is cooled
by the air cooler is assumed to beT857°C, in consideration of
the temperature of cold water for space and inlet air cooling as
well as the temperature difference in the air cooler, and without
consideration of the condition of inlet icing. The relative humidity
of air after it is cooled by the air cooler is assumed to be saturated
at f850.9 with the condensation of water vapor.

The performance characteristic values of equipment, the unit
capital costs of equipment, and the rates for demand and energy
charges of utilities are given in Tables 3 and 4. The power gener-
ating and exhaust heat efficiencies of the gas turbine generator at
the inlet air temperature of 0°C are shown as their reference val-
ues. Here, the dependence of the performance characteristic val-
uespGT andqGT , and the upper limit for the natural gas consump-
tion in case of unit capacityF̄GT in Eq. ~3! on the inlet air
temperatureT is assumed as follows:

pGT~T!53.2120.0049T
qGT~T!56.7910.0255T

F̄GT~T!51.2220.0060T
J (7)

where the units ofpGT , qGT , F̄GT , andT are kWh/m3, kWh/m3,
m3/h, and °C, respectively. The thermal efficiency of the heat
exchanger is not based on the inlet and outlet temperatures but the
heat exchanged, and it is assumed that the heat loss from the heat
exchanger is zero. It is assumed that the capacity of the device for
receiving electricity is equal to the maximum demand of electric-
ity purchased. All values of costs are stated in yen, which is
equivalent to about 8.031023 dollars on the recent exchange rate.

The following two plants are investigated:

• Plant A: The inlet air cooling by ice storage is not adopted.

Fig. 2 Energy demands; „a… electric power, „b… space cooling,
„c… space heating and hot water

Fig. 3 Temperature and relative humidity of ambient air; „a…
temperature, „b… relative humidity

Table 2 Absolute humidity of ambient air

Day No.m Absolute Humidityx

1 0.0152
2 0.0031
3 0.0091
4 0.0060
5 0.0155
6 0.0025

Table 3 Performance characteristic values of equipment

Equipment Item Value

Gas turbine generator* Power generating efficiency 0.278
Exhaust heat efficiency 0.588

Air cooler Thermal efficiency 1.00
Waste heat recovery boiler Thermal efficiency 0.780
Gas-fired auxiliary boiler Thermal efficiency 0.920
Steam absorption refrig. Coefficient of performance 1.25
Heat exchanger Thermal efficiency 1.00
Electric compression refrig. Coefficient of performance 3.57
Ice bank Heat loss coefficient 0.005 h21

Device for receiving elec. Efficiency 1.00

* Inlet air temperature is assumed to be 0°C
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• Plant B: The inlet air cooling by ice storage is adopted.

Plant A is a conventional gas turbine cogeneration plant combined
with ice storage. The electric compression refrigerator and ice
bank are installed only to supply cold water for space cooling.
Plant B is the plant under investigation in this paper. The com-
parison of these two plants clarifies the effect of inlet air cooling
by ice storage on the unit sizing and cost of the plant.

Results and Discussion. Table 5 shows the optimal values of
equipment capacities and utility maximum demands for plants A
and B. The power generating capacity of the gas turbine generator
at the inlet air temperature of 0°C is shown as its reference value.
The arrows in the table show the increases and decreases in equip-
ment capacities and utility maximum demands from plants A to B.
The adoption of inlet air cooling increases the capacities of the
gas turbine cogeneration and ice storage units, and decreases the
capacities of the conventional equipment such as the gas-fired
auxiliary boiler, steam absorption refrigerator, and device for re-
ceiving electricity. The increase in the capacity of the gas turbine
generator and the adoption of inlet air cooling decreases the maxi-
mum demand of electricity, while it increases that of natural gas.

Table 6 shows the annual total cost and its items for plants A
and B. As for the energy charge, its values for the representative
days and their annual sum are included in the table. The arrows in
the table show the increases and decreases in costs from plants A
to B, and the values in the right-end column show the increase and
decrease rates in costs from plant A to B. The increase in the
annual capital cost is mainly because the capacities of the gas
turbine cogeneration and ice storage units increase. The decrease
in the annual demand charge is mainly because the maximum
demand of electricity decreases. The decrease in the annual energy
charge is small as compared with that in the annual demand
charge. The decreases in the energy charge for the representative
day Nos. 2 and 6 are due to the increase in the capacity of the gas

turbine cogeneration unit, because these days correspond to win-
ter, and the inlet air and space cooling is unnecessary. The de-
creases in the energy charge for the representative day Nos. 1 and
5 are due to the increases in the capacities of the gas turbine
cogeneration and ice storage units as well as the adoption of inlet
air cooling. However, the effect of inlet air cooling may be
smaller than that of the increases in the capacities of the cogen-
eration and storage units. This is because that the decrease rates in
the energy charge for the representative day Nos. 1 and 5 do not
significantly differ from those for the representative day Nos. 2
and 6. The energy charges for the representative day Nos. 3 and 4
almost remain constant. This is because these days correspond to
midseason, thermal energy is unnecessary, and the operation of
the gas turbine cogeneration unit may not be advantageous.

From the aforementioned results, the largest effect of the inlet
air cooling by ice storage on the unit sizing of the gas turbine
cogeneration plant is to decrease the maximum demand of elec-
tricity, and consequently its demand charge. The decrease in the
annual total cost is about 1.1%, and may be small. However, the
decrease in the annual total cost by installing the gas turbine co-
generation and ice storage units is about 3.8% as compared with
the conventional plant without those units. Therefore, the adoption
of inlet air cooling is meaningful.

Figures 4 and 5 show the optimal operational strategies of plant
B for the representative day Nos. 5 and 1, respectively. In these
figures, Figs. 4~a! and 5~a! shows the allocation of electricity
supply, i.e., the electric power purchased at the standard and dis-
counted rates,Eelec1 and Eelec2, respectively, and the electric
power generated by the gas turbine generatorEGT . Figures 4~b!
and 5~b! shows the allocation of cold water supply to space cool-
ing demand, i.e., the flow rate of heat retrieved from the ice bank
QPT

c , and the flow rate of heat generated by the steam absorption
refrigeratorQRS

c . Figures 4~c! and 5~c! show the heat stored in the
ice bank RIB , which is divided into the heat stored using

Table 4 Unit capital costs of equipment, and rates for demand and energy charges of utilities

Equipment/Utility Unit Cost

Gas turbine generator 230.03103 yen/kW
Air cooler 20.03103 yen/kW
Waste heat recovery boiler 9.63103 yen/kW
Gas-fired auxiliary boiler 6.63103 yen/kW
Steam absorption refrig. 30.13103 yen/kW
Heat exchanger 8.63103 yen/kW
Electric compression refrig. 34.43103 yen/kW
Ice bank 1.93103 yen/kWh
Electricity Demand charge 1740 yen/~kW•month!

10.77 yen/kWh~summer!
Energy charge 9.79 yen/kWh~other seasons!

4.50 yen/kWh~thermal storage!
Natural gas Demand charge 2033 yen/~m3/h•month!

Energy charge 30.88 yen/m3

Table 5 Optimal values of equipment capacities and utility
maximum demands

Equipment/Utility Plant A Plant B

Gas turbine generator* MW 5.72 ↑ 6.23
Air cooler MW 0.00 ↑ 1.40
Waste heat recovery boiler MW 11.98 ↑ 13.05
Gas-fired auxiliary boiler MW 28.70 ↓ 26.96
Steam absorption refrig. MW 25.07 ↓ 23.99
Heat exchanger MW 28.44 → 28.44
Electric compression refrig. MW 2.26 ↑ 3.59
Ice bank MWh 28.25 ↑ 42.38
Device for receiving elec. MW 17.88 ↓ 16.48
Electricity MW 17.88 ↓ 16.48
Natural gas 3103 m3/h 2.70 ↑ 2.86

*Maximum power output in case that inlet air temperature is 0°C

Table 6 Annual total cost and its items „Unit: Ã106 yen Õy…

Item Plant A Plant B Inc./dec.

Annual capital cost 495.1 ↑ 509.0 12.81%
Annual demand charge 439.1 ↓ 414.0 25.72
Annual energy charge 859.9 ↓ 852.1 20.91

1 261.8 ↓ 258.0 21.45
2 171.1 ↓ 168.0 21.81

Energy charge 3 195.4 → 195.4 0.00
Day No.m 4 165.4 → 165.3 20.06

5 39.7 ↓ 39.2 21.26
6 26.5 ↓ 26.2 21.13

Annual total cost 1794.1 ↓ 1775.1 21.06
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electricity generated by the gas turbine generator or purchased at
the standard rateRIB1 and the heat stored using electricity pur-
chased at the discounted rateRIB2 .

On the representative day No. 5, as shown in Fig. 4~a!, the inlet
air cooling is conducted only for a peak period, i.e., from 10:00 to
16:00. This can trim the maximum demand of electricity. As
shown in Fig. 4~b!, the ice storage is used not only for inlet air
cooling but also for space cooling. This reduces the capacity of
the steam absorption refrigerator. As shown in Fig. 4~c!, the heat
stored in the ice bank is generated by the electric compression
refrigerator using not only the electricity purchased at the dis-
counted rate during the nighttime but also the electricity pur-
chased at the standard rate during the daytime. This is because the
availability of the electric compression refrigerator can be
increased.

On the representative day No. 1, as shown in Fig. 5~a!, the inlet
air cooling is conducted for a longer period, i.e., from 8:00 to
20:00. In addition, as shown in Fig. 5~c!, the heat stored in the ice
bank is generated by the electric compression refrigerator using
only the electricity purchased at the discounted rate during the
nighttime. This is because the representative day No. 1 has a
smaller space cooling demand than No. 5, the steam absorption
refrigerator can supply most of cold water for space cooling, and
the ice storage unit can supply more cold water for inlet air cool-
ing. These can be understood from Fig. 5~b!.

Conclusions
The effect of inlet air cooling by ice storage on the unit sizing

and cost of a gas turbine cogeneration plant has been investigated
using an optimal unit sizing method based on the mixed-integer
linear programming. A numerical study has been conducted for a
gas turbine cogeneration plant for district heat and power supply.
The gas turbine cogeneration plants with and without inlet air
cooled by ice storage have been compared with each other, and
the effect of inlet air cooling on the equipment capacities as well
as the annual total cost and its items has been investigated. The
following main results have been obtained:

• The inlet air cooling increases the capacities of the gas tur-
bine cogeneration and ice storage units, and decreases the
capacities of the conventional equipment.

• The largest effect of inlet air cooling is to decrease in the
demand charge of electricity at the sacrifice of the increases
in the capital cost of equipment and the demand charge of
natural gas.

• The energy charge can be decreased by the increase in the
capacities of the gas turbine cogeneration and ice storage
units, but the effect of inlet air cooling on the decrease in the
energy charge may be small.

• The effect of inlet air cooling on the decrease in the annual
total cost may also be small, but it is meaningful as compared
with that of installing the gas turbine cogeneration and ice
storage units.

Fig. 4 Optimal operational strategy „plant B, day No. 5 …; „a…
electricity supply, „b… cold water supply, „c… heat stored in ice
bank

Fig. 5 Optimal operational strategy „plant B, day No. 1 …; „a…
electricity supply, „b… cold water supply, „c… heat stored in ice
bank
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Nomenclature

A 5 mass flow rate of air~kg/h!
C 5 capital cost of equipment~yen!
E 5 electric power~kWh/h!
F 5 natural gas consumption~m3/h!
K 5 number of sampling times
k 5 index for sampling times

M 5 number of representative days
m 5 index for representative days

p, q, r, s 5 performance characteristic values~kWh/m3,
kg/m3, kWh/kg!

Q 5 heat flow rate~kWh/h!
R 5 heat stored~kWh!
T 5 air temperature~°C!

Dt 5 sampling time interval~h!
u 5 flow rate of input energy of equipment
v 5 flow rate of output energy of equipment
x 5 absolute humidity
Y 5 unit capital cost of equipment~yen/kW, yen/kWh!
d 5 binary variable
z 5 heat loss coefficient~h21!
h 5 equipment capacity~kW, kWh!
f 5 relative humidity

( )8 5 inlet air cooling
( ) 5 upper limit

Subscripts

dem 5 demand
disp 5 disposal
elec 5 electricity purchased
gas 5 natural gas purchased

l 5 index for selection of electricity
str 5 ice storage

Subscripts „Equipment…

AC 5 air cooler
BG 5 gas-fired auxiliary boiler

BW 5 waste heat recovery boiler
EP 5 device for receiving electricity
GT 5 gas turbine generator
HE 5 heat exchanger
IB 5 ice bank

PA, PC, PE, PH, PS, PT5 pumps
RE 5 electric compression refrigerator
RS 5 steam absorption refrigerator

Superscripts

a 5 auxiliary power
b 5 brine
c 5 cold water
e 5 exhaust gas
h 5 hot water
s 5 steam
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Microscale Radial-Flow
Compressor Impeller Made of
Silicon Nitride: Manufacturing
and Performance
A microscale, high-speed compressor impeller (12 mm diameter, 800,000 rpm) was tested
for feasibility in regard to aerodynamic performance. The compressor was designed for
application in a first-sized gas turbine generator. To survive high stresses at such high
temperatures, the rotor was manufactured as a single turbine/compressor/shaft unit in
silicon nitride, by the Mold SDM process. Performance testing was conducted in a cold-
flow rig at reduced speed of 420,000 rpm. Results from a CFD code compared favorably
to measured data at this speed. Extrapolation from test conditions to full design speed was
accomplished by application of CFD applied at both speeds.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1739246#

Introduction

The need for a portable microsized power source is increasing
with the development of unmanned aerial vehicles, autonomous
robots and other mobile devices. Since it is known that the power
density of a gas turbine engine is inversely proportional to its
length scale, a gas turbine engine with a rotary generator was
chosen over other possible devices,@1,2#. In this paper, the com-
pressor for the gas turbine engine is the principal object of inves-
tigation.

Preliminary design analysis showed that a gas-turbine-generator
based on a simple Brayton cycle with a cycle pressure ratio of 3:1
could produce the desired power in a fist-sized package, excluding
fuel tank and controls. The largest component is a reverse flow
annular combustion chamber. The radial flow compressor and tur-
bine rotors are much smaller. They are mounted back-to-back in
an overhung configuration on the shaft, ahead of the rear bearing.
The generator, mounted between the front and rear bearings, is the
second largest component of the package.

With rotors of 12 mm diameter, the shaft must spin at 800,000
rpm ~500 m/s tip speed! to achieve the design pressure ratio of 3:1
using a radial flow compressor impeller with backward leaning
blades. To withstand the high stresses at high temperature without
the need for auxiliary cooling, a ceramic material was chosen for
the rotors and shaft. Also, to achieve the desired performance
levels, the turbine and compressor were designed with the fully
three-dimensional geometry obtained in conventional turboma-
chines. These geometric criteria were achieved by the use of Mold
SDM process, developed in the Rapid Prototyping Laboratory at

Stanford University, to produce very small, intricate, three-
dimensional rotors and shafts out of silicon nitride.

The compressor rotor, Fig. 1, was designed to be about 12 mm
in diameter with unshrouded blades. It had six full blades and six
partial blades~splitters! which inclined backwards at approxi-
mately 50° at the tip. The hub-to-shroud depth at the tip, diffuser
inlet, was about 1 mm, and the axial tip clearance was 76mm. At
design point flow rate of 2.38 g/s, a work input coefficient
(Vttip /U tip) of about 0.7 was utilized so that the impeller would
have enough pressure rise to produce a stage pressure ratio of 3.0
and efficiency of 65%. Loss estimates used in the preliminary
design included low Reynolds number effects plus a tip clearance
leakage loss of 4%.

Downstream of the impeller, a thin-vaned, radial flow diffuser,
proceeded by a short vaneless space, was designed for use in the
actual engine. In the study presented here, a vaneless diffuser~1
mm deep with a radius ratio of 2:1! ahead of an exit dump cham-
ber was used for the experiments and for the computational fluid
dynamics~CFD! which were intended to explore the performance
of the impeller.

Many technical hurdles remain in the design of the final power
plant. For example, the type of bearings is a major issue. Air
journal and thrust bearings were employed in the 4 mm diameter
rotors of the 10 Watt micro gas turbine generator developed at the
MIT Gas Turbine Laboratory,@2#. They were also used in the 10
mm rotors of the 100 Watt engine design by IHI and Tohoku
University, @3#. Modern developments in ball bearings for high
speeds and small sizes, such as those used in air turbines for
dental drills, may also offer an option. For our work, we employed
ball bearings for the compressor impellers which were tested up to
420,000 rpm~260 m/s tip speed!. In separate tests in a special,
small bearing test stand which utilized a 5 mmdiameter air tur-
bine, stable runs at 830,000 rpm were achieved. This paper con-
centrates on the design and manufacturing of the turbine/

Contributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute~IGTI! of THE AMERICAN
SOCIETY OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERSfor publication in the ASME JOURNAL OF
ENGINEERING FOR GAS TURBINES AND POWER. Paper presented at the Interna-
tional Gas Turbine and Aeroengine Congress and Exhibition, Atlanta, GA, June
16–19; 2003, Paper No. 2003-GT-38933. Manuscript received by IGTI, October
2002, final revision, March 2003. Associate Editor: H. R. Simmons.
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compressor/shaft assembly, and the evaluation of the compressor
impeller performance by both experiment and from the results of
CFD.

Some Design and Aerodynamic Performance Issues Related
to Compressor and Turbine Size. Low Reynolds number, sur-
face roughness, tip clearances, and minimum feature size are all
important issues when one considers the design and performance
of any miniaturized turbomachine. All four items can lead to re-
duced levels of performance, and thus require some discussion.
Some guidance is found in the literature,@4#, concerning Reynolds
number and surface roughness effects. Also, some very useful
information may be obtained from papers on an earlier microcom-
pressor~4 mm diameter at 500 m/s tip speed! even though the
radial flow path is unusual: flat and two-dimensional,@2,5#.

Scaling of efficiency for shrouded, radial flow compressor im-
pellers, typical of narrow industrial compressor stages, was estab-
lished,@4#. He used a Reynolds number based on tip speed,U tip ;
blade height at the tip,btip ; and kinematic viscosity at impeller
inlet, which is 1.531025 m2/s for air at room temperature and
atmospheric pressure in the cases considered here. The method
appears to work well when the flow through the impeller blade
passages approximates turbulent flow in smooth and rough ducts.

The scale ratio is about 25:1 between this case, wherebtip
51 mm, and a large scale, geometrically similar, high Reynolds
number impeller wherebtip is approximately 25 mm. When Ca-
sey’s scaling method is applied to impellers with tip speeds of 500
m/s, a reduction in stage efficiency by 11% is obtained for hydrau-
lically smooth surfaces. If the surface roughness height is 1mm,
an additional three points is lost.

It is noted that the Reynolds number for the small impeller is
3.353104, which indicates that the flow in the impeller is turbu-
lent, not laminar as it would be if the size were reduced by another
factor of 10. The losses would increase catastrophically if the flow
were laminar,@5#, and one may justifiably conclude that an impel-
ler with a diameter of 1 to 2 mm may represent a lower limit, if
efficiency is an important design criterion as it is here.

The current impeller does not have a rotating shroud like the
impellers investigated by Casey. Here, there is no shroud cover,
but an open clearance over the blade tips which is approximately
10% of the blade height,btip . Thus the losses predicted above are
not going to be better than rough estimates. Probably, the friction
losses will be smaller, but there may be an additional loss due to
leakage over the blade tips, which should increase as the clearance
increases. This added loss, which is assumed to be independent of
scale, was originally estimated to be four points in addition to
other losses. Adding all losses together and assuming the design
point efficiency of the micro compressor is 65% says that a stage
which is 25 times larger should have an efficiency of 83%, a value

in the expected range for this type of radial flow compressor. An
attempt was made to determine the effects of change of axial
clearance in the experimental program.

Finally, the effects of minimum feature size need to be dis-
cussed. Here, 0.3 mm~30% of btip) was chosen as the blade
thickness and the blade leading edges were not sharp as is the case
in large high Mach number compressors of similar geometric
shape. These effects will tend to increase blockage at both blade
leading edges~inducer region! and at the trailing edges. There is
currently no way to accurately estimate the added losses and sepa-
rate them from the flow distribution~thicker boundary layers!
blockage due to low Reynolds numbers. Blockage has several
effects: ~a! It reduces the flow area compared to the available
geometric area and thus limits the through flow. This effect may
be accounted for in design by an increase in dimensions such as
b2 when a particular mass flow rate is required.~b! Blocked area
represents flow distortion which, compared to uniform flow, in-
creases the mass-flow-average kinetic energy leaving the impeller.
The downstream diffuser must cope with this non-uniformity as it
reduces the kinetic energy and recovers it as static pressure rise. It
is well known that increase of inlet blockage~flow distortion!
leads to decrease in diffuser pressure recovery and consequently a
loss in stage efficiency. In any case, the relatively large minimum
feature size in the microscale compressor impeller is expected to
have a negative influence on efficiency.

Microscale Ceramic Components and Their Fabrication
Ceramics, especially silicon nitride, can have exceptional high

temperature strength properties in a material of low density which
makes them attractive for gas turbine applications where highly
stressed turbines and other components must survive in contact
with very hot gasses. In large turbines, vanes and blades are large
enough to be manufactured with internal and film cooling which
allows high temperature metals to be used in most cases. How-
ever, in the case of microscale turbines~diameter,100 mm!, the
limits of scale preclude active blade cooling, and thus the blades
must be solid which makes ceramics desirable, if they can be
produced.

Two major issues have blocked application of ceramics to gas
turbines, rotors in particular. The first is reliability and second is
the lack of the shaping techniques. This project was able to avoid
the reliability issue by noticing the increased reliability of the
small sized ceramic components. The second issue has been over-
come by the use of Mold SDM process with the application of
gelcasting.

Reliability of Ceramic Components in Microscale Gas Tur-
bine Engines. The reliability issue is rooted on the brittle nature
of the material. Figure 2 illustrates two characteristics of the frac-
ture behavior of ceramic specimen under identical loading condi-
tions. First, failure is sudden and complete, which is different

Fig. 1 CAD model of compressor

Fig. 2 Fracture behavior of ceramic specimens under the
identical loading conditions
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from metal. Second, the maximum strength of each sample varies
significantly in nominally identical specimens where Young’s
modulus is nearly constant. This characteristic, among others,
points to flaws as the source of failure. Considering the brittle
~sudden! failure mode, the biggest flaw contained in a specimen is
responsible for the failure of the whole part.

Since the pore sizes follow a particular distribution, the size of
the largest flaw tends to increase as the volume of the specimen
increases under the same material and process condition. This
property, accounted for in Weibull statistics, results in Eq.~1!.
Here,V is the volume of the part of interest. The argument,m, of
the functionf (m) is a parameter referred to as the Weibull modu-
lus. s0 is a characteristic stress value for fracture obtained by a
statistical treatment,@6#. The actual form off (m) varies according
to the loading conditions. For example,f (m)52(m11)2 for
three-point bending andf (m)52(m11) for four-point bending.
In the actual design of a ceramic part, Eq.~1! is used to calculate
the allowable stresssmax so that the part can have survival prob-
ability of Ps.

Ps5expF2S smax

s0
D m V

f ~m!G (1)

Since the argument of the exponential is negative, decreasingV
~smaller volume! increases thePs. A Taylor expansion ofPs
around Ps51 shows that the failure probabilityP f , which is
defined asP f512Ps, is proportional toV. This suggests the
smaller the ceramic part, the more reliable,@1#.

Mold SDM Process. The mold SDM process, a derivative of
shape deposition manufacturing~SDM!, @7#, combined with gel-
casting one has the capability to fabricate silicon nitride compo-
nents with full three-dimensional geometry containing features
~e.g., blades! as small as 200mm. It is even possible to achieve a
complex monolithic geometry in a single part that is not possible
with the conventional ceramic processes such as injection molding
and green machining.

In the mold SDM process, the fugitive mold of the final geom-
etry is fabricated by SDM. SDM combines a material addition and
material removal process to achieve both shape complexity and
superior surface finish compared to the other rapid prototyping
processes such as three-dimensional printing~3DP!, stereolithog-
raphy~SLA!, selective laser sintering~SLS!, and fused deposition
manufacturing~FDM!. Superior surface finish is particularly im-
portant in the fabrication of ceramic components since the
strength of ceramic parts is highly sensitive to the surface smooth-
ness due to the brittleness of ceramics.

Gelcasting is a ceramic forming process developed by Oak
Ridge National Laboratory and is compatible with mold SDM.
Gelcasting slurry is a mixture of ceramic powder, monomers
~chain former and branch former! and solvent. Usually, gelcasting
slurries have low viscosity. Right before casting, an initiator sys-
tem ~a set of chemicals that initiates and propagates polymeriza-
tion! is added. Then, the chain former and branch former con-
tained in the slurry are transformed into polymer chains, which
hold the ceramic particles in position and gives strength to the
green part which is eventually sintered at high temperature to
become the final, strong ceramic part.

Steps 1 to 4 of Fig. 3 show the mold fabrication using SDM
process. The mold and support materials are deposited by casting
and shaped by machining. Since all the surfaces are directly
shaped by machining or replicated from the machined surfaces, all
the final geometry has the machined surface quality, which is
about 1mm RMS. Machinable waxes are used for the mold ma-
terial and Aqua-Sol soldermask~Advanced Ceramics Research,
Tucson, AZ! is used for the support material. Since the solder-
mask is UV curable liquid, it can be deposited into any shape. The
solidified soldermask is dissolved in water leaving the cavity for
the final geometry, as shown in step 5.

Silicon nitride gelcasting slurry is cast into the mold and cured
~step 6! at an elevated temperature. Then follows the removal of
the wax mold~step 7! by melting and removal of the casting
features~step 8! completes the green part. The green part goes
through ceramic processing such as drying~evaporation of the
solvent! and removal of polymer chains and, finally, sintering at
high temperature. During the sintering, the part densifies and ob-
tains its full strength.

Properties of Mold SDM Silicon Nitride. The strength of
sintered ceramic components without any finishing~as-sintered
strength! is smaller than that of the ground parts. The maximum
strength of the sintered parts is achieved by grinding surface~pol-
ished strength! since it removes the surface layer and rough sur-
faces. Grinding, however, is not applicable to the Mold SDM
ceramic parts due to their shape complexity. Thus, the as sintered
strength, rather than the polished strength is more important to the
Mold SDM ceramic parts. The Mold SDM silicon nitride speci-
mens show mean strength higher than 400 MPa as long as the
machined scallop height of the mold is under 5mm, @8#. The test
sample size was 334345 mm and the silicon nitride composition
was 8.6Y2O3-3Al2O3-88.4Si3N4 . ~See Table 1.!

Verification of the Design by CFD and Experimental
Methods

The aerodynamic performance of a compressor in a rotor group
was ‘‘tested’’ by two independent methods;~i! by direct measure-
ments in a specially designed test facility, and~ii ! by CFD analy-
sis. The performance objective was to determine if the pressure
ratio and efficiency at the design flow rate satisfied the require-
ments for ultimate, successful application in the gas turbine.

Test Facility and Procedures. The general goal was to verify
the functionality of the compressor impeller at the highest pos-
sible rotor speed. No attempt was made to model the vaned dif-
fuser planned for the gas turbine itself. The shaft of the rotor
group fabricated with the Mold SDM process was mounted on
two miniature ball bearings~3.175 mm ID! in an overhung posi-

Fig. 3 Mold SDM process build sequence example

Table 1 The average strength values of Mold SDM silicon ni-
tride measured in four point bending at room temperature, †8‡

Material Strength „MPa…

Si3N4 unpolished 414
Si3N4 polished 950
Si3N4 pressure sintering, polished 983
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tion. The bearings were then mounted in a cartridge, held in an
axial traversing unit that was actuated by a micrometer. Thus, the
rotor group could be moved along the axis to vary the axial clear-
ance between the blades and the fixed aluminum shroud, which
also formed one wall of the radial vaneless diffuser. The opposite
side of the diffuser and a downstream flow collection chamber
were integral with a turbine inlet nozzle block, which included the
turbine shroud and exit duct. This complex part was fabricated in
Ciba TDT 205-3 polyurethane by the SDM method, see Fig. 4.

Flow entered the compressor impeller through a smooth bell
mouth in the shroud wall. The four outlet pipes~only one shown
above! from the collection chamber, downstream of the vaneless
diffuser, were connected to a common tube. This tube passed into
a flow meter ~Sierra Instruments: Top-Trak 280 series, 0-150
SLPM! and a flow control valve which acted as throttle before the
compressed air discharged to the atmosphere. Uncertainty of the
flow measurement was60.05 g/s.

The turbine was driven by compressed, room temperature ni-
trogen supplied through four tubes inserted into a plenum cham-
ber in the inlet nozzle block~only one shown in Fig. 4!. The
turbine exit was to the atmosphere through a diffusing duct. Rotor
speeds up to 500,000 rpm could be obtained with this system.
Thus, testing at the design speed of 800,000 rpm was not feasible.

Rotational speed,N, was measured by a Fourier analysis of
light reflected from one end of the shaft. The light was converted
by an Optiphase Model V500 analog receiver. A National Instru-
ment data acquisition board~PCI-MIO-16E-4! installed in a PC
received the signal and the frequency was obtained by Fourier
transformation performed with LabView software. Control ofN to
an accuracy of61,200 rpm was provided by regulation of the
nitrogen pressure entering the turbine.

The densification of the silicon nitride during the sintering pro-
cess is accompanied by linear shrinkage 1961% in this case!.
This shrinkage is accounted for in the design before the molds are
made. To satisfy final accuracy requirements, certain surfaces
such as turbine and compressor blade-shroud-contour profiles, the
outer tip diameter and the shaft of the rotor were ground to fine
tolerances. The ground rotor was mounted on two bearings~hid-
den inside the cartridge! as shown in Fig. 5. The rotor blades are

much thicker compared to their span compared to those on larger
rotors. No noticeable sagging of blades during sintering was ob-
served.

The finite element analysis of the rotor at 800,000 rpm pre-
dicted that the maximum stress of 290 MPa will occur at the root
of the compressor blade near the exducer. In this study, the life
prediction using probabilistic code was not performed. Further
investigation such as strength measurement at operating tempera-
ture is required to ensure a life time of rotor.

The rotor was balanced while mounted on the bearings to a
residual unbalance of 0.003 g-mm static, 0.003 g-mm dynamic at
1500 rpm. A combination of minute errors in rig machining and
assembly combined with rotor vibrations when the rotor spins at
high speed caused the speed limit of the rig to be 420,000 rpm to
avoid short term mechanical failure. Since the test speed is only
about a half of the design speed and the average strength value is
higher than the predicted maximum value at design speed, proof
tests were omitted.

Performance of this compressor rotor was therefore determined
at a speed of 420,000 rpm by measuring the pressures and tem-
peratures at inlet and exit versus the mass flow rate, and by com-
parison to the results obtained by CFD. The small scale of the
apparatus didn’t permit detailed examination of the flow field
leaving the impeller; only single point data at the exit~2! were
possible. As a result, the mass flow average results obtainable
from the CFD had to be compared to experimental results ob-
tained using the assumption of one-dimensional, uniform flow at
the exit ~2! in the data analysis.

A cross section of the test rig is provided in Fig. 6. This draw-
ing is roughly to scale except for the collection chamber which is
larger in the actual apparatus. The turbine rotor and nozzles, to the
left, are not shown, nor are the bearings, which are to the right in
the Fig. 6. Atmospheric air at~1! enters the inlet bell at very low
speed, from the right. The exit state~2! for the impeller is mea-
sured atR256.9 mm, a radius slightly larger than the tip radius of
the impeller.

Fig. 4 Cross section of inlet nozzle block, rotor group, bear-
ings, and mounting unit

Fig. 5 Rotor group mounted on ball bearings
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Four static pressures were measured:P2 , the exit static pres-
sure, is the average of the pressures from the two wall taps at the
exit station,~2!. Only small pressure differences were observed
between these taps. The pressure in the collection chamber,Pc,
was indicated by pressure measured upstream of the metering
valve. Pressure was also recorded from a forth wall tap~not
shown! installed on the shroud side atR56.185 mm, but data
from this tap was not considered reliable since a tap could not be
installed at the same radius on the hub side. These pressures were
measured to an estimated uncertainty of66 kPa, on gauge pres-
sure sensors by Omega~PX139-015D4V!. Inlet pressure,Po1 ,
was taken to be 101.4 kPa, atmospheric pressure.

Temperature was measured at inlet~1! and exit~2! using type K
thermocouples by Omega~5SC-TT-K-36-7-2!, an ice reference
and a precision multimeter. To1, was obtained from a thermo-
couple placed near the inlet bell. At the exit station, the bare wires
~0.127 mm dia.! were inserted through the a hole in the aluminum
cover which forms the shroud wall, bent over in the radial direc-
tion with the junction set as close to the tip as possible, Fig. 6.
Between the hole in the cover and the junction, the bare wires
comprised a 3 mmlong stem. This was found necessary to avoid
substantial conduction cooling of the junction by the Al cover
which was always at about room temperature. To avoid aerody-

namic interference, the radial thermocouple probe was displaced
by 90° relative to the circumferential location of the two wall
static taps at~2!. The overall uncertainty of the measured tempera-
tures was estimated to be61°C. Finally, data for each run was
obtained only after the thermocouple readings had stabilized.

Special consideration was needed to obtain the stagnation tem-
perature,To2 , at ~2! because of the high speed of the flow~order
100 m/s! over the thermocouple probe. The raw readings were
corrected by use of an aerodynamic recovery factor of 0.66 based
on the tangential speed,Vt , in the location of the junction, which
was very close to the tip of the impeller. The accuracy of this
procedure is addressed below in the results section.

The desired final results, pressure ratio, (Po2 /Po1), and the
adiabatic efficiency,h, require the estimation of the exit stagna-
tion pressure,Po2 , by application of the measured data. The as-
sumptions are that air is a simple perfect gas, the velocity profiles
at exit are uniform, and the flow fills the exit~no flow blockage!.
The flow speed at the inlet is nearly zero, so static and stagnation
states are equal at~1!.

The equations that were solved for the estimation ofPo2 are as
follows:

Conservation of mass:

Mg5r2~2pR2b2!Vr2 . (2)

Perfect gas equation of state:

r25P2 /~RT2!. (3)

Euler’s turbine equation work5adiabatic, steady flow energy
equation work input:

U tipVttip5Cp~To2–To1!. (4)

Definition of stagnation temperature:

To25T21~Vt2
21Vr2

2!/~2Cp!. (5)

Estimation of Vt2 by angular momentum conservation:

Vt25Vttip~Rtip /R2!. (6)

The solving these equations, after inserting the data, givesr2 , T2 ,
Vr2 , Vttip , andVt2 , and thus:

P025P2S T02

T2
D k/~k21!

(7)

h5
T01

T022T01
F S P02

P01
D ~k21!/k

21G . (8)

Outline of the CFD Method. The CFD code used here is
based on a compressible-flow, Reynolds-averaged, Navier-Stokes
method developed for computation of turbine and compressor ro-
tor flows, @9#. A low Reynolds numberk-e turbulence model is
incorporated, and the code uses structured, nonorthogonal, body-
fitted meshes. For this case, one blade-to-blade passage was di-
vided by the splitter into two primary streamtubes, which ex-
tended from inlet to just downstream of the exit in the vaneless
space. The mesh sizes for the streamtubes were 196394349. A
clearance gap of 0.1 mm~10% of btip) was incorporated in the
computation. Computations were carried out at 800,000 rpm, the
design condition, and at test conditions, 420,000 rpm, so that di-
rect comparison to the experimental results would be possible.
Values of the properties at the exit~2! were obtained by mass flow
averaging the detailed results.

Experimental and CFD Results
Pressure ratios and temperature differences were examined for

consistency, and to check that the experimental results were rea-
sonable because of the simplifying assumptions involved in arriv-
ing at the final results from the raw data. Figure 7 shows both data
and CFD results for two pressure ratios, the static pressure ratio,
P2 /Po1 , and the stagnation pressure ratio,Po2 /Po1 , plotted

Fig. 6 Compressor rotor in test rig showing measurement sta-
tions and instruments
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versus the mass flow rate at 420,000 rpm. The data based on the
static pressure,P2 , is independent of the temperature data, and is
shown in the lower set of points~open squares!. The scatter in
these points is less than with an estimate of the uncertainty,@10#,
in the pressure ratio data,60.06. The CFD results based onP2 ,
except for the point at highest flow rate, are in fairly close agree-
ment with the measured results. The same conclusion may be
drawn on comparison of the data and CFD results forPo2 , the
solid points and curve in the upper portion of the graph. The

method used to computePo2 from the raw data also appears to be
reasonable, but it also may contribute a small error to final results.
It can’t be concluded that either result is more accurate than the
other because of significant differences between the two methods.
For example, surface roughness effects, accuracy of blade angle

Fig. 7 Pressure ratio at 420,000 rpm

Fig. 8 Temperature rise at 420,000 rpm

Fig. 9 Pressure ratio at various rotor speeds with a curve of
flow similarity

Fig. 10 Adiabatic efficiency at 800 krpm and 420 krpm based
on three pressures
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settings at leading edges, axial tip clearances may all lead to small
differences between experimental and CFD results.

Measured temperatures at the exit~2! and inlet ~1! not only
enter the estimation ofPo2 from the raw data, but they also are
needed in the calculation of the adiabatic efficiency. The tempera-
ture rise ~difference! enters directly in the denominator of the
efficiency and its estimated uncertainty is about61.5°C if proper
corrections are made in the raw temperature readings. Figure 8
shows several results including probe data corrected for nonadia-
batic effects. These data were very well correlated with the CFD
results.Traw2–To1 , based on direct, raw readings from the ther-
mocouple at~2!, gave low temperature rise values. Such low val-
ues led to efficiencies that were unbelievably high. Preliminary
experiments with an exit thermocouple placed in the collection
chamber gave even lower readings. This was thought to be the
result of significant heat losses to the walls of the vaneless dif-
fuser. Heat transfer effects can be a significant issue in a micro-
scopic devices,@2#, and this is the reason that the exit thermo-
couple was placed as close to the impeller tip as possible.

Scaling of the pressure ratio results between different rotor
speeds, in the case of slightly compressible flow, is accomplished
by use of a dimensionless parameter, the flow coefficient, which in
our case looks like,Mg/(r1Rtip

3 v). For our purposes the inlet
density and impeller tip speed are constant so a line of similarity
which scales the mass flow rate,Mg, through the design point is

Mg5Mgdp@v/vdp#. (9)

The similarity line drawn on Fig. 9 passes through the original
design point at a pressure ratio of 3 and mass flow rate of 2.38 g/s
for 800,000 rpm. It passes through the data for 420,000 rpm at
pressure ratio of 1.42 and mass flow of 1.25 g/s. Data for a num-
ber of lower speeds are also shown on the graph. The shape of the
CFD curve at design speed has a slightly different shape from the
curves at 420,000 rpm. This is because compressibility is much
more important in this case, and simple similarity scaling cannot
be expected to be exact. In particular, at the highest flow rate,
local choking effects near the blade leading edges will cause a
sharper downturn in the pressure ratio and efficiency.

The adiabatic efficiencies for 800,000 rpm and 420,000 rpm are
compared in Fig. 10. At the test conditions, the measured effi-
ciency is about 0.04 points lower than the CFD results around the

design point similarity flow rate of 1.25 g/s. This could be signifi-
cant even accounting for the estimated uncertainty. At high flow
rate, the CFD result drops to lower values than is suggested by the
data. Reasons for this are not known.

Two other sets of data were used in the calculation of the effi-
ciency for 420,000 rpm to illustrate the need for a effective dif-
fuser design. The first is based on the measured static pressure
ratio, (P2 /Po2), at the exit station, and the second on the pres-
sure ratio from the downstream collection chamber (Pc/Po1).
Both these results show adiabatic efficiencies that are 0.24 and
0.18 points lower than the total-to-total (Po2 /Po1) efficiency. To
reduce the significant diffuser losses implied here, a very effective
vaned diffuser design will be required for the actual compressor
stage, not a simple vaneless space,@5#.

The efficiency was measured for a range of speeds from
420,000 rpm down to 180,000 rpm and it was found that the
efficiency, in the region of the design point, at each speed in-
creased, down to 420,000 rpm. Figure 11 illustrates this point and
it includes the CFD results which end at the real design condition,
800,000 rpm. Also shown in the figure is the experimental uncer-
tainty for the data. This indicates that the scatter indicated in the
three low rpm points can be attributed to error in the data.

The uncertainty analysis used here,@10#, gives an estimate for
single sample experiments based on a 95% confidence limit. In
the adiabatic efficiency, see Eq.~8!, the major contributions to
error are the temperature riseTo2–To1 and the pressure ratio
Po2 /Po1 . The error in temperature at~2! is the major contributor
to overall error at all speeds, but more so at lower speeds. In spite
of the possible errors, a decrease in efficiency with increase in
speed is a trend for this compressor impeller believed to relate to
the increased sensitivity of the flow to compressible flow effects
as rotor speed increases.

Conclusions
An essential element of a fist-sized, micro-scale, gas turbine

engine, a monolithic, silicon nitride rotor~turbine compressor
shaft!, has been built successfully. The functionality of the com-
pressor was confirmed by measurement of pressure ratio and adia-
batic efficiency at 420,000 rpm and various flow rates. The suc-
cessful test of the rotor group at high speed indicates the
usefulness of mold SDM process as the manufacturing process for
the rotating components of micro gas turbine engines.

The good match of experimental and CFD results suggests that
current, preliminary design methods adapted to low Reynolds
number conditions and combined with CFD techniques can be
used to develop a microscale gas turbine engine with full three-
dimensional shaped turbine and compressor impellers. However,
tests confirming predicted performance at full operating speed,
800,000 rpm in this case, are still to be desired.

With the proper development of high-speed bearing technology,
and the application of mold SDM process for manufacture of the
hot rotating elements in silicon nitride, a fist-sized microscale gas
turbine engine appears to be a possibility.
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Nomenclature

b2 5 hub to shroud distance at exit station
btip 5 hub to shroud distance at blade tip. Here,b25btip .
Cp 5 specific heat at constant pressure. Here,

Cp51005 (m2/s2-K).
k 5 ratio of specific heats. Herek51.4.

Mg 5 mass flow rate
N 5 rotating speed~rpm!

Pc 5 collection chamber pressure
Ps 5 probability of survival of a ceramic specimen under

specified loads
Pf 5 probability of failure of a ceramic specimen. Here,

Pf512Ps.
P2 5 static pressure at~2!

Po1 5 inlet total and static pressure. Here, 1 atm.5101.4
kPa.

Po2 5 total pressure at~2!
R 5 gas constant. Here,R5287 (N-m/kg-K)

R2 5 radius of exit station~6.9 mm!
Rtip 5 radius of the rotor at tip

v 5 rotating speed~1/sec!
T2 5 static temperature at~2!

To1 5 total temperature at~1!. Range5289 to 296 K.
To2 5 total temperature at~2!
U tip 5 rotor tip speed:vRtip
Vr2 5 radial flow speed at~2!
Vt2 5 tangential flow speed at~2!

Vttip 5 tangential flow speed at tip

h 5 adiabatic efficiency, see Eq.~8!
r2 5 static density at~2!

smax 5 maximum stress
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On the Control of Synchronous
Vibration in Rotor/Magnetic
Bearing Systems Involving
Auxiliary Bearing Contact
During the normal operation of rotor/magnetic bearing systems, contacts with auxiliary
bearings or bushes are avoided. However, auxiliary bearings are required under abnor-
mal conditions and in malfunction situations to prevent contact between the rotor and
stator laminations. Studies in the open literature deal largely with rotor drop and the
requirements of auxiliary bearings design parameters for safe rundown. Rotor drop oc-
curs when the rotor is delevitated and no further means of magnetic bearing control is
available. This paper considers the case when full control is still available and rotor/
auxiliary bearing contact has been induced by an abnormal operating condition or a
temporary fault. It is demonstrated that events leading to contact from a linearly stable
rotor orbit can drive the rotor into a nonlinear vibratory motion involving persistent
contacts. Furthermore, the phase of the measured vibration response may be changed to
such an extent that synchronous controllers designed to minimize rotor vibration ampli-
tudes will worsen the rotor response, resulting in higher contact forces. A modified con-
troller design is proposed and demonstrated to be capable of returning a rotor from a
contacting to a noncontacting state.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1689362#

Introduction
It is common practice in rotor/magnetic bearing systems to in-

corporate auxiliary bearings that prevent damage to the rotor and
stator laminations. In many applications the auxiliary bearings
consist of simple bushes or rolling element bearings. Foil bearings
~Heshmat@1#! offer an alternative compliant landing system. An-
other novel design has been proposed by Chen, et al.@2# in which
the rotor runs with a nominal clearance. When a rotor drop occurs
a system of rollers closes in and recenters the rotor.

Most of the work in the open literature has dealt with the rotor
dynamics following a drop condition of the rotor. Essentially all
control capability associated with the magnetic bearings is consid-
ered to no longer exist. Early studies from Johnson@3# and Black
@4# considered the use of receptance techniques to analyze behav-
ior. Subsynchronous vibrations induced by rotor/stator clearance
were investigated by Childs@5#, Muszynska@6#, and Ehrich@7#.
Kim and Noah@8# established bifurcation boundaries for the onset
of possible chaotic rotor motion. Further developments in this area
have been covered by Wang and Noah@9# and Gonsalves et al.
@10#.

A number of experimental studies have been directed specifi-
cally towards auxiliary bearings in magnetic bearing applications.
Fumagalli, et al.@11# and Fumagalli and Schweitzer@12# present
measured rotor vibration and contact forces. Papers by Kirk et al.
@13,14# and Schmied and Pradetto@15# consider the interaction of
realistic turbomachinery rotors with auxiliary bearings and inves-
tigate the influential parameters on the system dynamics following
rotor drop. A primary concern is the selection of auxiliary bear-
ings that inhibit the onset of damaging backward whirl. The work
of Flowers, et al.@16–18# focuses on the synchronous dynamics
to establish system parameters that may be varied to reduce shaft
vibration.

To date, there is a lack of published work relating to rotor/
auxiliary bearing contact when magnetic bearings still possess
control capability. It can be envisaged that a transient event may
lead to the rotor making repeated contacts with one or more aux-
iliary bearings. The question that arises is whether existing control
strategies will alleviate this situation or induce even harder con-
tacts. This paper presents an investigation into the use of synchro-
nous harmonic controllers that are designed to minimize measured
rotor vibration amplitudes. A rotor with residual unbalance may be
driven into contact with auxiliary bearings and exhibit a synchro-
nous whirl component if:

~a! it is subject to a change in direct lateral forcing~e.g. valve
closure, mass loss, mass deposition!,

~b! the system experiences sudden base motion~transport ap-
plications, seismic motions!, and

~c! an intermittent fault leads to temporary loss of control.

There may be eventualities such as friction induced backward
whirl on auxiliary bearings during which the synchronous compo-
nent is dominated by higher frequency rotor vibration involving
large contact forces~Kirk @14#!. If this occurs the limited load
capacity of magnetic bearings is likely to prevent effective vibra-
tion control. This paper focuses on the case when a sizeable syn-
chronous vibration component is still present and it is feasible to
recover control of the rotor. The main results are obtained experi-
mentally from a flexible rotor/magnetic bearing facility. It is dem-
onstrated that it is feasible to restore normal rotor motion within
the clearance space from a persistent contacting state using a
modified controller gain matrix.

Experimental Facility
The experimental flexible rotor/magnetic bearing facility is

shown in Fig. 1. The rotor is horizontally mounted on two radial
magnetic bearings, each capable of delivering radial forces of am-
plitude 1700 N at 100 Hz before roll off. The rotor shaft is 2 m
long with four 10 kg disks of radii 10 cm mounted on it to provide
added inertia, giving a total mass of 100 kg. The rotor is driven
through a universal coupling at speeds up to 6000 rev/min. Aux-
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iliary rolling element bearings~B, E! of nominal radial clearance
0.7 mm prevent contact between the magnetic bearing and rotor
laminations, which have a radial clearance of 1.2 mm. Addition-
ally, a number of bronze bushes~A, C, D, F! of nominal radial
clearance 0.8 mm are located close to the rotor disks to prevent
further rotor excursions. Rotor lateral displacement could be mea-
sured using eight eddy current displacement sensors in four axial
planes. Each sensor pair was arranged at645 deg either side of
the vertical line.

Rotor Dynamic Assessment
Under steady synchronous vibration excitation a finite element

model of the rotor with linearized magnetic bearings may be rep-
resented in the form

2V2Mx1 iVCx1Kx5f1Buu (1)

where all vectors are synchronous components. Heref is a distur-
bance vector of steady synchronous force components andBu is a
matrix that distributes the synchronous control force components
in u to the full force vector. For the experimental system under
consideration,u is a four-element vector. The system matricesM ,
C, andK embody the rotor dynamic characteristics and additional
stiffness and damping associated with local proportional and de-
rivative ~PD! feedback at the magnetic bearings. The additional
synchronous control force components inu are intended to mini-
mize synchronous vibration.

It is evident from the Appendix that the synchronous response
of the rotor may be expressed in terms of system eigenvalues and
eigenvectors by

x5@ I 0#V~ ivI2L!21V21B~ f1Buu!. (2)

This expresses resonant amplification that occurs close to critical
speeds through terms in the diagonal matrix (iVI2L)21. Mode
shape information contained inV also determines the predicted
response of the rotor to the disturbance and control force compo-
nents. Large rotor responses around critical speeds can be pro-
duced by relatively small disturbance forces, which may be com-
pensated by control forces that are within the magnetic bearing
capacity. Away from critical speeds, rotor excursions that cause
auxiliary bearing contact may occur due to large disturbance
forces and the required control forces could exceed the magnetic
bearing capacity. For a rigid rotor, the magnetic bearings should
be capable of compensating the unbalance forces associated with
the rotor in a synchronous whirl of radius equal to the auxiliary
bearing radial clearance.

The rotor considered in the present paper is flexible over the
speed range 0–32 Hz. Using a finite element model with 52
degrees-of-freedom, critical speed modes were predicted at 13 Hz,
21 Hz, and 30 Hz with damping ratios of 0.18, 0.12, and 0.10,
respectively. The first mode is dominantly conical whirl while the
second and third involve combinations of translatory whirl and
rotor bending.

Results Without Vibration Control
The rotor synchronous vibration component appropriate to a

sensor measuring a displacementy(t) is defined over thekth time
interval by

qk5
1

T E~k21!T

kT

y~ t !e2 iVtdt5r ke
ifk (3)

whereT52p/V. Under steady-state conditionsqk will attain a
constant complex value. Initially the rotor was stabilized in levi-
tation using standard PID control local to each magnetic bearing.
The linearized magnetic bearing characteristics then corresponded
to centralizing spring/damper systems of radial stiffness 1
3106 N/m and damping 5000 Ns/m. Without additional vibration
control (u50), the rotor was slowly run up in speed with two
separate unbalance masses of 260 gcm and 480 gcm, tied to the
nondriven end disk. Without these masses the rotor residual vibra-
tion was relatively small. Figures 2 and 3 show the variation of
synchronous vibration components from two of the sensors
against running speed. These sensors were positioned in the two
axial planes on the nondriven end of the rotor at 45 deg to the

Fig. 1 Schematic layout of flexible rotor Õmagnetic bearing facility showing
sensors „1–8…, auxiliary bearings and bushes „A–F…

Fig. 2 Magnitudes of measured synchronous vibration com-
ponents at selected sensors
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vertical. Figure 2 shows the magnitudes (r k) and Fig. 3 shows the
phases (fk) after steady state conditions had been attained.

In the case of the 260 gcm unbalance, the rotor did not make
contact with any auxiliary bearing or bush. The rotor response is
seen to exhibit critical speeds in the 10–32 Hz speed range, as
predicted by the rotor dynamic modeling. With the 480 gcm un-
balance the rotor made audible and repeated contacts with the
nondriven and bronze bush at speeds above 19 Hz. This behavior
was confirmed by the rotor orbit measurements. Figure 2 shows
that the 480 gcm unbalance causes proportionately larger response
magnitudes than the 260 gcm unbalance, though the speed asso-
ciated with the onset of contacts is difficult to identify. However,
this becomes clear when the phases of the synchronous compo-
nents are compared. For running speeds below 19 Hz, the phases
of the synchronous response components are similar, which is
consistent with linear rotor dynamic behavior. However, as the
rotor speed moved above 19 Hz the severity of the rotor contacts
increased for the 480 gcm unbalance and the corresponding
phases deviate from those obtained with the 260 gcm unbalance.
This is a nonlinear effect and the phase deviation was similar for
all sensors. At a running speed of 32 Hz the phase deviation is
around 160 deg. As the speed was slowly increased further a point
~35 Hz! was reached when the rotor returned to a steady noncon-
tacting orbit. This was attributed to the decrease in rotor modal
response on passing through the bending critical speed around 30
Hz. When the speed was slowly reduced the noncontacting orbit
was maintained until, at around 30 Hz, the rotor amplitude was
large enough to again cause contact with the nondriven end bush.
This hysteretic effect was possible because the rotor was able to
vibrate in two states involving a steady synchronous component.
The noncontacting state corresponds to the usual steady unbalance
response of the rotor with the magnetic bearings under PID con-
trol. In the persistent contacting state, the disturbance forcef of
Eq. ~1! is changed and includes an additional synchronous ampli-
tude dependent term arising from the contact forces. The change
in f is such that stability of the larger orbit is maintained.

Vibration Control Implications
A synchronous vibration controller that is commonly applied in

the open loop is now considered. Let the vector of measured
steady-state synchronous vibration components be denoted byq
5(q1, . . . ,q8)T where the superscript indicates the sensor num-
ber. A linear form is assumed for the system dynamics:

q5G~V!~ f1Buu! (4)

whereG is a speed dependent influence coefficient matrix~Ap-
pendix!. Without vibration control the measured synchronous vi-
bration components are given byq05G(V)f. Control forces that
minimize q in a least squares sense are given byu5u0 with

u052H~V!q0 (5)

where H5((GBu)HGBu)21(GBu)H is the pseudo-inverse of
GBu . The minimized synchronous components are then given by

q5~ I2G~V!BuH~V!!q0 . (6)

The controller gain matrixH may be established from on-line
measurements and application of appropriate trial forces to esti-
mate the influence coefficient matrixGBu . Alternatively, a theo-
retical rotor model may be used to obtainH. The controller will
then minimize rotor vibration, provided that the linear system
structure given by Eq.~4! does not change significantly.

If an event occurs that leads to the rotor making repeated con-
tacts with an auxiliary bearing, the synchronous responses satisfy

q5G~V!~ f1Bcfc1Buu! (7)

where fc is a vector of synchronous components of the contact
forces. In real time the contact forces will result from short dura-
tion impacts and longer duration rubs. Strictly, the synchronous
components of these forces will not be steady if the rotor motion
is chaotic or exhibits bifurcation. If open-loop synchronous con-
trol is attempted when the rotor is in the contacting condition the
evaluated control forces will be

u5u01uc (8)

where

uc52H~V!qc (9)
qc5G~V!Bcfc .

The controlled synchronous response components will be given
by

q5~ I2G~V!BuH~V!!q̂0 (10)

whereq̂05q01qc .
The control system structure with the inclusion of rotor contact

dynamics is shown in Fig. 4. The feedback path introduced by the
contact dynamics compromises the feedforward control path. The
contact dynamics block will be nonlinear, with an overall gain
determined by the physical restriction imposed by the auxiliary
bearings or bushes. In view of the results presented in Figs. 2 and

Fig. 3 Phases of measured synchronous vibration compo-
nents at selected sensors

Fig. 4 System structure with contact dynamics
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3, the main nonlinear influence will be evident through phase
shifting of the measured synchronous vibration components~Eq.
~9!!. In fact, when the phase shifts exceed 90 deg the control
forces specified by Eqs.~8! and ~9! will tend to increase rotor
vibration q with corresponding increases in contact force levels.

Figure 5 shows experimentally the effect of attempting syn-
chronous feedforward control when the rotor is in a persistent
contacting state with the nondriven end bush indicated by F in
Fig. 1. The rotor speed was 24 Hz and the 480 gcm unbalance
mass was attached. The controller gain matrixH was determined
from the identification procedure involving trial forces applied by
the magnetic bearings to the rotor in a well-balanced noncontact-
ing state. In Fig. 5, control forces evaluated according to Eq.~8!
are applied att51 s ~indicated by arrow B! and seen to be inef-
fective. The rotor orbits at the nondriven end disk are shown in
Fig. 6, before and during control force application. Changes in
rotor vibration are difficult to distinguish since the levels do not
change greatly in the contacting state. However, there was a sig-
nificant increase in audible noise arising from the contacts follow-
ing application of the control forces, which was a qualitative in-
dication of higher contact forces.

Modified Controller Design
An advantage of using synchronous vibration controllers is that

they can be designed entirely from on-line measurements. There is
a range of alternative controllers that can be designed using opti-
mally based techniques to minimize vibration levels. However,
these would require a nonlinear plant model for the rotor in a
contacting state, which is not presently available. The main pur-
pose of this paper is to demonstrate that it is possible to restore a
rotor from a dynamic contacting state to a noncontacting state
using a modified synchronous vibration controller.

The behavior of the measured steady synchronous vibration
components during an unbalance induced contacting state is evi-
dent from Figs. 2 and 3. The basic concept behind the modified
controller design is to allow the control action to operate in an
attenuating manner on either the contacting or noncontacting rotor

vibration. Recall that the measured synchronous amplitudes areq̂0
in the contacting state andq0 in the noncontacting state. For a
given operating condition these are related by

q̂05Zq0 (11)

whereZ is a complex diagonal matrix that reflects the amplitude
and phase differences between the sensor measurements in the
two states. The open-loop synchronous control forces required to
minimize synchronous vibration should be independent of the ro-
tor contact condition:

u5H 2H~V!q0 if noncontacting

2H~V!Z21q̂0 if contacting.
(12)

In practice the sensor measurements will not make any distinction
between contacting or noncontacting states so letqm denote either
q̂0 or q0 as appropriate. An averaged form of Eq.~12! is

u52
1

2
H~V!~ I1Z21!qm . (13)

These control forces will not minimize synchronous vibration, but
they should attenuate synchronous vibration from either state, the
controlled response being given by

q5S I2
1

2
G~V!BuH~V!~ I1Z21! Dqm (14)

The averaged control proposed in Eq.~13! relies on identification
of Z for the given operating condition. This may be inferred by
simulation of rotor dynamic response in a contacting state or from
on-line measurements. The former is preferable for design pur-
poses provided a validated simulation model exist. The latter may
be feasible for a class of machines for which a test prototype is
available.

In this paper, test results are used since the intention is to dem-
onstrate the potential of the control procedure. The test facility is
representative of a machine with an overhung disk having a bush
positioned to prevent excessive rotor flexure. The results corre-
sponding to the 480 gcm unbalance in Fig. 2 indicate that the
phase change induced by contacts is relatively consistent between
different sensors for a given operating condition. Let this phase
change be denoted byu. The synchronous amplitude changes in-
duced by contact were only slightly different at each sensor and a
good approximation was found to be of the form

Fig. 5 Synchronous control with rotor contact „rotor speed 24
Hz, 480 gcm unbalance …

Fig. 6 Rotor orbits before and after synchronous control force
application „rotor speed 24 Hz, 480 gcm unbalance …
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Z5xeiuI (15)

where x is positive real. In deriving this equation the nominal
noncontacting synchronous responses were inferred by scaling the
synchronous responses due to the 260 gcm unbalance. Hence the
control forces proposed in Eq.~13! reduce to

u52aeibH~V!qm (16)

where

aeib5
1

2
~11x21e2 iu!. (17)

Contact could occur between the rotor and non-driven end bush
with the 480 gcm disk unbalance at any speed between 19 Hz and
32 Hz ~Figs. 2 and 3!. A speed of 24 Hz was selected for demon-
stration purposes and the required controller parameters were ob-
tained from the identification ofx50.57,u51.155 rad:

a51.17, b520.753 rad. (18)

The results of applying the modified controller att51 s~indicated
by arrow B! are shown in Fig. 7. The controller successfully re-
moved the rotor from the contacting state. The noncontacting orbit
was then minimized, through subsequent application of the stan-
dard feedforward controller of Eq.~5! at a time indicated by arrow
D. Corresponding orbit motions at selected time points~A, C, E!
are shown in Fig. 8 to demonstrate the success of the procedure.

An assessment of the nondriven end magnetic bearing synchro-
nous forces was also undertaken. For time point A, which arises
purely from PID control, the total synchronous magnetic bearing
force had an amplitude of 570 N. At time point C the total mag-
netic bearing force is a superposition of the PID and open loop
synchronous components given by Eq.~16!. The maximum syn-
chronous magnetic bearing force at this time was less than 200 N,
indicating that control force levels needed to be reduced to return
the rotor to a noncontacting state. At time point E, when the op-
timal synchronous control has been applied~Eq. ~5!!, the maxi-
mum synchronous magnetic bearing force was reduced to be less

Fig. 7 Modified synchronous vibration control with rotor contact „rotor speed 24 Hz, 480 gcm
unbalance …

Fig. 8 Rotor orbits at selected times „see Fig. 7, rotor speed 24
Hz, 480 gcm unbalance …. A–before vibration control, C–after
modified synchronous vibration control, E–following final syn-
chronous vibration control.
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than 140 N. In general, control force levels will need to be in-
creased or decreased depending on the operating speed and unbal-
ance distributions.

These results indicate the difficulties that may be experienced if
PID control alone is used to return the rotor to a noncontacting
state. It could be argued that variations of PID gains can produce
similar synchronous force components, but this may compromise
system stability or lead to saturation problems.

Conclusions
An experimentally based investigation has been made into the

dynamics and control of rotor vibration when contact with auxil-
iary bearings or bushes has been induced. If the vibration is forced
synchronously, as in the case of unbalance, synchronous vibration
components provide a useful measure of the rotor vibration. Fur-
thermore, they also provide a means of deriving synchronous con-
trol forces in a widely used class of harmonic controller. The
application of a suitably large unbalance mass showed that if the
rotor is driven to make persistent contacts, significant phase
changes in the measured vibration components may occur when
compared to the non-contacting case. The phase shifts were simi-
lar in each sensor measurement and could be up to 180 deg at
certain speeds. The implication for established controllers based
on the linear noncontacting system is that application of the con-
trol forces would be ineffective and significantly worsen the rotor
dynamic condition.

A modified controller was derived that was able to return the
rotor from a contacting to a noncontacting state. The modified
controller parameters were derived using measured data, namely
amplitude and phase changes of the synchronous vibration com-
ponents. In future, model based techniques could also be used to
derive the controller coefficients and avoid the need to induce
rotor contacts as part of the measurement process.
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Nomenclature

A, B 5 state space matrices~Appendix!
Bc , Bu 5 force distribution matrices

C 5 rotor system damping matrix
Cq 5 transformation matrices

f 5 vector of synchronous force components~N!
fc 5 vector of synchronous contact force components

~N!
G 5 influence coefficient matrix
H 5 controller gain matrix
I 5 identity matrix

K 5 rotor system stiffness matrix
M 5 rotor mass matrix
qk 5 complex synchronous vibration component~m!
q 5 vector of synchronous vibration components~m!

q̂0 5 q01qc ~m!
qm 5 vector of measured synchronous components~m!
r k 5 magnitude ofqk ~m!
t 5 time variable~s!

T 5 synchronous period~2p/V! ~s!
u 5 vector of synchronous control force components

~N!
V 5 eigenvector matrix
w 5 state vector~Appendix!
x 5 rotor synchronous component vector
x 5 amplitude factor
y 5 general displacement signal~m!
Z 5 complex diagonal matrix

a, b 5 modified synchronous controller parameters

u 5 phase change~rad!
fk 5 phase ofqk ~rad!
L 5 eigenvalue matrix
V 5 running speed~rad/s!

Subscripts

0 5 derived from an uncontrolled vibration state
c 5 derived from a rotor in a contacting state

Appendix
Equation~1! may be transformed to

iVw5Aw1B~ f1Buu! (A1)

where

w5F x
iVxG , A5F 0 I

2M21K 2M21CG , B5F 0
M21G .

(A2)

Solving the eigenvalue problem forA yields

AV5VL (A3)

whereL is the diagonal matrix of eigenvalues andV is the eigen-
vector matrix. It now follows from Eqs.~A1! and ~A2! that

w5V~ iVI2L!21V21B~ f1Buu!. (A4)

If a set of displacement sensor measurementsq coincide with
particular elements ofx they may be extracted using a suitable
matrix transformationq5Cqw. In other words

q5G~V!~ f1Buu! (A5)

where

G~V!5CqV~ iVI2L!21V21B. (A6)
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Neural Network Emulation of a
Magnetically Suspended Rotor
The use of magnetic bearings in high speed/low friction applications is increasing in
industry. Magnetic bearings are sophisticated electromechanical systems, and modeling
magnetic bearings using standard techniques is complex and time consuming. In this work
a neural network is designed and trained to emulate the operation of a complete system
(magnetic bearing, PID controller, and power amplifiers). The neural network is simu-
lated and integrated into a virtual instrument that will be used in the laboratory both as
a teaching and a research tool. The main aims in this work are: (1) determining the
minimum amount of artificial neurons required in the neural network to emulate the
magnetic bearing system, (2) determining the more appropriate ANN training method for
this application, and (3) determining the errors produced when a neural network trained
to emulate system operation with a balanced rotor is used to predict system response
when operating with an unbalanced rotor. The neural network is trained using as input
the position data from the proximity sensors; neural network outputs are the control
signals to the coil amplifiers.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1689363#

Introduction

The use of active magnetic bearings~AMB ! in high-speed/low-
friction applications is increasing in industry, at present in those
special applications where performance is the most important de-
sign consideration and the drawbacks caused by high cost and
increased complexity can be tolerated. Magnetic bearings are
complex electromechanical systems in which the rotating shaft is
kept suspended by an array of electromagnets. The mechanical
advantages are multiples when using AMB, since there is no me-
chanical contact between the moving and the static parts, and
hence no friction forces and no running losses. On the other hand,
the electromagnetic energy conversion process is highly nonlinear
and is neither self-generated nor self-regulated. An external power
amplifier is required to feed current into the electromagnets, and a
sensor array is necessary to measure the rotor displacement from
its intended equilibrium point; this information is used by an elec-
tronic controller to dynamically adjust the force generated by the
amplifier in the magnetic circuit, compensating the previously
measured displacement and returning the rotor to its equilibrium
point. Since the operating shaft speed and hence the required fre-
quency response is high, the tolerable position error is small and
the energy available from the electromagnets is limited to a value
not much higher than the nominal maximum load, a high perfor-
mance controller, one with a very fast and accurate response, and
a very precise system model, are fundamental requirements.

Our group, formed by mechanical, power electronics, and con-
trol engineers from the Departments of Mechanical Engineering
and Electronic and Circuits at Simon Bolivar University, is inter-
ested in improving magnetic bearing performance and reducing
system complexity by working in three related areas: system mod-
eling, actuator topology, and control strategies; efforts that are
concentrated in a long-term research project that aims to the de-
velopment of an artificial neural network controller for magnetic
bearings.

Artificial neural networks~ANN! have recently become a very
active research field with general applications in dynamic systems

identification and control,@1–3#, and also in the field of magnetic
bearings,@4–6#. An ANN implementation has two advantages
over the standard methods:

1. The ANN-based model is developed by training the ANN
network using a training algorithm and training data sets.
These data sets, measured in the real system, provide the
input/output information required to represent system behav-
ior. Hence, only information that can be directly measured as
system inputs and outputs is required.

2. Usualy the ANN configuration is simple, requiring only a
small number of artificial neurons in the network. Hence, if
the ANN is implemented in hardware, the control circuitry
may be simpler and smaller, less expensive and more reli-
able than the standard PID controllers now in use.

Training defines the weights associated with the different syn-
aptic connections linking the artificial neurons in the network,
enabling the ANN to emulate the system used to generate the
training data set. This process is equivalent to the development of
a mathematical description of the system, and hence can be ana-
lyzed as a problem in system identification,@7#. This is a great
advantage, since it makes possible the direct application of all the
fundamental results worked out in Estimation Theory to the study
of ANN performance,@8–10#.

Previous works,@1,11#, have proved the ANN strength in mod-
eling complex nonlinear mechanical systems, but they have not
used estimation theory to analyze the obtained results.

System identification has usually been done estimating coeffi-
cients for linear models with either a least squares or maximum
likelihood algorithms,@9,10#, but the fundamental concept of es-
timation through output prediction and model validation is appli-
cable to many problems, including ANN,@7#.

In this work, system identification techniques applied to ANN
were used in two different stages. First, they were used to select
network inputs and to choose an optimum training data set. After-
wards, once the ANN was trained, they were used to analyze
simulation performance, taking into account the effect of external
elements, such as rotor load unbalance, upon the model’s error
prediction capability.

Two training algorithms were considered in this work: an ex-
tension of the Levenberg-Marquardt method,@12,13#, applied to
ANN, @14#, and the back-propagation algorithm,@15#. Their effi-
ciency was determined experimentally, comparing the results pro-
duced by two identical ANN, one trained using the extended
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Levenberg-Marquardt method and the other trained with the back-
propagation algorithm. Both ANN were used to simulate the be-
havior of a magnetic bearing system when it is accelerated from
rest to a set speed using a constant acceleration ramp, both with
balanced and unbalanced rotor loads. After comparing the results,
the extended Levenberg-Marquardt method was selected as the
more efficient way to modify the network weight matrix since it
produced better convergence results.

The experimental work was performed using a commercially
available magnetic bearing test system, with a PID control system
able to control two radial and one axial magnetic bearings. The
work presented here is the initial validation test for the ANN
modeling techniques, performed using the minimum setup with
only one radial magnetic bearing, controlled in close loop by the
PID controller. In order to keep the comparison variables to a
minimum, only the input and output variables~shaft position and
coil currents! used by the PID controller were considered in this
initial ANN model. Since the results were good, work is continu-
ing, the next step will be a ANN model of the basic setup operat-
ing in open loop, that is, without the PID controller. This model
will then be the base from which the ANN controller will be
developed.

Neural Networks Basics
A neural network is a set of basic processing units called

‘‘nodes’’ assembled in a highly interconnected network represent-
ing a function in an input spaceI PRNI to an output spaceY
PRNY, whereNI andNY are integers, indicating respectively the
input and output space dimensions.

A node or neuron~Fig. 1! is a processing element that weights
its inputs, adds them and uses the result as the argument of an
output function, called ‘‘activation function.’’ In Fig. 1:

• v i j , is the weight associated with inputj.
• v i0 is the neuron’s polarizing weight. It can be considered as

the weight applied to a pseudo-input having a fixed input
value, usually 1.

• hi is the result of the weighted sum of all the inputs.
• f (hi) is the neuron activation function.
• yi is the neuron output, given by

yi5 f i~hi !5 f iF(
j 51

n

~w j "wi j 1wi0!G . (1)

Activation Functions. In principle, the functionf i(hi) pro-
ducing the neuron output may have any arbitrary form, but the
more widely used functions are: linear, hyperbolic tangent, sig-
moid, and step function.

In this work the only activating functions used are the linear
and the hyperbolic tangent, since all other activating functions can
be derived from these two basic ones.

Multilayer Perceptrom „MLP …. The individual neurons can
be combined in many different ways called network topologies,
@16#.

In the basic multilayer perceptrom~MLP! network topology,
presented in Fig. 2, the neurons are arrayed in layers; the outputs
of all neurons in one layer connect exclusively to the inputs of the
neurons in the next layer, and the connection is complete, that is,
all units in layer ‘‘n’’ are connected to all units in layer ‘‘n11.’’

The second layer in Fig. 2 is called the ‘‘output layer,’’ since the
output of the unit in this layer are the network outputs. The first
layer in the figure is the ‘‘hidden layer,’’ since the elements in this
layer lay ‘‘hidden’’ between the network inputs (f1 ,f2 ,f3) and
the network outputs. An ANN with ‘‘n’’ layers will have ‘‘n21’’
hidden layers. The mathematical expression giving the value of
any particular output in a two-layer MLP network is

ŷi~ t !5gi@w,u#5FiF(
j 51

nh

Wi , j f j S (
l 51

nw

wj j w l1wj ,0D 1Wi ,0G
(2)

whereu is the ‘‘parameters vector,’’ containing all adjustable pa-
rameters in the network, such as synaptic connections weights and
polarization values. Since polarizations can be interpreted as
weights applied to constant value inputs, the term ‘‘weights’’ is
commonly used to cover both weights and polarizations.

The multilayer perceptron~MLP!, also known as the ‘‘feed-
forward topology’’ is the more commonly used ANN, since it is
capable of modeling both simple and complex relationships in a
simple and easy to implement way,@15#. Due to these reasons, the
MLP is the topology chosen in the present work.

System Identification With Neural Networks
The identification process aims to produce a mathematical de-

scription of the dynamic system being considered, based on a
series of measurements taken from the system. Based upon previ-
ous knowledge the designer may have about the system, the iden-
tification problem may be approached in many ways. In this work,
a black-box approach will be used, since it suits the ANN working
characteristics and it greatly simplifies the design problem.

The Procedure. Figure 3 shows the standard system identifi-
cation procedure.

Experiment. The experiment provides a data sequence de-
scribing system behavior either in all or in some part of the system
operating range. In the experiment, inputs are varied and resulting
output values are recorded.

The data sequence formed by paired input/output sets is repre-
sented as

ZN5$@u~ t !,y~ t !#,T51, . . .N%. (3)

Fig. 1 Node or artificial neuron

Fig. 2 The multilayer perceptron
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These data sequences will then be used to produce a system
model. If the system is unstable, it will be necessary to gather the
data working in close loop, either using a feedback control system
or a human operator.

Some important aspects that must be taken into account when
designing the experiments are:

• sampling frequency selection,
• input signal set selection, and
• output data preprocessing, which includes such things as non-

linearity testing, perturbation removal, noise filtering, etc.,
required to eliminate unwanted effects.

Select Model Structure.In this stage the designer follows his
previous experience~or that presented in previous works! either to
select a candidate model from those that are already in use, or to
propose a completely new one.

In this work a nonlinear model based on multilayer perceptron
is to be used, since this family of models has previously proved to
be a good choice due to:

• the resulting model is a natural extension of linear model
structures,

• internal network topology can be gradually expanded if re-
quired to model more complex nonlinear relationships, and

• the complexity of structural design choices is kept at a rea-
sonable level.

The design process is adjustable to control system requirements.

Nonlinear Model Structures Based on Neural Networks.In
general, as in the linear situation, the system output,y(t), can be
presented as

y~ t !5g@w~ t,u!#1e~ t ! (4)

and the predicted output is given by

ŷ^tuu&5g@w~ t,u!# (5)

where

• w(t,u) is the regressor vector: that is, the ANN input vector,
• u is weight vector,
• g is the neural network function, or predictor, and
• e(t) is the prediction error.

The regressor vector used defines the specific type of nonlinear
model implemented by the neural network,@17#.

In this work the NNARX ~nonlinear autoregressive, external
input model! will be used to identify the model. This configuration
does not have internal feedback~its regressor vector does
not include any neuron output!. Due to this, the predictor is stable,
which is a natural requirement in the magnetic bearing
application.

Figure 4 shows the NNARX Model structure. The NNARX
vector regressor is

w~ t !5@y~ t21! . . . y~ t2na!u~ t2nk! . . . u~ t2nk2nb11!#T

(6)

whereu andy are, respectively, the network inputs and outputs.
The associated predictor is

ŷ^tuu&5 ŷ^tut21,u&5g~w~ t !,u!. (7)

Estimate Model Parameters.This requires fixing all the ANN
input weights. To do this, two elements must be selected:

• The criteria specifying how the weights relate with the train-
ing, and

• The training algorithm.

Formally, the training problem can be presented as follows:
Given a data sequence

ZN5$@u~ t !,y~ t !#,T51, . . .N% (8)

and a possible ANN model, training the ANN aims to achieve

ZN→ û. (9)

That is, to produce a trained model whose outputs to a given
input sequence are ‘‘close’’ to the outputs produced by the real
system when the same input sequence is applied to it. Usually the
‘‘closeness’’ criteria applied is the one defined by means of the
quadratic error:

VN~u,ZN!5
1

2N (
t51

n

@y~ t !2 ŷ~ tuu!#25
1

2N (
t51

n

«2~ t,u!.

(10)

The synaptic connection weights can be determined using a
number of methods,@14,15#; the more used methods are

• the back-propagation algorithm and
• the Levenberg-Marquardt method.

Fig. 3 System Identification procedure

Fig. 4 NNARX model structure
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Both methods were used in the present work; the results ob-
tained proved that in this application the Levemberg-Marquardt
was better.

Validation. In this stage the estimated model is tested to verify
if it represents adequately the system under study,@18#. The input
sets used in the validation tests must be different from those used
in the training process. In principle each model should be tested
according to its proposed application~simulation, prediction, con-
trol, fault prediction, etc.!.

In practice a number of more or less standard tests are com-
monly used comparing with statistical tools how the predicted and
real outputs are related, and how the outputs are related to the
previous data~and with linear and non-linear combinations of the
previous data!. To perform a complete test of all possible data
combinations will be a very long and difficult task; it is also
unnecessary since adequate tests can be performed using a re-
duced set of auto and cross correlations carefully selected,@7,19#.

The Mechanical System

Principles of Magnetic Bearing Operation. Figure 5 shows
the general working principle used in basic magnetic bearing sys-
tem. The rotor is kept suspended by the force generated by the
magnetic circuit. A sensor measures the rotor displacement from
its intended equilibrium point (xs); this information is used by the
controller to dynamically adjust the force generated by the ampli-
fier in the magnetic circuit, compensating the previously measured
displacement and returning the rotor to its equilibrium point. In
practice, more than one amplifier and one magnetic circuit will be
required to keep a rotating axis in place.

Experimental Setup
Figure 6 shows the experimental magnetic bearing test rig used

in this work.

To simplify the problem at this stage, only one magnetic bear-
ing was included; the 129 shaft was supported at one end by a
magnetic bearing and at the other by a conventional ball bearing.
Work is being done to extend the model, including a second mag-
netic radial bearing to fully support the axis, and one axial bearing
at the shaft end, to limit longitudinal displacements.

Load unbalance can be included by adding masses to the inertia
disk. Both balanced and unbalanced tests were performed using
the system.

Figure 7 shows in schematic form the array of sensors and
magnetic coils used in the magnetic bearing. The control system
considers two perpendicular axis,W and V that are 45 deg dis-
placed from the vertical. Two position sensors and four actuator
windings are used in relation with each axis.

Figure 8 shows one of the two identical control loops used to
balance the rotor in the two axes. Basic sensor sensitivity is 100
mm/volt.

Process Identification
The process presented in Fig. 4 was followed to produce an

ANN model of the magnetic bearing system. Since this system is
unstable, the data gathering was done operating the standard setup
in close-loop configuration, where one PID controller is in charge
of magnetic bearing regulation, and another PID controller sets
DC motor speed. The neural network then simulates the complete
system response~plant plus PID controller!. This implies that
model will be useful only to validate the ANN modeling tech-
niques, and not in the design of a practical control system.

Data Gathering Experiment
The magnetic bearing system has two inputs and four outputs,

as follows:

1. rotor position relative to the stator in the two axes~W, V!:
PW, PV~inputs!. Note that the ANN implemented is autore-
gressive, using a total of three states~the current and the two
previous ones! as inputs, and thus is able to internally gen-
erate the required information about the derivative displace-
ments~velocity and or acceleration!.

2. currents in the two upper actuator coils in each axis~W, V!:
TCW, TCV ~outputs!.

3. currents in the two lower actuator coils in each axis~W, V!:
BCW, BCV ~outputs!.

This set is complete, since the model should be able to predict
the currents required to levitate the rotor~the four outputs! using
only the rotor position~the two inputs! and the system past history
~as given by the model memory!.

The data sets required first to train the ANN and then to validate
the model were taken from measurements in the experimental
setup. The data sets cover the complete speed range in which the
model must be valid representing the mechanical system behavior.
Prescribed constant acceleration speed ramps, set on the motor
controller, were used for the construction of the ANN training data

Fig. 5 Magnetic bearing working principle

Fig. 6 Experimental setup lock diagram

Fig. 7 w and v -axis identification
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sets. The use of speed ramps allows for compact, easy to generate,
training data sets that contain information about the variation of
system parameters with speed~or frequency!, such as gyroscopic
effects, transient behavior, controller response, etc. The ANN
~trained with the ramps! is validated against data sets taken at
constant speeds~covering the whole speed range!, which better
resemble common operating conditions. The result is that a single
data set taken during an acceleration ramp~rather than several sets
taken at different speeds! can be used to train the ANN over the
whole speed range.

Four training sequences were defined, as shown in Table 1. All
sequences were acceleration runs having the same final motor
speed~5000 rpm.!, but the constant acceleration was varied, in
order to change the amount of data available for training the net-
work.

The test ramps were produced as startup ramps, changing the
PID parameters in the DC motor speed controller. Table 2 shows
the PID values used in the motor speed control loop to produce
the four acceleration ramps.

If the magnetic bearing system is properly isolated from exter-
nal vibrations, the variations present in the rotor position are
mainly sinusoidal, due to the excitation provided by shaft rotation
and the presence of unavoidable intrinsic unbalances in the rotat-
ing system~DC motor rotor, shaft, ball-bearing, and inertia disk!.
The maximum excitation frequency will be the maximum rotor
speed, that is 5000 rpm~83.3 Hz!.

A sampling rate of 1 K sample per second will be used to
ensure that more than 10 points per cycle are taken even when the
rotor operates at maximum speed. This will ensure that all data
can be represented in either the time or frequency domains with-
out accuracy loss.

To standardize the data sets, all measures are scaled to achieve
a ‘‘0’’ mean and the same variance,@15#, and they are represented
in graphical form versus number of samples.

Figure 9 shows the data sets taken in one training session with
ramp No. 2~Ramp2!.

The validation data sets were acquired with the rotor operating
at constant speed~3000 rpm! with three different unbalances:

• no unbalance,
• ‘‘unitary’’ unbalance~a single peg in the inertia disk!, and
• ‘‘double’’ unbalance~two pegs in the inertia disk!.

Figure 10 shows the data taken when the system was operated
with double unbalance at 3000 rpm.

Model Configuration
As mentioned previously, in order to accommodate the highly

nonlinear magnetic bearing system a NNARX~nonlinear autore-
gressive, external input model! was selected as the preferred ANN
configuration. The neural network regressor vector will be defined
by Eq. ~6!, and the predictor by Eq.~7!.

The output set,Y, will be formed by the four coil currents,
TCW, TCV, BCW, BCV, and the inputs will be the two position
variables: PW and PV.

The values ofna , nb , and nk where empirically set, respec-
tively, at 2, 2, 1; in order to use a second-order regressor vector.
This choice is based on the fact that, at least in a first approxima-
tion, the magnetic bearing can be modeled by a second-order
~mass-spring-damper! mechanical system,@20#. This is the only
information about the magnetic bearing internal behavior used in
setting up the neural network model; all other information is pro-
duced using a black-box approach taking into account only mea-
sured input/output data. Figure 11 shows the model structure used
in this application.

The ANN was implemented using a multilayer perceptron
~MLP! topology. This configuration was selected due to its sim-
plicity, easy computational implementation and its ability to
model dynamical systems with good accuracy. Figure 12 shows
the neural network internal structure.

Model Parameters Estimation. In order to complete the
model, the following parameters must be set:

• number of hidden layers:Nch.
• number of neurons in the hidden layers:Nh .
• quadratic error tolerated in each output prediction:E.

Fig. 8 Single axis control scheme

Table 1 Time „in seconds … required to complete the speed
ramp in each data gathering sequence

Speed Range
in rpm Ramp1 Ramp2 Ramp3 Ramp4

0–5000 25 s 70 s 120 s 170 s

Table 2 PID settings required to produce the training ramps

Constant
Value Ramp1 Ramp2 Ramp3 Ramp4

P 0.085 0.090 0.050 0.050
I 0.070 0.005 0.001 0.005
D 0.005 0.007 0.007 0.007
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• weight matrix.
• number of iterations~epochs! used in the training: Max-iter.
• weight decay factor:D ~only for the Levenberg-Marquardt

method!.
• Levenberg-Marquardt initial parameter:l.
• step size~back-propagation!: m.

Parameter selection was a two step process. Initially the param-
eters listed in Table 3 were set empirically, taking into account
factors such as predefined network structure, available computer
power, number of tests to be performed and previous experience.
The choices were validated by the overall ANN performance re-
ported in the next section.

Experimental Results

The experimental work performed with the ANN model was
done in two stages: First, the ‘‘training quality’’ of the different
training sequences was analyzed. Once the ‘‘best’’ performing
ANN was selected, the ANN model was validated applying the
three validating data sets to the selected ANN and comparing its
outputs with those measured in the mechanical system in the vali-
dation sequences.

Training Results. Initially, using the values presented in
Table 3, the weight matrix was evaluated using the Levenberg-
Marquardt and the back-propagation algorithm.

Fig. 9 Ramp No. 2 training sequence „normalized amplitude versus number of
samples …

Fig. 10 Validation sequence, 2000 samples per channel, with ‘‘double unbalance’’
and running at 3000 rpm. „3000 rpm2d … „normalized amplitude versus number of
samples ….
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Four ANN were trained using the Levenberg-Marquardt
method, one for each speed ramp. Back propagation was used to
train only one ANN, using speed ramp No. 2, the ramp that pro-
duced the best results using the Levenberg-Marquardt method.

Each trained ANN was tested with the same validation data set,
the first sequence taken with the magnetic bearing system running
at 3000 rpm, with no additional unbalance. Three figures of merit
were considered: the calculated auto-correlation function for the
predicted error in the trained ANN BCV output, and the two cross
correlation functions between the BCV output and the inputs PV
and PW~due to symmetry, the four outputs behave in very similar
ways both in the real and the simulated system; results from only
one output variable will be shown from here onwards in order to
save space!.

As can be seen by comparing the results shown in Figs. 13 and
14, the results obtained with training ramps Ramp1 and Ramp2
are not similar. The main difference is that the autocorrelation in
Fig. 13, Ramp1 is very close to ‘‘1’’ in the whole range, showing
that the predicted error in any time instant is influenced by previ-
ous errors, indicating that the training performed with Ramp1 is
not acceptable.

The training results obtained using Ramp2 and Ramp3 can be
seen in Figs. 14 and 15. The differences are very few and the
autocorrelation is close to zero in both cases, showing that both
training sequences are adequate.

Figure 16 shows the results produced by training the ANN with
Ramp4 sequence. As can be seen, the autocorrelation function is
higher than in the two previous cases.

From the error point of view, both Ramp1 and Ramp4 must be
rejected. Both Ramp2 and Ramp3 give adequate error levels.

Since Ramp2 is much shorter than Ramp3~70 s instead of 120 s!
it is the one to be preferred in order to reduce the computational
power required.

Once Ramp2 was selected as the best from both the error and
the length points of view, another ANN was trained using this
training sequence and the back-propagation algorithm in order to
compare training results.

Figures 17 and 18 shows the results produced by the ANN
network trained using the Levenberg-Marquardt method; Figs. 19
and 20 shows the results produced by the ANN network trained
using the back-propagation algorithm.

As can be seen comparing Figs. 17 and 19 the prediction error
~real system output less ANN predicted output! is lower in all the
test range in the ANN trained using the Levenberg-Marquardt
method.

This is also evident when comparing Figs. 18 and 20. In these
figures, the autocorrelation function calculated for ANN trained
using the Levenberg-Marquardt method falls to zero long before
the one calculated for the ANN trained using the back-propagation
algorithm, and it is closer to zero in the complete range; the values
of the two cross-correlation functions calculated between the out-
put TCV and the inputs PW and PV calculated for ANN trained
using the Levenberg-Marquardt method are always within in the
60.1 range, in the other hand the cross-correlation functions val-
ues calculated for the ANN trained using the back-propagation
algorithm are much higher, going in some cases outside the60.2
range.

Since the ANN trained using the Levenberg-Marquardt method
clearly outperform the ANN trained using the back-propagation
algorithm, the Levenberg-Marquardt training method was selected
as the more adequate in this application.

Table 4 shows a summary of the results obtained in the training
using the Levenberg-Marquardt method. The best result, a qua-
dratic error of 3.0231022 was obtained with ramp No. 2. The
error using the back-propagation algorithm was 40% bigger
(4.2831022).

Validation. Once the ANN trained with Ramp2 sequence and
using the Levenberg-Marquardt method was selected, the mag-
netic bearing system model was validated testing it under unbal-
anced conditions not present in the training data sets, to see how

Fig. 11 Model structure

Fig. 12 Artificial neural network structure

Table 3 ANN parameters: initial selection

Parameter Nch Nh Maxiter D l m

Value 1 5 100 131025 1 131024
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Fig. 13 Autocorrelation functions, ANN trained with Ramp1 and tested with 3000
rpm validation sequence „correlations values versus number of delayed
samples …

Fig. 14 Autocorrelation functions, ANN trained with Ramp2 and tested with
3000 rpm validation sequence „correlations values versus number of de-
layed samples …

Fig. 15 Autocorrelation functions, ANN trained with Ramp3 and tested with 3000 rpm valida-
tion sequence „correlations values versus number of delayed samples …

Fig. 16 Autocorrelation function, ANN trained with Ramp4 and tested with
3000 rpm validation sequence „correlations values versus number of delayed
samples …

Fig. 17 TCV prediction error ANN trained with Ramp2 using the Levenberg-Marquardt
method „currents values in A. versus number of samples ….
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well the ANN model will represent the magnetic bearing system
under load conditions not considered in the training sessions.
Three validation sequences were used:

• ‘‘3000 rpm:’’ Motor running at constant speed~3000 rpm!, no
additional unbalance in the system.

• ‘‘3000 rpmd:’’ Motor running at constant speed~3000 rpm!,
one ‘‘unitary’’ unbalance mass in the system.

• ‘‘3000 rpm2d:’’ Motor running at constant speed~3000 rpm!,
two ‘‘unitary’’ unbalance masses in the system.

The ‘‘3000 rpm’’ sequence is the base reference since the sys-
tem was trained with no unbalance, but using a different speed
stimulus~a speed ramp from 0 to 5000 rpm!.

Figure 21 upper shows superimposed the real output and simu-
lated one step ahead prediction. They are very similar and the
error~real system output less ANN predicted output! is better seen
in Fig. 21 ~lower!. The predicted error lays almost continuously
within the60.2 range, with isolated error spikes ranging up to the
60.3 range.

Fig. 18 TCV correlation functions. ANN trained with Ramp2, using the
Levenberg-Marquardt method „correlations values versus number of delayed
samples ….

Fig. 19 TCV output. ANN trained with Ramp2, using the back-propagation
algorithm „currents values in A. versus number of samples ….

Fig. 20 TCV correlation functions. ANN trained with Ramp2, using the back-
propagation algorithm „correlations values versus number of delayed samples ….
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The output autocorrelation function, shown in Fig. 22 falls
quickly to zero and remains at a low value in almost all the test
range, with only one region in which it raises to a peak value of
0.5, showing that the predicted error is random and is not a func-
tion of previous error values.

The two crosscorrelation functions~Fig. 22! show an oscillation
frequency equal to excitation frequency~50 Hz!, with peak values
in the 60.2 range, showing that the error is associated in fre-
quency with the input and that the output function estimated by

the ANN has the same fundamental frequency than the real signal.
Once unbalance is present the predicted error waveform locks

in shape with the excitation waveform~Figs. 23 through 25!, hav-
ing clearly defined peaks rising to 0.3 with unitary unbalance, Fig.
23, and 0.4 with double unbalance, Fig. 25.

In Figs. 24 and 25 the correlation between the predicted error
and the input variable is a very well-defined sinusoidal function
oscillating at the input excitation frequency~50 Hz!.

No fundamental change is appreciable in the autocorrelation
function, the peak observed in the unloaded test~Fig. 22! is still
present at the same position, with some increment in its magni-
tude, changing from over 0.5~no additional unbalance, Fig. 22! to
0.8 ~double unbalance, Fig. 26!.

The observed output behavior is coherent with the physical
situation: an unbalance load producing an oscillating position er-
ror which forces periodic increases in the control current; it is
evident that the model is working, but is unable to fully compen-
sate the unbalanced load.

Table 4 ANN output mean quadratic error. ANN trained using
the Levenberg-Marquardt method.

Mean Quadratic
Error ~E!

Ramp1 Ramp2 Ramp3 Ramp4

5.0831022 3.0231022 3.1431022 5.2531022

Fig. 21 TCW output, testing done with 3000 rpm sequence „currents values in A.
versus number of samples …

Fig. 22 Correlation functions, TCW output, testing done with 3000 rpm sequence
„correlations values versus number of delayed samples …
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Conclusions

• A simple ANN with just one hidden layer and five neurons
can be used to model the magnetic bearing system under
consideration.

• A relatively short training data sequence~70 seconds, 70,000
samples per channel! is enough to train the ANN-based
model.

• An ANN-based model trained with a training data sequence
taken when the mechanical system operates in transient mode
~acceleration ramp! can simulate steady-state constant speed
operation.

• The Levenberg-Marquardt method gives the best training per-
formance in this application.

• The ANN-based model trained with a data sequence taken
from the mechanical system operating with balanced load is

able to predict the mechanical system output when it is oper-
ated with unbalanced loads, though with a higher predicted
error.

Further work must be done with the ANN-based model in order
to:

• determine the highest shaft speed that can be accurately
modeled.

• compare the performances achieved when it is trained with
training data sequences taken at different operating modes
~steady run, decelerating ramps, sinusoidal speed variations,
etc.!, and with balanced and unbalanced loads.

• determine an ANN-based model of the magnetic bearing sys-
tem working in open loop, that is, without the PID controller.

Fig. 23 TCW output, testing done with 3000 rpmd sequence „currents values in
A. versus number of samples …

Fig. 24 Correlation functions, TCW output, testing done with 3000 rpmd se-
quence „correlations values versus number of delayed samples …

Fig. 25 TCW output, testing done with 3000 rpm2d sequence „currents values in
A. versus number of samples …
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Load History Effects on Fretting
Contacts of Isotropic Materials
The load history that blade/disk contacts in jet engine attachment hardware are subject to
can be very complex. Using finite element method (FEM) to track changes in the contact
tractions due to changing loads can be computationally very expensive. For two-
dimensional plane-strain contact problems with friction involving similar/dissimilar iso-
tropic materials, the contact tractions can be related to the initial gap function and the
slip function using coupled Cauchy singular integral equations (SIEs). The effect of load
history on the contact tractions is illustrated by presenting results for an example fretting
‘‘mission.’’ For the case of dissimilar isotropic materials the mission results show the
effect of the coupling between the shear traction and the contact pressure.
@DOI: 10.1115/1.1689364#

1 Introduction

The study of fretting fatigue in laboratory typically involves
nominally clamping two materials under the action of a constant
normal load~P! and subjecting the contact interface to an oscilla-
tory shear load~Q! under conditions of partial slip,@1#. A study of
local contact stresses is paramount to understanding the nucleation
and growth of cracks caused by fretting,@2#. Assuming two-
dimensional plane-strain conditions the contact tractions can be
related to the initial gap and the relative slip functions by means
of a pair of coupled singular integral equations~SIEs!. A numeri-
cal method, exploiting the fast Fourier transform~FFT! technique,
can be devised to obtain the contact traction very quickly, when
both the contacting bodies are made from the same isotropic ma-
terials,@3#. For the case of dissimilar materials a different numeri-
cal technique, but nevertheless faster than finite element method
~FEM!, can be used to obtain the contact tractions,@4#. Addition-
ally, for cases where the contact region can be divided into a
central stick zone with two slip zones on either side, a few simple
rules describe the direction of the slip. First, if only normal load is
applied then the directions of relative slip in the two slip zones
will be opposite to one another and whether this slip is directed
‘‘inward’’ or ‘‘outward’’ will depend on relative stiffness of the
two contacting bodies. Secondly, if a shear load is applied then the
direction of relative slip in both the slip zones will be in the
direction of the change in the shear load (DQ).

In gas turbine applications, however, contacting components
are subjected to very complex load histories. Figure 1~a! shows a
typical variation of the normal and shear loads between the blade
and disk of a jet engine stage during operation. In principle such a
‘‘mission’’ can be simulated with the finite element method to
obtain a history of the contact tractions. However, this process is
computationally expensive and complicated to implement. One
difficulty is that for a given load step~from an equilibrium posi-
tion! there are no clear rules on how to establish the direction of
slip in both the slip zones. In fact, it is not clear if the applied load
increment will only produce one stick zone. Also, the load history
cannot be discretized in time too finely because very small load
increments might produce small stick or slip zones and this will
require an impractically high number of node points to accurately
resolve the contact tractions. The computational speed and mini-

mal pre-processing required of the SIE method make it eminently
suitable for analysis of load history effects in fretting.

2 Governing Singular Integral Equations
A schematic of two elastic bodies in contact is shown in Fig. 2.

The surface displacement components of each body are given by
iux and iuy ~wherei 51,2 refers to the two bodies!. Relative slip
between the two bodies,s(x), and the initial gap function,H(x),
in the contact zone are related to the displacements as

s~x!52ux21ux (1)

H~x!1C1x52uy21uy1H0 (2)

whereH0 is a constant andC1 is a rotation term. Equation~1!
defines slip as difference in tangential surface displacement of the
two bodies. Equation~2! states that the normal displacement of
the bodies must lead to continuity between the two bodies without
interpenetration. Using equations of elasticity for plane-strain
half-spaces, the contact pressure,p(x), and the shear traction,
q(x), can be related toH(x) ands(x) as,@5#,

]s

]x
5

k2

p E
a1

a2 q~ t !

t2x
dt1k1p~x! (3)

]H

]x
1C152k1q~x!1

k2

p E
a1

a2 p~ t !

t2x
dt (4)

where the Dundurs constants,@6#, k1 andk2 are obtained from the
Young’s modulus~E! and Poisson’s ratio~n! of the two bodies as

k15
~122n2!~11n2!

E2
2

~122n1!~11n1!

E1
(5)
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Fig. 1 „a… Typical attachment load history, „b… example load
history
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k252
2~12n2

2!

E2
2

2~12n1
2!

E1
. (6)

Please note thatk150 when both the contacting bodies are made
from similar isotropic materials which means that Eqs.~3! and~4!
are decoupled so that the contact pressure is independent of the
tangential load. If the initial gap function and the slip function are
known, Eqs.~3! and ~4! can be solved for the contact tractions.
The initial gap function,H(x), can be obtained from a knowledge
of the undeformed geometry of the contacting bodies but the slip
function,s(x), is more complicated.

For partial slip contact problems (Q,mP) Dundurs and
Comninou@6# deduced that in order for Coulomb’s law of friction
to be obeyed at the edge of contact and for there not to be any
interpenetration of the contacting surfaces, there has to be some
amount of relative sliding between the contacting surfaces. The
most common scenario is that there is a central ‘‘stick’’ zone in
which no relative slip takes place surrounded by a ‘‘slip’’ zone in

Fig. 2 Schematic of two elastic bodies in partial slip contact.
a1 and a2 denote the ends of the contact zone and b 1 and b 2
denote the end of the stick zones.

Fig. 3 The evolution of the contact and stick zones and the
‘‘slip lock’’ phenomenon that occurs during the incremental in-
dentation of an elastic half-space by a rigid surface

Fig. 4 Stick zone size as a function of the coefficient of fric-
tion. The values of b Õa obtained by solving the coupled singu-
lar integral equations incrementally are in good agreement to
those obtained by Spence †7‡ using a self-similar analysis.

Fig. 5 Shear traction results when a rigid cylinder is brought
into contact with a Ti-6Al-4V half-space for two different load
histories „PÄ1.75 MNÕm,QÄ0.35 MNÕm…

Fig. 6 Shear traction results when a cylinder made from
Inco718 alloy is brought into contact with a Ti-6Al-4V half-
space for two different load histories „PÄ1.75 MNÕm,Q
Ä0.53 MNÕm…

Fig. 7 Mission points 19, and 20 with Ti-6Al-4V cylinder con-
tacting Ti-6Al-4V half-space
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which the tangential traction is limited by the available friction. In
a given load increment, these conditions can be written as

]s~x,t !

]t
50 xP~b1 ,b2! (7)

uq~x!u5mup~x!u xP$~a1 ,b1!ø~b2 ,a2!% (8)

whereb1 andb2 are the ends of the stick zone anda1 anda2 are
the ends of the contact zone as shown in Fig. 2. If the next load
increment at a given instant in time is such that the size of the
stick zone grows into the slip zone then the accumulated slip in
the newly added regions to the stick zone gets ‘‘locked in.’’ Thus,
the contact pressure and shear stress distribution are load path or
history dependent.

This point is illustrated in Fig. 3 for the case of normal inden-
tation (Q50) of an elastic half-space by a rigid punch. As the
applied load,P, increases the point A on the surface of the half-

space slips against the rigid surface until the stick zone extends to
include that point. From that time onward any increase in the load
does not result in additional slip, i.e., the slip is locked in. To
solve Eqs.~3! and ~4! for the contact tractions, we need to have
knowledge of the accumulated slip function,s(x,t), at the current
instant of time. For the most general loading/unloading paths there
is no way of knowing the slip function a priori. Hence Eqs.~3!
and ~4! have to be solved incrementally.

The governing singular integral equations~Eqs.~3! and~4!! are
solved numerically using the method described in an earlier paper,
@4#. The numerical implementation is verified by comparing to a
solution available in the literature. Spence@7# gives the contact
tractions and the size of the stick zone when an elastic half-space
is indented by a rigid power-law indentor (H(x)5Axn) under the
influence of normal load alone, i.e.,Q50. Under such conditions
the solution is symmetric w.r.t contact pressure and antisymmetric
w.r.t the shear traction. Hence the ends of the contact zone and the

Fig. 8 Mission points, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, and 12
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ends of the stick zone will be located symmetrically about the
origin, i.e., a252a15a and b252b15b. Exploiting the self-
similarity of the problem Spence reasoned that the ratio of the size
of the stick zone to the size of the contact area remains fixed
irrespective of the shape, given by the indexn, of the power law
indentor. Moreover this ratio depends only on the Poisson’s ratio
~n! of the half-space and the coefficient of friction~m!.

The present analysis technique is applied to this problem by
incrementally indenting an elastic half-space by a rigid parabolic
punch (n52). The indentation is continued until the contact size
a51. Normal load is applied incrementally using 40 load steps of
equal magnitude with the relative slip function calculated at the
end of current step used as input to the next step. Slip function in
the very first step is assumed to be zero within the stick zone. The
analysis is performed for different values ofm and two different
values ofn~50.0, 0.3!. Results of the current analysis~Fig. 4! are
in good agreement with Spence’s results for this reduced problem

providing partial justification of numerical convergence. Further
details on numerical implementation and convergence are given
by Rajeev and Farris@8#.

3 Load History Effects
Consider the following two scenarios:~1! a cylindrical punch

with a radius~R! of 177.8 mm is brought in contact with a half-
space under the action of a normal load,P, andthena shear load,
Q (,mP), is applied to the punch, and~2! the cylindrical punch
is brought in contact with the half-space by applyingP and Q
together, i.e., an oblique load. If the punch and the half-space are
made from similar isotropic materials, a central stick zone is pro-
duced in the first case whereas the entire contact is in stick in the
second case,@5#.

For the case of dissimilar materials the contact tractions for the
above two load histories have to be obtained numerically. The

Fig. 9 Mission points 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, and 24
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shear traction results when a rigid cylinder is brought into contact
with a Ti-6Al-4V half-space (E5115.8 GPa,n50.32) are pre-
sented in Fig. 5. The coefficient of friction ism50.5 and cylinder
radius isR5177.8 mm in these and subsequent calculations un-
less otherwise indicated. Note that the SIE results are in good
agreement with the FEM results. Figure 6 presents the shear trac-
tion results when a cylindrical punch made from Inco718 alloy
(E5208.2 GPa,n50.31) is brought into contact with a Ti-6Al-4V
half-space. The ‘‘kinks’’ in the central region of the shear traction
distributions are a result of assuming that the relative slip function
is identically zero in the stick zone in the very first load incre-
ment. They can be confined to smaller regions by increasing the
number of load increments. It must be noted that, for the same
reason, these ‘‘kinks’’ exist in FEM analyses as well~Fig. 5!.
Small slip zones are present near the edges of contact that are not
present in the similar material case.

To demonstrate the ability of the SIE method to analyze com-
plex fretting missions a rigid cylinder and a Ti-6Al-4V half-space
subjected to the example load history of Fig. 1~b! are considered.
The mission points are numbered 1 through 27. Results for a
Ti-6Al-4V cylinder indenting a Ti-6Al-4V half space are shown in
Fig. 7 for comparison with two of the dissimilar material load
steps. Initially the rigid cylinder is brought in contact with the
half-space under the action of normal load alone (P
51.75 MN/m, Q50). The contact tractions are shown in Fig.
8~a!. Note that the slip in both the slip zones is in opposite direc-
tions. Next a shear load of 0.53 MN/m is applied keeping the
normal load constant. The distribution of the contact tractions are
shown in Fig. 8~c!. The shear load is then cycled between 0.53
MN/m and 0.26 MN/m~Figs. 8~c!–8~h!!. Notice that the slip at
the edges is in the direction of the negativex-axis wheneverDQ
,0. The shear load is then unloaded to zero~Fig. 8~i!! and loaded
in the opposite direction to20.53 MN/m~Fig. 8~k!!. At this point,
keeping shear load at20.53 MN/m, the normal load is decreased
from 1.75 MN/m to 1.40 MN/m~Fig. 8~l!!. Note that this causes a
reduction in the size of the stick zone as can be expected from the

increased ratio ofQ/P. Figures 9~a!–~e! show the effect of cy-
cling the shear load between20.53 MN/m and20.26 MN/m.
Notice that the slip at the edges is in the direction of the positive
x-axis wheneverDQ.0. The shear load is then increased to 0.26
MN/m ~Fig. 9~g!! and keeping the shear load constant the normal
load is increased from 1.40 MN/m to 1.75 MN/m~Fig. 9~h!!. Very
interestingly, even though the shear load is not zero, this causes
slip in opposite directions in both the slip zones. Figures 9~i!–
10~c! show the effect of increasing the shear load to 0.79 MN/m
cycling it between 0.79 MN/m and 0.53 MN/m and finally de-
creasing it to 0.26 MN/m. The ends of contact zone and the ends
of stick zones are presented in Table 1.

A similar load history is applied to the case of a Ti-6Al-4V
cylinder contacting a Ti-6Al-4V half-space. While the complete
set of results are not reproduced here, it is interesting to make the
comparison for the load step between mission points 19 and 20
~Fig. 7!. As the normal load is increased with constant tangential
load, the dissimilar material results illustrate slip in opposite di-
rections near the edge of the contact. The similar material results
show that the new contact region at the edges are stuck together. It
is evident from all of the plots of the contact pressure distribution
that coupling between the shear traction and the pressure in the
governing equations~Eqs.~3! and ~4!! is quite significant for the
dissimilar material cases.

Figures 8–10 clearly show the effect load history has on con-
tact tractions in partial slip contact problems. Using the SIE
method, in theory, it is possible to track the changes in contact
tractions due to changes in applied loads no matter how small.
However, if the changes in applied loads are too small, the
changes in contact tractions are either also very small or limited to
very small regions. Consider the following scenario:~1! apply the
load history shown in Fig. 1~b! from mission points 1 through 3,
and ~2! keepingQ(50.53 MN/m) andM (52210 N-m/m) con-
stant increase the normal from 1.75 MN/m to 1.79 MN/n. At the
end of step 1 the contact traction are shown in Fig. 8~c!. As has

Fig. 10 Mission points 25, 26, and 27

Table 1 Contact zones and stick zones for different mission points

Pt.
a1

~mm!
a2

~mm!
b1

~mm!
b2

~mm! Pt.
a1

~mm!
a2

~mm!
b1

~mm!
b2

~mm!

1 21.714 1.714 21.608 1.607 15 21.545 1.623 21.341 1.530
2 21.792 1.679 21.598 0.762 16 21.468 1.691 21.341 1.426
3 21.854 1.653 21.421 0.208 17 21.545 1.623 21.341 1.530
4 21.788 1.722 21.706 1.540 18 21.601 1.567 21.184 1.333
5 21.853 1.650 21.697 1.540 19 21.650 1.517 20.999 1.095
6 21.788 1.722 21.706 1.540 20 21.794 1.696 21.643 1.498
7 21.853 1.650 21.689 1.540 21 21.915 1.632 20.677 20.058
8 21.788 1.722 21.706 1.540 22 21.851 1.701 21.776 1.517
9 21.735 1.775 21.524 1.405 23 21.912 1.628 21.773 1.517
10 21.692 1.822 21.004 1.249 24 21.851 1.701 21.776 1.517
11 21.659 1.870 20.415 1.046 25 21.912 1.628 21.774 1.518
12 21.471 1.692 20.120 0.793 26 21.851 1.701 21.776 1.518
13 21.545 1.623 21.341 1.530 27 21.800 1.754 21.612 1.382
14 21.468 1.692 21.340 1.265
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been noted in the previous section increasing the normal load
alone, by saydP, will cause relative slip in opposite directions in
the two slip zones. In this particular case thedP is so small that
the two slip zones are limited to very small regions at the ends of
the contact zone. In fact, the stick zone is'95% of the contact
zone. The effect of this change in normal load on the shear stress
is shown in Fig. 11. To capture this level of detail, the computa-
tional resolution must be increased significantly,@8#. If both of the
contacting bodies were deformable, then the slip zones will be
confined to even smaller regions requiring even more resolution.
The computational expense required to accurately analyze such
contacts using FEM can be prohibitively high whereas the SIE
method is more amenable to such analyses.

4 Conclusions
A technique capable of analyzing arbitrary load histories in fret-

ting contact is presented. Sample results illustrate the importance
of the effect of dissimilar material properties. The resulting local
stresses are useful for predicting fretting fatigue lives in labora-

tory conditions for simple load histories,@9#. Current efforts
are aimed at conducting experiments with more complicated load
histories.
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Fig. 11 Change in shear traction due to a 2% increase in nor-
mal load and keeping the shear load and moment constant. The
initial distribution of the shear traction is shown in Fig. 8 „c….
Note that a and b denote the size of the contact zone and the
size of the stick zone, respectively.
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Critical Plane Fatigue Modeling
and Characterization of Single
Crystal Nickel Superalloys
Single crystal nickel-base superalloys deform by shearing along^111& planes, sometimes
referred to as ‘‘octahedral’’ slip planes. Under fatigue loading, cyclic stress produces
alternating slip reversals on the critical slip systems which eventually results in fatigue
crack initiation along the ‘‘critical’’ octahedral planes. A ‘‘critical plane’’ fatigue model-
ing approach was developed in the present study to analyze high cycle fatigue (HCF)
failures in single crystal materials. This approach accounted for the effects of crystal
orientation and the micromechanics of the deformation and slip mechanisms observed in
single crystal materials. Three-dimensional stress and strain transformation equations
were developed to determine stresses and strains along the crystallographic octahedral
planes and corresponding slip systems. These stresses and strains were then used to
calculate several multiaxial critical plane parameters to determine the amount of fatigue
damage and also the ‘‘critical planes’’ along which HCF failures would initiate. The
computed fatigue damage parameters were used along with experimentally measured
fatigue lives, at 1100°F, to correlate the data for different loading orientations. Micro-
scopic observations of the fracture surfaces were used to determine the actual octahedral
plane (or facet) on which fatigue initiation occurred. X-ray diffraction measurements were
then used to uniquely identify this damage initiation facet with respect to the crystal
orientation in each specimen. These experimentally determined HCF initiation planes
were compared with the analytically predicted ‘‘critical planes.’’
@DOI: 10.1115/1.1690768#

Introduction
High cycle fatigue~HCF! is one of the major causes of compo-

nent failures in gas turbine aircraft engines,@1#. Some of the fa-
tigue failures in today’s aircraft and spacecraft propulsion systems
are found in components made from single crystal nickel-base
alloys. These alloys provide superior creep and thermomechanical
fatigue capabilities over polycrystalline alloys for use in high-
temperature turbine components. However, single crystal materi-
als are much more difficult to fabricate, characterize, and model
than polycrystalline materials due to their highly anisotropic prop-
erties. The orientation of the crystal lattice with respect to the
component geometry needs to be accounted for in the design of all
single crystal components. Characterization of these materials also
needs to be performed along the different crystallographic planes.
Modeling of their material and failure response requires the ap-
propriate use of three-dimensional, anisotropic constitutive mod-
els and failure theories. Modeling and characterization of the fa-
tigue response of these materials also needs a new paradigm
which is based on the observed crystallographic slip mechanisms.
The traditional uniaxial Goodman diagram approach can no
longer be used effectively to describe the complex fatigue re-
sponse of these materials.

Single crystal nickel-base superalloys are essentially two-phase
materials consisting of a large volume fraction~60%–65%! of
intermetallicg8 precipitates, based on the intermetallic compound
Ni3Al, interspersed in a coherent face-centered cubicg matrix
comprised of nickel with cobalt, chromium, and tungsten in solid
solution. This structure results in highly orthotropic material prop-
erties. Single crystals deform by shearing along$111% planes,

sometimes referred to as ‘‘octahedral’’ planes. For temperatures
below 1250°F, this shearing occurs in the^110& family of direc-
tions. The four octahedral$111% planes and the twelve correspond-
ing ^110& slip directions~three on each plane! are shown in Figs.
1 and 2. The direction of load application with respect to the
crystal orientation~1-2-3 axes in Fig. 1! determines the resolved
shear stress for each of the$111%^110& slip plane/slip direction sets
~or slip systems!. When the resolved shear stress on any slip sys-
tem is sufficiently high it will cause slip along that ‘‘critical’’ slip
system. Under fatigue loading, cyclic stress produces alternating
slip reversals on the critical slip systems which eventually results
in fatigue crack initiation along those ‘‘critical’’ octahedral planes,
@2#.

A critical plane fatigue modeling approach is ideally suited for
such a fatigue failure mechanism. Such an approach was used by
Walls @3# and Arakare and Swanson@4# to analyze low cycle
fatigue ~LCF! in single crystal materials. Under fatigue loading,
the orientation of the single crystal axes in three-dimensional
space will, in general, be different than the loading axis~Fig. 3!.
This necessitates the use of appropriate three-dimensional trans-
formation equations for the stress and strain tensors to determine
the stresses and strains along the crystallographic axes. Further
stress and strain transformation is then required to determine
stresses and strains on the crystallographic octahedral planes and
along the corresponding slip systems. Using these stresses and
strains in the crystal coordinate system, it is possible to calculate
multiaxial critical plane parameters to determine the amount of
fatigue damage under a given set of applied cyclic stresses and
strains.

The objectives of this study were to develop a consistent HCF
fatigue modeling approach that accounts for the effects of crystal
orientation and the micromechanics of the deformation and slip
mechanisms observed in single crystal materials. Several multi-
axial critical plane parameters, which use the resolved shear
stresses and strains along the slip directions, were used to deter-
mine the amount of fatigue damage and also the ‘‘critical planes’’
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along which HCF failures would initiate. These fatigue damage
parameters were used to correlate experimentally measured HCF
lives at 1100°F. Three different loading orientations were used in
the test program. Microscopic observations of the fracture sur-
faces were used to determine the actual octahedral plane~or facet!
on which fatigue initiation occurred. X-ray diffraction measure-
ments were then used to uniquely identify this damage initiation
facet with respect to the crystal orientation in each specimen.
These experimentally determined HCF initiation planes were
compared with the analytically predicted ‘‘critical planes.’’ The
fatigue modeling approach presented in this paper provides a con-
sistent method to account for the effects of single crystal anisot-
ropy and also for the micromechanical preferred slip deformation
mechanisms operative in a single crystal material.

Testing
The material used in the present study was PWA 1484, which

was cast in thê001& directions in either a rectangular slab or a
cylindrical bar form. The specimens designated by^001& were
machined from cylindrical bars. The specimens designated by
^010& were machined from rectangular slabs. The specimens des-
ignated bŷ 001115& were machined at an off-axis angle of nomi-
nally 15° from the primary direction of the rectangular slabs. The
secondary orientation was not controlled in the casting of the slabs
and the bars.

Cylindrical specimens~3.5 in. long and 0.5 in. in diameter!
were machined from the slabs and the bars. The specimens had a
gage section that was 0.32 in. long and 0.16 in. in diameter.

All the specimens were tested in a servo-hydraulic machine
under load control at 30 Hz and a fatigue stress ratio~R-ratio! of
0.1. Table 1 summarizes the specimens, their orientations, the
maximum cyclic stress levels, and the fatigue lives~Nf!. Only the
specimens that failed were considered in the present study. Note
that the actual crystallographic orientations based on the measured
Laue angles are different from the nominal orientations in Table 1.
The ^010& and the^001& orientations were treated separately in
this paper due to observed crack propagation differences,@2#,
along and across the dendrites.

Failure Characterization
The fracture surfaces of all the specimens were studied using

optical and scanning electron microscopy~SEM! to determine the
failure mechanism. In all cases, octahedral slip was identified as
the mode of failure based on the faceted appearance of the failure
surface. The fatigue initiation site and the facet on which it oc-
curred was identified and marked for each specimen. A laser lo-
cation technique was used to locate and orient the initiation facet
of each specimen in the vertical direction such that the normal to
the facet plane and the specimen axis were in the same vertical
(Y-Z) –plane~see Fig. 3!. The specimenX-Y-Z–axes were de-
fined with respect to the specimen axis and one end face of the
specimen. The specimenZ-axis was drawn along the specimen
axis with the positiveZ-direction as shown in Fig. 3. The speci-
menY-axis was defined to be vertically upwards after locating the
initiation facet in the vertically upward direction. The specimen
X-axis was drawn in the horizontal direction such that the
X-Y–plane was normal to the specimenZ-axis. Thus, the
X-Y–plane was along the specimen end face.

The laser location technique consisted of projecting a laser
beam, aligned at a fixed angle to the specimen axis, on to the
initiation facet. The specimen was rotated about theZ-axis until
the reflection of the laser beam, off the facet, was in the same
vertical plane (Y-Z–plane! as the specimen axis. The specimen
was fixed in this orientation in a V-block after this laser location
procedure. This procedure fixed the orientation of the initiation
facet of each specimen in theY-Z–plane and also provided a
fixed reference frame for defining the orientation of the crystallo-
graphic axes with respect to the specimenX-Y-Z–axes.

The orientations of the crystallographic axes were determined
using Laue X-ray diffraction techniques. Using the Laue tech-
niques, the orientation of thê001& axis was determined by mea-
suring the orientation anglesd andg ~see Fig. 3!. The angled is
defined as the angle between the^001& axis and it’s projection on
the Y-Z–plane. The angleg is defined as the angle between the
projection of thê 001& axis on theY-Z–plane and theZ-axis ~or
specimen axis!. The positive direction for both these angles is
indicated in Fig. 3.

In order to completely define the orientation of the crystallo-
graphic axes in three-dimensional space, one more angle needs to
be measured. The angleb shown in Fig. 3 was also measured by
observing the pattern of the dendrites on the end of the specimen.
As shown in Fig. 3, the angleb was defined as the angle between
the projection of thê010& axis on theX-Y–plane and theY-axis
~b is positive in the clockwise direction from theY-axis!. Based

Fig. 1 Octahedral Š111‹ planes and Š110‹ family of slip direc-
tions for a single crystal

Fig. 2 Plan view of octahedral Š111‹ planes and Š110‹ family of
slip directions

Fig. 3 Definition of Laue angles d, b, g, and c
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on the measured anglesd, g, and b, it is possible to derive an
expression for the anglec ~Fig. 3! which is the angle between the
^010& orientation and the negativeZ-axis. These angles were used
to completely define the orientation of the crystal axes in three-
dimensional space using direction cosines~described in the next
section!.

Furthermore, based on the measured anglesd, g, andb, it was
possible to use classical stereographic projection techniques to
uniquely identify the octahedral plane on which fatigue initiation
occurred. This initiation plane was fixed for each specimen to be
in the vertical orientation using the laser location technique before
the measurement of the Laue angles. The octahedral planes were
identified as, 1, 2, 3, or 4 using the convention shown in Fig. 2.
The identification number of the octahedral plane on which fa-
tigue initiation occurred was determined using the measured Laue
angles and the stereographic projection technique for each speci-
men and is given in Table 2.

Analysis
The three Laue anglesd, g, and b, measured in the failure

characterization of each specimen formed the basis of the present
analysis. These three angles provided the relationship between the
loading axis~Z-axis or specimen axis! and the orientation of the
single crystal axes in three-dimensional space. Using the applied
fatigue stresses along theZ-axis, the stresses and strains in the
crystal coordinate system were determined using three-
dimensional transformation equations, which were based on the
direction cosines derived from the three Laue angles. The stresses
and strains in the crystal coordinate system were then resolved on
the octahedral planes and along the 12 slip directions~Figs. 1, 2!
using a second set of transformation equations. The direction co-
sines and the transformation equations are presented in the follow-
ing sections.

Direction Cosines. As mentioned earlier, the three Laue
anglesd, g, andb, were used to define the direction cosines be-
tween the loading axes (X-Y-Z) and the crystal axes~1-2-3!. The
direction cosines between the loading coordinate systemX-Y-Z
with respect to the crystal coordinate system 1-2-3 are given in
Table 3. The notation used for the direction cosines was of the
form ai j , i51, 3, andj 51, 3. Thus,a115cosine~angle between

the 1-axis and theX-axis!, a235cosine~angle between the 2-axis
and theZ-axis!, etc. Once the orientations between the two coor-
dinate systems are described, mathematically, in terms of the di-
rection cosines~Table 3!, it is possible to proceed with the trans-
formation of the stresses and strains between the two axes.

The anglec in Table 3 is derived in terms of the anglesd, g,
andb, and is given by

tan~c!5
cos~d!cos~g!

sin~d!sin~b!1cos~b!cos~d!sin~g!
. (1)

The direction cosines,a11, a12, anda13, can be determined using
classical properties and relationships of direction cosines,@5#, and
the known direction cosines in Table 3. Thus,a115a22* a33

2a23* a32, a125a23* a312a21* a33, anda135a21* a322a22* a31.

Three-Dimensional Stress and Strain Transformation. The
symmetry in the stress and strain tensors can be exploited to ex-
press these tensors in the ‘‘contracted’’ notation, thereby, simpli-
fying the resulting mathematical description of the transformation
equations. The following notation is used for the stresses and en-
gineering strains in the two coordinate systems:$sXYZ%
5$sX ,sY ,sZ ,tXY ,tYZ ,tXZ% and $«XYZ%
5$«X ,«Y ,«Z ,gXY ,gYZ ,gXZ%; $s123%5$s1 ,s2 ,s3 ,t12,t23,t31%
and$«123%5$«1 ,«2 ,«3 ,g12,g23,g31%.

The transformation of the elastic stresses,$sXYZ%, and strains,
$«XYZ%, in the loading coordinate system to the stresses,$s123%,
and strains,$«123%, in the crystal coordinate system, is given by
the following matrix equations:

$s123%5@P#21$sXYZ%, $«123%5@Q#21$«XYZ% (2)

where the transformation matrices,@P#, and@Q# are given in terms
of the direction cosines as,@5#:

Table 1 Summary of specimens, cyclic stresses, fatigue lives, and Laue angles

Table 3 Direction cosines between X-Y-Z and 1-2-3–axes
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@P#53
a11

2 a12
2 a13

2 2a11a12 2a12a13 2a11a13

a21
2 a22

2 a23
2 2a21a22 2a22a23 2a21a23

a31
2 a32

2 a33
2 2a31a32 2a32a33 2a31a33

a11a21 a12a22 a13a23 a11a221a12a21 a12a231a13a22 a13a211a11a23

a21a31 a22a32 a23a33 a22a311a21a32 a23a321a22a33 a21a331a23a31

a11a31 a12a32 a13a33 a11a321a12a31 a12a331a13a32 a13a311a11a33

4 (3)

@Q#53
a11

2 a12
2 a13

2 a11a12 a12a13 a11a13

a21
2 a22

2 a23
2 a21a22 a22a23 a21a23

a31
2 a32

2 a33
2 a31a32 a32a33 a31a33

2a11a21 2a12a22 2a13a23 a11a221a12a21 a12a231a13a22 a13a211a11a23

2a21a31 2a22a32 2a23a33 a22a311a21a32 a23a321a22a33 a21a331a23a31

2a11a31 2a12a32 2a13a33 a11a321a12a31 a12a331a13a32 a13a311a11a33

4 (4)

The elastic strains in the loading coordinate system were calcu-
lated using,$«XYZ%5@Seff#$sXYZ%, where@Seff# is the transformed
compliance matrix in theX-Y-Z–coordinate system~see Appen-
dix A!.

Stresses and Strains on Octahedral Planes and Along Slip
Directions. The stresses,$soct%, and strains,$«oct%, normal to
the four octahedral planes and the resolved shear stresses,$ts%,
and strains,$gs%, along the twelve slip directions~see Figs. 1, 2!
were described using the following notation:$soct%
5$s1

oct ,s2
oct ,s3

oct ,s4
oct% and $«oct%5$«1

oct ,«2
oct ,«3

oct ,«4
oct%, where

the subscripts, 1, 2, . . . , 4 refer to the four octahedral planes
shown in Figs. 1, 2. The following notation is used for the re-
solved shear stresses and strains along the twelve primary slip

directions: $ts%5$t1
s ,t2

s ,t3
s ,t4

s ,t5
s ,t6

s ,t7
s ,t8

s ,t9
s ,t10

s ,t11
s ,t12

s %
and $gs%5$g1

s ,g2
s ,g3

s ,g4
s ,g5

s ,g6
s ,g7

s ,g8
s ,g9

s ,g10
s ,g11

s ,g12
s %,

where, the subscripts, 1, 2, . . . , 12 refer to the 12 primary slip
directions shown in Figs. 1, 2.

The octahedral stresses,$soct%, and strains,$«oct%, can be de-
termined using the known stresses,$s123%, and strains,$«123%, in
the crystal coordinate system, by the following matrix equations:

$soct%5@R#$s123%, $«oct%5@S#$«123% (5)

where the transformation matrices,@R#, and@S# are given by

Table 2 Observed and predicted critical octahedral planes
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@R#5
1

3 F 1 1 1 2 2 2

1 1 1 22 2 22

1 1 1 2 22 22

1 1 1 22 22 2

G ,

@S#5
1

3 F 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 21 1 21

1 1 1 1 21 21

1 1 1 21 21 1

G (6)

The resolved shear stresses,$ts%, and strains,$gs%, along the slip
directions, can be determined using the known stresses,$s123%,
and strains,$«123%, in the crystal coordinate system, by the fol-
lowing matrix equations:

$ts%5@T#$s123%, $gs%5@U#$«123% (7)

where the transformation matrices,@T#, and,@U#, are given by

@T#5
1

A6

l

1 0 21 1 21 0

21 1 0 0 1 21

0 21 1 21 0 1

0 1 21 21 0 1

1 21 0 0 21 21

21 0 1 1 1 0

1 0 21 1 1 0

21 1 0 0 21 1

0 21 1 21 0 21

0 1 21 21 0 21

1 21 0 0 1 1

21 0 1 1 21 0

m
,

@U#5
1

A6

l

2 0 22 1 21 0

22 2 0 0 1 21

0 22 2 21 0 1

0 2 22 21 0 1

2 22 0 0 21 21

22 0 2 1 1 0

2 0 22 1 1 0

22 2 0 0 21 1

0 22 2 21 0 21

0 2 22 21 0 21

2 22 0 0 1 1

22 0 2 1 21 0

m
(8)

Critical Plane Models. Using these computed stresses and
strains in the crystal coordinate system, it is possible to calculate
multiaxial critical plane parameters to determine the amount of
fatigue damage under a given set of applied cyclic stresses and
strains. Six different critical plane models were evaluated in the
present study. These were the Findley~FIN! @6#, Walls @3#,
Fatemi-Socie-Kurath~FSK! @7,8#, shear stress range~SSR!, Chu-
Conle-Bonnen~CCB! @9#, and McDiarmid ~McD! @10# param-
eters. The Walls and SSR parameters had shown good correlation
with single crystal LCF data in earlier studies,@3,4#.

The FIN parameter was calculated using the maximum shear
stress amplitude,ta , and the maximum normal stress,smax, on
the critical slip plane:

FIN5ta1ksmax (9)

where,k is a fitting parameter. In the present study,k51 was used
for all the calculations of the FIN parameter.

The FSK parameter was calculated using the maximum shear
strain amplitude,ga , and the maximum normal stress,smax, on
the critical slip plane:

FSK5gaS 11kS smax

syield
D D (10)

where,syield , is the yield strength andk is a fitting parameter. In
the present study,k51 was used for all the calculations of the
FSK parameter.

The Walls parameter was derived by considering the mode mix-
ity of the normal and shear strains on an octahedral plane. It is
calculated using the maximum shear strain,gmax, and the maxi-
mum normal strain,«max, on the critical slip plane:

Walls550gmax«maxS p

arctan~gmax/«max!1p/2D
0.5

(11)

The SSR parameter was calculated using the maximum shear
stress range along a ‘‘critical slip direction’’ during the fatigue
cycle. The CCB parameter was calculated as the sum of two prod-
ucts: ~i! the product of the maximum shear strain amplitude,ga ,
and the maximum shear stress,tmax, on the critical slip plane; and
~ii ! the product of the maximum normal strain amplitude,«a , and
the maximum normal stress,smax, on the critical slip plane:

CCB52gatmax1«asmax. (12)

The McD parameter was calculated as the sum of the maximum
shear stress amplitude,ta , along a ‘‘critical slip direction’’ and
the maximum normal stress,smax, on the critical slip plane:

McD5ta1ksmax (13)

wherek is a curve-fit parameter. In the present study,k50.1 was
used for all the calculations of the McD parameter. Although the
McD parameter looks similar to the FIN parameter, it differs in
the critical plane search algorithm as described in the next section.

Critical Plane Search Algorithms. The critical plane was
determined by first computing each of the critical plane param-
eters along each of the 12 slip directions throughout the fatigue
cycle. The max normal stresses and strains~computed normal to
the octahedral plane! and the max shear stress and strain ampli-
tudes, along each slip direction, required to compute the different
parameters, were determined by scanning through all the com-
puted stresses and strains at all the time steps of the fatigue cycle.
The ‘‘critical slip direction’’ for the FIN, Walls, FSK, SSR and
CCB parameters was determined as the slip direction on which the
damage parameter was a maximum during the fatigue cycle. For
the McD parameter, the ‘‘critical slip direction’’ was determined
as the slip direction along which the shear stress amplitude,ta ,
was a maximum during the fatigue cycle. The McD parameter
~Eq. ~13!! was then determined along this critical slip direction.

Results and Discussion
All the calculations were performed using the following elastic

constants, measured along the primary^001& orientations, for
PWA 1484 at 1100°F: E515.69 msi,n50.3995, G515.93 msi.
The critical planes determined by the different critical plane pa-
rameters are given in Table 2 along with the octahedral plane IDs
on which fatigue initiation was actually observed. The four differ-
ent octahedral planes are identified using the convention indicated
in Figs. 1 and 2. Some specimens exhibited fatigue initiations
along the ridge formed by adjacent octahedral planes~Fig. 4!.
Two or more octahedral initiation planes were reported for such
specimens.

The specimens for which the predicted critical plane correlated
with the observed plane have been highlighted for each different
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damage parameter in Table 2. Depending on the resolved stress
and strain states on the octahedral planes, sometimes the param-
eters were found to be critical along more than one plane. The
SSR and McD parameters had a greater tendency to become criti-
cal on multiple planes. The percent correlation for each parameter
is indicated at the bottom of the table. All parameters had a cor-
relation of at least 50% with the observed critical planes. The
highest correlation was obtained using the CCB parameter, which
uses an energy based formulation, followed by the Walls param-
eter, which tries to capture the mode mixity of the normal and
shear strains on the octahedral planes. Both the SSR and McD
parameters, which rely on the shear stress range along the slip
directions were equally successful in predicting the critical planes.
Note that the McD parameter calculated usingk50.1 was numeri-

cally very similar to the SSR parameter. The FIN and the FSK
parameters, which use a combination of the shear stress range or
shear strain range and the normal stress to determine the critical
plane were only 50% successful in predicting the observed critical
planes.

The degree of correlation of the ‘‘predicted’’ and the ‘‘actual’’
critical planes is also a function of the statistical distribution of
defects and their propensity to initiate fatigue damage on a certain
octahedral plane. In the above correlation it is assumed that only
defects along the ‘‘predicted’’ critical planes lead to fatigue dam-
age initiation. However, this approach neglects the statistical na-
ture of the defect distributions. In Table 3, for example, the ob-
served critical planes for three specimens~A2LKP-1, A2LKP-6,
and K1L1U-1! were not predicted by any of the models. A com-

Fig. 4 SEM photo showing ridge HCF initiation

Fig. 5 Max cyclic stress versus life, 1100°F and RÄ0.1
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bined statistical and micromechanical approach might be able to
better capture the ‘‘actual’’ phenomenon that leads to fatigue ini-
tiation in a single crystal material.

The different parameters were also evaluated by determining
how well they were able to correlate the fatigue data for the dif-
ferent specimen orientations. Figure 5 graphically shows the HCF
data in Table 1 as an S-N plot. Figure 5 clearly indicates that the
traditional S-N approach cannot be used to correlate the fatigue
data for the different specimen and loading orientations. The
curve-fit has a very low correlation coefficient,R250.43.

Figures 6–11 show plots of the calculated damage parameters
versus life for all the specimens using the applied cyclic stresses
and the actual measured~not nominal! crystal orientations~Table

1! for each specimen. The curve-fit correlation coefficient,R2,
was used as a measure of how well the damage parameter corre-
lated the fatigue data for the different specimen orientations.
These values ofR2 for the different damage parameters are also
included at the bottom of Table 2.

From an inspection of the results in Figs. 6–11, it appears that
the SSR and the FSK parameters were most successful in corre-
lating the fatigue data for the different specimen orientations.
Considering the variability that is usually associated with single
crystal fatigue data,R2 values around 0.6 are assumed to indicate
data correlations that are quite good.

Both the FIN and McD damage parameters seemed to be highly

Fig. 6 Findley parameter versus life, 1100°F and RÄ0.1

Fig. 7 Walls parameter versus life, 1100°F and RÄ0.1
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dependent on choice of the fitting parameter,k. They were able to
correlate the current fatigue data well whenk>0 was used. In this
case these parameters were similar to the SSR parameter.

Based on how well the different damage parameters~i! corre-
lated with the observed critical planes and~ii ! correlated the fa-
tigue data for the different specimen orientations, it appears that
the SSR, Walls, and CCB damage parameters are well suited for
the HCF analysis of single crystal materials.

Summary
A ‘‘critical plane’’ fatigue modeling approach was developed in

the present study to analyze the HCF failures in single crystal
materials. This approach accounted for the effects of crystal ori-

entation and the micromechanics of the deformation and slip
mechanisms observed in single crystal materials. Several multi-
axial critical plane parameters were evaluated using experimen-
tally measured fatigue lives and HCF initiation sites, at 1100°F.
Microscopic observations of the fracture surfaces and X-ray dif-
fraction were used to determine the actual octahedral plane~or
facet! on which fatigue initiation occurred. These experimentally
determined HCF initiation planes were compared with the analyti-
cally predicted ‘‘critical planes.’’ The different parameters were
also evaluated by determining how well they were able to corre-
late the fatigue data for the different specimen orientations.

Based on the present evaluation, the shear stress range, Walls
and Chu-Conle-Bonnen damage parameters, were found to be

Fig. 8 Fatemi-Socie-Kurath parameter, 1100°F, RÄ0.1

Fig. 9 Max shear stress range, 1100°F and RÄ0.1
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well suited for the HCF analysis of single crystal materials. The
fatigue modeling approach presented in this paper provides a con-
sistent method to account for the effects of single crystal anisot-
ropy and also for the micromechanical preferred slip deformation
mechanisms operative in a single crystal material.
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Appendix A
The strains,$«XYZ%, in the loading (X-Y-Z) –coordinate system

are calculated using the given stresses,$sXYZ%, as

$«XYZ%5@Seff#$sXYZ% (A1)

where@Seff# is the transformed compliance matrix which can be
determined using the procedure described below.

For a single crystal material, which exhibits cubic symmetry,
the generalized Hooke’s law can be expressed using only three
independent elastic constants: the Young’s modulus,E, the Pois-
son’s ratio,n, and the shear modulus,G. The strains,$«123%, in the

Fig. 10 Chu-Conle-Bonnen parameter, 1100°F and RÄ0.1

Fig. 11 McDiarmid parameter, 1100°F and RÄ0.1
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crystal coordinate system~1-2-3! can be related to the stresses,
$s123%, using the compliance matrix,@Sc# as,@5#:

$«123%5@Sc#$s123%

where, @Sc#5

l

1

E

2n

E

2n

E
0 0 0

2n

E

1

E

2n

E
0 0 0

2n

E

2n

E

1

E
0 0 0

0 0 0
1

G
0 0

0 0 0 0
1

G
0

0 0 0 0 0
1

G

m
(A2)

Using Eqs.~2! and ~A2! we have

$«XYZ%5@Q#@Sc#@P#21$sXYZ%. (A3)

By comparing Eqs.~A1! and ~A3!, the transformed compliance
matrix @Seff# can be expressed as

@Seff#5@Q#@Sc#@P#21. (A4)

Thus, the transformed compliance matrix@Seff# can be determined
from Eq. ~A4! when the elastic constants,E, n, andG are known

in the crystal coordinate system and the direction cosines~see
Table 3! between the crystal~1-2-3!–coordinate system and the
loading (X-Y-Z) –coordinate system are known.
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Dynamic Response of a
Hydrodynamic Thrust
Bearing-Mounted Rotor
For investigating the dynamic response of a hydrodynamic thrust bearing-mounted flex-
ible rotor, the dynamic characteristic data of thrust bearings for high surface velocities
are applied for constructing the equation of motion for the rotor system, which is modeled
with the finite element method. Based on the short bearing approximation and thep film
cavitation model of the nonlinear oil-film forces, the dynamic responses are investigated
using direct numerical integration with a variable order solver based on the numerical
differentiation formulas. Harmonic, quasi-periodic, and chaotic motions are predicted for
a range of spin speeds of the rotor. Poincare´ maps of predicted rotor trajectories are also
examined. It shows that spin speeds of the rotor and the oil film force coefficient might
promote undesirable nonsynchronous vibrations.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1690769#

Introduction
For safe operation of high-speed turbomachinery, it is common

practice to install squeeze film dampers to reduce the vibrations
caused by unbalanced forces,@1#. There has been much research
focusing on the stability of the unbalanced response of rotors
mounted in journal and squeeze film bearings. A nonsynchronous
mode of operation was mentioned by Mohan and Hahn@2#. Zhao
et al. @3# had studied the stability of unbalanced responses of a
squeeze film damped flexible rotor.

A high-speed rotor is usually equipped with a thrust bearing
with two hydrodynamic oil films. Due to the relative motion of the
thrust collar, both oil-films have a considerable effect on the lat-
eral vibrations of the rotor-bearing system as presented by Mit-
twollen et al. @4#. The dynamic characteristics of hydrodynamic
thrust bearing were presented by Storteig and White@5#. Jiang and
Yu @6# provided an extensive theoretical investigation into the
dynamic behavior of a rotor-bearing system equipped with a hy-
drodynamic thrust bearing.

Since axial thrust forces may be potentially damaging on the
rotor-bearing system, it becomes necessary to consider these ef-
fects via thrust bearing on the rotor system motion. In this study,
the effects of thrust bearing on shaft vibration are considered and
applied to the system equation of motion. Harmonic, quasi-
periodic, and chaotic motions,@7#, are predicted for a range of
spin speeds of the rotor by direct numerical integration. These
motions can also be examined by Poincare´ maps of the return
points on the phase plane.

Hydrodynamic Thrust Bearing
The design of a hydrodynamic thrust bearing is shown in Fig. 1.

Approximating the circular pad as a rectangle with lengthl and
width b, as shown in Fig. 2, the dimensionless static and dynamic
oil film forces in axial and circumferential directions are functions
of the dimensionless displacement of the thrust collar and can be
represented as

F̄a5F̄a,stat1DF̄a (1)

F̄c5F̄c,stat1DF̄c (2)

where DF̄a5gaa* Dū1baa* Dū8, DF̄c5gca* Dū(85]/]Vt). The
coefficients,gaa* , baa* and gca* , and dimensionless forces,F̄a,stat

and F̄c,stat, have been determined by Mittwollen et al.@4#.
For an axial displacementuo of the thrust collar caused by an

axial thrust force applying on the shaft, the static and dynamic oil
film forces exerted on each side of the thrust collar, as shown in
Fig. 3, can be represented as

Fa
r 5Fa,stat

r 1DFa
r (3)

Fa
l 5Fa,stat

l 1DFa
l . (4)

Thus the total axial oil film forces acting on the thrust collar can
be arranged as

Fx5Fa
l 2Fa

r 52Fa,stst2kau2cau̇ (5)

whereFa,stat, ka , andca are functions of axial displacementuo of
the thrust collar as given in Appendix A.

A change of the tilting angles (B,G) of the thrust collar changes
the film thicknessho of the single pad and therefore alters the
axial and circumferential forces. Excluded the negligible reacting
forces and momenta due to the radial movement of the thrust
collar, as shown in Fig. 3, the reacting forces and momenta caused
by the tilting angles (B,G) and titling angular velocities (B˙ ,Ġ)
can be determined. Combining the axial oil film force (Fx) and
lateral nonlinear forces (f v , f w) caused by the radial oil film
forces, the total reacting forces and momenta exerted on the thrust
collar can be represented as

H Fx

Fy

Fz

J 5F 2ca 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0
G H u̇

Ḃ

Ġ
J 1F 2ka 0 0

0 kyB 0

0 0 kyB

G H u
B
G
J

1H Fa,stat

0
0

J 1H 0
f v

f w

J (6)

H MB

MG
J 5F2kBB 0

0 2kBB
G HB

GJ 1F2cBB 0

0 2cBB
G H Ḃ

ĠJ (7)

wherekyB , kBB , andcBB are functions of axial displacementuo
of the thrust collar as given in Appendix A.V is the spin speed of
the rotor. And the lateral nonlinear oil film forces (f v , f w) are
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f v52BE
q1

u2 ~ v̇ cosu1ẇ sinu!/Cr

~12v cosu/Cr2w sinu/Cr !
3

cosudu (8)

f w52BE
q1

u2 ~ v̇ cosu1ẇ sinu!/Cr

~12v cosu/Cr2w sinu/Cr !
3

sinudu (9)

whereB5hrL 3/Cr
2 andCr is the radial clearance of the squeeze

film damper. Usingp film theory, f5tan21(w/v), u25tan21

2v̇/ẇ, andu25u11p.

System Equations of Motion
The rotor system considered here, as shown in Fig. 4, consists

of the following components: flexible shaft, unbalanced rigid disk,
journal bearing and hydrodynamic thrust bearing. The system
equations of motion are formulated by the finite element method
and obtained by assembling the equations of motion of each com-
ponent. They are given as follows:

@M #$q̈%1~@C#2V@G# !$q̇%1@K#$q%5$FL%1$FN% (10)

where@M#, @C#, @G#, @K# are the mass, damping, gyroscopic and
stiffness matrices of the system, respectively.$FL% and$FN% rep-
resent the system linear and nonlinear force vector, respectively.
The nonlinear forces only act on the nonlinear supports where
journal bearing and thrust bearing are installed. These coefficient
matrices are as given in Appendix B.

Bifurcation Diagram
A Poincarésection is a stroboscopic picture of a motion on a

phase plane and it consists of the time series at a constant interval
of T (T52p/V). The point on the Poincare´ section is referred to
as the return point. For the numerical computation of a bifurcation
diagram, the rotor speed is increased in a constant step and the
state variables at the end of the integration are used as initial
values for the next speed. After reaching the steady state, the
Z-coordinates (W1(nT), W2(nT), andW3(nT) for n51 to 300!
of the return points of consecutive 300 cycles at each node in the
Poincare´ section are then plotted versus the rotor speed.

Numerical Examples and Results
A high-speed rotor system, as shown in Fig. 4, is employed to

demonstrate the performance of the method. The corresponding
configuration data of the thrust pad, rotor shaft and the disk are
tk54.831025 m, ho51024 m, b52.531022 m, dm57.5
31022 m, z54, l 5p dm/4, r57680 kg/m3, L15L25200 mm,
E52.0731011 N/m2, G57.9631010 N/m2, md522 kg, e
51024 m, I d50.031 kgm2, I p50.062 kgm2, Cr51 mm. Due to
the relative motion of the thrust collar, the effect of both oil-films
on the lateral vibrations of the rotor-bearing system is first inves-
tigated. The coefficients of the thrust bearing are determined using
various applied axial forces shown in Figs. 5–9. These results
show that the stiffness coefficientska and kBB increase as spin
speed of the rotor increases and are independent of axial force,
whereaskyB increases as axial force increases and is independent
of spin speed of the rotor. On the contrary, the damping coeffi-
cientsca and cBB decrease as spin speed of the rotor and little
difference is observed with axial force variation. The results also
show that the thrust bearing has little effect on the lateral damping
coefficients.

Since the dynamic response will change with various oil film
force coefficientsB and different disk locations, these effects are
first investigated by the bifurcation diagrams. The dimensionless
displacement of response is defined as the radius of the orbit di-
vided by radial clearanceCr of the bearing. The dimensionless
Z-coordinates (W1(nT), W2(nT), andW3(nT)) denote the return
points at nodes where the journal bearing, disk and thrust bearing
are located, respectively. They are plotted in the Poincare´ section

Fig. 1 Thrust bearing configuration, †4‡

Fig. 2 Static and dynamic oil film forces, †4‡

Fig. 3 Thrust bearing, †4‡ Fig. 4 Configuration of a high-speed rotor system
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versus the rotor speeds with various oil film force coefficientsB
and different disk locations as shown in Figs. 10–21.

The distances of lengths areL15200 mm,L25200 mm for the
case when the disk is located at the middle of the rotor. The
bifurcation diagrams with B5100 and B5200 are plotted in Figs.
10–12 and 13–15, respectively. The results show that chaotic mo-
tion occurs at higher spin speed and the spread of the return points
is depressed when oil film force coefficientB gets larger. The
distances of lengths areL15100 mm, L25300 mm and L1
5300 mm, L25100 mm for the cases when the disk is located
near the left and right of the rotor, respectively. The bifurcation
diagrams with various disk location when B5100 are plotted in
Figs. 13–21, respectively. As compared from the results, the

spread of the return points is depressed for the case when the disk
is located near the right of the rotor where the thrust bearing is
installed.

For the case when the disk is located at the middle of the rotor
and the oil film force coefficientB is 200, the dynamic response is
also examined. Harmonic, chaotic and quasi-periodic motions are
predicted from the phase diagrams of the return points as shown
in Figs. 22~a!–~d!. For a harmonic motion, there will be only one
mark on the phase diagram as shown in Fig. 22~a!. By increasing
the spin speed of the rotor further to 2270 rad/s and 2430 rad/s the
responses tend to become chaotic as shown in Figs. 22~b! and~c!.
The quasi-periodic response results in closed orbits on Poincare´
map as shown in Fig. 22~d!.

Fig. 5 Stiffness coefficients k a versus V

Fig. 6 Stiffness coefficients k yB versus V

Fig. 7 Stiffness coefficients k BB versus V

Fig. 8 Damping coefficients c a versus V

Fig. 9 Damping coefficients c BB versus V

Fig. 10 Bifurcation diagram W1„nT… at BÄ200, L 1Ä200
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Conclusions
In this paper, effects of a hydrodynamic thrust bearing on shaft

vibration are employed to study the dynamic behavior of the rotor
system. The results can be summarized as follows:

1. The stiffness coefficientska andkBB increase as spin speed
of the rotor increases and are independent of axial force, whereas
kyB increases as axial force increases and is independent of spin
speed of the rotor.

2. The damping coefficientsca and cBB decrease as spin
speed of the rotor and little difference is observed with axial force
variation.

3. The thrust bearing has more effects on the lateral stiffness
coefficients t han the lateral damping coefficients.

4. Chaotic motion occurs at higher spin speed and the spread of
the return points is depressed when oil film force coefficientB
gets larger.

5. The spread of the return points can be depressed when the
disk is located near the thrust bearing.

Fig. 11 Bifurcation diagram W2„nT… at BÄ200, L 1Ä200

Fig. 12 Bifurcation diagram W3„nT… at BÄ200, L 1Ä200

Fig. 13 Bifurcation diagram W1„nT… at BÄ100, L 1Ä200

Fig. 14 Bifurcation diagram W2„nT… at BÄ100, L 1Ä200

Fig. 15 Bifurcation diagram W3„nT… at BÄ100, L 1Ä200

Fig. 16 Bifurcation diagram W1„nT… at BÄ100, L 1Ä100

Fig. 17 Bifurcation diagram W2„nT… at BÄ100, L 1Ä100

Fig. 18 Bifurcation diagram W3„nT… at BÄ100, L 1Ä100
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6. Harmonic, quasi-periodic, and chaotic motions are predicted
for a range of spin speeds of the rotor.

Nomenclature

A 5 cross section area of the rotor
B 5 B5hrL 3/Cr

2, oil film force parameter
@C# 5 damping matrix of the system
Cr 5 clearance of the bearing
E 5 Young’s modulus of rotor shaft

@FL#, @FN# 5 System linear and nonlinear force vectors
F̄a,stat, F̄c,stat 5 dimensionless static oil film forces on

thrust pad on normal and tangential direc-
tions, respectively

Fx , Fy , Fz 5 oil film forces onx, y, andz-directions,
respectively

@G# 5 gyroscopic matrix of the system
G 5 shear modulus

I, I d , I p 5 area moment of inertia of cross section of
rotor and diametrical and polar mass mo-
ment of disk inertia, respectively

@K# 5 stiffness matrix of the system
L 5 thrust collar width

L1 , L2 5 length of each rotor element
@M# 5 mass matrix of the system

MB , MG 5 moments caused by oil film forces abouty
andz-axes, respectively

@Q(T)# 5 Floquet transition matrix
T 5 a period T is 2p/V when spin speed isV

V, W 5 nodal dimensionless translation displace-
ments

Wi(nT), i 5123 5 the return points of nodes where the jour-
nal bearing, disk and thrust bearing are
located

b 5 thrust pad width
ca , cBB 5 damping coefficients of thrust bearing

dm 5 mean diameter of thrust bearing
e 5 disk eccentricity

f v , f w 5 radial oil film forces acting on the bearing
ho 5 thrust oil film thickness

ka , kyB , kBB 5 stiffness coefficients of thrust bearing
md 5 mass of disk

l 5 thrust pad length
$q% 5 coordinate vectors for the system

r 5 thrust collar radius
u, v, w, B, G 5 nodal translation and rotation displace-

ments
uo 5 static oil film thickness

z 5 number of thrust pad
L t 5 eigenvalue of Floquet transition matrix
V 5 spin speed of rotor

baa* , gaa* , gca* 5 the dimensionless static and dynamic oil
film force coefficients in axial and cir-
cumferential directions

h 5 viscosity of lubricant

Appendix A

The Static Force and Coefficients for Thrust Bearing.

Fa,stat5VS F̄a,stat
l S ho1uo

tk
D

~ho1uo!2
2

F̄a,stat
r S ho2uo

tk
D

~ho2uo!2
D bl2

dm

2
h

1Vkauo (11)

ka5VS gaa* S ho2uo

tk
D

~ho2uo!3
1

gaa* S ho1uo

tk
D

~ho1uo!3
D bl2

dm

2
h (12)

Fig. 20 Bifurcation diagram W2„nT… at BÄ100, L 1Ä300

Fig. 21 Bifurcation diagram W3„nT… at BÄ100, L 1Ä300

Fig. 22 Phase diagram of W2„nT… at various V; „a… harmonic
motion, „b… chaotic motion, „c… chaotic motion, „d… quasi-
periodic motion

Fig. 19 Bifurcation diagram W1„nT… at BÄ100, L 1Ä300
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ca5S baa* S ho2uo

tk
D

~ho2uo!3
1

baa* S ho1uo

tk
D

~ho1uo!3
D bl3h (13)

kyB5VS gca* S ho2uo

tk
D

~ho2uo!2
2

gca* S ho1uo

tk
D

~ho1uo!2
D blhz~dm

2 1b2!

8
(14)

kBB5VS gaa* S ho2uo

tk
D

~ho2uo!3
1

gaa* S ho1uo

tk
D

~ho1uo!3
D dmbl2hz~dm

2 1b2!

16
(15)

cBB5S baa* S ho2uo

tk
D

~ho2uo!3
1

baa* S ho1uo

tk
D

~ho1uo!3
D bl3hz~dm

2 1b2!

8
(16)

Appendix B

Coefficient Matrices of the System.

$q%5$u1 v1 w1 B1 G1 u2 v2 w2 B2

G2 u3 v3 w3 B3 G3%
T (17)

$FL%5$Fa 0 0 0 0 0 mde cosVt mde sinVt 0 0

2Fa 0 0 0 0%T (18)

$FN%5$0 f v1 f w1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 f v3 f w3 0 0%T

(19)
@M #5 bMi , j c5 bM j ,i c,

where

M1,152M6,15rAL1/3, M6,65rA~L11L2!/31md ,

M11,1152M11,65rAL2/3,

M2,25M3,35m11, M5,252M4,352m21, M4,45M5,55m31,

M7,25M8,35m41, M7,552M8,45M9,352M10,25m51,

M9,45M10,552m61, M7,75M8,85m111m121md ,

M9,95M10,105m311m321I d , M9,852M10,75m212m22,

M12,75M13,85m42, M12,1052M13,95M14,852M15,75m52,

M14,95M15,1052m62, M12,125M13,135m12,

M14,1352M15,125m22,

M14,145M15,155m32, others50. (20)

@C#5 bCi , j c, C11,115ca , C14,145cBB ,

C15,155cBB , others50.
(21)

@G#5 bGi , j c52 bGj ,i c,
where

G3,25G7,352G8,25g11,

G4,25G5,35G7,45G8,55G9,25G10,35g21,

G5,45g31, G9,552G10,45g41, G8,75g111g12,

G9,75G10,852g211g22,

G10,95g311g322I p , G12,852G13,75g12, (22)

G12,95G13,105G14,75G15,852G14,1252G15,135g22,

G14,1052G15,95g42, G13,125g12, G15,145g32, others50.

@K#5@K1#1@K2#
(23)

@K1#5@Ki , j
1 #5@K j ,i

1 #,

where

K1,1
1 52K6,1

1 5EA/L1 , K6,6
1 5EA/L11EA/L2 ,

K11,11
1 52K11,6

1 5EA/L2 ,

K2,2
1 5K3,3

1 52K7,2
1 52K8,3

1 5k11,

K5,2
1 52K4,3

1 52K7,5
1 5K8,4

1 52K9,3
1 5K10,2

1 5k31,

K4,4
1 5K5,5

1 5k21, K9,4
1 5K10,5

1 5k41,

K7,7
1 5K8,8

1 5k111k12,
(24)

K9,9
1 5K10,10

1 5k211k22,

K12,12
1 5K13,13

1 52K12,7
1 52K13,8

1 5k12,

K9,8
1 52K8,7

1 5k312k32,
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wherei 51, 2 for each following term.
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Dynamic Response of Squeeze
Film Dampers Operating With
Bubbly Mixtures
Squeeze film dampers (SFDs) aid to attenuate vibrations in compressors and turbines
while traversing critical speeds. In actual applications, gas ingestion from the environ-
ment may lead to the formation of a foamy lubricant that degrades the rotor/bearing
system dynamic performance. Impact and imbalance response tests conducted on a rigid
rotor supported on SFDs, and aimed to emulate the pervasive effect of air ingestion into
the damper film lands, are reported. Two types of squeeze film damper support the test
rotor, one is a conventional cylindrical design with a squirrel cage-type elastic support,
and the other is a compact four-pad damper with integral wire EDM elastic supports.
Both dampers have identical diameter and radial clearance. Controlled (air in oil) mix-
tures ranging from pure oil to all air conditions are supplied to the SFDs, and measure-
ments of the transient rotor response to calibrated impact loads are conducted. System
damping coefficients, identified from acceleration/load transfer functions, decrease
steadily as the air content in the mixture increases. However, measurements of the rotor
synchronous imbalance response conducted with a lubricant bubbly mixture (50% air
volume) show little difference with test results obtained with pure lubricant supplied to the
dampers. The experimental results show that air entrainment is process and device-
dependent, and that small amounts of lubricant enable the effective action of SFDs when
the rotor traverses a critical speed.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1690770#

Introduction
Squeeze film dampers~SFDs! are customarily used in aircraft

gas turbines and process compressors to attenuate rotor vibration
amplitudes and reduce forces transmitted from the rotating assem-
bly to the support structure. SFDs derive their behavior from a
lubricant being squeezed in the annular space between a nonrotat-
ing journal and a bearing housing. The journal, typically mounted
on the outer race of rolling element bearings, whirls due to the
forces exerted on the rotating shaft, and the squeeze fluid film
generates reaction forces opposing the dynamic rotor motions. In
modern rotor-bearing systems, integral squeeze film dampers
~ISFDs! generate significant damping forces to traverse safely
critical speeds,@1#. The advantages of integral dampers over con-
ventional cylindrical SFDs include a shorter axial span, less
weight and number of parts, and easiness of installation.

Operation of squeeze film dampers induces air ingestion from
the surroundings if there is not enough lubricant flow through the
film lands. Lubricant cavitation affects the forced performance of
SFDs by creating stiffening~centering! forces which may produce
severe system non linearities,@2#. Sustained air entrainment, on
the other hand, can dramatically reduce the film forces and limit
the damping capability. Air entrainment is more prevalent while a
rotor traverses a critical speed with large amplitude of motion and
at high rotational speeds.

Diaz and San Andre´s @3# advance a model for prediction of the
forced response of SFDs operating with bubbly mixtures. Tangen-
tial forces decrease rapidly as the air content increases in the
bubbly mixture. Figure 1 shows a comparison between experi-
mental and predicted tangential~damping! forces at a fixed whirl
frequency of 8.3 Hz,@4#. The measurements and predictions show
a quick drop in damping force for very small air volume fractions,

and then a steady linear decrease towards a null force at 100%
volume fraction~pure air within the damper clearance!. The ex-
periments suggest a simple formula that accounts for the effect of
air content on the damping coefficient (Cb), i.e.,

Cb5CL~12b! (1)

whereCL is the damping coefficient obtained for a damper filled
with lubricant and submerged within an oil bath, andb is the
~usually unknown! air volume fraction in the bubbly mixture. A
feed-squeeze flow parameter~g! relates the lubricant feed flow
rate (V̇L) to the dynamic change in volume within the squeeze
film gap, i.e.,

g5
V̇L

pDLev
(2)

where (v,e) are the frequency and amplitude of journal motion;
and~D! and~L! denote the diameter and length of the damper film
lands, respectively. Ifg.1 then no air entrainment occurs, i.e. the
through flow is sufficient to fill the volume change caused by the
journal whirl motion. On the other hand, air ingestion and entrap-
ment will occur if g,1 and the damper will then operate with a
bubbly lubricant mixture. Reference@3# details a cumbersome for-
mula relating the air volume fraction~b! to the feed parameter~g!.
Equation~1! may be used for quick estimation of damping forces
during a preliminary SFD design. Reference@3# advances a com-
prehensive computational analysis, albeit more complex, but vali-
dated by extensive experimentation.

Note that (V̇L) is a function of the supply and discharge pres-
sures and of the flow resistances through the film lands and feed
ports. These resistances depend on the damper clearance and feed
characteristics, lubricant and mixture viscosities, etc. Thus, air
entrainment is device dependent and increases with the amplitude
and frequency of motion. Providing enough external pressuriza-
tion can prevent air entrainment by ensuring a sufficiently large
through lubricant flow rate. This condition may not be readily
available in practice nor may be desirable in terms of perfor-
mance, and weight and volume of auxiliary equipment.

Contributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute~IGTI! of THE AMERICAN
SOCIETY OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERSfor publication in the ASME JOURNAL OF
ENGINEERING FOR GAS TURBINES AND POWER. Paper presented at the Interna-
tional Gas Turbine and Aeroengine Congress and Exhibition, Amsterdam, The Neth-
erlands, June 3–6, 2002; Paper No. 2002-GT-30317. Manuscript received by IGTI,
Dec. 2001, final revision, Mar. 2002. Associate Editor: E. Benvenuti.
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San Andre´s et al.@5# estimate damping coefficients on a small
squeeze film damper subjected to unidirectional sine sweep load
excitations and operating with controlled bubbly mixtures. For
these periodic motions, damping coefficients remain constant for
air volume fractions as high as 80%. In contrast, damping coeffi-
cients from impact excitations,@6#, first increase for volume con-
tents up to 50% and then present a drastic reduction for higher
volume fractions. Periodic journal motions in the sweep sine tests
expel the air from the lubricant mixture thus rendering constant
damping forces, whereas in the impact tests the journal motions of
small amplitude and short duration cause the mixture to behave as
a fluid of larger viscosity.

The objective of the current experiments is to forward further
evidence on the effects of controlled mixtures of air and oil on the
dynamic response of a larger rotor mounted on a pair of hydrody-
namic bearings in series with SFDs. Rotor responses to impact
loads under stationary conditions and rotor imbalance synchro-

nous responses are detailed; and system damping coefficients are
estimated from frequency domain transfer functions and peak re-
sponses to imbalances, respectively.

Test Rig and Lubrication System
Figure 2 depicts the test rotor supported on two bearing ar-

rangements. A 7.5 kW~10 HP! power supply and DC motor drive
the rotor through a flexible coupling. The rotor assembly consists
of a shaft~673 mm long and 76.2 mm in diameter! and three disks
~25.4 mm thick! shrunk fitted at evenly spaced intervals of 63.5
mm. The two disks closer to the motor end are 279.4 mm in
diameter, and the third disk has a diameter of 228.6 mm. The rotor
~shaft and disks! including part of the coupling weighs 45.7 kg.

The bearing span is 406 mm with the rotor middle disk located
halfway between the two bearing supports. The drive end support
comprises a flexure pivot tilting pad journal bearing~FPJB! in

Fig. 1 Experimental and predicted damping force versus air content in a lu-
bricated mixture. Whirl frequency Ä8.33 Hz, vertical bars denote experimental
uncertainty. Source †1‡.

Fig. 2 Test rig for measurements of imbalance response of rotor supported on
hydrodynamic bearings and squeeze film dampers
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series with an integral SFD~see Fig. 3!. The free-end support
accommodates a plain journal bearing in series with a cylindrical
SFD, as shown in Fig. 4. The bearing pedestals are split elements
with a 36 mm wide groove at mid-length of their inner bore. The
damper housings rest on this section, and after their installation,
the groove becomes a circumferential lubricant feed chamber into
to the SFDs lands.

A lubrication system delivers oil to the bearing housings, damp-
ers and hydrodynamic bearings, from a 151 liter reservoir through
a variable speed gear pump. Turbine flow meters monitor the flow
rate supplied to the bearings and dampers, and pressure gauges
indicate the static supply pressure into each bearing support ele-
ment. The average residence time of the oil in the main tank is
about 30 minutes, which is considered enough to free the lubricant
from any remaining air. A sparger element generates a bubbly
mixture ~air in oil! supplied to the damper elementsonly. The
sparger consists of a porous material cylinder encased in a metal-
lic pipe. Air flows within the inner cylinder, and forced through
the porous media, emerges as small bubbles mixing with the up-
coming oil stream, thus forming a bubbly mixture. The air supply
pressure must be slightly higher than the oil pressure to avoid
reverse flow, but not too high that it blocks the lubricant flow. All
lubricant lines purged prior to the experiments allow accurate
measurements of oil flow rate, and thus better estimates of the air
volume fraction in the mixture.

The lubricant used in the experiments is an ISO VG 10 oil
~viscosity of 18 cPoise at 21°C!. The air volume fraction~b! in
the bubbly mixture is determined from

b5
V̇A

V̇A1V̇L

(3)

where V̇A5ṁA /rA is the air volumetric flow rate at the sparger
inlet and V̇L is the lubricant flow rate measured with a turbine
flow meter. The air density (rA) follows from the thermostatic
relationship for an ideal gas,rA5P/RaT, with P and T as the
absolute pressure and temperature at the sparger inlet.

The lubricant feed port is located on the side~horizontal plane!
of each bearing housing support. Drain ducts at their bottom col-
lect the oil discharge from the hydrodynamic bearings and
squeeze film dampers. An independent circuit feeds the tilting pad
bearing through one of the sides of the integral damper. Small
orifices located between the bearing pads serve as lubricant feed-
ing ports. The plain hydrodynamic journal bearing at the free end
receives some lubricant from the squeeze film damper journal and
through a single feeding port located on the upper half of the
bearing.

Three pairs of noncontact eddy-current displacement sensors
installed in the bearing pedestals measure relative rotor displace-
ments at locations next to the bearing~inboard side! on the motor
drive end, the middle disk, and the bearing at the rotor free end.
An optical keyphasor facing the motor coupling provides a pickup
signal for measurement of the rotor speed and reference timing for
rotor response phase angles. Several type-K thermocouples record
temperatures of the lubricant at the inlet and discharge ports, drive
motor, and ambient temperatures.

Fig. 3 Configuration of integral squeeze film damper and flexure pivot tilting pad journal bearing

Fig. 4 Configuration and main dimensions of cylindrical squeeze film damper and plain journal bearing
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Description of Test Dampers and
Hydrodynamic Bearings

The integral squeeze film damper consists of an outer ring with
a circumferential groove for lubricant supply and an inner ring
~damper journal! on which a tilting pad bearing fits, as shown in
Fig. 3. Four pairs of S-shaped thin webs connect the outer and
inner rings, and a small clearance of 0.229 mm~9 mils! separates
the two rings into four film lands~pads! where hydrodynamic
pressure generates the damping forces. The measured radial stiff-
ness of the damper springs is;3.5 MN/m, @1#. In operation, the
series stiffness of the journal bearing contributes modestly since it
is about four times the structural stiffness of the damper springs at
the system critical speed~;3000 rpm!.

The clearance around the damper journal~in the film lands! is
manufactured uneven so that the journal becomes centered under
the webs deflection due to the shaft weight. The damper film lands
have an arc extent (up) of 52 deg, axial length~L! of 23 mm and
a diameter~D! of 96.3 mm. The outer ring has four holes, 1.6 mm
in diameter, serving as inlet lubricant ports to the squeeze film
lands from the external groove. The inner ring has a lateral feed-
ing port and an internal groove for oil supply into the tilting pad
bearing. A flexible hose connection provides the lubricant to the
tilting pad bearing through the damper journal from an indepen-
dent supply line.

Figure 4 depicts the cylindrical SFD with the squirrel cage-type
elastic support, namely four steel rods connected to ground. The
rods deflect under the static and dynamic loads and have a com-
bined radial stiffness of 3.5 MN/m identical to the integral damper
stiffness. A centering mechanism positions the damper journal
within the film clearance through the elastic bars. The damper
housing contains six feed holes, 1.6 mm in diameter, that connect
the circumferential groove to the damper film land~360 deg in
extent!. The journal has diameter and length equal to 95 mm and
23.0 mm, respectively. The journal inner bore holds a plain cylin-
drical hydrodynamic bearing. The nominal radial clearance on the
damper film lands~c! is equal to 0.229 mm, identical on both
dampers. The nominal radial clearance for the hydrodynamic jour-
nal bearing is 0.051 mm.

Impact Response Experiments
Impact response tests are a common procedure for identification

of modal parameters in many types of vibrating structures,@7#.
While the rotor is stationary, a calibrated hammer impacts the
middle disk ~very close to the rotor CG! and excites the first
~cylindrical! mode of vibration. A small accelerometer fixed on
the outer diameter of the middle disk records the ensuing rotor
vibration.

The measurements serve to identify system damping coeffi-
cients at the first natural frequency using a one-degree-of-freedom
model representing planar motions of the test rotor. No oil is
purposely fed through the fluid film bearings and the dampers
operate with open ends in all cases. In the frequency domain, the
transfer function~H! of acceleration~a! over load~F! is

H5
a

F
5

2v2

~v2M1 j vC1K !
(4)

whereM is the total vibrating mass,C is the system direct damp-
ing coefficient, andK is the equivalent stiffness. At the system

natural frequency (v5vn5AK/M ), Eq. ~4! renders a simple ex-
pression for estimation of the damping coefficient, i.e.,

C5
vn

uH~vn!u
. (5)

This estimation relies on a single measurement at the appropriate
frequency. A second method utilizes the magnitude of Eq.~4! to fit
a curve on the accelerance~H! over a frequency range, thus ren-
dering all parameters (K,C,M ).

Figure 5 displays typical transient rotor accelerations and the
magnitude of the acceleration/load frequency responses resulting
from impacts in the horizontal and vertical directions. The time
responses correspond to tests with pure oil in the dampers. The
rotor acceleration remains less than 1g in the vertical direction
ensuring that the rotor is always in contact with the journal bear-
ings. The transfer functions correspond to frequency averages of
16 consecutive impacts. Transfer function measurements show

Fig. 5 Response of test rotor to impacts exerted on middle disk. Dampers operating with 100% „dry lands …, 50%, and 0% air
content „pure oil …. „a… horizontal, „b… vertical motions.
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large values of coherence~very close to one! in a broad range
around the first natural frequency. Note that the system has little
damping for the experiments without lubricant. The system damp-
ing readily increases for bubbly mixtures, and is the largest for a
pure oil condition.

The system natural frequencies are 56 Hz and 52 Hz in the
horizontal and vertical directions, respectively; and from these,
equivalent system stiffness of 5.63 MN/m and 4.86 MN/m result
for M545.7 kg. These stiffnesses are the effective values pro-
vided by the two dampers and the support structure.

Impact response tests were performed with a stationary rotor
for eight bubbly mixtures. The air volume fractions correspond to
9.7, 17.8, 30.2, 42.0, 50.4, 59.9, 71.0, and 80.1% at a nearly
uniform lubricant temperature~20.6–22.2°C!. The gas mass frac-
tion in the mixture is quite small since the air supply pressure into
the sparger is relatively low, below 1 bar in all instances. To
generate uniform bubbly mixtures, the oil flow rate was main-
tained at 3.5 liters/minute and the gas flow rate varied. The lubri-
cant flow rate ensures the damper lands will not starve, even for
the largest journal motions excited at the fundamental natural fre-
quency ~;52–56 Hz!. Pressure gauges and flow meters show
little variability for air-oil mixtures of up to 80% of air volume
fraction. Higher air content mixtures are very difficult to control.

The air in oil mixtures generated seemed homogeneous with
bubbles of very small size~,1 mm! traveling from the sparger
element into the bearing housings. The sparger is located in a
vertical position, directly above the test rig and very close to the
final supply line, to reduce the deleterious effect of natural buoy-
ancy tending to separate the gas from the liquid. Figure 6 shows a
photograph comparing the lubricant aspect before and after air is
injected into the oil for a volume fraction of 30%. The air and oil
flows, as well as the visual aspect of the mixture remain constant
for the entire duration of each test.

The uncertainty in the estimated air volume content~b! is de-
termined for each mixture using standard procedures for single
sample experiments. The uncertainty of the measured variables
~air and oil flow rates! includes the resolution and uncertainty of
the instruments, as well as the observed fluctuations occurring for
mixtures with more than 50% of air. Uncertainties for air
volume fractions equal to 9.7, 42, and 80% are 1.4, 1.0 and 4.8%,
respectively.

Equivalent damping coefficients withdry damper lands~i.e. no
lubricant! represent the contribution of the structural components
such as custom-made seals and others, and acting in parallel with
the damping from the damper film lands when lubricated. From
single-point identification,dry damping coefficients are 1232

Fig. 7 Damping coefficients versus air volume fraction as derived from impact responses. Estimates from single point and over
a frequency range. Contribution of two dampers after subtraction of structural „dry … damping.

Fig. 6 Appearance of lubricant mixture supplied into squeeze film dampers. 30.2% air volume fraction.
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N-s/m and 1,036 N-s/m, for motions in the vertical and horizontal
directions, respectively. The difference between these values is
due in part to the pedestal asymmetry.

Figure 7 shows the estimated damping coefficients of both
SFDs from rotor responses to vertical and horizontal impacts for
increasing air volume fractions~b!. The experimental values refer
to the dampers alone since the damping coefficients under dry

conditions have been subtracted. The figure includes damping pa-
rameters obtained from the single-point estimation procedure and
a curve fit over a frequency range~37–69 Hz!. In general, damp-
ing coefficients estimated from single-point measurements and
identified over a frequency range are in very close agreement.
Damping coefficients steadily decrease for increasing values of air
volume in the mixture. However, in spite of the apparent rotor

Fig. 8 Imbalance response of test rotor close to the middle disk for pure oil and 50% air volume fraction „a… horizontal,
„b… vertical.
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bearing symmetry, damping coefficients estimated from vertical
motions are larger than those derived from horizontal rotor
motions.

Damping coefficients derived from vertical rotor motions de-
crease linearly as the air volume fraction increases to 70%, and
then show a small increment forb50.80. The damping coeffi-
cients decrease rapidly for larger air volume fractions. Note that
the rate of decay for the test damping coefficients,;2625 Ns/m/
100% air content, is similar for the impact tests conducted along
the vertical and horizontal directions. The largest amplitudes of
motion recorded in the tests are of 20% relative to the damper
clearance.

The present test results differ from those reported in@5# for
similar experiments conducted on a smaller size test rig. On that
occasion, estimated damping coefficients for mixtures with up to
50% in air volume were larger than for the pure lubricant condi-
tion since, as explained in@5#, the bubbles in the mixture did not
readily compress and behaved as rigid particles, increasing the
mixture effective viscosity and rendering larger damping coeffi-
cients. Presently, viscous damping coefficients under pure lubri-
cant conditions equal 1804 N-s/m in the vertical direction and
1209 N-s/m in the horizontal direction.

Predictions of squeeze film damper coefficients using a finite
length full-film SFD model@1# render a magnitude of 2310 N-s/m
for both dampers acting in parallel~1660 Ns/m from the cylindri-
cal damper and 650 Ns/m from the integral damper!. These pre-
dictions for unidirectional loading take into account actual manu-
facturing tolerances and operating temperatures.

Imbalance Response Experiments
Coast down rotor imbalance response measurements provide

further assessment on the effect of air content in the lubricant
mixture flowing through the squeeze film dampers. Prior measure-
ments on the same test rig supported on ISFDs in series with ball
bearings and flexure pivot bearings are given in@1# and @8#, re-
spectively. The rotor amplitude responses evidenced a linear rotor-
bearing system, even for large imbalance displacements. Imbal-
ance response measurements also provide a means for estimating
system damping coefficients from the amplification factor~Q! at
the critical speed.

Figure 8 depicts coast down~peak to peak! rotor amplitudes of
synchronous motion recorded at the middle disk from a top speed
of 4000 rpm. A 6.5 gram imbalance mass is attached to the middle
disk at a radius of 114.3 mm, and corresponds to an imbalance
distance~u! of 16.3mm. There are two curves in the figures, one
for pure oil flowing through the damper lands and the other for a
bubbly mixture with 50% in air volume content. The critical
speeds in the vertical and horizontal directions occur at 2900 rpm
~48.3 Hz! and 3000 rpm~50 Hz!, respectively. Recall that the
system natural frequencies are 56 and 52 Hz for the vertical and
horizontal directions, respectively. Thus a remarkable reduction in
vertical stiffness is evident, lowering the natural frequency by
almost 8 Hz, and associated to a support resonance that begins to
appear at;3700 rpm. The largest magnitude of response occurs
in the horizontal direction~0.10 mm p-p! and corresponds to rotor
motions of about 22% of the damper clearance.

Most remarkably, however, is the minimal effect of the bubbly
mixture on the amplitudes of the rotor synchronous response. The
experimental results evidence a minute increase in the amplitude
of vibration in the vertical direction while traversing the critical
speed. The rotor responses to impacts and lubricated mixtures
contrast notably with the rotor responses to imbalances. Recall
that in the former tests, system damping drops by almost 20% for
a 50% air volume content.

The apparent contradiction is easily resolved when realizing
that pure lubricant exiting the hydrodynamic bearings inevitably
leaks along the damper lateral faces. It is likely that some pure
lubricant, rather than air, is drawn into the damper lands during
the rotor orbiting motions, thus maintaining its damping ability.

San Andre´s and Lubell@9# report measurements of hydrodynamic
pressures in a cylindrical damper where the oil supply pressure
was suddenly shut down. Very small amounts of lubricant remain-
ing in the film lands generated large film pressures as the rotor
crossed the critical speed, and the SFDs effectively attenuated
rotor vibrations.

The amplitudes of vibration at the critical speeds correspond to
amplification factors (Q5xmax/u) of 3.04 and 2.55 in the horizon-
tal and vertical directions, respectively, for the case of pure oil.
Table 1 shows estimated system damping coefficients extracted
from the imbalance responses using a curve fitting process around
the first critical speed and one-point estimates from the amplifica-
tion factor. Note that the system damping values are considerably
larger than the corresponding ones obtained from impact excita-
tions. From the imbalance tests, a viscous damping coefficient of
3932 Ns/m for both damper elements follows.1 This value
contrasts with predictions of 2500 Ns/m obtained for a journal
orbit equal to 22% of the damper clearance.

Closure
Air entrainment and/or lubricant cavitation affect the dynamic

forced performance of rotating machinery implementing squeeze
film dampers for vibration control and structure isolation. Experi-
ments were conducted on a test rotor supported on hydrodynamic
bearings mounted in series with SFDs. Ten controlled air in oil
mixtures ranging from pure oil to all air, were supplied to the
damper elements to evidence the effects of air content on the
system viscous damping coefficients.

Impact responses of the test rotor allowed estimation of the
system damping coefficients from transfer functions of accelera-
tion over load. In these experiments the rotor is stationary and
rests on unlubricated hydrodynamic bearings. The experiments re-
veal that increased air content in the lubricant mixture consistently
reduced the SFDs damping coefficients. The relationship between
damping coefficients and air volume fraction appears nearly linear
for bubbly mixtures with up to 80% in air content. The test results
do not show the trends reported in earlier experimental investiga-
tion, @5,6#, thus further demonstrating that air entrainment is de-
vice dependent.

Most importantly, imbalance response measurements conducted
with a pure lubricant and a bubbly mixture with 50% air content
show virtually no differences, even for large amplitude rotor ex-
cursions while traversing a critical speed. Thus, system damping
coefficients estimated from the imbalance responses remain un-
changed for the two conditions tested. In the imbalance response
tests, the hydrodynamic bearings supporting the rotor are lubri-
cated with pure oil. It appears that oil exiting the fluid film bear-
ings is drawn into the SFDs, thus maintaining their damping
ability.

1The damping coefficient for both dampers equals the system damping magnitude
less the damping identified under dry~unlubricated! conditions. Superposition of
effects is assumed.

Table 1 Estimates of system stiffness and damping coeffi-
cients from imbalance responses

Speed Range: 2.1–3.4 krpm
Pure oil 50% air volume fraction

C54968 N-s/m C54860 N-s/m
K54.32 MN/m K54.2 MN/m
j50.178 j50.177
r50.997~correlation factor! r50.967
One-point estimates of system damping from amplification factor (Q):

Pure Oil→Horizontal: 4916 N-s/m 50% air volume fraction
→Horizontal: 4,964 N-s/m
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Nomenclature

a 5 acceleration~m2/s!
c 5 radial clearance of damper lands~m!
C 5 system damping coefficient~N-s/m!
D 5 diameter~m!
e 5 damper journal orbit eccentricity~m!
F 5 external force applied to rotor~N!
H 5 transfer function of acceleration over load~m2/s•N!
K 5 system stiffness coefficient~N/m!
L 5 damper axial length~m!
ṁ 5 mass flow rate~kg/s!
M 5 rotor mass for cylindrical mode~kg!
P 5 absolute air pressure~Pa!
Q 5 system amplification factor

Ra 5 air constant~287 Nm/kg K!
T 5 absolute temperature~K!
u 5 imbalance distance~m!

V̇ 5 volumetric flow ~m3/s!
x 5 rotor displacement~m!
b 5 air volume fraction in lubricated mixture
j 5 viscous damping ratio5C/2Mvn
g 5 feed flow factor,
r 5 density~kg/m3!

v 5 journal whirl frequency~rad/s!
vn 5 system natural frequency~rad/s!
up 5 damper land arc extent~rad!

Subscripts

A, L, T 5 air, liquid, A1L
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The Identification of the
Unbalance of a Flexible Rotating
Machine From a Single Rundown
The reliable estimation of a flexible foundation model and the state of unbalance (both
amplitude and phase) of a turbogenerator from machine rundown measured vibration
data is an active research area. Earlier studies on the estimation of both these quantities
used the whole frequency range of the rundown as a single band. However, such an
identification may be inaccurate for large flexible foundations having many modes in the
rundown frequency range. For reliable identification, the whole frequency range has to be
divided into a number of frequency bands and the frequency-dependent foundation models
have to be estimated together with the unbalance. This paper combines the unbalance
estimation with the split frequency range for the foundation model, and the highlights the
limitations observed during estimation of foundation models and the state of unbalance. It
is shown that the accuracy of the method may be enhanced by judicious choice of a
weighting function. Having established the method in simulation, experimental data from
a 3-m long test rig, with four journal bearings, is used to test the method. The approach
seems to give reliable estimates of the machine unbalance.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1691441#

Introduction
Over the past 30 years, theoretical models have played an in-

creasing role in the rapid resolution of problems in rotating ma-
chinery. Adams and McLosky@1# give a description of some early
applications while further examples are given in@2#. A variety of
problems have been tackled using a model ranging from mass
unbalance to cracked rotors which were studied in detail by
Mayes and Davies@3#. However, while there is a broad range of
possible faults, the single most important defect in rotating ma-
chine remains unbalance and a detailed understanding of a ma-
chine’s response. With the growing use of flexible rotors modal
methods have become an important alternative to influence coef-
ficient methods of balancing. Kellenburger@4# gave one of the
early discussions of the balancing requirements. Important devel-
opments followed, with important developments in the U.S.@5,6#
and Europe,@7#. A detailed review emphasizing the role of modal
balancing was given Parkinson@8# and this work has been brought
up to date by Foiles et al.@9#. The wider field of fault diagnosis
has been reviewed by Edwards et al.@10#.

In spite of the success of models, they have shown some inac-
curacies and hence have been used in a semi-quantitative manner.
If truly accurate models were available then single step balancing
would be a reality. It is clear that this would be of tremendous
value but seems beyond current capabilities. The problem of rec-
onciling models and data has been discussed in some detail by
Maslen et al.@11# and Vazquez et al.@12#. Their approach is
somewhat distinct from our own in that sufficient data is available
to them to determine the FRF of the rotor-bearing system, whereas
in the work reported here it is assumed that only rundown data is
available. Some of the shortcomings were described by Lees and
Simpson@13#. The most important shortcoming of current ma-
chine models appears to be in the representation of the foundation
as discussed by Lees@14#. Since that paper, this topic has received
attention in a number of groups. In Europe Provassi et al.@15#
have applied a filtering technique following the studies of Zan-

netta@16# and Vania@17#. In these approaches the force acting is
derived from a knowledge of the bearings. Feng and Hahn@18#
have followed a different approach attempting to measure oil pres-
sures in a rig, the employing a direct least-squares approach which
is closer to that of Lees@14#. The basic difference in the method of
@14# was the use of a validated rotor model to infer the forces
acting and this approach is significantly developed by Smart et al.
@19#. If rotor proximity data is available, then the method does not
require a bearing model. On a machine where only pedestal data is
available, then the bearing is used to infer the rotor motion; it has
been shown, however, that results are not unduly sensitive to the
accuracy of the bearing model~Lees and Friswell@20#!. The ad-
vantage of treating forces in this way is that it leads to a possible
route to single run balancing as described by Lees and Friswell
@21#. The approach has been tested on a simple rig with bush
bearings as reported by Edwards et al.@22# and in the present
paper the study is extended to cover more complex structures and
oil journal bearings.

Theory
Figure 1 shows the abstract representation of a turbogenerator,

where a rotor is connected to a flexible foundation via oil-film
journal bearings. The equations of motion of the system may be
written, @19#, as

F ZR,i i ZR,ib 0

ZR,bi ZR,bb1ZB 2ZB

0 2ZB ZB1Z̄F

G H rR,i

rR,b

rF,b

J 5H fu

0
0
J (1)

whereZ is the dynamic stiffness matrix, the subscriptsi and b
refer to internal and bearing~connection! degrees-of-freedom, re-
spectively, and the subscriptsF, R, andB refer to the foundation,
the rotor and the bearings.r are the responses andfu are the
unbalance forces, which are assumed to be applied only at the
rotor internal degrees-of-freedom. The dynamic stiffness matrix of
the foundation,Z̄F , is defined only at the degrees-of-freedom
connecting the bearings and the foundation. In practice this will
be a reduced order model, where the internal foundation degrees-
of-freedom have been eliminated,@19#.

The dynamic stiffness matrix of the bearings is given byZB . It
has been assumed that the inertia effects within the bearings are

Contributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute~IGTI! of THE AMERICAN
SOCIETY OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERSfor publication in the ASME JOURNAL OF
ENGINEERING FOR GAS TURBINES AND POWER. Paper presented at the Interna-
tional Gas Turbine and Aeroengine Congress and Exhibition, Amsterdam, The Neth-
erlands, June 3–6, 2002; Paper No. 2002-GT-30420. Manuscript received by IGTI,
Dec. 2001, final revision, Mar. 2002. Associate Editor: E. Benvenuti.
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negligible, although these could be included if required. Short
bearing theory will be used to generate the speed dependent stiff-
ness and damping properties of the bearing,@23#. This theory
approximates the nonlinear bearing model by linearised stiffness
and damping matrices that vary with rotor speed. The dynamic
stiffness matrix may also be derived using complex and detailed
numerical models of the journal bearings. However, the static
loads on the bearings are often difficult to estimate accurately, and
the errors introduced by a slight error in the static load will be far
greater than the error introduced by using short bearing theory.
Equally, any method of unbalance estimation must be robust with
respect to the bearing modelling errors. Lees and Friswell@20#
showed that the estimation of the force exerted was accurate over
most of the frequency range despite errors in the bearing model.

Solving Eq.~1! to eliminate the unknown response of the rotor
gives

Z̄FrF,b1ZBP21ZR,biZR,i i
21 fu5ZB@P21ZB2I #rF,b (2)

where P5ZR,bb1ZB2ZR,biZR,i i
21 ZR,ib . It is assumed that good

models for the rotor and the bearings,ZR and ZB , are known a
priori andrF,b is measured. Thus, the only unknown quantities in
Eq. ~2! are the foundation model,Z̄F , and the unbalance forces,
fu . The bearing termZB is recalculated at each speed in the run-
down. In the present case short bearing theory has been used, but
it is envisaged that some more sophisticated approach may be
required in due course.

Parameter Estimation
Although the unbalance will be distributed throughout the rotor,

this is equivalent to a discrete distribution of unbalance, provided
there are as many balance planes as active modes. Suppose the
unbalance planes are located at nodesn1 , n2 , . . . ,np , wherep is
the number of planes.

The unknown unbalance components are now assembled into a
vector e5@er ,n1

er ,n2
. . . er ,np

ei ,n1
ei ,n2

. . . ei ,np
#T. Using T to

denote a selection matrix indicating the location of the balance
planes, the relationship between the dynamic stiffness terms can
be expressed as

Z̄FrF,b1v2@ZBP21ZR,biZR,i i
21 T#e5ZB@P21ZB2I #rF,b . (3)

To identify the foundation parameters and forces in a least-squares
sense, the foundation parameters are grouped into a vectorv. We
will assume that the foundation dynamic stiffness matrix,Z̄F , is
written in terms of mass, damping and stiffness matrices. The
elements inv are individual elements of the structural matrices.
With this definition ofv, there is a linear transformation such that

Z̄FrF,b5Wv (4)

whereW contains the response terms at each measured frequency,
@19#.

Clearly there is an equation of the form of~4! at every fre-
quency. How these sets of equations are combined is addressed
below. The equations generated may be solved in a least squares
sense directly, although the solution via the singular value decom-
position ~SVD! is more robust,@24#. Such an equation error ap-
proach does not optimize the error in the response directly, and
thus the accuracy of the predicted response is not assured. The
great advantage is that the equations are linear in the parameters.
However, a nonlinear optimization~output error! may be per-
formed, starting with linear estimated parameters, if more accurate
prediction of the response is required,@19#. In the present paper,
only the equation error approach has been considered in order to
concentrate on the influence of frequency range subdivision. Fur-
thermore, the unbalance seems to be robustly estimated by
the equation error approach, even if the foundation is relatively
inaccurate,@22#.

Splitting the Frequency Range
Suppose that the frequencies at which the response is measured

arevq , q51, . . . ,N. Then the different methods arise depending
on whether the frequency range is split, or not, and whether the
unbalance is assumed to be different in each frequency band. Thus
the identification can be carried out in three ways, although only
two will be discussed here.

Method 1: Using the Entire Frequency Range as a Single
Band. Here all the measurements are used at once, and only one
estimate of the unbalance state and the foundation model is pro-
duced. Thus, Eq.~4! is repeatedN times.

Method 2: Variable Parameter Method. The difficulty in
applying the method outlined above is that the stiffness mass and
damping parameters retain constant values throughout the running
range of the machine. This is equivalent to assuming that there are
fewer modes of interest than there are measurement points and in
most cases there is little justification for this assumption. One way
to circumvent this difficulty is to allow the stiffness and mass
parameters to assume different values in different part of the speed
range. The unbalance, however, remains a constant independent of
speed.

Let us assume that the run-down frequency range is split intob
frequency bands. The vectors of the foundation parameters are
identified in each frequency band, and are denotedv1 ,
v2 , . . . ,vb . For each frequency band an equation similar to Eq.
~4! is generated, and if theW, R, andQ matrices are combined,
can be written as

@WbandI,RbandI,#H v,

e J 5QbandI, . (5)

The problem may also be solved in one step using entire fre-
quency range of the rundown as method 1, giving a global esti-
mate of the unbalance vectore. Thus, combining Eq.~5! for all the
bands, gives

FWbandI1 0 ¯ 0 RbandI1

0 WbandI2 ¯ 0 RbandI2

] ] � ] ]

0 0 ¯ WbandIb RbandIb

G 5 v1

v2

]

vb

e
6

5H QbandI1

QbandI2

]

QbandIb

J . (6)

Fig. 1 Rotor-bearing-foundation interaction
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Regularization
Equations~5! and ~6! are least-squares problems, and their so-

lutions are likely to be ill-conditioned,@19#. Generally two types
of scaling, namely row scaling and column scaling, may be ap-
plied to least-squares problems,@25#. Column scaling is necessary
because of the different magnitudes of the elements of theM̄F ,
C̄F , andK̄F matrices, and the scaling factors used here were 1,v̄,
andv̄2, respectively, wherev̄ is the mean value of the frequency
range. The scaling of the columns ofR depend upon engineering
judgement based on the unbalance magnitudes expected. The trun-
cated SVD was used to solve the equations,@26#.

Other physically based constraints may be applied to the foun-
dation model to improve the conditioning. For example, the mass,
damping and stiffness matrices of the foundation may be assumed
to be symmetric, therefore reducing the number of unknown foun-
dation parameters. Other constraints could be introduced, such as
a diagonal mass or damping matrix, or block diagonal matrices if
bearing pedestals do not interact dynamically. Furthermore, the
measured data may be regularized by removing the effects of
noise modes in the data, using the SVD of the autocorrelation
matrix of the responses. The singular values below a certain tol-
erance represent the noisy part of the data, and a transformation
based on the singular vectors used to remove this noise. Smart
et al. @19# gave more detail.

The Example Machine
The two methods were applied to a flexible rotor mounted on

four fluid bearings, with a flexible foundation. The machine was
used in both the simulated and the experimental examples, and so
the machine and its associated model will be described in detail
here. The example machine is a physical test rig at Aston Univer-
sity, Birmingham. The rig consists of a solidly coupled, two-shaft
system mounted on four oil lubricated journal bearings. The bear-
ings sit on flexible steel pedestals bolted onto a large lathe bed
which rests on a concrete foundation. The rotor itself consists of
two steel shafts 1.56 m and 1.175 m long, each with nominal

diameter of 38 mm and coupled through flanges of 150 mm long
and 100 mm diameter at the connecting end of the both shafts. At
either end of the shafts are journals of diameter 100 mm, and the
center of the shafts have machined sections for balancing disks.
Each balancing disk is 203.2 mm in diameter, and there are three
on the long rotor and two on the short rotor. The bearings are
circular, have a length to diameter ratio of 0.3, a radial clearance
of 150 mm and contain oil with viscosity 0.0009 Ns/m2. Acceler-
ometers are mounted at each bearing measuring in the horizontal
and vertical directions.

A finite element model was created for the rotor with 51 two-
noded Timoshenko beam elements, each with two translational
and two rotational degrees-of-freedom. Short bearing theory was
used to obtain values for the bearing stiffness and damping,@23#.
For the simulated example the static loads acting on bearings 1 to
4 are assumed to be 221 N, 486 N, 461 N, and 400 N, respec-
tively. The entire rig was assumed to be constrained along the
axial direction of the rotor and torsional and axial vibration were
assumed to be negligible.

Since there are four bearings, and only the horizontal and ver-
tical accelerations are measured, there are eight measured
degrees-of-freedom. Using a foundation model with mass, damp-
ing, and stiffness matrices means that this foundation model has
eight degrees-of-freedom. Of course the actual foundation also
has internal degrees-of-freedom. For the purpose of the simulation
only the translational degrees-of-freedom are considered, and the
displacement vector of the foundation is ordered as

rF,b5@x1 y1 x2 y2 x3 y3 x4 y4#T (7)

wherex and y are the horizontal and vertical directions, and the
subscript refer to the response at the corresponding bearing. The
foundation mass, damping, and stiffness matrices are taken as

MF5diag@52 52 50 50 52 52 50 50# kg (8a)

CF5diag@150 150 150 150 150 150 150 150# kg/s
(8b)

andKF is given by

3
1.60 20.1 20.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

1.60 0.0 20.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

1.50 20.1 20.5 0.0 0.0 0.0

1.60 0.0 20.5 0.0 0.0

1.60 20.1 20.5 0.0

SYM 1.60 0.0 20.5

1.50 20.1

1.60

4 MN/m. (8c)

This foundation model has a similar dynamic stiffness to the ac-
tual foundation and has a similar distribution of modes of the
foundation in isolation,@19#.

Simulated Results and Discussion
The measured responses at the bearing foundation were com-

puted using the assumed foundation model and a given unbalance
on the rotor, using Eq.~1!. The machine was rundown from 60 Hz
to 1 Hz, with measurements taken at a spacing of 0.5 Hz. The
calculated responses associated with the translational degrees-of-
freedom at all four bearings were assumed to be the measured
responses. Using these measured responses, the identification of

the foundation model and the unbalance state~at known balance
planes! was then carried out.

No Noise on the Simulated Responses

Method 1. The estimated unbalances for the different runs are
listed in Table 1. The identified unbalances were quite accurate.
However, the response estimation using the identified foundation
models and unbalance state were not very good for any of the
cases, even for the simulated example. Figure 2 shows a typical
comparison and demonstrates that the estimated responses are
quite different from measured ones.
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Method 2. The last column in Table 2 lists the estimated
unbalances for the combined approach. Figure 3 gives the
comparison of estimated and measured responses for a typical
case. The unbalance estimates are accurate in all cases, and the
fit to the simulated responses is quite good. The results are
encouraging.

With Noise on the Simulated Responses
In practice, the measured response data will be contaminated by

noise and the rotor and bearing models will contain errors. To
simulate such conditions, the eight simulated translational re-
sponses at the bearings for unbalance configuration 3 of Table 1
were corrupted with 1% noise. The effect of modeling errors was
demonstrated by adding 20% noise to the bearing static loads at
each frequency to introduce uncertainty into the bearing param-
eters for the simulated responses. The static loads in the model

used for the estimation remain constant. The regularization used
removes the noise from the measured data using the SVD of the
autocorrelation matrix of the responses.

Experimental Example
The identification methods were tested on experimental data

from the test rig at Aston University. The machine was rundown
from 55 Hz to 5 Hz in 210 frequency steps. The first-order re-
sponses for the horizontal and vertical acceleration at the bearing
pedestals were extracted. The static load at the bearings was esti-
mated by Smart@19# to be 221 N, 486 N, 461 N, and 400 N at
bearings 1 to 4, respectively. Three runs were performed, the first
with the residual unbalance and the second and third cases with
the addition of different unbalance weight distributions. Since the
residual unbalance was unknown, two approaches were taken. The
first approach subtracts the response for run 1 from that for run 2,
and the unbalance state was then identified from the resulting
responses. Assuming the system is linear then the identified un-
balance will be the unbalance added. The alternative is to estimate
the residual unbalance for run 1, estimate the unbalance for run 2,
and difference these estimates to compare with the unbalance
weights added. The process may be repeated for run 3.

Table 2 shows the runs when the difference between the runs is
considered, and illustrates the difference in performance of the
two approaches. In method 2 the frequency range is split into four
bands; 5–17 Hz, 17–28 Hz, 28–40 Hz, and 40–55 Hz. Table 3
shows the equivalent results when the unbalance is estimated for

Fig. 2 Comparison of measured and estimated response us-
ing method 1

Fig. 3 Comparison of measured and estimated response us-
ing method 2

Table 1 The estimated unbalance for the simulated example without noise

Unbalance
Configuration

Balance
Disk

Actual Unbalance
~amplitude in g m,
phase in degrees! Method 1 Method 3

Unbalance Phase Unbalance Phase Unbalance Phase

1 3 0.160 45 0.1678 44.4 0.1639 47.7
2 1 0.160 195 0.1797 188.2 0.1630 191.0

3 0.160 45 0.1606 37.5 0.1560 40.3
3 3 0.160 45 0.1715 48.4 0.1712 45.8

4 0.160 150 0.2108 149.1 0.1506 151.1
4 1 0.160 195 0.1737 195.9 0.1599 196.9

5 0.160 0 0.1811 20.02 0.1514 17.93
5 1 0.160 195 0.1624 182.3 0.1704 199.2

3 0.160 45 0.1318 42.9 0.1862 45.9
4 0.160 150 0.1941 154.2 0.1843 134.3

6 1 0.160 195 0.1852 195.7 0.1589 197.8
3 0.160 45 0.1829 42.2 0.1671 48.5
5 0.160 0 0.1830 2.77 0.1500 17.7

Table 2 Unbalance estimation from the experimental rundown
data by subtracting runs

Run Disk

Actual Unbalance
~Amplitude ~g m!
@ phase~deg.!!

Estimated Unbalance
~Amplitude ~g m! @ phase~deg.!!

Method 1 Method 3

2-1 2 1.7 @ 105 1.380 @ 67.42 1.529 @ 51.42
5 1.7 @ 180 2.345 @ 164.78 1.759 @ 176.10

3-1 1 1.7 @ 225 1.820 @ 300.97 1.943 @ 293.02
5 1.7 @ 315 2.067 @ 47.59 1.849 @ 51.40
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each run, and the estimated unbalances are differenced. Both ap-
proaches gives good estimates of the unbalance; however, method
2 consistently gives the better unbalance estimates. The amplitude
of the unbalance is consistently estimated more accurately than
the phase. This may be because of errors in the bearing model, or
maybe small phase shifts in the measurement system. The fit of
the estimated responses to the measured responses is not particu-
larly good, because of the ill-conditioning of the foundation model
parameters, and the fact that an equation error rather than an out-
put error approach is used. However, it is encouraging that the
unbalance estimation is still excellent despite these problems,
showing that the unbalance estimation is robust.

Robustness of Unblance Estimates to Modeling Errors
The proposed estimation method uses models of the shaft and

the bearings. The shaft model is likely to be very accurate, and if
the shaft is available before installation then the free-free response
of the rotor may be checked against that predicted by the model.
The examples described thus far in the paper have used short
bearing theory for the bearing model. This theory is reasonably
accurate, although the greatest unknown quantity in the model is
the estimated static load on the bearings, which depends critically
on the alignment of the machine. The unbalance estimation was
performed in the previous sections assuming that the machine was
perfectly aligned. This section considers the sensitivity of the un-
balance estimates to some potential modeling errors. Clearly there
are a huge number of potential sources of error, and the selection
chosen here is designed to demonstrate the robustness of the un-
balance estimates, rather than localize any modeling error.

Table 4 shows the results obtained by assuming a number of
modeling errors, using the experimental data. The estimation is
performed by splitting the frequency range into a number of bands
for the foundation model. The unbalance is estimated for each run,
and the unbalance estimates are subtracted to estimate the unbal-

ance added. The first test is to zero the bearing damping, while
retaining the speed dependent bearing stiffness. If the bearing
model were to introduce phase errors into the unbalance estimate,
then bearing damping may be a cause. Table 4 shows that the
phase of the estimated unbalance does change to some extent,
although reducing the damping to zero is a significant change in
the model. Next the viscosity of the oil in the bearing is halved,
which produces very little change in the unbalance estimates. In-
creasing the bearing clearance in the model does produce signifi-
cant changes in the unbalance estimates, particularly at the disk
near the free end of the rotor.

Increasing the shaft stiffness by 5% has a very significant effect
on the unbalance estimates. This shows that accurate modeling of
the shaft is more important for good unbalance estimates than
accurate bearing models. Table 4 shows various changes to the
assumed static load on the bearings in the model. What is clear
from the tests changing a single static load, is that the unbalance
estimates change most on the disks nearest to the bearing whose
load has changed. Thus disk 5 is nearest to bearing 4, and so the
estimate of this unbalance changes significantly when the load on
bearing 4 is reduced.

These examples have shown the robustness of the proposed
unbalance estimation approach to representative modeling errors.
The use of short bearing theory for the bearing model seems ad-
equate, and the importance of the accurate alignment has been
highlighted. Furthermore it is vital that the shaft is modelled
accurately.

Conclusion
An identification method for the estimation of both the state of

unbalance~amplitude and phase! and the flexible foundation
model of a rotor-bearing-foundation system has been presented.
The estimation uses measured vibration data at the bearing ped-
estals from a single rundown or runup of the machine, without

Table 3 Unbalance estimation from experimental rundown data by subtracting unbalance

Method Runs
Unbalance

Planes

Estimated~Amplitude ~g m! @ phase~deg.!!
Actual

Unbalance
AddedFirst Run Second Run

Added
Unbalance

1 1 & 2 Disk 2 0.955 @ 208.51 0.877 @ 110.00 1.388 @ 67.21 1.70 @ 105
Disk 5 0.516 @ 1.12 1.866 @ 161.50 2.360 @ 165.72 1.70 @ 180

3 1 & 2 Disk 2 0.958 @ 210.11 0.742 @ 85.60 1.508 @ 54.03 1.70 @ 105
Disk 5 0.860 @ 6.90 1.067 @ 153.44 1.847 @ 168.31 1.70 @ 180

1 1 & 3 Disk 1 1.043 @ 207.61 2.050 @ 269.97 1.819 @ 300.50 1.70 @ 225
Disk 5 0.605 @ 38.17 2.519 @ 36.29 2.035 @ 45.48 1.70 @ 315

3 1 & 3 Disk 1 1.053 @ 209.65 2.283 @ 266.36 1.919 @ 293.67 1.70 @ 225
Disk 5 0.883 @ 11.71 2.498 @ 41.40 1.655 @ 52.43 1.70 @ 315

Table 4 Robustness of unbalance estimation from experimental data by subtracting
unbalance

Estimated Unbalance Added~Amplitude ~g m! @ phase~deg.!!

Runs 1 and 2 Runs 1 and 3

Disk 2 Disk 5 Disk 1 Disk 5

Initial model 1.508 @ 54° 1.847 @ 168° 1.919 @ 294° 1.785 @ 56°
Zero bearing damping 1.600 @ 72° 1.923 @ 164° 1.945 @ 303° 1.781 @ 46°
Bearing oil viscosity halved 1.357 @ 54° 1.768 @ 164° 1.818 @ 295° 1.708 @ 51°
Bearing clearance50.175 mm~from
0.15 mm!

1.590 @ 55° 2.747 @ 192° 1.880 @ 295° 1.263 @ 82°

Shaft stiffness increased by 5% 0.320 @ 34° 2.119 @ 169° 1.047 @ 262° 2.015 @ 53°
Static load on all bearings increased
by 20%

1.409 @ 52° 2.267 @ 161° 1.851 @ 293° 2.068 @ 46°

Static load on bearing 4 decreased to
300 N ~from 400 N!

1.483 @ 54° 1.482 @ 168° 1.909 @ 294° 1.556 @ 63°

Static load on bearing 1 increased to
400 N ~from 221 N!

1.389 @ 56° 1.842 @ 169° 1.861 @ 295° 1.808 @ 53°

Actual unbalance added 1.700 @ 105° 1.700 @ 180° 1.700 @ 225° 1.700 @ 315°
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prior knowledge of the state of unbalance. Three approaches were
used for the estimation. The first method uses the whole frequency
range at once, is very quick and generally gives a good estimate of
the state of unbalance. However, the estimated foundation model
is not very good, since there are fewer degrees-of-freedom in the
foundation model than system modes. This may be overcome by
dividing the entire frequency range into smaller frequency bands
and estimating the frequency dependent foundation models. The
final method combines these approaches by estimating a global
unbalance vector, but a different foundation model in each fre-
quency band. This combined method was found to be the most
reliable for estimation of both the frequency-dependent founda-
tion models and the state of unbalance. This method is also robust
to noisy data and modelling errors. The approaches were fully
tested on simulated and experimental data from a four bearing
machine.
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A Model for Droplet Vaporization
for Use in Gasoline and HCCI
Engine Applications
A model for unsteady droplet vaporization is presented that considers the droplet tem-
perature range from flash-boiling conditions to normal evaporation. The theory of con-
tinuous thermodynamics was used to model the properties and compositions of multicom-
ponent fuels such as gasoline. In order to model the change of evaporation rate from
normal to boiling conditions more realistically, an unsteady internal heat flux model and
a new model for the determination of the droplet surface temperature is proposed. An
explicit form of the equation to determine the heat flux from the surrounding gas mixture
to the droplet-gas interface was obtained from an approximate solution of the quasi-
steady energy equation for the surrounding gas mixture, with the inter-diffusion of fuel
vapor and the surrounding gas taken into account. The model was applied to calculate
evaporation processes of droplets for various ambient temperatures and droplet
temperatures.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1688367#

Introduction
Vaporization of droplets and sprays has been an issue of much

interest for decades because of its significance in engineering ap-
plications. Along with experimental studies, substantial effort has
been made to predict the behavior of vaporizing droplets and
sprays numerically. In engine applications, though the range of
pressures and temperatures where fuel vaporization takes place is
broad, in many cases, the fuel vaporization regime of interest is in
the low pressure range. In particular, the range of pressures and
temperatures in port fuel injection~PFI! engines, gasoline direct
injection ~GDI! engines and homogeneous charge compression
ignition ~HCCI! engines with early injections is relatively low,
@1–4#, whereas that in conventional compression ignition~CI! en-
gines may be high enough that the critical state of the fuel needs
to be considered,@5–7#.

For simplicity, fuels have been represented as a single compo-
nent fuel in most multidimensional models. However, single com-
ponent fuel models are not able to predict the complex behavior of
the vaporization of multicomponent fuels such gasoline and die-
sel. The preferential vaporization of light-end components in mul-
ticomponent fuels affects greatly the fuel distribution near the
spray and can not be represented by single component fuel
models,@8#.

Studies have been performed on the vaporization of multicom-
ponent fuels,@7–11#. Multicomponent fuel models are classified
into two types, i.e., discrete component models and continuous
composition models. The approach of a discrete component model
has high computational overhead when it is used for fuels with a
large number of components, because additional transport equa-
tions are to be solved for each species in order to track the fuel
composition and vaporization behavior.

The continuous composition model, which is based on the con-
tinuous thermodynamics method,@9#, can represent the fuel com-
position as a continuous distribution function with respect to an
appropriate parameter such as molecular weight. This enables a
reduction of computational load without degrading the predict-
ability of the complex behavior of the vaporization of multicom-
ponent fuels,@8#.

Most vaporization models have focused on normal evaporation
where the mass fraction of fuel vapor at the surface is less than
unity and the concept of Spalding’s mass transfer number is valid,
@2#. However, the boiling situation takes place frequently at usual
engine operating conditions. For example, in gasoline PFI en-
gines, when the engine is operated at part load, i.e., the intake port
pressure is relatively low, the vapor pressure of the injected fuel
corresponding to the fuel temperature is likely to be higher than
the intake port pressure. In GDI engines or HCCI engines with
early injections, the fuel in an injector which is at high pressure is
likely to be at a temperature higher than the boiling temperature of
the fuel corresponding to the cylinder pressure due to heat transfer
through the injector body,@12,13#. In both cases, the fuel droplets
are in superheated conditions and vaporization occurs first though
the boiling process, and then changes to normal evaporation later
in the droplet lifetime. For the vaporization of multicomponent
fuels, the fuel droplets are much more frequently in the boiling
situation due to the high volatility of the light-end components of
the fuel. For realistic predictions of the vaporization of multi-
component fuels in typical engine operating conditions, both boil-
ing and normal evaporation modes should be considered and a
smooth change between those two modes is desirable.

In this paper, a robust vaporization model that can be used in
the low pressure range~i.e., below the critical state! is presented.
The model was applied to predict the vaporization of single drop-
lets. Single-component fuel cases using the model are also pre-
sented for comparison. Also, the applicability of the multicompo-
nent model to model single-component fuel evaporation by
modifying the constants of the distribution function is presented.

Theoretical Formulation
A spherical liquid droplet with a large number of components

vaporizing without chemical reactions in a relatively low-pressure
gaseous environment is considered. Radiation and second order
effects such as the Soret and Dufour effects are assumed to be
negligible. Assuming that each component species in the mixture
can be characterized or identified by the value of one variable,I,
which represents some macroscopic property, the amount of sub-
stance can be expressed via the distribution functionsf l(I ) and
f v(I ) for the liquid and vapor phases, respectively. With the am-
bient gas treated as a discrete species, assuming no absorption of
the ambient gas into liquid droplet, the system is a continuous
system of a liquid phase fuel and a semi-continuous mixture sys-
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tem of vapor phase fuel and ambient gas. The general molar dis-
tribution function for the composition of the semi-continuous sys-
tems is defined as,@7#,

Gp~ I !5xF
p f p~ I !1(

s51

N

xs
pd~ I 2I s! (1)

where thep representsv or l, denoting the properties of the vapor
or liquid phases, respectively.x is the mole fraction,N the total
number of discrete species, andd the dirac delta function. Sub-
scriptss andF, respectively, denote the properties of the discrete
and fuel species. The distribution has the property that

E
0

`

Gp~ I !dI51, E
0

`

f p~ I !dI51, (
s51

N

xs
p512xF

p . (2)

For the continuous system of the liquid fuel only,xs
p is zero and

xF
p is unity so thatGp(I ) becomes equal tof p(I ). In this research

the independent variableI is chosen to be the molecular weight,
however, two~or possibly even more! distributed variables could
be used to represent the properties of mixtures,@14#. The func-
tional form of the distribution functionf p(I ) is limited to an ana-
lytical form, which is shown later, though it could take on other
forms,@15#. The mole fraction of a speciesi in the fuel is given by

xi5Gp~ I ! iDI i (3)

whereDI i is the interval inI.
The governing equations for the liquid phase continuous system

and the semi-continuous system of gas and vapor phase fuel,
along with liquid-vapor equilibrium at the interface between the
droplet and the surrounding gas are considered next.

Vapor Phase Transport Equations. Based on the continuous
thermodynamics approach, the general governing equation for the
various moments of the fuel vapor distribution in gas phase are
derived as,@7#,

]

]t
@r fuv

n#1¹•@r fuv
nv#52¹•E

0

`

I nJIdI1Sg ~n50,1,2,̄ !

(4)

wherev andr f are the velocity of the gas-phase mixture and the
density of the fuel vapor, respectively.Sg is the source term.JI is
the diffusion flux for the element with molecular weightI. In this
study Fick’s law is assumed to be applicable for the semi-
continuous system.uv

n represents thenth moment of the distribu-
tion of vapor phase and it is defined generally as

up
n5E

0

`

I nf p~ I !dI ~n50,1,2, . . . !. (5)

Any number of equations can be obtained with Eq.~4! with
different values ofn, depending on the number of parameters used
in the distribution function. But for the two-parameter typeG
distribution function used here,n52 suffices for the calculations.
With n50, 1, and 2, the governing equations for the continuity,
mean molecular weight,u, and the second moment of the fuel
vapor distribution,c, can be derived,@7#.

The energy equation can be expressed as

C̄P

]

]t
~rT!1C̄P¹•~rvT!

5¹•l¹T1FacrD̄

uv
1~bc2CPA!rD̂G¹yF•¹T (6)

whereT is the temperature,l is the thermal conductivity,c is the
concentration of the mixture,C̄P is the mixture specific heat,CPA

is the specific heat of air,D̂ is the diffusion coefficient associated
with the diffusion processes of the second moment of the vapor

distribution, andac andbc are the coefficients of a linear correla-
tion of specific heat taken from Chou and Prausnitz@16# as a
function of composition.

Liquid Phase Balance Equation. The liquid phase is ap-
proximated as well mixed for convective conditions, based on
previous research on internal mixing driven by internal circula-
tion, @17#, droplet breakup and deformation,@18#, and experimen-
tal evidence,@19#. For stagnant conditions where no circulation
inside the droplet is induced, well-mixed condition is still as-
sumed for the simplicity of the model. However, the temperature
in the droplet is not assumed to be uniform because a surface
temperature model is introduced, as discussed later. Assuming no
absorption of ambient gas into the liquid droplet, a general form
of the governing equation for the change in the various moments
of the liquid fuel distribution is obtained by modifying a differ-
ence form suggested by Lippert and Reitz@10# as

r lR

3

du l
n

dt
5ṁ

u l
1

uv
1

@u l
n2uv

n# ~n51,2, . . .! (7)

wherer l is mass density,R is droplet radius,ṁ is vaporization
rate andu l

n anduv
n are thenth moments of the fuel distribution in

liquid phase and vapor phase, respectively, as defined in Eq.~5!.

Distribution Function. For the present modeling, theG dis-
tribution with respect to molecular weight,I, was chosen because
it is convenient to represent petroleum fractions,@9,14#. The G
distribution is formulated as

f ~ I !5
~ I 2g!a21

baG~a!
expF2

~ I 2g!

b G (8)

where a and b are parameters that determine the shape of the
distribution, andg is the origin of the distribution function which
is same in both the liquid and vapor phases.

Vapor-Liquid Equilibrium. In the continuous thermody-
namics method, the equilibrium at the interface between the liquid
droplet and the surrounding gas is based on the assumption that
the chemical potentialm for the liquid phase,l, and vapor phase,
v, are equal for each value ofI in the interval fromI 1 to I 2 , and
is similar to the discrete case. Assuming an ideal solution, the
surface mass fraction of fuel vapor can be determined using
Raoult’s law. A simple relation between the distribution param-
eters in the liquid and vapor phases can be obtained as,@9#,

uv2g5
~u l2g!

11ABs l
2/~u l2g!

(9)

sv
25s l

2F ~uv2g!

~u l2g! G
2

(10)

whereA andB are functions of temperature from the integration
of the composition-dependent Clausius-Clapeyron equation. Cor-
relations for other properties of continuous composition mixtures
such as specific, latent heat, critical temperature, etc., are used as
suggested by Tamim and Hallett@9# and Lippert and Reitz@10#.

Determination of Surface Temperature. For more accurate
predictions of the vaporization rate and heat flux, a surface tem-
perature model was incorporated into the present vaporization
model. The surface temperature of the droplet is determined from
a heat and mass transfer balance at the interface between the drop-
let and the surrounding gas. There are two regimes of heat trans-
fer, i.e., heat transfer from the inside of the droplet to the surface,
qi , and heat transfer from the outer gas to the surface,qo . The
rate of heat transfer balances with the required heat for vaporiza-
tion at the surface is

L~Ts!ṁ5qi1qo (11)
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whereL(Ts) is the latent heat of the fuel at the surface tempera-
ture, Ts , and ṁ is the vaporization rate. The heat transfer from
inside the droplet was modeled as a convective heat transfer pro-
cess with internal circulation taken into account. The heat transfer
coefficient inside the droplet is determined from the thermal con-
ductivity, l, and the unsteady equivalent thickness of the thermal
boundary layer,de , as

qi5hi ,eff~Td2Ts!5
l

de
~Td2Ts! (12)

whereTd is the droplet interior temperature andde is calculated
using an effective thermal diffusivity,@17#,

de5Apaefft5Apxa l t (13)

wherex51.8610.86 tanh@2.225 log10(Pel /30)# and Pel is the Pe-
clet number of the droplet. In the case of a stagnant droplet where
no internal circulation is driven by the surrounding gas, the value
of de is determined from the heat flux equation for a semi-infinite
material with constant surface temperature and is limited to
R/2.257 whereR is the radius of the droplet. This formulation is
based on the temperature gradient at the surface of a slab im-
mersed in a fluid at the time when the heat reaches the center line
of the slab,@20#.

The effective heat transfer coefficient for the outer flux is de-
termined from the approximate solution of the energy equation for
the vapor phase with the effects of inter-diffusion and Stefan flow
considered,@21#. The approximate solution was obtained by solv-
ing one-dimensional energy equation together with species con-
servation equation using the method of integration by parts and
approximation was made in treating a definite integral term as
another form of definite integral multiplied by a constant. An ex-
plicit equation that relates the vaporization rate,ṁ, to the tem-
peratures of the droplet and the surrounding gas mixture is

ṁL~Ts!5hi ,eff~Td2Ts!

1
kC̄Pṁ

expF2r oC̄Pṁ

lNu
2

@CA#~yFsur2yFo!

l

Sh

NuG21

~Tsur2Ts!

(14)

where,Td , is the droplet internal temperature,Ts , is the droplet
surface temperature,Tsur is the surrounding gas temperature, Sh is
the Sherwood number, Nu is the Nusselt number,C̄P is the aver-
age specific heat of the gas mixture including fuel vapor,k is a
correlation factor, @21#, @CA#5(CPF2CPA)rD̄ is the inter-
diffusional difference of energy flux between fuel and air, where
CPF and CPA are specific heat of fuel and air, respectively, and,
yFo , andyFsur, are the mass fractions of fuel at the interface and
far away, respectively. The rate of mass transport at the droplet
surface is calculated using the well-known high mass transfer rate
equation with Spalding’s transfer number.

ṁ5gm ln~11BM ! (15)

where gm is the mass transfer coefficient determined fromgm

5ShrD̄/2R andBM is Spalding’s transfer number.
Since the effective heat transfer coefficient for the outer heat

flux is coupled with the vaporization rate, the surface temperature
of the droplet is determined by solving two balance equations
iteratively, and assuming a quasi-steady heat transfer process.

Modeling of Boiling Process. For the boiling case, it is as-
sumed that the instability of the droplet surface is negligible so
that the droplet maintains its stable spherical shape. In this case,
the model for the effective thermal diffusivity by internal circula-
tion for non-boiling droplets is still valid, and there is no sudden
breakup of the droplet due to internal phenomena such as micro-
explosions.

When a droplet is heated up, its surface temperature increases
and it can reach the boiling point, when the surface mass fraction
becomes equal to unity. Boiling may also occur in the case of the
evaporation of initially super-heated droplets where the droplet
temperature is higher than the boiling temperature corresponding
to the ambient gas pressure. The heat transfer process from the
droplet interior to the droplet surface was modeled as a convective
heat transfer process using a modified effective heat transfer co-
efficient from empirical correlations,@22#, which take into account
the effect of the nucleation inside the droplet, as

qi5a~Td2Tb!5~hi ,eff,s1ash!DT (16)

wherehi ,eff,s is the coefficient for the portion of heat transfer by
internal circulation at the saturation temperature,ash is the por-
tion of heat transfer enhancement by the effect of nucleation, and
DT is the difference between the droplet interior temperature and
the boiling temperature. An empirical correlation for the portion
of heat transfer enhancement by the effect of nucleation,ash , was
suggested as,@22#,

ash50.76DT0.26 ~0<DT,5!

50.027DT2.33 ~5<DT,25!

513.8DT0.39 ~25<DT!. (17)

It is reasonable to include the portion of heat transfer by inter-
nal circulation in an explicit form because the value ofash be-
comes zero when the droplet temperature is equal to the boiling
temperature, i.e.,DT50, whereas there is enhancement of heat
transfer by internal circulation even in the normal evaporation
mode. This ensures a continuous change of the effective heat
transfer coefficient for the internal heat transfer. Hence, a smooth
transition of evaporation mode from boiling~flash boiling! to nor-
mal evaporation is ensured. Note that Eq.~16! can be used for the
non-boiling super-heated droplet because the equation itself is in-
dependent of the evaporation mode.

Combining with Eq.~14! gives an explicit form of the energy
equation to determine the vaporization rate for the boiling cases,
including flash boiling, as

ṁL~Tb!5a~Td2Tb!

1
kC̄Pṁ

expF2r oC̄Pṁ

lNu
2

@CA#~yFsur21!

l

Sh

Nu
G21

~Tsur2Tb!.

(18)

The vaporization rate determined from the energy and mass
transfer equations~for normal evaporation cases! is used to calcu-
late the source terms for the vapor phase transport equation, Eq.
~4!.

Droplet Temperature Change. Neglecting the effect of ra-
diation, the temporal change of the droplet internal temperature is
given for normal evaporation as

dTd

dt
5

Ahi ,eff~Td2Ts!

rCvV
(19)

and for boiling,

dTd

dt
5

Aa~Td2Tb!

rCvV
(20)

whereA and V are the droplet surface area and volume, respec-
tively, Cv is the specific heat at constant volume of the liquid
phase at the droplet temperature, andhi ,eff anda are the effective
heat transfer coefficients for the normal evaporation and boiling
cases, respectively, which are the same as in Eqs.~12! and ~16!.
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Results
The present model was applied to study the vaporization of

single stagnant droplets, using a modified version of the KIVA3V
Release 2.0 code,@23#. Since the density of the fuel droplet affects
the breakup of sprays as well as transient heat transfer between
the droplet interior and the surface, the liquid fuel density change
with temperature and the mean molecular weight was included in
the simulations. Variable density also allows the droplets to swell
due to heating by the ambient gas. For the multicomponent fuel
model, a correlation of density in terms of molecular weight for
hydrocarbon fuels of the paraffin family and temperature, was
obtained from the density data of Gallant and Yaws@24#. Predic-
tions of the multicomponent model for gasoline and iso-octane
were compared to the single component iso-octane cases for vari-
ous ambient gas temperatures, ambient gas pressures and initial
droplet temperatures.

Single Stagnant Droplet Evaporation. The vaporization
process of stagnant droplets of gasoline and iso-octane located in
quiescent air was calculated. The parameters of theG distribution
function were chosen as shown in Table 1 for the composition of
gasoline and iso-octane in the multicomponent fuel model. For the
calculation of iso-octane evaporation with the multicomponent
model, the values of all other physical properties used in the
model were matched with those of the single component~pure!
iso-octane fuel to allow a comparison to be made. The drop va-
porization computations considered various ambient air tempera-
tures, ambient pressures and droplet initial temperatures. For all
cases, the initial droplet diameter was 100mm.

Typical behavior for normal evaporation of gasoline droplets is
shown in Fig. 1. Droplet surface area decreases gradually with
time from the beginning and evaporation constant, which is de-
fined as negative of the gradient of the surface regression curve,
i.e., K52(dD2/dt), does not vary much around the average
value of 0.294. Because of preferential vaporization of the highly

volatile light-end components in the gasoline composition, the
mean of the composition increases and the variance decreases
steadily. The mass fraction of fuel vapor at the droplet surface
decreases initially due to the increase of the mean of composition
and the decrease of the surface temperature, then increases be-
cause the heating effect is more than the reducing effect of the
increase of the mean of composition. This differs slightly from the
predictions of Tamin and Hallet@9# in which the mass fraction of
fuel vapor decreased steadily from the initial value, and Lippert
and Reitz@10# in which the mass fraction of the fuel vapor in-
creases initially and decreases later. However, the droplet lifetime
of 34 ms under the given conditions is in good agreement with the
data by Lippert and Reitz@10#.

When the heat supplied from the surrounding gas is not enough
to provide the energy of vaporization corresponding to the mass
flux at the initial droplet temperature, the surface temperature of
the droplet decreases so that the mass flux of vapor leaving the
droplet decreases and the heat flux from the surrounding gas and
droplet interior is enhanced. Once the surface temperature is lower
than the droplet temperature, a droplet cooling process begins due
to the heat loss to the droplet surface and continues until the
surface temperature is higher than the droplet interior temperature.
Similar reasoning can be applied to the droplet heating case. Fig-
ure 2 shows a comparison of the predicted history of droplet in-
terior temperatures for gasoline and iso-octane droplets at ambient
air pressures of 0.3 and 1.0 bar. The gasoline droplet at the ambi-
ent pressure of 0.3 bar is vaporized through boiling initially and
the other case is in the normal evaporation mode. The gasoline
droplet initially experiences a cooling process, while the iso-
octane droplet is heated up from the beginning. Figure 2 also
shows an interesting characteristic of multicomponent fuel vapor-
ization; gasoline droplets do not reach an equilibrium temperature,
as in the case of the single-component iso-octane droplets. This is
because the composition of the droplet is continuously changing
as the more volatile components are vaporized.

Figure 3 shows the typical temporal behavior of the tempera-
tures and surface vapor mass fraction of a superheated gasoline
droplet vaporizing in a 500 K, 0.5 bar environment. With an initial
droplet temperature of 360 K, the droplet is vaporized through
flash-boiling initially, as seen from the fact that the mass fraction
at the surface is unity. Subsequently, the vaporization mode
changes to normal evaporation. It is also seen between the time of
0.01 and 0.36 ms that the surface of the droplet is in a subcooled
state, while the droplet interior is in a superheated state. The boil-

Table 1 Fuel distribution parameter values, †9‡

Fuel Gasoline Iso-octane

a 5.7 100
b 15 0.1
g 0 104.2
u 85.5 114.2
s 35.8 1

Fig. 1 Evaporation of a gasoline droplet in quiescent ambient
air. The initial ambient temperature and pressure are 1000 K
and 1.0 bar, respectively. The initial temperature and size of the
droplet are 300 K and 100 mm, respectively.

Fig. 2 Predicted history of droplet interior temperature for
gasoline and iso-octane droplets at ambient air pressures of
0.3 and 1.0 bar, ambient temperature of 500 K. The initial drop-
let temperature and drop size are 300 K and 100 mm, respec-
tively.
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ing temperature increases fast at the beginning of the vaporization
because most of the light-end components of the gasoline compo-
sition leave the droplet through the flash-boiling process. The
droplet interior and surface temperatures approach each other
within one degree difference in 7 ms~the droplet life time of this
case is 43.4 ms, as seen in Fig. 4! so that the droplet can be
reasonably approximated as a lumped system after a short time
interval.

Flash-boiling evaporation of superheated droplets was predicted
for gasoline and single-component iso-octane fuels with initial
droplet temperatures of 300 and 360 K at ambient temperature and
pressure of 500 K and 0.5 bar, respectively, as seen in Fig. 4. All
three cases except for the case of iso-octane, with Tpi5300 K
undergo flash boiling at the beginning of the vaporization~at 0.5
bar, the boiling temperatures of the iso-octane and gasoline drop-
lets are 348.7 K and 286.3 K, respectively! and, hence show very
steep gradients of the surface regression curve. The values of the
evaporation constant of the three boiling cases were initially 393.8
for gasoline at 360 K, 15.13 for gasoline at 300 K, 3.413 for
iso-octane at 360 K, while that for iso-octane at 300 K was zero.
For the same initial droplet temperature, the evaporation constant
of gasoline case is higher than for iso-octane initially due to the

high volatility of the light-end components of the gasoline, but
lower in the later stages of vaporization because the mean molecu-
lar weight of the gasoline continuously increases. Note that the
initial evaporation constant may be nonpositive because swelling
of the droplet is considered.

The predicted evaporation constants of gasoline droplets at the
later stages of the droplet lifetime for ambient temperatures of 500
K and 800 K, ambient pressure of 1.0 bar, and initial droplet
temperature of 270 K, were compared to data in the literature,
@25#, along with the evaporation constants of iso-octane droplets,
as shown in Table 2. Note that the literature data~automotive
gasoline data was not available! were obtained assuming a steady-
state evaporation of a single component fuel~molecular weight
125.0!, while the gasoline data in the present study were obtained
from the multicomponent, unsteady evaporation model~mean mo-
lecular weight in the 800 K case is 170.3!. The present predictions
are comparable to the previous results, though the evaporation
constant of the gasoline droplets by the present model is a little
lower than the literature data, while those of the pure iso-octane
droplets are higher. The difference is because, as vaporization
continues, the mean molecular weight of the multicomponent
gasoline droplets increases, and thus cancels the enhancement
of the vaporization rate due to the increase of the droplet
temperature.

In order to further validate the multi-component model, predic-
tions of vaporization of iso-octane droplets using the multicom-
ponent model were compared to those of the single-component
model at 500 K ambient temperature, for three ambient pressures
of 0.3, 0.5 and 1.0 bar and two initial droplet temperatures of 300
and 360 K. The composition is represented by a narrow distribu-
tion and the parameters of theG distribution were chosen as
shown in Table 1 to give a mean molecular weight of 114.2 which
is the molecular weight of iso-octane, and a variance of 1.0,@8#.

As shown in Fig. 5, the surface regression curves predicted by

Fig. 3 Temporal behavior of temperature and surface vapor
mass fraction of a superheated gasoline droplet at Tamb
Ä500 K, PambÄ0.5 bar, TpiÄ360 K and DiÄ100 mm

Fig. 4 Predicted history of surface regression for gasoline and
iso-octane droplets with two different initial temperatures at
ambient pressure of 0.5 bar and ambient temperature of 500 K.
The initial drop size is 100 mm.

Table 2 Comparison of evaporation constant

Ambient
Temperature

Chin and
Lefebvre Present Model

Gasoline
~JP4!

Gasoline
~automotive!

Iso-
octane

500 K 0.12 0.093 0.144
800 K 0.285 0.26 0.313

Fig. 5 Comparison of predictions of iso-octane vaporization
by the single-component model and the multicomponent model
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the single and multicomponent models are in very good agree-
ment in both the normal and boiling modes~low pressure cases!.
This implies that the multicomponent model can also be used for
the simulation of single-component fuels using appropriate pa-
rameters for the composition distribution function and property
correlations.

Conclusion
A model for unsteady droplet vaporization has been presented.

An explicit form of equation to determine the heat flux from the
surrounding gas mixture to the droplet-gas interface was obtained
from an approximate solution of the quasi-steady energy equation
for the surrounding gas mixture with the inter-diffusion of fuel
vapor and surrounding gas taken into account. The model consid-
ers the droplet temperature range from flash-boiling conditions to
normal evaporation for single and multicomponent fuels. The
model was applied to the prediction of drops under quiescent con-
ditions. Based on the results, the following conclusions are drawn:
~1! the boiling ~flash-boiling! process should be included in
evaporation models used in engine applications for accurate pre-
dictions at low ambient pressures or under superheated droplet
conditions, especially for the prediction of the behavior of multi-
component fuel sprays,~2! the new surface temperature model
ensures the prediction of more realistic and accurate profiles of
droplet temperature from flash-boiling to normal vaporization
conditions, and~3! the present multicomponent evaporation model
based on continuous thermodynamics can also be applied to the
prediction of single-component fuel vaporization.
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Nomenclature

A 5 surface area
ac 5 vapor phase specific heat parameter

BM 5 Spalding’s transfer number5(ys2y`)/(12ys)
bc 5 vapor phase specific heat parameter

CA 5 inter-diffusional energy difference
Cp 5 specific heat at constant pressure
Cv 5 specific heat at constant volume
D 5 diffusion coefficient
f 5 distribution function

G 5 general molar distribution function
gm 5 mass transfer coefficient

h 5 enthalpy; heat transfer coefficient
I 5 distribution variable
J 5 diffusion flux
L 5 latent heat
m 5 mass

Nu 5 Nusselt number
q 5 heat flux
R 5 radius
r 5 radius

Sg 5 source term
Sh 5 Sherwood number
T 5 temperature
t 5 time

V 5 droplet volume
v 5 average velocity
x 5 molar fraction
y 5 mass fraction
a 5 G distribution parameter; thermal diffusivity; heat

transfer coefficient
b 5 G distribution parameter
g 5 G distribution parameter

d 5 dirac delta function; thickness of thermal boundary
layer

u 5 mean of composition
un 5 Nth moment of distribution
k 5 correlation factor
l 5 thermal conductivity
r 5 mass density
s 5 variance
c 5 second moment of composition

Subscripts and Superscripts

A 5 air
b 5 normal boiling point
d 5 droplet interior
e 5 equivalent term

eff 5 effective value
F, f 5 fuel

i 5 componenti of mixture; droplet interior
l 5 liquid phase
o 5 droplet surface; surrounding gas
p 5 phase
s 5 discrete species; source term; droplet surface

sh 5 superheated
sur 5 surrounding gas

v 5 vapor phase
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Cycle-Resolved NO
Measurements in a Two-Stroke
Large-Bore Natural Gas Engine
Cycle-resolved NO data were acquired from a Cooper-Bessemer GMV 4TF two-stroke
engine to better understand and quantify large bore natural gas engine NOx emission.
The cycle resolved NO data were extracted separately from the engine’s cylinder two and
four exhaust ports and taken simultaneously with cycle resolved pressure traces, conven-
tional steady-state emission measurements and a variety of additional performance and
diagnostic data. The test variables were intake manifold boost pressure, ignition method
and ignition timing. Relationships between individual cycle pressure traces and the NO
produced by that cycle were investigated. Furthermore, mass-averaged NO values were
calculated and integrated in order to compare with average exhaust emissions from a
steady-state analyzer and combustion pressure characteristics. The steady measurements
revealed that NO and NO2 emissions respond differently to the test variables. The mass
averaged cycle-resolved NO values compare well with the steady exhaust emission mea-
surements and exhibit strong correlations with peak pressure and crank angle location of
peak pressure.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1635401#

Introduction
Recent stationary emission source regulations have combined

decreasing allowable emission levels with mandatory compliance
demonstration,@1#. Such legislation coupled with free-market
competition for natural gas has driven development of cost-
effective emission reduction and monitoring technology for the
natural-gas transmission industry. Conventional stationary natural-
gas compression engine monitoring methods typically require
dedicated continuous-use~or frequent periodic sampling with!
specialized emission analyzers, which are not standard equipment
for natural-gas compressor stations. Parametric emission monitor-
ing models~PEMS! are an alternative that shows potential to pro-
vide reliable data and are inherently cost-effective since the re-
quired hardware is often already present on most engines. PEMS
models utilize parameters commonly measured in field engines to
predict engine-out emissions. Because of the potential cost and
reliability improvements, research in this area has increased sig-
nificantly during the last decade,@2–4#.

This project involves the continued development of PEMS
models by looking at cycle resolved NO production from a Coo-
per Bessemer GMV-4TF cylinder. A fast response NO analyzer
made by Cambustion was utilized to make this measurement. The
cycle-resolved NO data, coupled with in-cylinder pressure data,
will be employed in future work to improve the neural network
PEMS model for predicting NOx emissions developed at Colorado
State University. This paper details the first part of the work—that
is the acquisition of cycle-resolved NO data and the associated
data reduction implemented to interpret it, as well as acquisition
of conventional emissions and potential PEMS input data.

The cycle-resolved NO data is useful for improving PEMS
models as well as providing additional insight into the physics of
NOx formation. Oxides of nitrogen (NOx) production is signifi-
cantly influenced by combustion variability. The variation in peak
cylinder pressure associated with combustion variability is accom-
panied by an associated variation in peak cylinder temperature.

This behavior is problematic from a NOx production standpoint
because the formation of nitric oxide~NO!, the primary constitu-
ent in NOx , is exponentially dependent on temperature. As a con-
sequence of this exponential behavior, the cumulative NO emis-
sions from an engine where the peak temperatures vary widely
from cycle to cycle are much higher than an engine without sig-
nificant cycle-to-cycle variation. Many retrofit technologies~i.e.,
multistrike ignition, precombustion chamber ignition, etc.! help
mitigate combustion variability and, consequently, reduce NOx .
To our knowledge a detailed study of the relationship between
cycle-resolved combustion characteristics and cycle-resolved NOx
has not been carried out on large-bore natural-gas engines.

Technical Approach

Overview. This investigation’s data were gathered from a
Cooper GMV-4TF engine using a fast NO analyzer and a variety
of additional data-acquisition and analysis equipment. The test
engine and test matrix, fast NO instrumentation and data process-
ing and additional significant instrumentation are described in
more detail below.

Test Engine and Test Matrix. The Cooper GMV-4TF engine
is one of several highly instrumented industrial engines installed
at the Colorado State University’s large-bore engine test bed
~LBET!. The LBET has been thoroughly described in previous
work, @5,6#. Nevertheless, a brief description is included here for
completeness. The Cooper GMV-4TF engine is loaded by a large
computer-controlled waterbrake dynamometer and is instrumented
for all relevant temperatures and pressures, fuel and air flow as
well as combustion pressure and emissions. Fuel-air ratio and
spark timing are electronically controlled using a Woodward Gov-
ernor Smart engine control system. The ignition system is an Al-
tronic CPU-2000. The inlet and exhaust systems are modified to
enable independent exhaust back pressure, intake boost pressure,
intake-air temperature, and intake-air humidity control. Engine
coolant water and lubricating oil temperatures are controlled as
well. The fast NO data are from cylinders number 2 and 4, which
are articulated off of the master compressor rod. A photograph of
the test bed is shown in Fig. 1 and the significant engine param-
eters and nominal operating conditions are listed in Table 1.

The parameters varied for this investigation were boost pres-
sure, ignition timing and ignition method. All other controlled
variables were held constant. The boost pressures tested~referred
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to as the boost map! were 6, 7.5, 10, and 13.5 Hg above atmo-
spheric pressure. The exhaust pressure was adjusted to maintain a
constant 2.5 Hg intake-to-exhaust pressure drop for all boost pres-
sures. The GMV-TF is designed for lean combustion even when
piston scavenged, which typically yields 1–3 Hg boost pressure.
Table 2 verifies that the trapped charge for the lowest boost pres-
sure tested was lean of stoichiometric, and subsequent increases in
boost further lean the trapped charge. The trapped air-fuel ratio
provided in the table was calculated from the total air-fuel ratio
and the trapping efficiency, which was determined using a tracer-
gas technique described by Olsen et al. in@7# and@8#. The equiva-
lence ratio was computed using the method prescribed by Urban
and Sharp@9# and fuel-gas-composition data, which are obtained
from analysis performed periodically on the EECL natural gas
supply. The boost map spark timing was adjusted to maintain an
18 deg ATDC average crank-angle location of peak pressure
~LPP!. Both single-strike~SS! and multistrike~MS! ignition strat-
egies were used at each boost map test point. The ignition timing
variation test~ignition map! was performed at 13.5 Hg boost us-
ing the single-strike ignition strategy. The timings tested were 6.4,
8.5, 10.5, 14.2, and 16.7 deg BTDC.

Fast NO Instrumentation and Data Analysis. The cycle-
resolved NO data were gathered using a Cambustion fNOx400 fast
NO analyzer. This instrument utilizes a chem.-illuminesce detec-
tor ~CLD! similar to standard ‘‘steady’’ NO analyzers, except the

detector is mounted remotely at the engine exhaust port~Fig. 2!
and is sized to provide dynamic response on the order of 2–3
@ms#, which allows crank-angle resolved NO concentration mea-
surements. General fast-response NO system dynamics have been
thoroughly discussed by Baltisberger and Ruhm@10#. The techni-
cal details of this particular instrument can be found in Reavell,
et al. @11#. Fast NO data were gathered from the exhaust ports of
cylinders 2 and 4.

The cycle-resolved NO data were examined as recorded and
also integrated with exhaust flow rate over the engine cycle to
calculate cycle-by-cycle NO emission. The flow rate was calcu-
lated using a quasi-steady flow model coupled to a thermody-
namic engine simulation that was executed over the port-open
portion of the cycle. Measured simulation inputs included
exhaust-port cycle-resolved pressure and time-averaged tempera-
ture for each cylinder’s exhaust port and the engine-average intake
manifold pressure and temperature. The measured cylinder pres-
sure at exhaust port opening was used as an initial condition for
each cycle. The simulated cylinder pressure was used in the flow
model to avoid noise and pegging issues associated with the mea-
sured cylinder pressure. The intake and exhaust-flow coefficients
were adjusted to minimize the following two differences:~1! be-
tween the simulated and measured total mass flow; and~2! the
assumed trapped mass at exhaust-port opening and the calculated
trapped mass at exhaust-port closing. The adjustments were made
based on the single-strike boost map data, and once optimized, the
same coefficients were used for all test points analyzed. The over-
all engine mass flow predictions were within 6% of the measured
flow and the predicted trapped mass at exhaust-port closing was
within 1.5% of the predicted trapped mass at exhaust-port closing
for all the boost and ignition map test points.

Fig. 1 The Cooper Bessemer GMV-4TF large-bore natural-gas
engine

Fig. 2 Photograph of fNO400 sample head mounted to GMV
exhaust port

Table 1 LBET engine characteristics

Engine Parameter Nominal Value or SPEC

Engine type V4, 2-stroke
Fuel delivery Direct-injection cam-driven

mechanical gas-admission valve
Fuel pressure 25 psig~172 kPag!
Ignition type Single or multistrike spark
Power cylinder bore 35.6 cm
Power con. rod length 87.3 cm
Master rod length 86.4 cm
Crank-throw radius 17.8 cm
Power rod pin angle 70°~Cylinders 2 and 4!
Power rod pin radius 21.5 cm
Power cyl. bank angle 60°~Cylinders 2 and 4!
Brake power 440 hp~330 kW!
Dynamometer torque 7730 ft-lb~10.5 kN-m!
Engine speed 300 rpm~5 Hz!
Ignition timing 10° BTDC
Intake manifold pressure 7.59 Hg ~25 kPag!
Engine pressure drop 2.59 Hg ~8.5 kPa!
Overall A/F ratio 42
Trapped A/F ratio 21
Average peak combustion pressure 505 psia~3.48 MPa!
Intake manifold temperature 110°F~317 K!
Intake humidity ratio 0.028
Jacket water temperature 160°F~340 K!

Table 2 Air and fuel quantities for the intake boost map

Boost
~in Hg!

Calculated Trapped Quantities Total Engine Quantities

A/F
Ratio

Equiv.
Ratio

Air Flow
Rate~kg/s!

Fuel Flow
Rate~kg/s!

A/F
Ratio

6.0 19.9 0.859 0.0222 0.895 40.3
7.5 21.0 0.814 0.0218 0.909 41.7

10.0 22.5 0.760 0.0224 0.975 43.6
13.5 23.7 0.722 0.0227 1.010 44.6
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The calculated instantaneous flow rate used to calculate exhaust
flow was multiplied by the measured instantaneous NO concen-
tration and integrated to calculate NO flow to generate cycle-to-
cycle NO data. The ratio of the two quantities provided mass
averaged cycle-to-cycle NO concentrations that could be com-
pared to the ‘‘steady’’ measurements described below. Further de-
tails of the model development and calibration as well as the
implementation of the fNOx400 on the GMV engine can be found
in @12#.

Additional Instrumentation. The combustion-pressure data
were measured using Kistler 6125 piezoelectric transducers and
recorded with a DSP Redline combustion analysis system.
‘‘Steady’’ NO and NOx measurements were made using both a
Rosemount NGA conventional CLD and a Nicolet Fourier-
transform infra-red~FTIR! spectrometer.

Exhaust sample for these ‘‘steady’’ measurements was extracted
at the exhaust stack to analyze total engine emissions and after the
cylinder 2 and 4 junction for comparison with the mass-integrated
cycle-resolved NO measurements, which were made from those
two cylinders.

Results and Discussion
This section presents the most significant acquired data and

simulation results from the test matrix. This section is separated
into three subsections: the first discusses general results, including

engine performance, steady-state emissions and comparisons be-
tween NO and NO2 emissions; the second presents the raw cycle-
resolved NO measurements, and the third presents the mass-
integrated NO results and provides some correlations with
combustion pressure characteristics.

Data and Engine Performance Summary. Over 100 param-
eters are recorded for each datapoint. Those parameters include
overall engine flow rate, exhaust stack temperature, intake~boost!,
and exhaust manifold pressures, standard 5-gas and FTIR emis-
sions including NO, NO2 and criteria pollutants from the cylinder
2 and 4 bank exhaust manifold and the stack, ignition timing,
brake specific energy consumption~BSEC!, peak pressure, and
standard deviation of peak pressure and indicated mean effective
pressure. As described above, cylinders 2 and 4 were instrumented
for cycle-resolved NO measurement and also sampled separately
from the engine stack for conventional ‘‘steady’’ emission analy-
sis. Generally, the engine performed as expected over the inlet
manifold and spark-timing variations, which made up the test ma-
trix. Some points of interest, including the different effects the
experimental variables had on NO versus NO2 production, are
illustrated in Figs. 3–8 and discussed in the following paragraphs.

Effect of Boost Pressure.Figure 3 shows NO, NOx , and NO2
data over the single-strike ignition boost map. The NO and NO2
curves are FTIR measurements of wet exhaust, whereas the NOx
curve is a CLD measurement of dry exhaust. All three concentra-

Fig. 3 NO, NOx , and NO2 concentration versus boost. NO and NO 2 mea-
sured using the ‘‘steady’’ FTIR and NO x measured using the ‘‘steady’’ CLD

Fig. 4 FTIR NO and NO 2 concentrations versus boost
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Fig. 5 COV of IMEP and BSFC versus boost using single and multistrike
ignition

Fig. 6 FTIR, NO, and NO 2 concentrations versus spark timing

Fig. 7 COV of IMEP and BSEC versus spark timing using single-strike igni-
tion
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tions decrease significantly as the boost is increased. The NO2
reduction is slightly more than 50%, while the NO and NOx con-
centrations decrease almost 90%. NO2 is a relatively small
amount of the NOx total, so this difference doesn’t significantly
change the character of the NOx curve relative to the NO curve.
The trends displayed by the CLD and FTIR measurements were
consistent over the test matrix. The relationships between the cor-
responding concentrations at other test points are similar to that
shown in Fig. 3.

The difference between the NO and NO2 trends may lie in the
respective formation mechanism differences. Most NO formation
occurs in the hot post-flame burned gasses, whereas NO2 can
originate from post-flame NO or can form directly in cool flames,
@13#. The post-flame NO available for NO2 formation clearly de-
creases with boost, but the associated cooler temperatures facili-
tate more cool flame NO2 formation. The latter effect is great
enough to limit the reduction in NO2 relative to NO as boost
pressure is increased.

Figure 4 compares NO and NO2 concentrations as functions of
boost for the single-strike and multistrike ignition cases. Here, the
NO concentrations are comparable for the two cases, but the NO2
is consistently lower for multistrike ignition. The cool-flame phe-
nomenon would seem a viable explanation for the lower NO2 in
the multistrike case, since the more reliable ignition would limit
the partial burns and misfires, but this is only supported by the
combustion pressure data at the two highest boost levels. Figure 5
shows the engine-average standard deviation over the average~co-
efficient of variation! of IMEP and brake specific energy con-
sumption~BSEC! over the boost map for the two ignition sys-
tems. It is evident from this figure and burn duration and percent
misfire data that there is no significant difference in cylinder-
pressure-based combustion performance or efficiency between
multi and singlestrike ignition until the boost was increased to 10
~in Hg!.

Effect of Ignition Timing. Figures 6 and 7 show the effect of
engine-average single-strike spark timing on NO and NO2 emis-
sion, and COV of IMEP and BSEC with 13.5~in Hg! boost.
Figure 7 clearly shows the efficiency improved as the timing was
advanced. In fact, potential knock damage prevented clearly es-
tablishing the optimum ignition timing. On the other hand, the
COV of IMEP degraded as the timing was advanced. This is be-
cause single-strike ignition was marginal at this boost, and since
the charge temperature and pressure increase as piston compresses
the mixture, delaying the spark results in more reliable ignition.
NO production was essentially constant, and NO2 actually
decreased when the spark was advanced from 6 deg BTDC to

10.5 deg BTDC. Further ignition advance yielded expected in-
creases in NO, but the corresponding NO2 increase was minimal.
The exponential temperature effect on NO formation was evident
here, as the NO versus spark timing slope increases with ignition
advance. The decreased NO2 sensitivity to timing could be attrib-
uted to opposing factors of the cool flame effect. While advancing
the spark increased the number of NO2-producing partial burn
cycles, the remaining properly firing cycles reached higher tem-
perature, thereby resulting in less cool-flame NO2 production.

Figure 8 compares COV of IMEP for cylinders 2 and 4 to the
engine average over the ignition map. Cylinder 2 followed the
engine average data closely, but cylinder 4 was consistently
lower—as much as 60% at the two most advanced cases. The
relationship between the engine average and the two cylinders is
similar for the boost maps for both ignition strategies except for
the multistrike 10~in Hg! boost case, where the COV of IMEP for
cylinder 4 was greater than both the engine average and the cyl-
inder 2.

Cycle-Resolved Results. This subsection presents cycle-
resolved NO data representative of the full test matrix. There was
some uncertainty regarding the fast-response NO analyzer calibra-
tion factor recorded for the low boost single strike case. This
factor is used to convert the recorded fast-response NO analyzer

Fig. 8 COV of IMEP versus spark timing. Engine average data compared to
cylinder 2 and cylinder 4.

Fig. 9 Ensemble average NO concentration for cylinder 4,
single-strike ignition, 6 Hg boost
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voltages to concentrations and is determined by dividing the con-
centration of the calibration gas by the voltage during the span
calibration. The output voltage is adjusted using a potentiometer
to maximize input range usage of the recording instrument. Sev-
eral calibration gas concentrations were available during the test,
but the bottles were located on the opposite side of the test control
room so the gas lines had to be run under the floor, raising the
possibility that they were accidentally crossed. The low-boost
single-strike test calibration factor recorded was 1299 ppm. The
factor recorded for the corresponding multistrike test was 852
ppm/volt. All the data and discussion indicate the true calibration
factor should have been 852, which is more than a 30% difference
making the error obvious. Consequently all the 6~in Hg! single-
strike data were processed and displays generated using the 852
ppm/volt calibration factor value. Further discussion supporting
this is provided in theIntegrated Individual-Cycle Resultssubsec-
tion.

Figures 9–14 show individual cycle and ensemble statistics for
the extreme boost cases using both single and multistrike ignition
strategies. It was expected that the cycle-to-cycle variability
would increase as the trapped air-fuel ratio became leaner with
increasing boost. This is clearly evident by comparing multistrike
data at 6 Hg boost shown Figs. 10 and 11, to the multistrike 13 Hg
boost data shown in Figs. 13 and 14. Figures 11 and 14 are each
test’s 200 consecutive recorded cycles overlaid on each other, and
Figs. 10 and 13 are the ensemble means and standard deviation
envelopes calculated from these cycles. The ensemble mean
cycles show a distinct pattern where the NO concentration rises
abruptly at exhaust-port opening, then begin to decrease just after
intake-port opening. The last minimum on the curve corresponds
to intake-port closing. The initial peak is obviously from the first
combustion products leaving the cylinder. The subsequent dip
could be some initial dilution from the scavenging air short-
circuiting from the intake ports, which open 132 deg ATDC. The
final, highest peak is likely from the arrival of the first-burned,
high-NO charge from near the spark plug, which reaches the high-
est temperatures within the trapped charge due to compression
heating. This same general pattern is apparent on the low boost
overlaid cycles shown in Fig. 11 despite ensemble standard devia-
tions of up to 500 ppm, which are approximately 25% of the
peak-to-peak concentration of the ensemble mean~1838 ppm!. In
contrast, the high boost maximum ensemble standard deviation
was approximately 255 ppm, which occurred near 180 deg, is

Fig. 10 Ensemble-average NO concentration for cylinder 4,
multistrike ignition, 6 Hg boost

Fig. 11 Individual cycle NO concentrations for 200 consecu-
tive cycles. Cylinder 4, multistrike ignition, 6 Hg boost.

Fig. 12 Ensemble-average NO concentration for cylinder 4, single-strike
ignition, 13 Hg boost
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actually greater than the 185 ppm peak-to-peak value of the en-
semble mean. This variability severely clouds the cyclic pattern of
the individual overlaid cycles shown in Fig. 14 as compared to the
ensemble mean shown in Fig. 13.

It was also initially expected that the cyclic NO variability
would follow the same trend as the combustion pressure statistics
described above when switching between single and multi-strike
ignition strategies. This was not the case. Figure 12 shows the
ensemble NO statistics for the high-boost single-strike ignition
test. Qualitatively, the data looked very similar to the multistrike
case, but the maximum standard deviation was only 225 ppm
compared to the 160 ppm ensemble-mean peak to peak. This cor-
responded to a 2% decrease in variation relative to the peak to
peak when using the single-strike ignition. A possible explanation
for this is that misfiring or very late burning cycles produce little

or zero NO, so the ensemble mean and standard deviation of these
cycles is very nearly zero, and since the total ensemble mean is
not numerically very large~;200 ppm! the poorly ignited cycles
contribute little to the ensemble standard deviation. On the other
hand, one early firing cycle could have a cycle resolved NO his-
tory significantly different than the mean. Two such cycles with
peak NO concentrations over 1500 ppm are evident in the overlaid
multistrike high-boost cycles shown in Fig. 14. This effect also
likely masks the true magnitude of the combustion pressure vari-
ability in the single-strike case, since misfiring pressure traces are
essentially completely repeatable, but the NO data is skewed
much more severely than the combustion pressure data.

Additional insight into the cyclic variability at high boost is
gained by examining the individual-cycle sequence containing
high NO producing cycle~s!. Figures 15 and 16 show individual-

Fig. 13 Ensemble-average NO concentration for cylinder 4, multistrike ig-
nition, 13 Hg boost

Fig. 14 Individual cycle NO concentrations for 200 consecutive cycles. Cyl-
inder 4, multistrike ignition, 13 Hg boost.
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Fig. 15 Consecutive cycle sequence including the highest NO producers.
13 Hg boost single-strike ignition, cylinder 4. First cycle shown is cycle 50
of the test and cycle 55 „beginning at 1800 deg … is the highest NO producer
of these 10.

Fig. 16 Consecutive cycle sequence including the highest NO producer.
13 Hg boost multistrike ignition, cylinder 4. Sequence shown starts at
cycle 81 of the test, highest NO producer was cycle 85 „beginning at 1440
deg ….

Table 3 Combustion pressure highlights for consecutive cycle sequences shown in Figs. 19 and 20

Single Strike Multistrike

Cyc. #
Peak
kPa

LPP
deg ATDC

IMEP
kPa Cyc. #

Peak
kPa

LPP
deg ATDC

IMEP
kPa

50 3362.9 18.00 478.8 81 3447.7 18.25 478.4
51 3612.7 15.50 489.2 82 2957.5 22.25 469.4
52 2988.2 22.00 490.1 83 3739.9 15.75 496.9
53 4142.9 13.75 492.9 84 3176.7 21.50 504.2
54 3391.2 18.50 502.7 85 4319.7 12.25 512.8
55 4128.8 14.00 495.9 86 3886.0 16.75 513.9
56 3091.9 22.00 483.3 87 3155.5 21.50 502.2
57 3065.9 19.25 472.1 88 3714.0 15.50 501.0
58 3791.8 16.00 498.1 89 3829.5 16.00 501.6
59 3492.5 19.25 473.4 90 3912.0 15.00 507.8
sequence mean 3506.9 17.82 487.6 sequence mean 3613.8 17.48 498.8

max 4142.9 22 502.7 max 4319.7 22.25 513.9
min 2988.2 13.75 472.1 min 2957.5 12.25 469.4
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cycle, cycle-resolved NO and combustion pressure data sequences
of ten consecutive cycles for the single-strike and multistrike ig-
nition strategies. These sequences are subsets of the 200 consecu-
tive cycle tests and contain at least one high NO producing cycle.
The figures’x-axes indicate the cumulative total crank degrees for
all 10 cycles and therefore begin at zero and end at 3600 deg. The
single-strike sequence shown starts on the 50th cycle, and the
multistrike sequence shown starts on the 81st cycle of the corre-
sponding 200 cycle tests. The highest NO producers in these se-
quences were cycle 55 beginning at 1800 deg, and cycle 85, be-
ginning at 1440 deg, on the respective figures for the single-strike
and multistrike tests. Table 3 provides a quantitative summary of

the combustion-pressure peak pressure, crank angle location of
peak pressure and IMEP. The table indicates that none of the
cycles are misfires. In fact, all the IMEP’s are within 6% of the
mean for the single-strike sequence and within 9% for the multi-
strike sequence. In contrast the peak NO concentrations varied by
an order of magnitude in both tests. The high NO producers had
peak pressures and location of peak pressures greater and earlier
than the mean, and in these sequences were preceded by cycles
with later and lower peak pressure than the mean. Interestingly, no
direct correlation can be made with IMEP, where it can be seen in
Figure 15 that the two high NO producing cycles, 53 and 55 have
lower IMEPs than cycle 54, which has a post exhaust-port open-

Fig. 17 Ensemble-average cycle-resolved NO as a function of intake boost.
Single-strike ignition.

Fig. 18 Ensemble-average cycle-resolved NO as a function of spark timing
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ing peak NO concentration about 70% of its neighboring cycles.
This clearly illustrates that reduced cycle-to-cycle variability is
essential to minimizing the trade off between good efficiency and
low NO production, since the engine could be tuned to repeat
optimum cycle-resolved performance.

Finally, Figs. 17 and 18 show the effect of boost and spark
timing on the ensemble mean cycle-resolved NO. The trends are
as expected with NO increasing as boost is decreased or spark
timing is advanced. The relative decreases with boost are virtually
the same between the single and multistrike ignition data~not
shown!.

Integrated Individual-Cycle Results. This section describes
the results of the fast NO measurements integrated over the engine
cycle. An overview of the computation is provided above in the
Technical Approach section and further details can be found in
@12#. The first paragraph below discusses the comparison between
the integrated NO concentration values and the ‘steady’ measure-
ments made using the FTIR. Following this, correlations are made
between the individual cycle integrated results and peak cylinder
pressure magnitude and phasing.

Comparison Between Cycle-Resolved and Steady-State NO
Measurements. Figure 19 shows the integrated results compared
to the corresponding ‘‘steady’’ FTIR results. The FTIR data are
used, since it measures a wet sample like the fast NO instrument,
whereas the steady CLD used in this investigation analyze the
exhaust after it is dried. The FTIR results are shown above to
correlate well with the steady CLD measurements. The integrated
values of the data points shown are the 200 cycle average and the
‘‘steady’’ values are from a 5-min average of data recorded each
1–1.5 seconds. The test point marked with a circle located near
2800 ppm integrated represents the results for the single-strike
low-boost case using the recorded calibration factor as discussed
earlier. The X point directly below the circle located near 1900
ppm integrated represents that test point using the calibration fac-
tor believed to be correct. The calibration factor is further dis-
cussed in the following paragraph, but the following discussion
assumes the X-point is correct. The correlation between the two
methods is excellent. The line drawn on the figure is a linear
correlation of all the points except the single strike low boost case.
The slope for this line is 1.24 and the R2 statistic is higher than
.99. The data point with the largest absolute deviation from the
linear regression line is the 7.5 Hg boost single strike test, which
is 91 ppm off the regression line. This deviation from linearity is
6.5% of the integrated value for this point~1394 ppm!, which

could be defined as percent of reading error, and 4.7% of the
maximum integrated value~1958 ppm!, which could be defined as
the percent full scale error. The worst percent of reading points are
the high boost low NO points. The worst of the two was the
multi-strike ignition case, which had a 12.5% of reading error.
This error was only 1.2% of full scale.

The excellent agreement of all the integrated data points sup-
ports the conclusion that the calibration factor was erroneously
recorded for the low-boost single-strike test, although it is not
absolutely certain that this error was made. It is possible a similar
error could have been made on the multistrike low-boost point.
This would correct the relative differences between multi and
single strike ignition for the various boosts, but then the integrated
results would have a NO vs. boost characteristic significantly dif-
ferent than the ‘‘steady’’ measurements only at low boost. It is
also possible that the data are correct as recorded and the low
boost single strike case is simply an outlier, but this is unlikely
since the redundant data from the ‘‘steady’’ CLD and FTIR and
the relative effect of ignition method seen in the integrated results
all suggest otherwise.

Fig. 19 Integrated fast NO versus FTIR ‘‘steady’’ measure-
ments

Fig. 20 Cylinder 4 individual cycle integrated fast NO versus
crank angle location of peak pressure for various boost pres-
sures. Single-strike ignition.

Fig. 21 Cylinder 4 individual cycle integrated fast NO versus
peak pressure for various boost pressures. Single-strike igni-
tion.
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Correlation Between Individual Cycle NO and Cylinder Pres-
sure Parameters. Figures 20 through 25 illustrate the relation-
ship between the individual cycle integrated results and crank
angle location of peak combustion pressure~LLP! and peak com-
bustion pressure~PP!. The plots include data from both cylinder 2
and cylinder 4 for the boost map using single strike ignition and
from cylinder 4 only for the spark timing map, which was per-
formed at the high boost using single-strike ignition. The multi-
strike ignition boost map data is very similar to the single-strike
data and, therefore, is not presented.

The boost map figures show clearly that a strong, fairly linear,
relationship exists between both LPP or PP and individual cycle
NO. Each boost level falls on a separate line where the magnitude
of the slope decreases with boost. Qualitatively, the correlation

appears slightly tighter with PP than LPP. A likely explanation is
that while an early LPP typically implies a high combustion tem-
perature, it could also indicate a slow or partially burning cycle in
which LPP is more closely related to compression pressure and
not much NO was produced. Conversely, a peak pressure signifi-
cantly greater than the compression pressure can only occur at
high temperature. Of course, the temperature would be higher in
cycles with later LPP and the same peak pressure, so peak pres-
sure is not a perfect correlation variable to NO production.

Unlike the variation of boost, where the data from each boost
fall in distinct groups, the ignition map data presented in Figs. 24
and 25 show that the integrated cyclic NO for each ignition timing
fall on the same curve. The portion of these curves exhibiting high
NO production are mostly data points from the most advanced

Fig. 22 Cylinder 2 individual cycle integrated fast NO versus crank
angle location of peak pressure for various boost pressures. Single-
strike ignition.

Fig. 23 Cylinder 2 individual cycle integrated fast NO versus peak pres-
sure for various boost pressures. Single-strike ignition.
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ignition timing, whereas the low NO producers mostly are from
the most retarded ignition timing. Again, the data appear to form a
more distinct curve when plotted against peak pressure.

For the conditions encountered during the boost maps, the re-
lationships described above are reasonably linear, with a different
slope for each boost. The ignition map deviated from this descrip-
tion, since the most advanced cases produced LPP’s and PP earlier
and higher than any seen on the boost maps. Figure 24 shows that
somewhere between LPP of 7 and 12, there is a knee in the curve
and decreases in LPP from this point in produce significantly
greater increases in the cyclic NO than LPP changed greater than
12 deg ATDC. This same phenomenon is even more pronounced
on Fig. 25, where the increase in NO production with respect to
peak pressure is very distinct at 4600 kPa. More data on the high

side of the ‘knee’ would probably indicate an exponential relation-
ship driven by the higher temperatures associated with higher PP
and earlier LPP.

Summary and Conclusion
Fast NO measurements were acquired from the exhaust ports of

a large bore natural gas two-stroke cycle engine. A comprehensive
set of steady-state data was also taken. The difference in NO and
NO2 behavior was discussed. An engine scavenging model was
used to correlate the cycle resolved fast NO measurements with
the steady state NO measurements. In-cylinder pressure measure-
ments made with piezoelectric transducers were compared with

Fig. 24 Cylinder 4 individual cycle integrated fast NO versus crank-angle
location of peak pressure for various ignition timings. Single-strike ignition.

Fig. 25 Cylinder 4 individual cycle integrated fast NO versus peak pres-
sure for various ignition timings. Single-strike ignition.
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the fast NO measurements. Valuable insight into the cycle-to-
cycle behavior of NO formation was gained. Specific conclusions
are:

• the COV of IMEP generally increases with boost and in-
creases with spark advance for lean combustion.

• the behavior of NO and NO2 are very different:~1! NO de-
creases by about an order of magnitude as boost increases,
whereas NO2 decreases by about 1/2 and appears to level off
and ~2! NO increases significantly with spark advance,
whereas NO2 is relatively constant. These differences have
been attributed to cool flame effects, which counteract post-
flame NO2 decreases when combustion quality decreases and
are generally unaffected by ignition timing.

• integrated NO from cycle-resolved NO measurements and
steady state measurements correlate extremely well, support-
ing both measurement techniques and the flow modeling used
for the cycle-resolved measurement mass integration.

• in general, cycle-to-cycle NO production correlates well with
peak pressure~PP! and slightly less well with the crank-angle
location of the peak~LPP!. These correlations are maintained
at high PP and early LPP, but the relationships become non-
linear and small variations in these combustion pressure char-
acteristics result in large variations in cycle-to-cycle NO pro-
duction. IMEP does not appear to be an accurate NO
predictor, as some high NO producing cycles were shown to
have substantially lower IMEP values than low NO produc-
ing cycles.
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IN MEMORIAM

Professor Arthur H. Lefebvre
„1923–2003…

Professor Arthur H. Lefebvre, an ASME Fellow and
a member of IGTI’s Combustion and Fuels technical
committee over three decades, passed away on Novem-
ber 24, 2003 in Pebworth~Nr. Stratford-upon-Avon!,
England as a result of pancreatic cancer. He is survived
by wife Sally, sons David and Paul, daughter Anne, and
six grandchildren.

Professor Lefebvre made outstanding exemplary
contributions over five decades in the areas of gas tur-
bine combustion and combustor design. His pioneering
work covered combustor aerodynamics, flame stabili-
zation, turbulent flame propagation, ignition, fuel at-
omization, fuel injector design, droplet combustion,
combustor heat transfer, gas turbine fuels, and emis-
sions. He was an outstanding educator and industry
consultant.

Dr. Lefebvre developed a ‘‘u-parameter’’ correlation
for gas turbine combustors that established the design
and development methodology for modern gas turbine
combustion systems. His combustor design was
adopted for the Rolls-Royce RB 211 engine that pow-
ered Boeing 747, Airbus, and Lockheed 1011 aircraft.
He patented the design of novel air-blast fuel injectors
and afterburners for Rolls-Royce engines that replaced
previous designs and became the most lucrative patents
in the company’s history. Professor Lefebvre is re-
nowned for his ingeniously derived correlations for the
prediction of droplet size from various kinds of fuel
atomizers used in propulsion and power industry. These
elegant and powerful correlations are widely used in
the gas turbine industry, and in air pollution control and
energy conservation fields.

Dr. Lefebvre co-authored over 160 archival publica-
tions, 13 patents and 3 books~Gas Turbine Combus-
tion, Gas Turbine Combustor Design Problems, andAt-
omization and Sprays!. His Gas Turbine Combustionis
a classic book and widely read by practitioners in air-
craft and industrial gas turbines. Professor Lefebvre re-
ceived many world-class honors and awards such as:
ASME Gas Turbine Award~1984!, ASME R. Tom
Sawyer Award~1984!, AIAA Propellants and Combus-
tion Award ~inaugural recipient in 1990!, Marshal
Award from the Institute of Liquid Atomization and
Spray Systems, ILASS,~1993!, IGTI Scholar Award
~1995!, IGTI Aircraft Engine Technology Award
~1996!, and ASME George Westinghouse Gold Medal
~2002!. He received a Ph.D.~1952! and higher doctor-
ate ~1975! degrees from London University, and an
honorary doctorate~1989! degree from Cranfield Uni-
versity, U.K. He was a Fellow of Royal Aeronautical
Society and the Royal Academy of Engineering in the
U.K.

Professor Lefebvre served as the head of School of
Mechanical Engineering~1961–1976! at Cranfield
University, U.K. and at Purdue University, U.S.A.
~1976–1980! and Reilly Professor of Mechanical En-
gineering~1980–1993! at Purdue University. His short
courses, primarily on gas turbine combustion, attracted
students from all over the world. He was an inspiring
mentor to a generation of students, a valued consultant
to industry, and a dedicated member of ASME combus-
tion and fuels community. He was approachable, kind,
generous, helpful, and will be remembered for his great
sense of humor, especially his after-dinner speeches at
conferences. Above all, he had a colorful personality
that left a lasting impression on those he befriended.
His teaching will remain intact in the minds of numer-
ous gas turbine combustion researchers and students.
However, the world of gas turbine combustion has lost
a pioneer and giant and he will be missed by all for his
friendship, wit, and wisdom.

Dilip R. Ballal
University of Dayton

Dayton, OH
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